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JOHN McCABE 
Clarinet Concerto 
 I don’t recall hearing McCabe’s music, though his name is familiar. Four short 

movements, pandiatonic, very abstract, soloist intertwining with motifs in the orchestra, 
lots of timp – recalls beginning of Le Sacre. Andante very slow, suspended. Moderato 
slightly faster, brings in muted strings. Vivo not overly fast, more fluttering around. (F17) 

Joybox 
 A 7’ entertainment depicting the bleeps and whistles of a slot machine, or so it says. 

Novelty: avant garde Brit lite. I thought we’d get three cherries, but alas, it just peters out. 
Missed possibilities. (N17) 

HAMISH MacCUNN 
The Land of the Mountain and the Flood 

I heard this on CBC and was impressed enough to remember the name. The Scottish 
flavor is not pronounced, but few enough pieces have any at all. A lovely melodious 
concert opener. (N10) Yes, I do recall the opening theme, vaguely folkish but not obvious, 
very homophonic. Warlike bit with cymbals unconvincing, doesn’t last. Build-up towards 
the end has a whiff of Wagner. Nice. (Ja16) 

Jeanie Deans [excerpts] 
MacCunn’s 1894 opera based on The Heart of Midlothian was a hit and has been revived, 
but only as an historical curiosity. It has palpable Scotticism, uses folk material, vaguely 
recalls Balfe, Flotow in its old-fashionedness, but there is awareness of Wagner, some 
chromaticism, reliance on arioso, avoidance of four-square phrasing, no straining after 
big high notes. More sophisticated than first appears. (N10)  

The Lay of the Last Minstrel: Final Chorus 
Pre-Elgarian patriotism – only so so.  (N10) 

The Dowie Dens o’ Yarrow 
Illustrative tone poem on a heroic and tragic Scots ballad, very pleasant music.  (N10) 

The Ship o’ the Fiend 
Another tone poem based on a ballad, “The Demon Lover.” The long major key romance 
is the satanic enticement to the fatal voyage: effective music, but less remarkable than if 
Mendelssohn had written it himself fifty years earlier. (N10) The beginning is romantic, 
breaks into stern, deliberate chase music mid-way. (Ja16) 

EDWARD MacDOWELL 
Lamia, op 29 



Lisztian symphonic poem inspired by Keats. The music concentrates first on the romantic 
infatuation, then registers the tragic change. But MacDowell cannot manage the 
serpentine gothic of Keats’s story. Rather pallid. (Ap09) The only one of MacDowell’s 
tone poems I’ve heard before, and I didn’t find it memorable. Lisztian transformations of 
a serpentine, then a hunting motif for Lycius, then a love theme. Actually it’s quite nice, 
just well worn. (N11) 

Piano Sonata, piano, No 1 in G minor, op 45 “Tragica” 
MacDowell’s cycle of Sonatas is one of the finest of Romanticism, inexplicably 
neglected: dramatic, virtuosic, inventive, appealing – over the top. The Tragica is in four 
movements: First, stormy, dramatic. Second, brief, rhythmically tricky. Largo a 
passionate outcry, painful protestation (the passage with runs is gorgeous). Finale a 
heroic song in major. (My11) 

Piano Sonata, piano, No 2 in G minor, op 50 "Eroica" 
Another four-movement work, inspired by Arthurian legends and Tennyson’s Idylls. 
Slow intro, then Allegro, all somber, tragic, bass register. Scherzo is elvish grotesque, 
flighty. Guinevere movement is marked “Tenderly.” Finale again dramatic, still minor 
key, builds to two-fisted climax, triumphant major, subsides in desolate coda, a 
reminiscence of Guinevere before final acquiescence. (My11) 

Piano Sonata, piano, No 3 in D minor, op 57 “Norse” 
Dedicated to Grieg, hence the title (though with a nod to Wagner). Begins like the Eroica 
in deep gloom, rises to heroic sentiment with great rushes of notes. Middle movement 
spins a wistful melody with harmony rich in sevenths, beautifully atmospheric. Finale is 
furious combat in propulsive 9/8 to big climax, tragic coda. MacDowell’s most 
condensed, perhaps most performed Sonata. (My11) 

Piano Sonata, piano, No 4 in E minor, op 59 “Keltic” 
Thought by MacDowell and others to be the best of the four. Inspired by Irish legends of 
Deirdre and Cuchulain from Fiona MacLeod and the young Yeats. Looser, more 
rhapsodic in structure, but cohesive, not rambling. Semplice slow movement is full of 
arpeggiated harping – over the top and glorious. Finale a ferocious chase, with Deirdre 
taking a last bow before the coda. Great stuff.  MacDowell’s cycle is limited only by the 
finite number of available Byronic poses. (My11) 

Woodland Sketches, op 51 
Ten pieces, starting with the enduring Wild Rose. Unlike the Sonatas, nicely understated, 
but they hang in the memory: the Waterlily, Native Indian material, a glimpse of Uncle 
Remus, subtle American inflections elsewhere (Trysting Place, Deserted Farm). (My11) 

Sea Pieces, op 55 
Eight pieces, generally ponderous, chordal, 4-bar phrases, emphasis on bass register and 
getting maximum sonority out of the piano, but at the expense of variety, texture. (My11) 

Two Fragments after the Song of Roland, op 30 
Middle movements of a discarded Roland Symphony. Saracens is a swift, sinister 
Scherzo. Alda (the heroine) is an Adagio alternating between romantic Amour and Angst. 
Pleasant but not compelling. The recording is not bad for its age, 1958. (N11) 

Hamlet, op 22/1 
Tone poem contrasts the somber with the swashbuckling Hamlet, followed by romantic 
theme for Ophelia, very beautiful. More striving turmoil builds to climax in major. (N11) 

Ophelia, op 22/1 



Second of two paired tone poems develops the Ophelia theme from the first. Ophelia is 
made a naive ingenue surrounded by birdcalls. No sign of madness but for a few dark 
chords at the end. Both are effective pieces, viable either separately or together. (N11) 

Lancelot and Elaine, op 25 
Tone poem on Tennyson’s poem, based on a detailed program. Details are unimportant: 
MacDowell is no Straussian realist. But romantic/military aura is clear enough. 
MacDowell in top form. (N11) 

Indian Suite, op 48 
 Just the Dirge movement – why didn’t he record the whole thing? There’s lots of room. 

I’ve even played the piece. (Je13) 
JOHN BLACKWOOD McEWEN       
Quartet No 2 in A minor 

The second of 19 quartets by Scotch composer unknown to me. I’m underwhelmed. 
Simple rhythmic idea repeated relentlessly. Andante offers very nice modal, folklike 
tune, but goes nowhere. Vivace tries to be clever but is not. Finale has tawdry ideas again 
repeated ad nauseam. Maybe it’s just “early.” The Chilingirian, normally fine, sounds 
uncommitted. (S10) 

Quartet No 8 in E♭ 
Shortish piece in 3 movements, more complex harmony than in No 2, hints of Ravel. 
Ideas are present but very small. (S10) 

Quartet No 15 "A Little Quartet 'in modo scotico'" 
Shortish, unassuming – Scots melodies dressed in frippery. Of the three quartets, this has 
the advantage of distinct character and raison d'être.  (S10) 

WALTER MacFARREN 
Concertstück in E minor, piano & orchestra 
 Walter was the younger brother of slightly less obscure George Alexander MacFarren, 

and this is his only extant work for piano and orchestra. A Concerto is lost. Very nice: 
The main part is duly Mendelssohnian, as the notes say, but the minor key intro has a 
pleasing fragrance of Chopin. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

GUILLAUME de MACHAUT 
Ballades and virelais 

There are 7 on the Gothic Voices disc devoted mainly to Solage, limited to 2-part and 
monophonic pieces in contrast to Solage’s consistent 4-part texture, but having the effect 
of making Machaut seem the lightweight. “Plus dure que un dyamant” and “Douce 
dame” are specially nice. If Gothic Voices has a fault, it’s too much sobriety in 
presentation (in contrast to David Munrow and some flashy groups like Unicorn), but 
they are the tops in early music. (Jy09) 

14 Chansons 
I’m finding that Machaut’s sound is losing its strangeness: a good thing, I suppose. Here 
I’m reduced to hearing the music abstractly, since I have only OF texts plus computerized 
translations (comical!). Melismatic lines, very ornate, protracting every syllable and line 
of text, harmony skittish about thirds, rhythms triple and intricate, some hocketing, lots of 
Machaut cadences, but no extreme complexities of rhythm. “Ma fin est ma 
commencement.” (Jy09--Muskoka) 

Messe de Notre Dame 



The CD begins with motets by Vitry, Pierre de Bruges, Gilles d’Orléans, Bernard de 
Cluny. Ars Nova, with lots of hocketing (condemned by Pope Paul XXII), parallel 
fourths, Machaut cadences and half cadences. The texts of some, like the Pierre de 
Bruges, are roll calls of recognized composers. Alma praises music as heavenly order. 
Three Gothic organ pieces. The CD ends with Andrieu’s beautiful double ballade on the 
death of Machaut: la mort Machaut le noble rethouryque. Truly extraordinary. The Mass 
is sung at slow, steady tempo. It’s familiar enough, though dissonances are introduced by 
Kandel’s theories, and there are organ divisions between movements. Articulation is 
smooth, almost placid. Beautifully performed, thoughtful presentation of the great Mass, 
but still not my ideal performance. (Je12) 

GEORGE FREDERICK McKAY 
Evocation Symphony – Symphony for Seattle 

McKay was an isolated regional composer with an appealing neo-romantic style: 
someone compared him plausibly to Howard Hanson: tonal, widely spaced chords, lots of 
sevenths, no great dissonance, touches of Hollywood Indian. First movement has 
short-breathed phrases, meanders. Andante hovers with oboe solo. Finale is rhythmic, 
lively, but stops and starts. I had hoped for better. Randall Thompson is far more elegant, 
with decided character. (Ja11) 

From a Moonlit Ceremony 
Short 4-movement orchestral Suite, the two faster movements developing typical 
“Indian” tunes.  Entertaining, no more.  (Ja11)   

Harbor Narrative 
Travelogue of the Pacific Northwest. Here McKay is an American impressionist in a 
lavishly orchestrated, colorful series of nine short vignettes, unpretentious, virtually free 
of formalist constraints. To me the most attractive music here. (Ja11)   

Sir ALEXANDER CAMPBELL MacKENZIE 
Violin Concerto in C# minor  

Reminiscent of Bruch: Not overtly Scottish, very attractive, championed by Sarasate, 
maybe too fussy in its figurations. Lacks the big tunes of Bruch at his best.  (Ag09) 

Pibroch Suite, violin & orchestra 
Three movement Suite, with extended development, really a little Concerto: overtly 
Scottish sounding, superb middle Variation movement, spirited Finale, good tunes. More 
successful than the Concerto, and a real addition to the short list of fine Scottish music. 
(Ag09) Beginning is all wind-up and no pitch. Variations have their comic aspect. (Ag09 – 
Mpls) 

Scottish Concerto, piano & orchestra, op 55 
First movement based on Scottish tunes I don’t know: passionately declamatory, 
eccentric staccato bit, but it’s always building to something. I can’t fit it together. Molto 
lento expands on a love song, single minded and sensible. Nice. Finale a romp on Green 
Grow the Rashes O: episodic, big ending. I should warm to it more than I do. (Trivia: 
MacKenzie was uncle of Rebecca West.) (N12) 

Sir ERNEST MacMILLAN 
Quartet in C minor; Two Sketches on French Canadian Airs 

I hear some awkwardness of construction (excessive counterpoint?), but on the whole a 
fine late Romantic work with touches of Reger. I don’t recall it well from the LP, except 
for beautiful slow movement. Cyclic return of themes in Finale. At 26', shorter than I 



thought. The Sketches are of course very familiar. (Je09) À St Malo a nice encore. (Alcan 
Qt live, Ja10) 

Cortège Academique; Blanche comme la neige; Three Songs of the West Coast 
The quality of this music creates a desire for more, alas. Solid organ piece; gorgeous 
choral arrangement; effective songs on Amerind motifs very well handled. Vickers 
sounds good, not abrasive, as he sometimes is with piano. (Je09)  

JAMES MacMILLAN 
Seraph 

Three-movement Trumpet Concerto with string orchestra: Opens in neo-classic style, 
complete with allusions to Haydn’s Concerto. Adagio sets reflective lines in trumpet and 
solo violin over throbbing accompaniment: gets eerie, tense, quiet ending. Finale is 
ritmico, marcato: broader reflective passage: ritmico returns for abrupt ending. Appealing 
piece, no tricks, accessible without being condescending. (Ap12) 

The Confession of Isobel Gowdie 
MacMillan’s breakthrough piece, which I had thought was for soprano and orchestra. No, 
no soprano, no singer: purely an orchestral piece involving sustained masses, not terribly 
dissonant, against violent beating strokes in percussion, taken over by dance-like 
outbursts, mocking. Maxwell Davies is not far off. MacMillan’s program note about 
Gowdie, tortured and executed for witchcraft, offers a raison d’être. It ends with solemn 
sustained strings interrupted by horrible outbursts of brass. Very effective. (My12) [My 
notes on a second hearing got misplaced.] Found. The liner notes are good. I remember 
the violence of brass and percussion, but was surprised by the diatonic cluster with “little 
keening slides,” and I still can’t hear “Lux aeterna.” The antiphonal effects are also hard 
to detect. MacMillan has a sectarian beef: yes, we Catholics burned heretics, but you 
Calvinists burned witches. Under the noise there’s a steady note value and tonality. The 
final section is beautiful. (O16)  

Symphony No 3 “Silence” 
Large 38' Symphony in one movement opens with standard instruments sounding very 
Japanese and moving at the pace of a Noh play. Piano entry followed at length by loud 
outbursts, contrabass clarinet, pentatonic figures – empty octaves in brass and chimes, 
drums, violins wailing, all in long slow crescendo. Faster, more rhythmic segment (a 
whiff of Messiaen). Low drone, horn figures rising induce semi-consonant string mass 
with harp, pentatonic woodwinds. Serenity, interruption, complication, long fade. (My12) 

Mass 
I was leery of this but no need: it reminds me of Duruflé with its fluid, soaring 
contrapuntal movement and a squeeze of lemon. MacMillan sets the English text and 
replaces the Credo with Alleluia and Sursum Corda. There’s also a sung Eucharistic 
Prayer after the Benedictus. The organ mostly provides discreet underpinning plus odd 
tweedles, but occasionally takes over. Gloria reaches a high point at Lord Jesus Christ. 
Sanctus rises out of the depths into what sounds aleatoric, but it resolves on a major triad, 
then a great Hosannah (the most dissonant section). Eucharistic Prayer is intoned and 
sung with bells, with a section of choir declamation and Amen repeated (?) from the 
Gloria. The piece is very impressive, but the liturgical takes over from musical priorities 
about midway through. (O16) 

5 anthems 



“A New Song” sets Psalm 96 in English to a mix of plainchant and Scots turns and snaps, 
plus a  discreet organ that takes over fortissimo towards the end. Choir writing sounds 
almost free, but I don’t think it is. “Christus vincit” takes a  pompous royal acclamation 
and turns it into subjective reflection on the kingship of God. “Seinte Marie moder 
milde” sets a thirteenth-century macaronic lyric antiphonally: high voices screech the 
English fortissimo, low voices respond quietly in Latin. The alternation then varies, with 
the ending left open. “A Child’s Prayer” was written in response to a school shooting: 
two treble voices float above the dark, sometimes angry low voices. “Changed” is the 
notorious Wallace Stevens setting that Paul tried to teach the FSA Choir and failed. The 
choir part is difficult, and it gets no help whatever from the low organ ostinato. (O16) 

Gaudeamus in loci pace 
 Serene organ piece on a plainsong, with birds chirping in an alien key. (O16) 
On the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin 

Anthem with organ on a poem by the great prose stylist Jeremy Taylor. Thoroughly 
dissonant, seemingly atonal but not – and highly evocative. Organ makes dramatic pause, 
then a great convergence on Alleluiah. Organ plays out. (Je19)   

Te Deum 
English text from the Book of Common Prayer, 15’. First section has men in harmony 
with solo soprano like a loon call above, then joined by others. Second: organ sounds 
break, but Holy Holy Holy is scarcely heard – women first, then men, sing dissonant 
descant. Third: Thou art the King in consonant harmony, followed by (4th) women in 
melismatic chant, joined by the rest in crescendo to (5th) Vouchsafe O Lord, the choir 
fortissimo in consonant chords while the organ goes crazy. Diminuendo to last line, and 
the organ plays out. Super piece. (Je19) 

Seven Last Words from the Cross 
Choir and strings, 7 movements, 47’, written for TV presentation in seven segments 
during Holy Week. Text added to movements 1, 3, 5, and 6. (1) Much choral chant, great 
clusters on Rex Israel, Palm Sunday affirmation, strings dancing about. (2) Begins with a 
cappella fortissimo declaration from Bach, as strings creep in below, gradually go crazy. 
(3) Ecce lignum crucis, Good Friday antiphon: deep basses, with consonant upper voices 
on Venite adoremus, then modernist intonation. Promise of Paradise saved until last, 
sopranos in alt. (4) A single rising and falling arc through all parts. I love the bass pizz. 
Some mid-eastern ornamentation in voices. (5) “Static and bleak” say the liner notes – 
choral chant near the end. (6) Hammer blows, brutal, drop out bu return sporadically 
through serene rising of the choir in slow crescendo. (7) Choir fortissimo makes final 
declaration, quasi-consonant with a dollop of Bach. Strings finish alone, with high 
exposed diminuendo with expanding silences. Major masterpiece. (Je19) 

ELISABETH MACONCHY 
Quartet No 1 

The first of an admired cycle: highly rhythmic repeated note motif, pandiatonic, full of 
energy, compact. Scherzo an intense 6/8. Andante begins relaxed, melancholy, then 
builds intensity – some communal glissandi. In Presto Finale the lurking ghost of Bartok 
takes over. Attractive, well-made piece. (Je13) 

Quartet No 2 



Lento makes a long, slow arc on a theme based on a major second: builds to 
 fortissimo, subsides to consonance. Presto motif builds on similar intervals in 
 irregular rhythms. Lento sustains long lines punctuated by motifs from Presto – a  rich  

sound. Pizzicato and jiggy figures begin the Allegro. (Je13) 
Quartet No 3 

Shortish piece only 11’ in one slow movement punctuated by Presto bits.  Soundworld is 
distinctive and beautiful: triadic but major/minor, lyric lines dissolving in long glissandi, 
tempi shifting and stretching unpredictably but never losing feel of pulse. A keeper. (Je13) 

Quartet No 4 
The Fourth returns to four-movement format: opening cello pizzicato sets motivic 
material, but the form is ternary with a Lento section separating Allegros. Scherzando 
recalls pianissimo scurrying in Berg’s Lyric Suite, but this too sits in contrast to a tubby 
bass dance – then Lento drags its phrases out like a wounded snake. Presto Finale rises 
from depths without a break. As always, Maconchy puts much matter very concisely 
without seeming to scant. (Je13) 

Concertino for Clarinet and Small Orchestra 
 Three short movements, the whole less than 10’. Poco lento is elegiac; Vivo 
 involves rapid repeated notes; Allegro ritmico is sharp-edged – later a hint of swing,  

rather gauche finish. (F17) 
BRUNO MADERNA 
Biogramma 

Wild avant garde piece for large orchestra with double string sections. I followed the 
score, lost it part way, picked it up in the last pages. Moments of silence are a relief to the 
ear and allow players (including conductor) chance to regroup. I can’t say more. (O11) 

Aura 
A kind of avant garde Concerto for Orchestra. It shows off sections separately, strings in 
multiple divisi, trombones, trumpets, solo oboe and flute. For this reason, perhaps, it gets 
performances. I followed the score and managed to keep with it, though there’s nothing 
close to a beat. (O11) 

Quadrivium 
Avant garde piece for 4 percussionists and 4 orchestras. Very long, almost 40', and I hear 
no development or direction. Moments of hinted jazz don’t save it. (O11) 

Hyperion 
lirica in forma di spettacolo -- No Text: a metaphorical representation of the unresolvable 
conflict between the voice of the poet and a cold, hostile reality. Words of Aria are from 
Hölderlin's 1794 novel Hyperion -- underlines not the rebellion but the desolate 
introspection of the protagonist after inevitable defeat, "a dull, terrifying calm followed 
deathly hours, truly a deathly calm!" This juxtaposed with a serene vision of nature, 
dramatically distant in its imperturbability: "I don't know what happens to me when I 
look at this inscrutable nature." 

Concerto, oboe & chamber orchestra, No 1 
 Webern pointillism combined with oboe melancholia – the liner notes are accurate.   
 It’s an expressive, romantic work, a series of six punctuated cadenzas, the last taken by 

English horn. Nice orchestral interludes, even a touch bluesy or jazzy, or with big drums. 
Very attractive. (My14) Lothar Fischer, soloist, 19'. Begins with pointillist chamber-music 
intro. Full orchestra seeps in slowly. Phrases are short, but Maderna mostly lets the oboe 



sound be. Percussion bit summons a peculiar trill, a few glissandi, and a soda-straw bit 
(?). I wish there were a few long-breathed phrases -- what oboes do best. Webern is the 
presiding spirit. I like the sound, though there are no hooks. An English horn takes over 
from about the two-thirds mark until the end. (Jy20) 

LEEVI MADETOJA 
Symphony No 1 in F, op 29 

My first taste of Madetoja struck me not as French (pace the liner notes) but as 
jolly-good-old-boy English, beginning with a whoop and settling into sentiment. Lento 
misterioso has a more Scandanavian feel of bleak space: pedals, repeated background 
figures, lumbering bass melodies.  Finale too has fluttering strings and surging brass, a 
Sibelian strategy. It gathers into heroic if tentative statement. Nice, but I don’t hear the 
voice. (Mh12) 

Symphony No 2 in E♭ 
In three movements with short Epilogue: Larger and more assured than the First, the 
Sibelian elements more fully assimilated. Split emotions, overtly cheerful and pastoral, 
with underpinning of pedals and timpani strokes (the piece is almost a Timpani 
Concerto). Andante opens with off-stage oboe and horn, builds slowly with great power, 
the timp strokes relentless, great billows of emotion. In the Finale all hell breaks loose: 
bellicose brass drowns out returns of pastoral, rugged texture, rhythm, again a long 
crescendo. Epilogue slow, wistful, ultimately tragic. Powerful, yes, a masterpiece. (Mh12)  

Symphony No 3 in A, op 55 
The Third is less troubled than its deeply introspective predecessor; it strides like Mahler 
on an Alpine hike, quietly, avoiding large gestures. Adagio unfolds a reflective melody, 
eventually treating it canonically before giving it to solo oboe. Scherzo in fast 3, the 
longest movement, develops a conventional idea interrupted by counter-rhythms. 
Interesting variant on the form seems over-extended. Finale opens with brassy chorale 
which leads surprisingly to boom-chk-chk dance tune, gets happily sloshed about. Quiet 
ending. Formally inventive without the emotional weight of the Second. (Mh12) 

Comic Overture, op 53 
I wonder if a title change would help: Finnish comedy seems so oxymoronic. More of 
drawing room than farce. A wee bit of lilt. (Mh12) 

The Ostrobothians Suite 
Five movements from Madetoja’s successful opera, which became a Finnish national 
piece. Opens with depiction of vast space. Song of the Prisoner is a ponderous Slavic 
tune given fortissimo treatment, the whole thing reminiscent of Mussorgsky’s Pictures. 
The notes give no indication of the plot, but it’s certainly not light comedy. (Mh12) 

Okon Fuoko Suite 
Six numbers from a failed ballet about a Japanese magician whose doll(s) come to life. 
Some unusually modernist gestures from Madetoja, but the work makes little effect. The 
final Danse grotesque isn’t nearly grotesque enough. (Mh12) 

ROBERT MADIN 
6 petits motets 

Petit maître unknown to me, contemporary with Rameau and author of a Traité de 
contrepoint.  Tantum ergo is glorious duet for sopranos over a striding organ 
accompaniment. All are duets: Speciosa facta, for the Holy Virgin, is virtually a dance for 
pointed shoes. Laetare et exsulta is more elaborate, with a pair of violins, interesting 



unison phrases for voices. Only the last, for the Virgin and all virgin martyrs, is slower, 
more reverential. Wonderful stuff. (My12) 

Missa brevis Velociter currit sermo eius 
Mass à 4 complete with Credo. The brevis must refer to the treatment of text, mostly 
homophonic.  Sanctus especially nice. Ends on open fifths. (My12) 

Missa Dico ego opera mei regi 
Much more elaborate than the Missa brevis. Threefold Kyrie is amazing contrast of three 
different manners. Organ, however, supplies barest of accompaniment, which the choir 
counterpoints and embellishes like mad. Textual treatment in Credo notable: Et 
incarnatus, Resurrexit, the madrigalesque Non, non. A gorgeous curiosity. The choir’s 
bulge-on-each-note style is somewhat distracting. (My12) 

Te Deum pour les victoires de Louis XV 
Fourteen movements, almost 48’. Did I call him a petit maître? Glorious victory 
celebration for the War of the Spanish Succession, full of trumpets and drums, the single 
unison violin line embellished with intricacy, first given in 1744. The choral work is 
extraordinary, Handel at his most thrilling, pumped up with French trills and curlicues. 
Performance is phenomenal, the soloists perfect. Doxology outstanding. During Et 
incarnatus tenor solo enters in parallel. I love it, recorders and all. Fiat misericordia 
gorgeous. Trumpets and drums return in final two sections. Masterpiece. (My19) 

Diligam te Domine 
Grand motet in six movements, 23’, for the same forces. It opens with sweet pastoral air. 
Laudens is lively but gentle fugal chorus. In tribulazione is sad baritone arioso followed 
by air in 3. Commota est is a stern tempest chorus for contrast, chorus with a fugal finish. 
Thrilling. Inclinavit is pastoral duet for tenor and bass. Finishes with a jubilant but still 
gentle chorus. Wonderful music. Psalm 17 is a fine text. This was Madin’s most popular 
work. (My19) 

PIETER MAESSENS 
Discessu 

State motet on departure of Maximilan II from Germany to Italy. Notes point to puzzle 
canon based on Max’s name. I don’t detect it. (O09) 

FILIPE de MAGALHÃES 
Missa Dilectus meus 

A new name to me, Magalhães was contemporary with Duarte Lobo and claimed by 
some to be his superior. Though printed in 1636, the style of this 5-part Mass resembles 
Palestrina. (Ap11) 

Missa pro defunctis; Commissa mea 
 Printed in 1636, Magalhaes conforms to Council of Trent guidelines but includes no 

Sequentia (maybe a plainsong Dies irae?). The Mass is a short 25’, six-voice setting, with 
exceptional richness but no antiphonal effects, massive, little differentiation. Both 
Benedictus and Agnus Dei are done alternatim. The motet is also six part, very beautiful. 

ALBERIC MAGNARD 
Violin Sonata in G, op 13 

Vast, well defined themes but hard to follow (not hard to listen to), quirky organization. 
Opens with violin cadenza in lieu of slow intro B animé theme broad, Franckian but not 
nearly so chromatic or modulatory. Novel Scherzo. Big Finale but no big ending. Try 
again. (F08) 



Quartet in E minor 
Four large-scale movements: the first begins brusquely, moves into complex, intense 
ensemble counterpoint. Development pursues motives doggedly, recap spins several 
tenuous lines,  over-decorates them. Sérénade begins with running bits like a Scherzo but 
settles into swaying 3, the fugato: momentum well sustained. Chant funèbre is more 
fragmented, becomes tangled, heated, hard to follow – extended passage in stratosphere 
with ascending scales everywhere. Finale is called  Danses – vigorous, seems to try 
performing several dances at once. Magnard never learned that less can be more. Ravel 
was composing his cool Quartet at exactly the same time. (My13) 

GUSTAV MAHLER 
5 Rückert Lieder; 7 Lieder with piano 

Christianne Stotijn very good, better in Mahler than in Brahms (where real vocal depth is 
needed), and better in the piano songs, where she sings with more character. It’s nice to 
have a group of these Mahler Lieder with piano. They’re hard to find. (Mh08) Von Stade 
prefaces with two well-known songs from Das Knaben Wunderhorn sung in an annoying 
childlike voice. The Rückert Lieder are safely back in adult territory, Von Stade’s pure 
legato the stuff of legend, every top note floated effortlessly. She doesn’t have quite 
enough darkness and intensity for Mitternacht. The fifth song is perfection, heartbreaking 
stoical acceptance. These songs are done less often than Strauss’s last four, because 
they’re so damned difficult. (Mh16) 

Das klagende Lied 
I can’t believe I’ve never heard this piece before (and confused it with Das Knaben 
Wunderhorn): it’s that offbeat genre of secular cantata that has no obvious raison d’être. 
Precursor to Gurrelieder?  Strangely, Hans Rott’s Symphony sounds almost more like 
Mahler than some of this. Soloists excellent, but Mahler gives them just snippets to sing: 
orchestral interludes too long (however magnificently orchestrated). Major mood changes 
but all text driven, sectional, little sense of overall sweep. Mahler’s decision to suppress 
Part I was probably right. (Jy09) 

7 early songs with piano 
“Im Lenz”: manic-depressive in alternate stanzas. “Winterlied” begins in Volkslied 
mode, expands into passionate declaration, long piano postlude. “Maitanz im Grünen” 
plays with Tyrolean motifs foreshadowing First Symphony & Wayfarer. “Serenade,” 
translated from Tirso’s Don Juan, is a seduction song layered with irony. “Aus, aus!” is 
an ironic take on the soldier’s leavetaking, with military motifs. The last two are comic 
and cutesy. (Ag09) 

5 early songs, orchestrated by Berio 
The orchestrations are brilliant and eerily true, though I suspect greater liberties towards 
the end.  Best are the first three: “Ablösung” gives cuckoo and nightingale. In “Zu 
Strassburg” a military deserter explains himself romantically: gallows romanticism. 
“Nicht wiedersehen”: a soldier returns to discover his beloved has died of grief. “Um 
schlimme Kinder” is cutesy, “Erinnerung” a relatively ordinary lovesong. (Ag09) 

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen 
So familiar, yet I don’t remember hearing the piano version, which seems to focus 
attention on the vocal line. Hampson is unimprovable (except perhaps sizewise in the 
third song). Throughout, Mahler makes extraordinary demands on the baritone, 
demanding that flutey head tone that sopranos but not baritones get asked for in opera. I 



haven’t followed Mahler’s words in a long time: terrible poetry but they work. (Ag09) 
Von Stade with Andrew Davis, whose conducting fits her like a pianist. She sings with a 
gloriously free top and sufficient drama for “Ich hab’ ein glühend Messer.” (I bet the 
entire cycle changes character with a real blast on that climax – Flagstad? Christa 
Ludwig?) What a great cycle, yet I’ve heard it lay an egg in concert. (Mh16) 

6 early songs, orchestrated by Berio 
Another fine set: the first three rather light, “Hans und Grete” in Tyrolean mode, “Ich 
ging mit Lust” with birds and baritone singing so high. “Phantasie” is another quite 
amazing lyric from Tirso de Molina. “Scheiden und Meiden” a big noisy sweet-sour song 
about a lover’s leavetaking and his insincere apology. Berio for some reason ends this set 
as well with “Erinnerung” when “Scheiden” would seem more appropriate. (Ag09) 

Totenfeier 
Early version of the first movement of the Resurrection, which Mahler for a while 
intended as a symphonic poem. It all sounds familiar: I’d have to compare more closely 
for revisions. (Mh11) 

Blumine 
I remember this as a little pastoral episode, but it has more Mahlerian passion than I 
remember. Despite the opening trumpet solo, it doesn’t belong with the Titan, but it’s too 
good to lose. (Mh11) 

Symphony No 10: Adagio 
For a minute I thought I’d forgotten this masterwork until the horns enter with the great 
arching theme, Bruckner and vinegar. Tyrolean motifs supply contrast as the big tune is 
put through paces.  Two-thirds of the way through the stabbing pain has to be 
autobiographical, prophetic. What follows is pure serenity, acceptance. I need a Mahler 
fix. (Mh11) 

Symphony No 5 in C# minor 
I tuned in mid-first movement, thought it was something modern, then recognized 
Mahler, then after the first horn call narrowed it down to the Fifth by process of 
elimination. The Adagietto has to be one of the purest emotional outpourings ever 
written. But I knew by some scruffiness in the violins and futzing about in the harp that 
this was not a top-flight orchestra, then by brass overblowing in the fortissimos. Turned 
out to be the National Youth Orchestra. What an opportunity for those kids! (S11) I still 
think this may be my favorite Mahler: his first non-Wunderhorn symphony. I remember 
following the score and marveling at sections marked “wild.” Levine makes them 
hair-raising, over the top. And the Adagio is very . . . very slow. But it works. (My18) 

Symphony No 4 in G 
Mahler’s magnificent pastoral Symphony. It’s been so long, I’ve forgotten some of the 
most devastating surprises, particularly in that slow movement. Live performance from 
Winnipeg, conducted by one Alexander Micklethwaite – not a “major” performance, but 
satisfying and fresh. Alas, his soprano sounds matronly rather than naïf. I.M.D.G. (My14) 
I thought I knew this symphony pretty well, having played it, but Levine’s recording is a 
new revelation. The maniac Scherzo is here – and that phenomenal slow movement, 
absolutely shattering. Judith Blegen seems ideal for the angelic soloist, but I was  
amazed at how low it lies for her. Still, a memorable experience. (Ap18) 

Symphony No 9 in D 
I know these symphonies but not inside out. I think of that irregular fate motif when I 



think of the Ninth (heart arrhythmia) but it doesn’t appear that much. There’s a long-lined 
Viennese melody in strings and a Straussian heroic brass motif; development is quite 
clear. Scherzo is a typical Mahler Ländler, second tempo brings a fast and perilous waltz 
with vulgar tuba riff, third tempo a very slow Ländler: they alternate. Burlesca is pure 
Mahler madness: counterpoint in which all parts move and stop in defiance of rules,  
tempos go wild, motifs recombine, until grand maestoso, but madness returns. Adagio  
of course celebrate the G string, built on a simple progression that slips down by thirds,  
creating a soundworld for sumptuous hymn of resignation and acceptance. The last page 
is even slower than the last page of West Side Story. Runnicles and the BBC Scots take 
77:27’. (N17) 

Symphony No 1 in D “Titan” 
I know this one well. I could recognize it in an instant, but following the score, I am 
amazed at the fluidity of tempo even in this early piece, and the fluidity of transition, like 
a dream state. It’s truly conductor’s music. I used to think the Finale vulgar, but no more. 
Where is the nickname from? (N17) 

Symphony No 2 in C minor “Resurrection” 
Never forget this in Edinburgh with Bernstein, but only in bits ever since I think. First 
movement echoes its counterpart in Beethoven’s Ninth, with transcendent movements, 
especially the ending, repeated. The second movement I hardly remember: attractive but 
not pungent like the third (borrowed by Berio, along with that bit in the Finale). “Urlicht” 
is simplicity itself. Finale with its many guises – really two movements in one – really 
opens up the Mahler world, even before the choral entry. Overwhelming. (Ja18)  

Symphony No 3 in D 
The least familiar to me of the cycle, off-putting because of its crazy layout and 
nightmare memories of trying to round up willing choristers for Alexis Hauser (one short 
of the required number in the end). It’s one of the Wunderhorn group, the first four 
symphonies, so the soundworld is not daunting, and the prime motif is simple. What a 
baroque composer Mahler is: simple ideas, all those ornaments! The macro-structure  
divides the piece in two: the massive first movement, Part I, 33’ in itself, and the five  
shorter movements of Part II. Programmatically the hierarchical cosmos, (a) organic 
Nature, (b) Animalia, (c) Humanity, (d) Angels, and (e), What is known to Love. Texts 
of C  and D are from the Wunderhorn lyrics. Part II begins with Minuetto followed by 
Scherzo, seeming redundant, except that the Scherzo has dark tones and a magnificent 
high, sustained solo for posthorn (offstage). The Humanity movement introduces the solo 
mezzo in tragic broken phrases from Nietzsche, almost motionless tempo. The angels are 
children’s choir plus three-part women’s choir plus mezzo in a light infantile tone with 
sleighbells (?), anticipating the Fourth. The Finale is a great Mahler Adagio, almost static,  

 diatonic, transcendent. This could become my favorite Mahler! (Mh18) 
Symphony No 6 in A minor 

Four movements, 81’. I take it for granted – Oh I know that one – but it’s still a world to 
get lost in. That indomitable march theme, the glimpse of sublime chorale subject, which 
becomes a magical stillness with celeste at Meno mosso amid the barely suppressed 
belligerence, all the orchestral detailing – horns, xylophone. The grotesque Scherzo 
keeps adding or losing a beat as it unfolds section by section. The gorgeous Andante in 
E♭ unfolds and unfolds, portamenti in strings, cowbells scarcely heard. Gigantic tuttis. I  
“know” it because hardly a bar is not working out or varying or extending one of the  



handful of unifying motifs into some new shape. The Finale in D major is simply manic,  
pushing boundaries of speed and volume. It’s all held together by that dotted rhythm.  
Overwhelming. (My20)    

Symphony No 7 in E minor “Song of the Night” 
Five movements, 80’. Said to be the most problematic of the Mahler symphonies. I’m not 
sure why: it’s the one I know the least. (I) Langsam intro presents the main motif in tenor 
horn, double dotted, which then dominates the Allegro risoluto. Related second idea 
gently “schwungen.” Tempi fluctuate constantly, with some solemn moments. The entire 
movement is fixated on that motif. (II) Nachtmusik Allegro: Horn signals and a march 
tune with wind embellishments. Trio idea more naïf. Horn signals return with cowbells. 
March returns. New idea, meno mosso (Trio II?) with oboes in thirds. March builds, great 
major/minor crunch. (III) Scherzo Schattenhaft: Another quick tempo, now in 3 with 
oom-pah-pah and wild string slides. Trio a parody of Ländler with exaggerations, wrong 
notes. (IV) Nachtmusik Andante amoroso: This movement is more elusive. “Amoroso” 
leads to no massive hyperboles. The theme is a chromatically twisted Tyrolean motif, 
surrounded with mandolin, guitar, harp, and cowbells, often inaudibly. The effect is 
nearly parody but it retains its composure. Lots of solo strings sliding about, all very low 
key. (V) Rondo Finale suggests neo-classical poise, but ends up a rag-bag of ideas 
alternating, super-imposed, sudden jagged key changes. Manic march theme sends 
trumpets to the heights. Tyrolean idea but in 4, parts in 3/2, even a bit marked “tempo 
nähe die Minuett.” Another part sounds like a tribute to Orientalist Weber (when was he 
editing Die drei Pintos?). A mish-mash. I’m afraid the problems lie in the music, mainly 
in this Finale. I understand Mahler wanting to write something more restrained than Nos 
5 and 6, and the Nachtmusik movements could be made to work. But this Finale needed 
to offer something more solid, more definite. (My20) 

Symphony No 8 in E♭ “Symphony of a Thousand” 
Two movements, 78’, following with text. I remembered the setting of Veni Creator 
Spiritus as pretty straightforward. Wrong. Rattle’s performance at least is wild, almost 
chaotic. The thematic material is identifiable, as it usually is in Mahler: The Veni Creator 
motif; a quiet second subject (sounds like “I’m always chasing rainbows”); a rising 
seventh motif, a snippet from Veni Creator; and an octave leap motif introduced by choir 
basses on “infirma,” but eventually fitted to “gloria.” He sets the massive choruses and 
soloists loose. The solos are difficult, two sopranos sitting up on B♭ and C, sometimes in 
unison, over monstrous orchestration (and no pit), the choral tessituras high lying, 
sopranos regularly up to B♭ and even B. Some of the orchestral passages are grotesque, 
the children are asked for difficult music. A wild double fugue at the end. The organ sets 
the keynote and the sacred context, then off they go. 

   The second movement is the sticking point. It is a series of tableaux, and the structure is  
narrative of ascent: 1/Nature (instrumental). Pater Ecstaticus (baritone) and Pater 
Profundus (basso) represent the spirits of Nature, aethereal and material. 2/Angels 
(chorus) sing of the soul of Faust (mute), redeemed. Holy Boys, Younger Angels, More 
Perfect Angels. 3/Dr Marianus (tenor) in highest heaven with the Angels: the BVM 
appears silently. 4/The Penitent Woman, i.e. Gretchen (sop), followed by three: Magna 
Peccatrix, Mater Samaritana, Maria Aegyptiaca, separately, then in trio. 5/The Penitent 
Woman, with boys. 6/Mater Gloriosa (BVM): two climactic lines. 7/Dr Marianus and 
massed chorus: Final. 



   [9—13] Long prelude in E♭ minor, wordless Nature. A solemn motif – a falling fifth or fourth  
plus three notes rising, a dotted rhythm (Veni Creator in augmentation) – dominates the 
entire movement. A rising ninth. Chorus enters pianissimo, halting. Echo suggests that 
the material world is mere echo of auditory reality. [12] Pater Ecstaticus (baritone, pure 
spirit) is not flighty, rather passionate. [13] Pater Profundus (basso, the deep spirit of 
natural life] is passionate in the manner of Wotan.  

   [14—16] Angels sing of the redemption of Faust. Complex singing for the children’s chorus,  
not to mention the others. The Alto solo sings that no angel can divide body from soul, 
they cannot be divided except by “die ewige Liebe.”  

   [(16) 17—24] Dr Marianus in the highest heavens. Silently die Jungfrau appears, surrounded  
by harps. The Choir of penitent women with Gretchen [Soile Isokowski] pray to the 
Virgin. 

   [18] Gretchen and then [19] the three Penitent Women sing. Their Trio is not homophonic but  
 more independent. 
   [20—21] Gretchen and Chorus of Penitent Women, with Holy Boys. Her melody has hints of  

the “rainbows” motif, and even Veni Creator. She sees Faust emerge in his “erste 
Jugendkraft.” 

   [22] Mater Gloriosa [Julia Banse]. “Komm. Hebe dich zu höhern Sphären” – a call to  
 Gretchen to ascend, ascend and he will follow. (Her top note is a clean attack on B♭.) 
   [23—25] Dr Marianus introduces the final chorus, a massive tutti that settles to pianissimo  

before rising to its thunderous close, “das Ewibweibliche zieht uns hinan.” Orchestra of 
chimes, harps, celeste, piano, glock. Low brass entry bitonally (?) on the octave-leap 
Gloria motif. Excruciatingly chromatic choral entry. Two soprano soli in altissimo. 
Orchestra recalls Veni Creator motif. End brings in organ and high trumpets. (My20) 
Solti, benchmark 1971 performance, followed with score, is so much cleaner. I cannot 
believe the discipline. Even to the choir detailing. (My20)  

JEAN MAILLARD 
Missa Je suis desheritée; 10 motets 

French composer, possible student of Josquin, Maillard’s biography is unusually obscure 
even for this period. Liner notes speculate that he may have had Huguenot sympathies, or 
even died like Goudimel on St Bartholemew’s Day in 1572. But evidence is very slender. 
The music is strikingly pure and transparent, with only the slightest traces of dissonance, 
or even chromatic inflection. Harmonically, it seems hardly modal. Imitation is extremely  
subtle and delicate. A beautiful CD from a new group, the Marian Consort, directed by 
Rory McCleery. (My14) 

URSULA MAMLOK 
From My Garden 

Short piece for unaccompanied violin, apparently serial though it doesn’t sound it. Calm, 
not overloaded with special effects. (Mh13)  

Designs 
Two small violin-piano pieces, serialism more apparent. Lento begins serenely, gets 
agitated.  Capricioso is capricious in fairly conventional dodecaphonic ways. 
Performance good. (Mh13) 

Violin Sonata 
Three movements nearly Webernesque in brevity. I: wild, full of effects, leaps from 
register to register. II Calme: muted, slow, one note at a time. III Agitato: 2/4 staccato 



alternating with legato tones, builds to un-Webernlike bombast. Effective sequence of 
textures, climactic Finale. (Mh13) 

PIERRE de MANCHICOURT 
Missa Non conturbetur cor vestrum; 5 motets  

The music is middle of the road Renaissance counterpoint; I detect no distinguishing 
features. The  

performance by an unknown American choir had me worried at first, then turned out to 
be pure voiced and professional, then became a disappointment because there is so little 
contrast or freedom of expression. It’s all fast and bright, driven. These folks could do 
better. Motets are more interesting, with cross relations and novel dissonant cadences 
(check them out). (Ap09) 

Missa Cuidez vous que Dieu nous faille 
Rice presses his Brabant Ensemble to brisk tempos. Five voices with double treble gives 
the Mass a high tessitura: lots of cross relation, piquant harmony, imitation entries very 
audible despite thick texture. Crucifixus given to two low voices, Resurrexit to two 
trebles. Big ending to Credo. Agnus Dei luminous. (S10) 

Magnificat 
Alternatim setting in similar style. Rice’s tempos still driven. (S10) 

4 Motets 
Regina coeli is a puzzle canon, undetectable by ear. Peccantem and Ne reminiscaris are 
both penitential texts, serene, simple, relatively homophonic (unusual for Manchicourt), 
utterly gorgeous. Osculetur soars into upper registers, melismas, cross relations, on erotic 
text from Canticles. (S10) 

FRANCESCO MANFREDINI 
12 Concerti Grossi, op 3 

Joyful music even when it’s in minor keys: 5 of the 12. No 6 is more elaborate, Vivaldi- 
like solo writing. The Christmas Concerto is very familiar. Very nicely played. (Ja09) 

BRUNO MANTOVANI 
Tocar 

Avant garde harp piece, 8’ of variations on “touch,” or attack – gentle, violent, with 
palms, tremolandi. From mid-point there are steady repeated notes to the end. (Je16) 

MARCELLE de MANZIARLY 
Trio, flute, cello, and piano 

Four movements, 16’. Manziarly was close to Nadia Boulanger, and accumulated a small 
but respected body of work, mainly piano and chamber music. The Trio is impressionist 
derived, but the faster movements have well-defined rhythm, the last marked écosaisse. 
The Lent is the heart of the piece, flute and cello singing and entwining. Lovely, well 
made. (F19)    

LUCA MARENZIO 
Super flumina Babylonis; Lamentabatur Jacob 

Marenzio was contemporary of Palestrina, much better known as madrigalist: both facts 
show in sacred motets, pure in style but colorful in word painting. Beautifully sung by 
SMAM, though I’d like more separation of sound between the choirs. (Mh08) 

4 motets 
 Madrigalists at Prayer. Kirkman`s notes imply that the madrigalist composers were 

especially responsive to text in their sacred works. Yet there are no printed texts. The 



DTR recording is exceptionally clear, but no reverb or ambience: too cruel, perhaps, for a 
small pre-professional student group. Iniquos odio habui is for antiphonal double choir. 
Does Kirkman exaggerate the madrigalisms? Domine quando veneris, a long 10`motet, 
prays for merciful judgment. The four-part writing is notably transparent. Cantantibus 
organis is a brief motet for St. Cecilia. Cantate Domino, like Iniquos, is a double-choir 
motet, this time divided low and high, with all eight voices joining to celebrate universal 
joy. (D16) 

BIAGIO MARINI 
Selected works 

Super presentation of Marini by La Fenice, though I wasn’t expecting so much brass. He 
was inheritor from the Gabrielis. Fine echo piece. (Ag09)  

Sonata a eco; Ciacconna 
 A program of eleven works for three violins and continuo from the “low baroque” (is that 
a term?) spanning from 1600 to the birth of Bach and Handel. Most of the names are 
familiar except for Buonamente and Rieck. Only two are by Marini. His Sonata a eco is 
very early (1617) and uses echo effects like some polychoral music. The Ciaccona is 
much later (1655) and a true chaconne – unlike Frescobaldi’s Folia, which has no relation 
to the famous Folia used by Corelli and others. Fontana, called the most important master 
of early baroque violin music by no less than Willi Apel, sounds more forthright after 
Marini’s echo effects. Buonamente’s Sonata is pure grace. Likewise Schmelzer and  
Uccellini. Rieck’s contributions are two early dance Suites, with no elaborate 
introduction and gavottes rather than gigues at the end. Purcell’s Three Parts upon a 
Ground, which survived by accident is marked by wonderful false relations. The Ground 
is not unlike Pachelbel’s – whose now celebrated Kanon transcends them all. (Jy14) 

HEINRICH MARSCHNER 
7 Lieder 
 It’s no surprise that the composer of Der Vampyr liked Gothic lyrics for his songs. This 

selection begins with the lovely watery Lorelei song, then Goethe’s King of Thule. 
There’s a murderous skeleton and an unlucky lad who drowns in stolen armour, and a 
death song in two voices, adult and child. Heine contributes pointed irony, Rűckert a 
comic cheated devil. All great fun. (My13) 

JOHN MARSH 
Five Symphonies 

The most pitiful melodic invention combined with the most impoverished harmonic 
palette. Laughable. (Jy08 Muskoka) 

GIAN-FRANCESCO MALIPIERO 
Symphony No 3 “delle campane” 

Liner notes speak of WWII and tragedy, but begins in consonance, turns somewhat 
darker. Formally based on “idea” of bell sounds, an original symphonic concept. 
Unpredictable formally, but not boisterous like Rispetti. Interesting piece. (Au08 
Cooperstown) 

Symphony No 4 
Disappointing: material doesn’t have strong enough profile to stick. (Au08 Cooperstown) 

Sinfonia del mare 



Wonderful early work, romantic, colorful tone poem. Casts different light on 
symphonies, perhaps he was overawed by genre of “symphony,” or perhaps by arid 
neo-classicism. (Au08 Cooperstown) 

7 Inventions; 4 Inventions; Il finto Arlecchino: Symphonic Fragments 
This music is all of a piece, closer to Rispetti than the symphonies, rhythmic, diatonic, 
even pentatonic jigging, no modulation or development, Stravinskyan (Ruth thought 
Vaughan Williams).  A novel sound world. Cf Michael Torke.  (S08) 

Vivaldiana 
Respighian antiquarianism, though the Arlecchino excerpts are also close. Faux 
antiquities. (S08) 

Ricercari per undici istrumenti 
Very pleasant piece in now familiar Malipiero mode. Small ensemble works to 
Malipiero’s advantage. “Ricercar” is not somber counterpoint but derived from Italian 
word for “search. (S08) 

Violin Concerto 
A shortish Concerto, fast-slow-fast. The opening is spikier than I expected, but it settles 
into fairly consonant texture. Lento lyrical, ends with big crescendo. Finale stops for 
lengthy cadenza, then quiet modal bit, then rum-tum coda, all too broken up. The entire 
piece seems a lot of neoclassic (or neo-baroque) and unimaginative note-spinning.  (Je09)  

Tre Improvvisi per Pianola 
Miniatures are serious studies in sonority. They seem playable by hand but I can’t tell. 
They lack the sense of fun of most pieces on the disc.  (D10) 

Quartet No 2 “Stornelli e ballate” 
I begin here knowing the First so well, though this could be an interrupted continuation. 
I’ve heard it once or twice so I knew what to expect, but none of it sounds familiar. (Je11) 

Quartet No 3 “Cantari alla madrigalesca” 
Here the sections are longer, but there’s still resistance to Germanic development: 
instead, texture, set in motion, repeats, varies itself freely. The first three Quartets seem 
successively darker, but they are all intellectually undemanding. (Je11) 

Quartet No 4 
The first without a title, i.e. abstract, without folkish elements, but still 
non-developmental. One section near the end is uncharacteristically espressivo before 
concluding fugato. (Je11) 

Quartet No 5 “Dei caprici” 
Written sixteen years after the Fourth in 1950 (No 6 was earlier, 1947), but in the same 
free form, fragments gentler in tone but here some of the freshness of that 
ground-breaking Rispetti reappears.  Very attractive. (Je11) 

Quartet No 6 “L’arca di noe” 
Meaning of the title is open to conjecture: there are no animal or bird sounds. Opens in 
brash cheer like Rispetti, but the material is more dissonant. Lovely quiet ending. (Je11) 

Quartet No 7 
Subdued, relatively austere, long slowish sections. Midway a fast section, a drunken 
dance: quickly reverts to heavy tone. Ending labors. Perhaps least appealing of the 
sequence. (Jy11) 

Quartet No 8 “Per Elisabetta” 



Last and shortest, written at age 82. Clearly sectional, dissonant, tonality obscure though 
it retains diatonic feel. Mostly gentle, a few ritmico bits, ends slow, pianissimo. (Jy11) 

Quartet No 1 “Rispetti e Strombotti” 
Still the freshest, greatest of the lot. A true innovation in form, courageous in its way. 
Malipiero developed more complex harmonic language but never improved on this. (Jy11) 

Grotesco per orchestra 
 Curious about the title: It’s a little piece in Malipiero’s modal style, lots of melodic 

fragments in no special order but all having family resemblance. Not really grotesque, but 
things like col legno and solo contrabassoon. (Mh14) 

Keepsake 
 Three songs on French poems by Jean Aubry from 1918. Not what I expected. But both 

poems and settings seem featureless. (S17) 
SASHA JOHNSON MANNING 
The Manchester Carols 

Maybe I’ll spend more time with this, 16 new carols to poems by Carol Ann Duffy, but 
for now just a spin. They emanate from the school of Rutter, without the extra twist. (D10) 

MARIN MARAIS 
Alcyone Suite 

Overture and dances from 1706 (not that long before the Boismortier Ballets de Village, 
1734. I had thought much earlier). Style quite similar, minus folksiness and plus a fine 
Chaconne. Harnoncourt’s performance too, which I had not liked on LP and expected to 
sound superannuated, seems fresh. Less verve than Niquet, and thinner texture, but my 
first dislike must have been non-acceptance of the early music sound. (O2) 

Pieces for Viol, Book 2 
First, the sound of two bass viols da gamba is not the same as two bass viols: more like 
two cellos, quite pleasant. The notes do not say whether these three pieces are a “Suite” 
but they appear so here, the Fantasia another fairly elaborate Chaconne. (O2) 

Sonate à la Marésienne 
Unusual Sonata for violin & continuo in 7 movements: more like an Ouverture or Partita, 
with Intro & Allegro plus dance movements ending in gigue. The gamba, though not 
independent, enters fully into the fray. Great stuff. (I always date Marais too early: he’s a 
contemporary of Lully and wrote four operas.) (O4) 

La Gamme 
Sui generis: 35' of continuous music for violin, 2 gambas & clavecin. The piece moves up 
then down the scale stepwise with short movements of various character, but the 
movements do not coincide with the key changes. I’d have to see a score for this (on 
line?). The music is exquisitely charming with some virtuoso riffs all round. What 
abundance! (O4) 

ALESSANDRO MARCELLO 
Oboe Concerto in D minor 

Alessandro is now given authorship of the famous Concerto, assuming dominance as a 
composer over his brother Benedetto. I thought it would be more familiar, but it’s vague, 
the Finale sticking better than the rest.  (N10) 

Concerto con l’eco in B♭ for 2 flutes & strings 
Lovely middle baroque Concerto with echo effects as advertised.  (N10) 

Concerti in F and A for 2 oboes and strings. 



Nice but not terribly distinctive middle baroque pieces. Not really Concertos for solo 
instruments, the oboes are treated as part of the ensemble.  (N10) 

La Lontananza 
Duet for soprano and male alto, very nice.  (N10) 

Irene sdegnata 
Cantata for soprano expressing the fury and anguish of the rejected Irene. Of the same 
genre as Stradella’s Cantatas but from one generation later, with more periodic phrases. 
Over 17', with tri-partite overture, plus two recits & arias. (N10) 

BENEDETTO MARCELLO 
3 Salmi di Davide 
 What a shock! I expected baroque settings and instead these are profoundly Hebraic 

works created by an Italian gentile for the Jews of Venice. There are intonations in 
Hebrew, but the Psalms are sung in Italian (beautifully by Rinat Shaham). 
Accompaniment is scored for lute and harp, King David’s instruments, plus gamba, and 
there is a Jewish melancholy, at least in Psalm 18 (which is excerpted). Psalm 15 is a 
declaration of faith in major key, so it sounds more suitably baroque with no Hebrew 
cast: actually operatic, with recits and arias. Psalm 21 is longest, a de profundis cry. I 
must say that Jay Bernfield’s gamba continuo is the most exaggerated and raucous I’ve 
ever heard – it spoils the performance. (S14) 

Sonate à tre No 2 & No 5 
 The Sonatas separate the three Psalms. Both are in four movements, slow-fast-slow-fast. 

The Presto of No 2 is senza basso. (S14) 
JEAN-NOËL MARCHAND 
Premier Cantique de Jean Racine 

Racine’s version of I Corinthians 13 in French sixains. I hear 2 trumpets, 2 flutes, 2 
violins with continuo. The setting alternates between quasi-recit and more rhythmic 
arioso, mostly but not all for solo voice, in the operatic style of Lully, including a 
snarling demon’s chorus (stanza 7). Beautiful, even if heavily text driven, and the singers 
not all first rate.  (Jy11) 

Cantique de Jean Racine III 
Racine’s versification of Romans XII, Paul as a man at war with himself. Less than 5', 
thank God: the solo tenor is awful. (Jy11) 

Cantique de Jean Racine IV 
Verses on the vanity of worldly things, from Isaiah and Jeremiah. Begins with secco 
recit: soprano arioso in stanzas 3 and 5, beautiful with lots of shakes and turns. That 
awful tenor is even worse in stanza. Ensemble voices in final stanza B ends on a 
negative! (I expected a repeat of the more positive verses).  (Jy11) 

Cantique de Jean Racine II 
From Wisdom of Solomon: blessed be the righteous, curses the rest. The awful tenor 
begins but disappears until the ensemble ending. Simplistic text does not draw the best 
from Racine or Marchand. Interesting disc for the genre, but is not outstanding.  (Jy11) 

LOUIS MARCHAND 
Organ works 

This is the famous Marchand, not Jean-Noël, whom I bought by mistake. Something of a 
scapegrace, notorious for fleeing a confrontation with Bach, he left only 50-odd pieces. 
Nonetheless a key transmitter of the French tradition, mentor to DuMage and Guilain. I’d 



know none of this without Paul filling me in. Extraordinary sounds in the Trio (track 3). 
Unusual harmonies in Duo (7). Quite a snarl in Dialogue (10). Only the Offertoire is a 
more substantial piece, more than 8' long. It’s good the hear Grand Plein Jeu (10) again, 
after all the weird stops. Great organ CD. (S12) 

JUSTIN MARINER 
Aftermath 

Shortish concert opener: diatonic clusters, overlapping parts, alternating with rhythmic 
bits à la Michael Torke. Not great. The composer, born 1971, looked like a teenager 
when he took his bow.  (live, Orch London Mh11)  

BIAGIO MARINI 
Violin music 

Pieces from Marini’s landmark 1626 collection, perhaps the earliest violin concert music. 
Here Monica Hugget and an army of theorbos, archlutes, lutes and guitars, gambas etc., 
making the continuo and a very nice sound, the world of Monteverdi & Frescobaldi, free 
fantasy style, probably lots of improvised ornament. Notes are good on the variety of 
pieces: “Sonata in ecco,” extended Passe’mezzo concertato. Wonderful disc introduces a 
new sound world.  (O09) 

Curiose e Moderne Inventione 
Wonderful CD from the birth of violin music, danced elegantly by Andrew Manze, 
perfectly articulated, goat trills and all. I don’t know if ideas of performance have 
changed much since this was recorded, but I like it. Perfect car music: bound to be, like 
the Dario Costello, a disc to return to. (Muskoka—Fe12) 

Affetti musicale, op 1 
The entire CD is devoted to Marini’s 1617 collection. There are 27 short pieces for 
various numbers of players with the new-fangled basso continuo. Il Viaggio musicale 
chooses to present each piece with a different combo, including cornets e trombone. 
Despite Marini’s adherence to the moderna prattica, the habit of contrapuntal imitation 
remains strong. I’m not wholly convinced by the tempo fluctuations employed. (S16) 

IGOR MARKEVITCH 
Cantique d’amour 

Ten-minute tone poem, my intro to Markevitch as a composer. Liner notes compare 
Ravel and Scriabin. There are resemblances, especially to the ecstatic climaxes, but 
closer are the early neo-primitivist works of André Jolivet. Very distinctive soundworld. 
(Muskoka, Jy12) 

Concerto Grosso 
Written in 1930 when Markevitch was a precocious 16, immediately recognizable as 
Stravinskian neo-baroquism. Some mathematically superimposed rhythms keep the 
Allegro lively. Andante begins with solo flute, becomes two, then three-part 
counterpoint; and voices keep entering in. Allegro vivace begins with pizzicato fugue, 
works toward a kind of metrical modulation. Very precocious indeed. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

L’Envoi d’Icare 
The composer’s most celebrated work, a ballet score (never danced) that features several 
innovations: five instruments tuned to quarter tones; untuned percussion used 
thematically (à la Varèse?); and at the moment of the fall, brass required to blow through 
detached mouthpieces. Throughout, there are complex superimposed rhythms and a very 
distinctive soundworld. The music for Icarus’s flight could accompany a Rube Goldberg 



flying machine. La mort d’Icare seems to be sotto voce recollection of his successful 
flight. I don’t know if this is the lost masterpiece it’s said to be, but there’s nothing quite 
like it. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Psaume – Tehillim  
 Three movements on texts selected from Psalms in French for soprano and orchestra. 

Allegramente has grotesque winds, lots of loud percussion, and Orff-like stentorian 
delivery. Lentamente has Stravinskian bassoon farts with solo flute, later some rhythmic 
recit. Con fuoco has rhythmic pulse with sudden sforzando chords out of Le Sacre. (Ap15) 

FRANK MARTIN 
Violin Concerto 

More romantic and conventional than the dryly neoclassic Concerto in my memory (do I 
confuse the Britten?). Somehow it doesn’t stick. (Ja09) 

Polyptique, violin & 2 string orchestras 
Unique programmatic Concerto in 6 movements inspired by sacred panels of Duccio 
depicting Holy Week. Image des Rameaux is buoyant but troubled, very active. La 
chambre haute is sad, valedictory, emotional and serene at the same time. Judas is jittery, 
rugged, finally slithery. Gethsemane is anguished, violin alone until near the end. 
Judgement depicts bitterness and scorn from both orchestras, violin rising above. 
Glorification begins quasi-fugato, violin enters fast, gradually broadening tempo. A grand 
conception and a fine piece, but I’m not convinced the music matches the grandeur of the 
concept. Beautifully played, demonstration quality recording. (Ag11) 

Passacaglia for String Orchestra 
Written for organ, this piece was also arranged for full orchestra. Passacaglias seem to 
have an innate grandeur. Martin’s, though one of his better known works, never rises to 
the heights, despite his cleverness with the form. (Ag11)  

Harpsichord Concerto 
I don’t recall ever hearing this piece: it strikes me immediately as Martin at his best. 
Allegro unfolds irrepressibly, with a streak of Honeggerian darkness. Largo has ominous 
glimmerings, proceeds without break to an oddly named Tempo di Valse, increases 
tempo, momentum, through into cadenza, which winds down. Peculiar. Not a guaranteed 
crowd pleaser, but super. (Ag11) 

Ballade for Piano and Orchestra 
The most substantial of Martin’s six concertante Ballades. Begins quietly, one-finger 
theme over pressing orchestra. Fast section continues the process. Plaintive section with 
oboe gets worked up, nervously agitated. Why would anyone want to play this rather 
than, say, Fauré’s op 15? (Ap12) 

Ballade for Trombone and Orchestra 
Opens with stentorian atonal solemnity, but soon melts into semi-jazzy style. The styles 
mix well. An attractive and useful piece. (Ap12) 

Ballade for Cello and Small Orchestra 
Opens with sustained double stopping, gets agitated, rather dour climax, picks up tempo, 
nice falling passage at end. These pieces are serious in tone, like symphonic movements, 
not Romances or virtuoso pieces in any way. (Ap12) 

Ballade for Alto Saxophone and Orchestra 
Opens with acid cantabile, breaks into quicker nervous scherzando. Timp and piano 
announce another reflective section, building anxiety. Cadenza. Fast final section. (Ap12) 



Ballade for Viola, Winds, Harpsichord & Percussion 
Unusual instrumentation gives lots of character through the slower part. Faster part builds 
some drive. Cadenza, quiet ending. (My12) 

Ballade for Flute, String Orchestra & Piano 
Shorter, more active than the rest of the series. Cadenza midway, slows, becomes 
atmospheric, then picks up tempo with ominous feel to the end. Nice. (My12) 

Concerto for 7 Winds, Timpani, Percussion & Strings 
Perhaps Martin’s best piece. I listened again because Sandra wanted my CD, and all I 
could remember was the ominous tick-tock slow movement. But the others came back 
immediately. (O12)  Yes, it’s wonderful hearing it live in concert: the excitement of the 
difficult solo parts, the timp solo, the great rhythmic energy. Graham Lord brought off his 
clarinet sweep perfectly. Thrilling. (Orchestra London live, N12) 

Padre GIOVANNI BATTISTA MARTINI 
6 Keyboard Sonatas & other works 

The composer of “Plaisir d’amour” was apparently a dedicated and cloistered Franciscan 
who rarely left his native Bologna, yet he composed music, published some of it, kept in 
touch with leading musicians throughout Europe (Mozart, J.C. Bach, Gluck, Dittersdorf, 
Burney), established an exalted reputation for learning, and collected MSS. As far as I 
can decipher the liner notes, these Sonatas were published in 1747 with organ and 
cembalo Sonatas alternating and in different styles, though they all sound galant to me: 
phrase answers phrase, with lots of sequences and double keyboard antiphony, very 
pleasing but lacking the piquancy of Scarlatti or the caprice of C.P.E. They seem full of 
joy. None recorded here was taken from the 1742 collection (unless I misinterpret). 
Additiona organ works include Toccatas at beginning and end. (O13) 

4 motets 
Martini’s motets represented on this CD are short and (dare I say) uncomplicated. I 
wonder if there are more complex pieces in MS? (O13) 

BOHUSLAV MARTINŮ 
Quartet No 6 

Authoritative Martinu: dark opening, various figures, surprising turns, wonderful. (S08) 
Quartet No 3 

Concise at 12 minutes, wonderful ABA Finale. Martinu with French touch, peculiar col 
legno, mutes, harmonics, Bartokian glissandi. Still distinctive Martinu.   (S08)   

Duo, violin & cello; Three Madrigals, violin & viola 
Duo not Martinu at his best: virtuoso piece, interest falls well below Ravel or Kodaly. 
Madrigals much stronger, though seem a bit long, especially middle movement. (O08) 

Flute Sonata No 1; Scherzo 
I expected the Sonata to be somewhat familiar. No. Unmistakable Martinu, nice, but not 
quite top form. Adagio lacks repose, notes moving as fast as in outer movements. 
Scherzo is good rep. (N08) 

Nonet 
Possibly Martinu’s last piece. Stravinsky animation and all the fingerprints, but not his 
best. (Mh09) 

Concertino, piano & orchestra 
Despite the diminutive title, the tone is dark (apprppriate to 1938 Switzerland). The 
Largo too, dark with delicate figuration in the piano, marvelous cadenza B what a 



cadence! Allegro Finale is lighter, but there’s still angry sounding brass and percussion, 
along with some passages of serenity. This seems more substantial than a “lesser” 
Concerto (lesser virtuosity maybe?) Top-flight. (My10) 

Piano Concerto No 3 
For once not instantly recognizable Martinu, who seems to be trying to produce a 
conventional romantic Piano Concerto and failing: big-fisted rumbles, motivic workouts, 
two-handed virtuoso flourishes, orchestral declamations, and touches of Martinu staccato. 
Middle movement seems fast for an Andante: an odd tone, I can’t say what it’s about. 
Finale a quick 4 dance with a couple of great passages (rising chromatics, off-balance 
staccatos). But the whole seems forced. (My10) 

Piano Concerto No 5 in B♭ “Fantasia concertante” 
Dejà vu? I’m sure I’ve heard this but can’t remember where. Big bold opening, sweet 
flute melody, no worry here about recognizing the composer. Wow! Andante stasis builds 
to semplice piano entry B becomes turbulent, clustery dissonances (vaguely like Bartok’s 
Third). Big sound at end, then quiet consonance wins out. Finale is dancelike B a 
courageous attempt against the odds to dance. A Martinu masterpiece.  (My10) 

Piano Concerto No 4 “Incantation” 
In two movements: First nervous energy, serioso, lots of heavy hitting at the keyboard, 
ends in eerie sweeps with piano & harp. Second also dramatic, but with some chorale 
bits. Liner notes compare horror film music. I don’t really follow the arc of this piece: an 
apparent triumphant ending, then the soloist brings back the struggle. Curious. (Ja11) The 
Fourth seems to be the Concerto of choice for pianists. Two movements, 19’. Allegro 
unsettled, dark and sinister much of the time, with glimpses of beautiful tranquility. 
Moderato begins in similar mood but breaks out into hard-earned stability. Piano writing 
is part of the orchestral texture with little obvious virtuoso display (I’d like more of that.) 
A strong if enigmatic piece. (Je19) 

Piano Concerto No 1 
In three standard movements: brittle Stravinskian cock-snooting tone, pastoral episode, 
popsy, sassy, it’s all over the place with lots of flashy solo work. Andante like pastiche of 
18th-century air with grand Respighi flourishes. Finale is circus music endlessly 
transmogrifying. It’s undisciplined, too long, but a fun piece full of invention. (Ja11) 

Piano Concerto No 2 
In three standard movements: Allegro opens grandly like a big Romantic concerto, but 
the piano enters with some spikiness. Martinu is being proper after the First Concerto – 
Prokofiev pretending to be Brahms? Andante is lyrical legato, rare for Martinu, the piano 
declamatory. Finale is rhythmic but well behaved, with gentler episode, driving coda. 
Very strong piece. (Ja11) 

Seven Songs on One Page 
Written to Moravian folk poems, brief songs with the folk touch, very simple, with 
characteristic curtness, natural sounding rhythmic irregularities. Beautiful. (My11) 

String Sextet 
Shortish at 16', in three movements. Slow intro leads into typical Martinu nervous 
energy, side- slipping chromatic sequences almost woozy. Andantino continues the 
falling chromatic figures, interrupted by scherzando, tangled Andantino returns. Finale a 
somewhat sinister staccato: rises to affirmative major key ending. (Je11) 

3 Madrigals, violin & viola 



I don’t really remember these, though I’ve played them: full of folk feeling, double 
stopping everywhere. Marwood and Beamish treat them in virtuoso style. Flashy. (Je11) 

Serenade No 1 for Clarinet, Horn, 3 Violins & Viola 
First of a group of short light-weight pieces: Milhaud without the polytonality. (Ja12) 

Serenade No 2 for 2 Violins & Viola 
Also in three short movements, fast-slow-fast. Even without a low bass it sounds like 
more than three strings playing. (Ja12) 

Serenade No 3, oboe, clarinet, 4 violins & cello 
Third of the 1932 chamber Serenades: two small movements, though the Andante 
envelopes a fast section that replaces a Finale. (Fe12) 

Divertimento, violin, viola & chamber orchestra 
Concertante with small orchestra but subtitled Serenade No 4 in line with the 1932 series. 
Pure Stravinskian neo-classicism. (Fe12) 

Serenade for Chamber Orchestra 
Composed just before the 1932 chamber Serenades, an 18' piece with lots of attitude. 
Stravinsky-derived with tongue showing à la Les Six. Thoroughly endearing: good 
alternative to Stravinsky’s Concerto Grosso pieces. (Fe12) 

Serenade for 2 clarinets, violin, viola, cello 
Later addition to the chamber Serenades from 1951: 23' long and more serious, though 
still in Serenade mode. Despite more detailed working out and virtuoso flash, I prefer the 
earlier more carefree pieces. (Fe12) 

Three Fragments from the Opera Juliette 
Concert synopsis of Martinu’s most ambitious score prepared by Martinu himself, with 
text in French. Story is fantasy of love in a world where there is no past or future. The 
music veers from Debussy (especially the first scene of Pelléas) to Bartok to Poulenc to 
Martinu. (1) La scène de la forêt: love scene, passionate and ironic at once. The lovers are 
interrupted by Le marchand de souvenirs. Juliette rejoces in purchased memories, Michel 
is frustrated. (2) La scène des souvenirs: Michel settles in a bistro. An old man and 
woman enter, trying to remember who they are, and drink. They leave, then invited back 
by the “Old Man Youth” waiter. (3) Finale: Juliette has been looking for Michel: they 
reunite as the Gardien de la nuit announces closing time. Michel declares his love, recalls 
earlier meetings. “Mais réponds donc!” Silence. He pleads for her to call his name. The 
scene closes with two Arab children who opened the opera. All very odd. The story line 
reminiscent of Schreker’s Die ferne Klang. Kozená and Davislim are both superb. (S12) 

Suite from the Opera Juliette 
Three atmospheric movements in a concert suite, all full of tempo changes and mood 
swings. First opens dreamily then dances, second grandioso and settles down, third 
changeable. Very nice piece for large orchestra. I’d be hard put to recognize Martinu, but 
there are enough fingerprints. (S12) 

Violin Concerto No 1 
I remember being unimpressed with these, many years ago. Allegro full of syncopated 
spiccato and awkward sounding double stops (though Martinu was a violinist and 
Dushkin a fussy prima donna). Andante warmer, more lyrical, reaches a nice climax. 
Allegretto Finale more spiccato. A rather dry Concerto reminiscent of Stravinsky’s 
(another Dushkin connection) but without the fierce aesthetic argument. (D12) 

Violin Concerto No 2 



Written for Mischa Elman and thus more lyrical, more sonorous than the First, but lots of 
Martinu syncopation, grand and nobilmente, with cadenza-like bits near the end. Andante 
in sweet pastoral mood with soloist ornamenting beautifully. Allegro Finale sounds 
vaguely like Brahms-Joachim fierce double stopping, then a gentler syncopated bit. Not 
top-drawer Martinu perhaps, but I like it better than the First. (D12) 

Cello Sonata No 1 
Lots of vigorous cross-string and double stopping, with 3 on 2 figure that returns. Wild 
and woolly, good stuff. Lento too gets wild and dissonant by the end, ending with formal 
melody. Finale returns to roughness of Allegro. Strong piece but needs relief. (Mh13) 

Cello Sonata No 2 
Serious tone, strongly syncopated, flashy piano – calmer section. Largo has big piano 
intro, dramatic cello entry, ends calmly. Final Allegro: driving rhythm, still ultra-serious. 
Strong stuff. (Mh13) 

Cello Sonata No 3 
The notes confirm that this Sonata is most performed of the three. Poco andante: Martinu 
syncops in broad strokes rather than rough staccato; second idea deliberate, introspective. 
Great movement.  Andante has nice textures: pizzicato, repeated notes, arpeggios: builds 
to nice climax, quiet close with gentle arpeggios. Allegro hops along in syncopated 3, 
wonderful, with occasional limping bar. Excitement builds, tempo races. A masterpiece. 
Isserlis is fabulous. (Mh13) 

Promenades for Flute, Violin & Harpsichord 
Four movements, just over 8’ long. Allegro joyous and witty. Adagio pastoral but builds 
intensity. Scherzando mostly pizz for violin. Poco Allegro happy. Unpretentious. (My13) 

Sonatina, 2 violins & piano 
Unmistakable Martinu, but early. Four short movements in 13`, buoyant, happy music. 
Andante is more pensive, piano in bare octaves against double-stopping violins, then the 
reverse. Scherzo in fast triple time. Finale returns to happy bounce of the beginning. 
Minor perfect work. (May16) 

Concertino, cello, winds & percussion 
Early work from 1925 in three connected movements. Under the spell of Stravinsky: but 
when did Igor begin his hard-edged classicist phase? I expected a lighter, jazzier feel, but 
it’s very slight: ensemble piano and high-hat. The tone is more serious, more 
ostentatiously virtuosic. OK piece but rather uncertain. (Ja17) 

Deux Impromptus, harpsichord 
Among the last pieces that Martinu wrote, but there’s nothing funereal or nostalgic. The 
first seems an exploration of instrumental texture. The second almost anticipates Philip 
Glass, with unpredictable repetitive playfulness. An extraordinary piece. (O19) 

Deux Pièces pour clavecin 
These date from 1935, but they are saved for the end of the CD. Lento is mildly 
dissonant. Allegro is playful, with pre-minimalist anticipations and a grand, majestic 
ending. (O19) 

Harpsichord Sonata 
Three movements, 10’. Another late work from 1958. Allegro is a mixed bag. I don’t get 
the “neo-romantic aura” mentioned in the liner notes. It’s more neo-baroque pattern 
music, but without consistent pattern or tone; there’s even a comic bit. Moderato e 



cantabile may be more “romantic,” but it too is largely made of interrupted patterns. 
Allegretto is lively and more consistent. (O19) 

GIUSEPPE MARTUCCI 
Symphony No 1 in D minor, op 75 

Grand Symphony, much better than I expected, grandiose but not merely overinflated. On 
a Schumann/Brahms matrix, with touches of Dvorak, even Tchaikovsky. Finale opens 
like Bruckner, expansive fifths. Wagnerian elevation everywhere. Persuasive. D08) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in D minor 
Conventional large-scale rhythms, long exposition, explosive solo entrance, leisurely 
development, overt high romantic tone. Brahmsian, not Lisztian, piano writing. Finale 
long winded. Conventional but attractive. (Ja09) 

Symphony No 2 in F, op 81 
A surprise: late Romantic shifting rhythmic motifs in state of forming (like Sibelius?), 
grand gestured like Bruckner. Passionate Adagio. Superb Finale. Huge advance from the 
First places GM on higher plane, challenging his great contemporary symphonists. Very 
impressive. (F09) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in B♭ minor, op 66 
Big forty-minute Concerto in Brahms mold, piano writing more overtly virtuosic than in 
No 1. I recall it as bombastic in the extreme, but that is just one element of enormously 
complex piece.  Passionate Larghetto. Why is there no cult following for a piece like 
this? Great stuff. (F09) 

Serenata, Menuetto, Gavotte, op 57 
Three separate pieces but do-able as 14-minute Suite for strings. Very lovely. (F09) 

Canzonetta & Gavotta, op 55; Giga, op 61/3 
Piano transcriptions for chamber orchestra, have been done as 10-minute Suite. 
Charming, no more.  Giga would make good mystery encore. (F09)  

Noveletta; Notturno; Tarantelle 
Nice little stand alone character piece. Another short stand-alone piece, very passionate B 
good stuff. Last whips up a lot of noise, a decent rouser. (F09) 

Andante, cello & orchestra; Colore Orientale 
Passionate solo cello piece. Sprightly but not exotic character piece. Pleasant. (F09) 

Violin Sonata 
Stylistically hard to place: mid-century, but the piano writing is transparent, Schubertian 
in the Allegro and beginning of the Andante. Then lets ‘er rip in passionate B section. 
Finale is speedy, exciting. Fine piece. (S10) 

JOSEPH MARX 
Quartetto Chromatico 

Yes, chromatic in the extreme. Virtually a display piece replying to Schoenberg. Curious 
after listening to Reger, the closest analogue, seems prettier, even more daring 
harmonically, yet lacking the grand passion. (S09) 

Quartetto in modo classico 
Liner notes say there’s no pastiche, but I beg to differ. Like Chromatico, this seems a 
display piece, with no driving passion. Marx, as I suspected, shows much better in his 
orchestral dress. (S09) 

Quartetto in modo antico 
Most convincing of three quartets B or maybe I’m just a sucker for modes.  (S09) 



Rhapsody in A for Piano Quartet 
Single movement 28' long, no clue in the notes about form. Opening is turgid, develops 
single  motive; long quiet stretch searches for theme, finally finds it in cello; gradually 
becomes agitated in development, very intense; second tranquillo highly sensitive; works 
into faster tempo; big sweep to the end. Gorgeous in part, but marred by excessive 
transitions, mounting sequences. (Fe12) 

Scherzo in D minor for Piano Quartet 
Substantial one-movement piece 17' long: teasing opening soon becomes passionate, 
agitato; mid-way turns Palm Court, builds to second appassionato; second Trio quiet, 
intimate; second long sequential build-up to ending. Super piece. (Fe12) 

Ballad in A minor for Piano Quartet 
Bach-like chord pattern in strings alone: a soaring Romantic melody in violin, a more 
domestic and capricious idea, the three ideas repeat, combine, merge with each other. 
There’s a wonderful Brahmsian logic in it: passionate and magnificent. Wow! (Fe12) 

Piano Concerto in E “Romantic” 
A flower of Viennese ultra-romanticism, a big symphonic Concerto, the soloist 
thoroughly intertwined with the orchestra. Opens with timps and a truly ecstatic theme, a 
reflective theme, a skittish dance passage, recap makes grand statement B grand finish. 
Hamelin, needless to say, is all over the keyboard. Andante a soulful oboe melody, 
enormous harmonic richness, an outpouring, improvisatory, passionate, deeply 
introspective at times, utterly gorgeous. Finale skips along in 3; middle passage turn the 
material exotic; later melodramatic, gipsyish, then playful, then all-out grandiose to the 
end. Wow! What a masterpiece! (D12) 

Six Pieces for Piano 
Published in 1916, not a unitary whole but separate pieces. (1) Rhapsodie thunders with 
over-the-top expressionist chaos, but not Viennese Angst. I should like it, but it seems 
disagreeable, and my negative reaction has colored the rest. (2) Preludium and Fuge is 
less chaotic but just as purely emotive, not a trace of baroque cool. The fugue has an 
angular subject retrieved from the Prelude – develops into a mad parody of Reger at his 
densest. (3) Albumblatt, the shortest piece, is more laid back. Marx’s titles, apart from 
Preludium und Fuge, studiously avoid any hint of formal precedent. (4) Arabeske has lots 
and lots of notes, very little motion. Marx is always tonal but pushes chromaticism to 
extremes: constant sevenths, non-harmonics, occasional parallel chords. (5) Ballade 
begins in chorale texture, then breaks into characteristic traceries and builds huge 
emotionalism. (6) Humoreske is the first indication of grazioso, but then becomes 
overwrought again. (Je18) 

Four posthumous pieces 
1/ Herbst Legende is a modest Straussian piece. 2/ Carnevale (Nachtstuck) is very gentle, 
wistful. 3/ Canzone is blurry and rippling, nearly overwrought in the middle part. 4/ Die 
Flur an Engel (The Angel’s Meadow), subtitled Tondichtung, is unworldly and gorgeous. 
Marx can deliver. (Je18) 

Herbstsymphonie 
Four movements, 67’. Gigantic magnum opus of Marx, who dominated Vienna as the 
most vocal antagonist of the rising modernist and atonal composers. As early as 1921 at 
the premiere of the Herbstsymphonie, he was hissed and derided by the modernist 
faction, and his considerable reputation was trashed after his death in 1964. After Mahler, 



the gigantism is hardly exceptional (though Mahler too was derided), and the tonal 
harmony is arguably balanced by innovative procedures of form and development. This 
was scary at first because of its length and reputed complexity, but it’s easy listening. A 
loving, dedicated performance. 

     I: Ein Herbstgesang (9’): Main theme clearly stated by celli through an aural scrim of piano,  
celeste, and two harps. A characteristic dropping fourth is followed by an upward pickup 
gesture develops rhapsodically. I hear whole tones, pinches of bitonality, even whiffs of 
Scriabin, lots of chromaticism surrounding a basically diatonic subject. 

     II: Tanz der Mittagsgeister (16’);: Seamlessly the dance rhythm takes over. A gentle waltz  
gradually reaches a full orchestra climax, then dies away. 

     III. Herbstgedanken (16’): An earnest Adagio in D major suggestive of prayer. The theme in  
strings, then clarinet, repeats the upward gesture. If serenity, as the notes say, then a 
hyperbolic oxymoronic intense serenity. Long crescendo in full orchestra with huge 
climactic moments. The “recapitulation of the main theme” is hard to catch because it’s 
all so much of a piece. 

     IV: Ein Herbstpoem (27’): Very lively festive celebration of harvest. Opening gives way to  
stately dance in slow 2. The juggernaut trails away, misterioso. Morning Ländler, 
xylophone, trumpet, continuous extension, brassy, breaks into quick dance in 2, then 
quicker in canon. It rises, returns to intense brassy 3 (that poor trumpet!). Long passage 
reprising themes, a quiet bit with winds and harps, solo violin, and another swell to 
shattering climax, brass repeating the downward motif, strings rising to opulent major, 
then winding down to the tonic chord with which it began. (My20)    

PIETRO MASCAGNI 
Cavalleria Rusticana 

The rawest, most passionate emotions in Italian opera. I remember seeing this Zefirelli 
film years ago, but I’ve been looking forward to seeing it again at Don and Merran 
Nevilles’. Obratsova brings Russian intensity and the necessary dark sound between F 
and B♭, Domingo is terrific, Bruson is fine, and a venerable Fedora Barbiere was Mama 
Lucia. Oh that violent duet! The piety! The scenery! It’s on my list of all-time favorites, 
and like Don, I prefer it to Pag. (My13) Live at the Met: The music the same, but O the 
singing! O the production!! Eva-Maria Westbroek has a big voice but not Italianate in the 
least, unfocused, not centered on a pitch, strained top, no bottom, no line. Bah! Marcelo 
Alvarez sounded half warmed up (he was much better in Pagliacci). Željko Lučić a 
decent Alfio. But Lola stole the show vocally (Ginger Costa-Jackson). David MacVicar I 
usually like, but this was a bare stage, drag your chairs around, spin the turntable thing 
that has no character at all. He’s probably snobbish about Cav and doesn’t think it’s 
worth the trouble, since Pagliacci was very good. (Live at the Met, Ap15)  

Messa di Gloria in F 
This was written just before or possibly just after Cavalleria, and it shares a sighing motif 
immediately in the first bars, and the delicate orchestration. It did not lack performances 
at the time, forgotten though it is now. It calls for full classical orchestra with two 
trombones and harp, though Mascagni deliberately kept technical demands modest for 
church performance. There are two male soloists, both given lots to sing (they’re quite 
adequate on the CD). I don’t know if Messa di Gloria is a special genre, but the 
comparison with young Puccini’s effort is impossible to avoid. Puccini wins with that 
inimitably inane theme for the Gloria itself, but Mascagni’s work is fine. The tenor Qui 



tollis peccata mundi stands out, and the Agnus Dei. The instrumental Elevation of the 
Host is given to a virtuoso violin display. Rossini was also criticized for being frivolous 
in his Masses, but devout Italians seem happy about it all most of the time. Benedictus is 
oddly tragic. Agnus Dei, full forces with harp, is beautiful consolation. (Ja16) 

DANIEL GREGORY MASON 
Violin Sonata No 1 in G minor, op 5 

Brahmsian feel and form but not detailing; some un-Brahmsian harmony and piano 
flourishes. Andante marked tranquillo but rises to great intensity: octaves, 9-8 
appoggiatura; B section rises to another; long transition to return of A, elaborated in 
extended coda. Beautiful stuff. Vivace Finale cavorts chromatically, returns to Brahmsian 
stolidity: return of 6/8 builds to nobilmente, with fast coda. Solid piece, fine performance, 
annoying sound (a bad artificial echo). (Mh12) 

Violin Sonata No 2 in C minor, op 14 
More chastely Brahmsian than the First: marked amabile, not stormy C-minor mood, 
gentle expressive syncopations. Vivace 6/8 propels minor key dramatics, a touch of 
chromaticism. Coda goes wild with surprising whole-tone piano riff before finishing. 
Super movement. Moderato Finale in 3 somewhat nostalgic, affecting question-and- 
answer passage. Super piece. (Mh12) 

JOHN MASON 
O rex gloriose 

Substantial 12' motet written, like Pygott’s Mass on the same disc, for Wolsey. Style is 
much simpler, less ornate, less old fashioned than Pygott. No text, alas. (Mh13) 

Ave fuit prima salus 
A lengthy (19’) setting of a devout Marian hymn thought to be by Jacopo da Todi. Mason 
was previously coupled with Pygott, but sounds more sensible and expressive in this 
work – is it more sensitive conducting? That would make Scott Metcalfe a more suitable 
leader than Stephen Darlington. The Blue Heron group is very fine.  

TIBURTIO MASSAINO 
Lamentations 

Beautiful work by unknown Renaissance master. Van Nevel scores again. (Jy08). Fairly 
severe setting, not quite syllable for syllable but text to fore. Not overwhelming. 
(Jy09—Muskoka) 

JULES MASSENET 
Manon  

Act 3 only: Fleming again in top form, though E♭ of Gavotte is her upper limit – bravo 
for risking it. Better French style than I’d heard from her before. Vargas (his first ever 
Des Grieux) very powerful in “Ah fuyez” and St Sulpice duet. (MetHD, S08) The whole 
thing, a real tear jerker, and I shed tears: it’s a story that’s both elegant and primal, and 
the performance did it all. Netrebko was (a surprise to me) very good as Manon, even 
though her top E♭’s were both flat. All the rest was there, and superb acting. Beczala sang 
as if the role was written for him: he floated and hung onto the high A in the Dream Aria 
breathlessly and still had the guts for St Sulpice. The opera sags slightly at the end. No 
“perduta, abandonata.”but otherwise Pound is right, Massenet’s version is infinitely more 
subtle than Puccini’s. (MetHD, Ap12) 

Thaïs  



What can I say? It’s my favorite unpopular opera, and it held its own, improved on seeing 
it done.  Fleming & Hampson were ideal, Hampson’s role much heavier than I thought, 
his voice seemed larger than I thought. Little deadwood in the score: perhaps only the 
burning of Nicias’ house (but the ballet was cut). Visual production weak: the desert 
looked like a large potato chip, the lighting for no reason uniformly dark. But great 
music, and yes, great drama. (MetHD, D08) 

Ballet Music from Hérodiade 
A bit disappointing: noisy, not enough exoticism, not as attractive as Le Cid. (Je09) 

Orchestral Suite No 1 
Originally billed as Symphony in F: Had first movement developed rather than fugued, it 
would stand with Gounod, Bizet etc. Pastoral feel throughout. Notturno in 9/8 is 
gorgeous. Finale is shock burst of drums & trumpets in minor key, on to brassy major at 
end. Rewarding piece. (Je09) 

Scènes hongroises (Suite No 2) 
The Hungarian element escapes me: it’s not Magyar in the Liszt mode, and certainly not 
Bartok, just a bit peasantish, with a supplied wedding narrative. Nice ballet music.  (Jy09) 

Scènes dramatiques (Suite No 3) 
Just three movements, more sustained, and conceived after scenes from Shakespeare 
(with that info ultimately suppressed): Tempest storm and fairy transformation; 
Desdemona’s dream, with troubled B section; Macbeth witches’ dance ; and coronation 
of Malcolm.  (Jy09) 

Scènes pittoresques (Suite No 4) 
Marche, beautiful cello melody. Angelus is the Millet scene, à la Bizet. Pure Tchaikovsky 
polonaise. This might be the best of the seven suites, unless No 3, or No 7, or . . . . (Jy09) 

Scènes napolitaines (Suite No 5) 
Presto tarantelle, exciting stuff; quodlibet broken up into sections, weaker; galop is more 
Offenbach than Italiano.  (Jy09) 

Scènes de féerie (Suite No 6) 
Grand marche with stirring brass chorale; tam-tam introduces magic, a touch of Wolf’s 
Glen; nice horn solo; bacchanale with big drums, Saint-Saëns smaller scale.   (Jy09) 

Scènes alsaciennes (Suite No 7) 
Very topical: Alsace had been lost to Germany in 1870: Sunday morning with lovely 
chorale à la Humperdinck. Forresters’ song very familiar (where from?), recalls Chabrier. 
Love scene with gorgeous clarinet/cello duet. Rousing 3/4 dance interrupted by military 
retreat, a curfew call but also reminder of French defeat. Interesting study in 
extra-musical nostalgia. (Jy09) 

Werther 
I cannot get Thackery out of my head when I think of Goethe’s silly novella – silly not in 
Werther’s story but in Goethe’s admiration for him. Was Massenet writing down to the 
sentimental Viennese, so much less sophisticated than the French? Kaufmann was 
magnificent vocally, wholly convincing on stage – what an artist! And Koch was superb 
(though I suspect some limitations of blossom on top, color on the bottom). Production 
was beautiful and didn’t mess up the story. The libretto has a lot of undramatic padding 
(like Butterfly, another waiting game). I love the big tune, with solo violin a beat after the 
downbeat. (Mh14) 

Le Cid Ballet Music 



 One of my most inspired programming suggestions in Sarnia – I just assured them they’d 
all recognize it and they did (including Sandra). Seven regional Spanish dances, every 
one a winner. Nice return to beginning at the end. (But where’s the one I was sure was 
there?) (Ap14) 

Cendrillon 
I fell in love with Cendrillon with the production in Ottawa, with Von Stade, Welting, 
Delia Wallis, and Forrester. Here it is finally at the Met with Di Donato, Kim, Alice 
Coote, and Blythe –both wonderful casts, and the borrowed Laurent Pelley production 
was perfection (except for the woodland scene with no trees), with very funny costumes, 
parodic ballet, and mannerism to burn. The score is pure enchantment – BUT (1) there’s 
no big tune, and (2) no forgiveness scene at the end like Cenerentola. But it has a Fairy  
Godmother and beautiful romance with l’Inconnu. Truly memorable. (Is Di Donato  
losing her top?) [No.] (Ap18) 

Ève – Mysterium in trois parties 
Three parts with Prologue and Epilogue, 58’. Soprano, Tenor, Baritone, Chorus and 
Orchestra. Live performance is very good, though the tenor is a bit weak. Text by Louis 
Gallet. Oratorio never took hold in France, with its lack of spectacle and ballet, but 
Berlioz revived it, and a few others followed. Massenet wrote four, this being the second 
in 1875. In Prelude, the chorus sings of la naissance d’Ève. The French, which so worried  
me without a crib, turns out to be very elementary. (I) Chorus and Tenor: Man will no  
longer be alone. Talk about shameless! Honeyed melody everywhere. A gentle love duet  
in C major for innocence. Evening dress, no fig leaves. Recit and short chorus to finish.  
(II) The seductive Chorus sings its refrain, Viens, te montrerons l’arbre de science! Eve’s 
Air: O night full of murmurs. There is no serpent. Chorus is Voice of the Night, Voice of 
the Abyss, but in effect the voices are in Eve’s head. Here are sharp keys, B and E major. 
What seductive voices I hear – L’amour, tu marcherons l’orgueil front! But Eve 
succumbs in C major. (III) Tenor Air: Non! L’ombre triomphe du jour! You know both 
love and hatred. Adam appears for grand love duet with Eve, the texture ever honeyed 
and diatonic. How did the church not intervene in this. The sin is not disobedience but  
purely sexual. Talk about a fortunate fall! Douce extase indeed! Then OMG the Chorus  
joins in, Eve has high B♭’s. Only in the Epilogue does La Malédiction appear, with Tenor 
narration and clever musical play on the Dies irae, with percussion thunder. Chorus: Eve 
has listened to la voix d’abime, Hommes soyez maudites. Love will no more be laughing 
intoxication. Eve responds: Frappe nous! mais du moins laisse nous notre ivresse. Ne 
nous sépare pas! They are cursed and will die, but love wins out. (Je20)    

ANDRÉ MATHIEU 
Piano Concerto No 4 in E minor 

A substantial, big-boned virtuoso Concerto taking its pages from Rachmaninoff as I 
expected: flashy, lush Romantic harmony but not modulatory, splashy orchestra, touches 
of Ravel, but without Rachmaninoff’s melodic gift or Slavic melancholia. Impressive 
enough, worthy of Alain Lefèvre’s efforts to revive. (Jy10) 

Scènes de Ballet 
I was expecting something lighter, but the sound is the Stavinsky of Firebird with large 
dollops of Scriabin. (Jy10) 

RODOLPHE MATHIEU 
Piano Quintet 



Neglected Québecois Romantic studied with Alexis Contant, then d’Ìndy, and absorbed 
Scriabin influence. The Quintet is a torso, a short Larghetto and Scherzo, unmistakably 
French. The Scherzo might be Fauré lacking the ultimate polish. (May16) 

Piano Sonata 
Sounds like middle period Scriabin, with wild pianism and mystic aspirations – less 
harmonically edgy and the motivic figures insisted upon. Intriguing, but I`m not 
convinced of greatness. (May16) 

Trois Préludes 
These short pieces seem minor but they mark a major shift in Mathieu`s development. 
“Sur un nom”  is wistful, begins in extreme harmonic ambiguity. “Vague” is a sarabande 
but breaks into Scriabinesque wildness, ends on a non-triad. “J’écoute une muse que me 
fuit” is the most fragmented and ambiguous of all. For 1915, wow! (May16) 

Piano Trio 
Three movements. “Discussion” begins with violin and cello in answering phrases, nearly 
12-tone – far out for 1922. Piano enters strong, but settles. I am surprised by the atonality 
– the mood gets more intense, angry – a quicker section quasi scherzando, then grazioso, 
then slow, then a fast bit to the dissonant ending. “Réflexion” is a painfully slow 
sicilienne, still nearly atonal, the piano writing very thin – B section suddenly aggressive, 
marcato. “Pantomime” moves at brisk irregular 3 – tempo varies, piano still thin but 
somewhat less unconventional. I don’t care for the piece, but it is astonishing. (May16) 

NICOLA MATTHEIS 
Bizzarrie sopra la Vecchia 

Variations on a ground for 2 violins would seem to challenge the Pachelbel Kanon, but 
no one knows it yet. Played on PBS Live from Lincoln Center. Smashing!  (D10) 

Suites and Sonatas 
Matteis was a violin virtuoso who attracted great attention through his playing, and won 
praises from many, including John Evelyn in his diary. He left two substantial collections 
of his work, but otherwise little is known of him. I remember hearing the Bizzarrie on TV 
and being blown away.  The entire CD is of very high quality, beautifully performed. A 
treasure. (Ja13) 

JOHANN MATTHESON 
Harpsichord Suites 

Mattheson’s Suites are of the regular dance type: Intro, Allemande, Courante, Sarabande 
(sometimes Air), Gigue. There’s none of the French character piece, so they seem 
somewhat academic.Very nice, though, and played a particularly soft sounding 
harpsichord, double manual, capable of a variety of colors. (My11) 

WILLIAM MATTHIAS 
Quartet No 1, op 38 

One large 20’ movement: contrast of sustained complex chords against rhythmic 
Bartokian phrase – elements of both then extended, combined. The liner notes speak of 
discontinuities, but the evolving connections seem fairly clear, as does the long slow 
crescendo of tempo and intensity. The piece should have stopped shortly after the peak of 
the crescendo, however (at about 14’), because it repeats itself without recapturing my 
interest. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 2, op 84 



Four movements, with two slow movements, very different in conception from the first: 
Allegro features a scrubby theme that alternates with passages quasi-hurdygurdy music. 
Andante begins with violin melody unaccompanied, followed by pizzicato, followed by 
violin tune in canon and further alternation. Lento is contemplative repetition of a 
strophic stanza at various registers and levels of intensity – nice play with tierce de 
Picardy. Vivo Finale begins as spiccato fugue – quasi-estampie near the end, and the 
Lento strophe in violin harmonics before tempo returns in bfief coda. Terrific piece! My 
estimation of Mathias rises. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 3, op 97 
In three movements: the constructivist is master here, lots of mirror inversions, Bartokian 
ornaments. Largo begins sharply, then settles into morose despair. B section livelier, 
moves in sevenths and thirds. Finale also begins sharply, builds to fugue with lots of the 
forced ecstatic. Dry, stiff. (My14) 

2 anthems 
“I will celebrate” is a large-scale ceremonial piece with fanfares in the organ; a darker B 
section on words beautifully adapted from Psalm 90. Crisp, but I don’t care for the 
tacked-on ending. “O how amiable” is more tranquil, nicely paced. (O16) 

Rex Gloriae, op 83 
Four à cappella Latin motets that sound very difficult. “Laetanti oculi” is brisk, 
melismatic. “Victimae paschali” is slow, sustained, dissonant – lovely halo of diatonic 
cluster behind treble recit. (This text drew virtuoso agonies from Poulenc as well.) “O 
nata lux” is slow and luminous by contrast. “O Rex Gloriae” is even more melismatic and 
vigorous than the first. An impressive, challenging set. (O16) 

Missa Aedis Christi, op 92 
Missa brevis sans Credo begins with solemn organ prelude. Kyrie sounds truly anguished 
(not a shred of Mozartian cheeriness). Gloria is brisk, mildly syncopated up-beats. 
Sanctus uses rolled cluster haloes in the organ for Sanctus and a simple ostinato for 
Benedictus, rising to great Hosanna. Agnus Dei returns to the opening solemnity, choir in 
parallel chords resolving quietly to major. Beautiful setting. (O16) 

The Jesus College Service, op 53 
Mag and Nunc: spiky organ, irregular rhythms, melismatic, contrapuntal, very tough. 
Nunc begins à cappella, organ joins for the doxology. Amen is repeated from the 
Magnificat. (O16) 

3 anthems 
“A Grace” is a very simple à cappella thanksgiving. “As truly as God is our Father” sets 
that magnificent text by Julian of Norwich in a slow chant, dividing male and female 
singers according to the gender binaries. Did we ever sing this with Paul? This is the 
pearl of the CD. “Let the people praise thee” is Matthias’s Royal Wedding anthem of 
1981, very popular, written so that it can be sung by a good church choir. (O16) 

Ave Rex, op 45 
Carol sequence for Christmas. Paul nearly started a rebellion trying to teach this to us. 
The first number is very dissonant, with lots of organ. The second is fast and dissonant – 
the only word that comes through is Alleluiah. Third, “There is no rose,” is do-able, but 
keeps changing tempo and mixing up Latin text. The last, “Sir Christemas,” is more 
folksy, again doable but full of evil twists on a macaronic text. Liner notes hail 



Matthias’s style as the “lingua franca” of English choral writing – but it’s all straight out 
of Britten. (O16) 

RUDOLPH MAUERSBERGER 
Wie liegt die Stadt; Dresdner Requiem 

I know only that Mauersberger was a respected church musician who survived the war 
and the fire bombing of Dresden and wrote this music in 1947. It calls for three choirs 
(Hauptchor, an Echo Choir, and a boys’ choir) with two treble soloists. The motet prelude 
is harmonized recit, on passages from Lamentations about the city laid desolate. The 
Requiem is likewise largely homophonic, making beautiful use of the three choirs – text 
is foremost. Much is a cappella, but organ bass and percussion bolster the dramatic parts. 
Musical means are simple but effective, drawing from the sublime German chorale 
tradition. The “dies irae” from Job and Joel, and Ezekiel’s valley of dry bones (track 19) 
and the fire from heaven (track 22), and the triumphant chorale (track 33) are highlights. 
Paradisal celeste appears only (I think) in the congregational chorale (track 38). Not great 
music, perhaps, but meaningful, and I am glad to have heard it. (Ja14) 

NICHOLAS MAW 
Odyssey 

Elephantiasis of the ego? The models for this 95' monster are obviously Mahler and 
Shostakovich, but why would a composer make such demands on the attention and 
bladders of his audience? Would it have made it more acceptable to be labelled a 
Symphony? I’m sure there is detailed formal construction, but I’m not likely ever to 
comprehend it. The texture has impressive passages, far less spiky or difficult than, say, 
Birtwistle. Big romantic gestures, multiple climaxes, long bare melodies, fugal stuff, big 
brass (altitudinous). A live performance (like that recorded here) might compel better 
attention, but only on a good day. (Maw expressed annoyance with Joshua Bell for not 
touring with his Concerto after recording it.) Apparently EMI lost a bundle releasing this, 
and still forgave Simon Rattle. (Jy10) 

LINCOLN MAYORGA 
Bluefields, a West Hollywood Rumba for Arnold 

Mayorga has been successful in Hollywood. The piece is an encore trifle. (O11) 
SIMONE MAYR 
Elisa Overture & music from the operas 

I listened just to the first few tracks, and heard nothing very distinctive. Last Saturday, I 
heard parts of Ferdinand Ries’s opera Die Räuberbraut, and it was very, very impressive. 
Mayr was Donizetti’s teacher, I think, and it’s a case of the pupil surpassing. Elisa is a 
bright comic (?) opera overture, not a patch on Rossini. Eiddwen Harrhy sounds like a 
formidable operatic soprano. (S14) 

Medea in Corinto [excerpts] 
Jane Eaglen is the whole show here, captured in her impressive prime, a big voice, 
dramatic but never overblown (she’s English), and capable of sweetness and considerable 
flexibility. Worth hearing just for her. The opera is hard to place – I tried to imagine the 
Mozart of Clemenza, and it was too late, or Donizetti, and it was too early. Closer to 
Donizetti, I think, but without the melodic gift. Everything else is there, including a 
fondness for instrumental obligati in the arias, especially violin or clarinet. There are 
moments – a kind of gothic aria midway, and the big Finale. Well made but not 
outstanding music. (D16) 



TOSHIRO MAYUZUMI 
Symphonic Mood 

A surprise, since all I know of Mayuzumi is the aleatoric quartet piece. This is a mix of 
impressionism, pops, Asian percussion B all very loud. TM is apparently a chameleon (a 
Japanese Harry Freedman?), here a young man making an impression in a hurry. Empty 
stuff. (Ag09) 

Rhumba Rhapsody 
Decent piece. Impressionistic opening, plenty of Latin beat and flair, but some 
decentering as well. Again very loud. Good rep. (Ag09) 

Bugaku 
For a Balanchine ballet in NYC, therefore much more avant gardish: lots of glissandi, not 
much defined rhythm at first. Stravinskyish – shades of Le Sacre, and so late! (after 
Prokofiev, Sessions, Antheil, Antill . . . ) But effective, intriguing. Again very, very loud. 
I like it.  (Ag09) 

Mandala Symphony 
Here is the sonic Zen garden I expected from Mayuzumi. Symphony in two movements: 
first in “tempo non equilibré” marked by violent sudden gestures surrounded by silence. 
Even here are echoes of Le Sacre. Second is slow, less violent, pensive at first; big 
crescendo with tam-tams; to wind-down and fadeout. Yes, there’s an emotive shape here. 
A worthy piece. (Ag09)  

Concertino for Xylophone and Orchestra 
Twelve-minute piece in one movement, oddly maintains its entertainment novelty. Fast 
bit, tonal with a few avant gardish gestures. Hollywoodish tunes in slow section, abetted 
by solo sax and flute, the soloist on tremolo melody, Japanese tinges. Final fast and a bit 
goofy. Engaging. (Ag11) 

VIRGILIO MAZZOCCHI 
The Vesper service became fixed as a sequence of five psalms plus Magnificat, framed 
by antiphons that varied throughout the year. The psalms are Dixit Dominus (110), 
Laudate pueri (123), Laetatus sum (121), Nisi Dominus (126), and Lauda Jerusalem 
(147). Virgilio Mazzocchi, younger brother of Domenico, was maestro di cappella at St 
Peter’s in Rome from 1629 until his death in 1646. This Vesper service is constructed 
from his extant music, with antiphons by Carissimi and Palestrina.  The music uses 
organ continuo with gambas and “lirone,” and is on a much smaller scale than the 
extravaganzas of Venice. Junghänel uses only 8 voices with a small group of instruments.  
Mazzocchi may not have had the special genius of Monteverdi, the variety or the massive 
grandeur, but his music is extraordinarily beautiful, and beautifully performed. (D10) 

NIKOLAI MEDTNER 
Sonata Romantica, op 58/1 

Sonata in 4 movements without break: begins in fairy tale dreamy mood, gorgeous, with 
impressionist touches. Scherzo is non-stop flight. Brief Romanza. Finale brings back 
themes cyclically. This strikes me as a very great piece of music. My opinion of Medtner 
grows with every new acquaintance. (Ap11) 

Sonata minacciosa, op 58/2 
The companion piece is more unsettled in tonality, harder to follow. A single long 
movement, tone is not tempestuous but rather anxious, as if it has lost its bearings. Big 
fugue in the middle, quasi- cadenza to finish. (Ap11) 



Piano Sonata in F minor, op 5 
Youthful Sonata, an ambitious 31'. Tozer claims that it could be considered NM’s best, 
though it’s uncharacteristically transparent, not what one turns to Medtner for. Allegro is 
bold, expansive. Intermezzo another fast movement, brief. Largo a poetic rhapsody. 
Finale takes turbulent subject and works it hard. Good piece, though Medtner’s character 
is not fully formed. (Ap11) 

Piano Sonata in A minor, op 30 
Single 15' movement: it strikes me as a folksong arrangement done up chromatically by 
Delius and ornamented by Scriabin and Rachmaninoff. Tozer’s notes about intervals and 
wartime anxiety seem off the mark, but he plays the hell out of it. Super. (Fe12) 

Forgotten Melodies, op 39 
Five piano pieces of great intensity. Meditazione and Romanza share common material 
and mood of tragic nostalgia B gorgeous. Primavera, on the other hand, expresses a 
manic ecstasy. Canzona mattinata is simpler in texture and feeling. Sonata tragica, which 
lines up with the Sonata series, is a 10' rant; second theme anticipates a melody in 
Rachmaninoff’s Symphonic Dances. Such passionate music I have rarely heard! My God, 
the entire set is a masterpiece: the Sonata only shines brighter in its setting. (Mh12) 

Forgotten Melodies, op 40 
This set is fully differentiated from the last: 6 dances, Chopinesque, lighter in feel. 
Extended Danza sinfonica is breathtaking invention. Danza jubilosa is a celebratory 
march, far removed from Medtner’s moroseness. None of that persona in the set. Danza 
ondsulata and Danza ditirambica both celebratory. A half hour of happy music! What a 
magnificent under-rated composer. (Mh12) 

8 Songs, op 24 
Four short songs on verses by Tyuchev, four by Feth, neither known to me. More 
restrained, low key, than other Medtner songs I’ve heard. “Twilight” is gorgeous, “O’er 
thee I bend” quite an outburst.  The rest don’t grab me. Accompaniments are ornate, 
busy. Ludmilla Andrew (another Canadian singer!) seems in her twilight years, the voice 
rather blowsy, but she sings with authority, having studied with Slobodskaya, who 
performed with Medtner. (O12) 

Dithyramb, op 14/2; Ophelia’s Song, op 14/1 
Shorter piano pieces: The first seems to meander freely, fast bits at the end are 
extraordinary, and the second a song full of Russian pathos. (Mh13) 

Fairy-Tale Sonata in C minor, op 25/1 
Short Piano Sonata in three movements. Tozer’s comments are better than mine: the 
wonderful fluttery sounds, sudden changes of mood. Andantino a long-spun line that 
stretches seamlessly. Lovely Romantic finish. (Mh13) 

Sonata-Idyll in G, op 56 
Short Piano Sonata in two movements: Pastorale a gentle 6/8, develops complications. 
Allegro pursues several themes helter-skelter, some pastoral, others not, with prolonged 
Romantic wistful conclusion. (Mh13) 

Piano Sonata in E minor, op 25/2 “Night Wind” 
Longest, most relentless, and by reputation greatest and most difficult of Medtner’s 
Sonatas, dedicated to Rachmaninoff. The whole is played without pause. Grand and 
gorgeous introduction provides material for a second Intro and a glorious climactic 
postlude, while the two large movements are both Allegro. Form rhapsodic but sensible 



to the ear. Time signature 5/8 allows all kinds of subdivisions yet the unstable beat 
proceeds purposefully. Final section Quasi Cadenza, a tempestuous reworking of the 
Introduction material. Masterpiece. Compare with the Rachmaninoff Sonatas. (Mh13) 

LOUIS de MEESTER 
String Trio 

De Meester was self taught with roots in jazz and a pioneering interest in electronic 
music. His style seems to be a rugged pandiatonicism favoring harsh dissonance. 
Allegretto is a grotesque grazioso. Third movement begins Presto with lots of harmonics 
and ponticello – ends molto lento. Ugly. (Ja14) 

ANDRÉ MEHNARI 
Villa-Lobos Variations 

Brazilian composer not known to me, born 1977. Scored for oboe, clarinet, bassoon, 
piano. The theme is not heard until after a lively, dramatic 5’ introduction with complex 
neo-romantic harmony and pops elements. Piano joins at statement of the regal theme. 
Variations are easy to follow with reminders of the theme, though complicated by an 
additional theme mid-way (track 21). Is that an allusion to Le Sacre in track 20? After the 
Tranquillo variation (track 15), most variations are less than a minute. The piece closes 
with re-statement of the two themes in reverse order. Engaging, impressive piece. (F20) 

ÉTIENNE-NICOLAS MÉHUL 
Symphony No 1 in G minor 

Contemporary with the first two Beethoven Symphonies, Méhul’s First opens with a 
plain ascending tonic outline, then works its craft. Subtle chromaticism, complex 
contrapuntal development, extended coda. Andante too takes simple melody and works 
fine variations, avoiding the bittiness of the procedure. Menuet opens boldly with 
pizzicato B extraordinary ending. Finale remains fixed in minor and drives to the end. 
Magnificent Symphony! (Ag11) 

Symphony No 2 in D 
Again, the material itself is ordinary: scales in the slow Intro, repeated notes in the 
Allegro B wild modulation in development. Additional development (I think) in recap, 
big timp ending. Andante another tricky set of Variations, canonic writing in themes: the 
theme itself recalls the dignified cortège in Schubert’s C Major. Menuet has gruff 
scherzando feel. Finale theme recalls Cherubini’s Anacreon Overture with its grace note; 
surprises in a protracted development that gives Finale weight equal to the Allegro. The 
spirit of Cherubini hovers over Méhul. Very great music. (Ag11)  

Symphony No 3 in C 
The only one of the four in three movements. Pompous trumpet flourish followed by 
elegant answering phrases; a few surprises but mainly pomp. Andante contrasts with 
gentle minore, contrapuntal inner voices, phrase extensions, remote modulations, the 
weight of the Symphony lies here. Finale bustles like a Rossini overture, a finger twister: 
great surprise twist before final cadence.  Perfectly balanced Symphony. Each movement 
complements the others perfectly. (Ag11) 

La Chasse du jeune Henri Overture 
Opens with lovely aubade, virtuoso horn work with lip trills. Allegro a 6/8 trot, builds to 
rousing end with great fiddle riffs. Wonderful.  (Ag11)  

Symphony No 4 in E 



The last of Méhul’s Symphonies, all written 1808-10. Slow intro and Allegro begin with 
warm feeling, not E major brilliance: contrapuntal, modulatory development. Andante 
features gorgeous cello section melody over pizzicato bass. Brief Menuet has theme 
ambiguous as to both tonality and modality. Finale sprightly: wonderful ricochet and 
pizzicato. I failed to pick up on the repetition of the Andante theme mentioned in the 
notes, perhaps the earliest Symphony to do it. Who would think of looking to France for a 
symphonist overshadowed by Beethoven? (Ag11) 

Le Trésor Supposé 
Brief comedy curtain raiser. Nothing special. 

ERKKI MELARTIN 
Symphony No 5 in A minor, op 90 ASinfonia brevis” 

Why “brevis”? it’s 33' long. Standard late romantic Symphony with sporadic flourishes 
of “advanced” harmony. Much boisterousness leads to subdued chorale statement. 
Andante spins a pastoral theme notable for grand octave displacements B an 
ornithological interlude. Intermezzo depicts a folkdance “in the distance” (according to 
the notes) over reprise of main Allegro theme – highly emotive. Finale is highly elaborate 
quadruple fugue (re the notes), a jolly academic festival based on main theme that stops 
short for return of the chorale, which builds strength to the end.  Masterfully constructed, 
very beautiful. (Mh12) 

Symphony No 6, op 100 
In a very short time Melartin made a modernist turn. Andante sets up a whole-tone cluster 
before horns announce an angular march – strings comment sentimentally, Mahler and 
vinegar, with passages of anxious agitation, eventually dying away. Second short 
Andante contrasts in upper register strings and woodwinds, wafty, chromatic. Scherzo 
oddly turns to Chinese pentatonics, tinges of chromaticism, dissonance. Finale opens with 
furious brass, moves into gentler theme in major, builds to affirmative ending. Melartin is 
clearly uncomfortable with his modernism. (Mh12) 

FANNY MENDELSSOHN 
Das Jahr; Notturno; Abschied vom Rom 

No surprises stylistically, very like Felix, except that this is a large-scale, somewhat 
unified sequence of pieces, anticipating early Schumann. Lutheran chorales have the last 
word in the reluctant departure from Rome. Fanny continues to surprise.  (Ap09) 

FELIX MENDELSSOHN 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream: Complete Incidental Music 

Super one-hour concert. The familiar music with enchantment renewed, plus a few 
surprise numbers. The spoken parts, just enough, brought tears: “gives to airy nothings A 
local habitation and a name.” (Au08—Cooperstown) 

Piano Trios in D minor, C minor 
Veritable masterpieces. Yes, D minor is more memorable. Florestan plays beautifully B I 
thought too deliberate at first, but no. (S08)  

Piano Trio No 2 in C minor, op 66 
Yes, D minor is more memorable. Florestan plays beautifully: I thought too deliberate at 
first, but no. (S08) Live in concert, the piece shows up very well, enlivening the memory 
and full of detail. Fabulous Scherzo, breathtaking pianism – as always in Mendelssohn. 
Neither of us liked the violinist much, good technically but stiff like a student. Germanic 
in the worst way. The other two were superb. (live, Swiss Piano Trio, Parry Sound, Jy17); 



The D minor in a BBC version featuring Joshua Bell, Isserlis and Hough. Wow! 
(Muskoka, Fe12); Unless I misremember, this piece is more complex than the better 
known D minor. Andante espressivo, was it variations? Brief Mendelssohnian fairy 
Scherzo. Allegro appassionato continues in propulsive motion until great Lutheran 
chorale moment, accelerando to the end. (Gryphon Trio, live at Wolf Hall, S19) 

Quintet in A, op 18 
Fine piece, not on level with the Octet or the E♭ Quartet, but not juvenile. Fine Arts seem 
too sempre marcato, overstated. Or is that Mendelssohn? Hard to tell. (S08) 

Quintet in B♭, op 87 
Good Mendelssohn: I’m surprised I don’t remember hearing it. (S08) Great Mendelssohn, 
courtesy of BBC: intensely passionate, rich textured, full of Mendelssohnian fingerprints, 
though it’s only vaguely familiar. That is, until the Scherzando. Adagio is one of those 
searching Romantic slow movements: agitato, B section has a wonderful 
pianissimo-over-tremolo passage after the return reaffirms major key magically: 
absolutely melting. Finale is a Mendelssohnian skipping spiccato jaunt, full of joy. (Je11) 

Piano Sonata in B♭, op 106 
From the first “maturity,” starts with two strong movements but seems to lose energy at 
last. (S08) 

Variations sérieuses; 3 Fantasies or Caprices, op 16; Fantasia in F# minor, op 28 
The great Variations familiar, a pleasure to hear again. Likewise the F# minor 
“ecossaise,” though I don’t recall the middle movement. The three caprices are echt 
authoritative trifles, super. (S08); Variations on Jan Lisiecki’s recital, nicely and not 
over-dramatically played. (live, S09) Variations on Georgy Tchaidze’s recital, 
meticulously paced, flash and dazzle, quite wonderful. (live, Mh13) 

Piano Concerto in A minor 
Juvenile work without opus number, well made, flashy, but less interesting, I think, than 
the D minor Violin Concerto, or either of the two-piano concertos (which I haven’t heard 
in years). (O08) 

Capriccio brillant 
This is the familiar one. A delight. (O08) 

Rondo brillant, piano & orchestra, op 29; Serenade & Allegro giocoso, piano & orchestra, op 43  
The Rondo is vaguely familiar: maybe I’ve played it. Cascades of notes, brilliant, festive. 
The Serenade I’ve never heard or heard of: nice piece, less brilliant, minor/major key 
contrast between sections. (O08)  

6 Organ Sonatas. 
Not many Mendelssohn fingerprints: no scherzando virtuosity. The usual conservative, 
slightly chromatic harmony, clear phrasing, lines contiguous, lyric and legato, not 
disjunctive and instrumental, not staccato. Smallish organ English/German, not French. 
No fugues in Nos 1, 4 & 5.  No 2 is familiar. No 6 has big nine-minute Variations on 
chorale, including virtuoso licks. (O08).  Sonata No 3 in A: hymn, fugue over hymn in 
pedal, big accelerando the hymn; slow movement short and serene. Lovely. (Oldengarm 
live, Ja) Not exactly revisiting old friends: more like seeing new acquaintances again, 
happily. Paul played four of these, with authority. (FAS live, F09) 

Die erste Walpurgisnacht 
Setting of Goethe ballad pitting Druid paganism against Christians, from Druid point of 
view. hristians (apparently representing Enlightenment) suppress the Druid population, 



slaughter, and run in terror from the devils. Druids (representing natural Romantic 
vitality) worship in secret and are victorious. Very strange subject to be popular with 
Victorians. Are Mendelssohn’s Druids really Jews? Some routine, some exalted music. 
(O08—Hallowe’en) 

Capriccio in E minor, op 81/3 
Nice concert opener, FM in Bach mode, with sparkle and virtuoso flair. (New Zealand Q, 
live, N08) 

Paulus, op 36 B Part I 
More recit than in Elijah, fewer great fugal choruses or arresting arias, but some chorales. 
Overture uses Morgenstern Chorale, which reappears. I: Martyrdom of Stephen, Road to 
Damascus Conversion of Paul. Soprano “Jerusalem.” Voice of God is a Women’s Choir! 
Great bass aria, final recit and Schlusschor. (D08)   

     Part II: Paul’s mission B opposition of Jews and Paul’s rejection B turn to gentiles B 
departure to martyrdom. Oddly, Paul sets out expectng to die in Jerusalem, not Rome. 
Grand opening Chorus B Duet B How lovely are the messengers. Fine rabble choruses, 
glorious Chorus with Chorale for children over top. Still more dependence on Recit than 
in Elijah. (Ja09)  

10 Lieder 
Sonia sang 10 Lieder, with Linda Kennedy, both doing beautifully. Besides “Auf Flügeln 
des Gesänges,” of course, two really stood out: “Nachtlied” and “Hexenlied.” 
Mendelssohn is a beautiful melodist, but it takes more to make great Lieder. (Did I listen 
to the Margaret Price disc before keeping this log?) (FSA live, F09)  

Quartet, strings, in F minor, op 80 
This piece has always eluded me. Until now. St Lawrence presented it steaming, dripping 
with blood. Daring textures, timbres, fragmentation untypical of Mendelssohn. Scherzo 
never lets up on the pedal (as Jeff Nuttall remarked). Am I moved by the recent 
suspicions of FM’s suicide? Unearthly pianissimos. (Ap 409, live). Cecilia Quartet is less 
outrageous than the St Lawrence, but made an exciting affair of this. Super performance. 
(live, O09) Popular lately, after having been in disfavor, because biographical evidence 
connects it either to Mendelssohn’s grief over Fanny’s death, or a hopeless love for Jenny 
Lind. There is even speculation about suicide. To me, all the Mendelssohn fingerprints 
are here in abundance in an intense masterpiece. (Ag18)    

Psalm 115 & other choruses 
A listening binge after singing all-Mendelssohn at FSA. The music is glorious, even 
digging deep into the recesses of the minor Chorwerk. Concert was best singing that FSA 
Choir has ever done: real dynamics even, spontaneously. Ruth and I both high. (Ap08) 

Andante & Variations in E minor, op 81/1 
Top form Mendelssohn, familiar but less than I expected, nice concert opener. (Alcan Qt 
live, Ja09) 

Piano Sonata in G minor, op 105 
Despite the opus number, this turns out to be juvenilia, written at age twelve and 
performed before a doting Goethe. Classical in form and feeling; although the key 
suggests Sturm und Drang, there are no Mendelssohnian fingerprints, except maybe some 
off-color chromaticism in the Adagio. The shake motif is excessively repetitive. Moody 
Adagio. Finale starts strong in minor, turns banal in major. (Jy12) 

Fantasia on “The Last Rose of Summer,” op 15 



The 18-year-old Mendelssohn taking advantage of the popularity of Tom Moore’s Irish 
Melodies of 1813. Not variations but an operatic scena complete with recits, agitato bits, 
and canzonetta. (Jy12) 

Variations in B♭, op 83 
Nice ornamental variations, but not outstanding. I’d hoped for better.  (Jy12) 

Etude; Capriccio; Andante; Presto; Scherzo 
The F minor Etude is mature, a melody over streaming torrents of arpeggios, written at 
the behest of Moscheles. Capriccio in E flips from a lyrical preface to sudden non-stop 
prestissimo. Andante very low key, and the Presto companion piece also sounds 
undemanding. Scherzo à capriccio is Mendelssohn fairy music, a bit heavy footed at 
times but wonderful. These little pieces are the best music on the CD. (Jy12) 

Songs without Words, Books I to IV 
The gorgeous Livia Rev recording makes ideal car music. (Jy12) Four selected by Georgy 
Tchaidze, presumably as engine coolant between big Bach Partita and Variations 
sérieuse, but all played at the same level of intensity. (live, Mh13) 

Elijah 
How I love this piece more every time I hear it. Not that it’s perfect. All the singing is 
legato, without variation, and the end of Part II loses its dramatic grip (I didn’t know 
Mendelssohn had a struggle with his pietistic Lutheran librettist). Brett Polegato was 
wonderful as Elijah: the role fits his voice, and he projected dramatic conviction in every 
phrase, and even when he was not singing. Leslie Ann Bradley sang her bits beautifully: 
no trouble with the A#, and her voice seems to have some size. Ruth liked the mezzo, 
Leigh-Anne Martin, also young and promising. Michael Colvin sang the tenor bits OK 
but even in this light sing his lightweight voice was strained at the (not very high) top. 
The combined Elora / Trinity Oxford choir sang magnificently. (Live, Elora, Jy12) How 
many times have I sung it since? Once for David Weaver, once for Terry Head. 

Drei Psalmen, op 98 
Three settings for à cappella double choir in Mendelssohn’s sensitive word setting. Psalm 
2 is muted, dark, with quiet doxology and Amen. Psalm 43 is warm, vibrant. Psalm 22, 
the Suffering Servant Psalm, opens with solo uttering the terrible words, continues in 
dark dialogue, a masterly study in choral texture and word setting. Beautiful turn to 
major. Fabulous! (Mh13) 

Quartet No 3 in D, op 43/1 
My favorite Mendelssohn to play – it soars, every movement, every turn of phrase. 
Wonderful to hear in concert. (live, Ariel Quartet, Ap13)  

Quartet No 2 in A minor, op 13 
Mendelssohn was a leader developing the cyclic concept, here and in the E♭ Quartet. This  
one has warm opening, agitated themes in first and last movement, gorgeous profound 
slow movement, great Intermezzo with pizzicato, attacca into operatic recit that  
punctuates Finale. Finale starts and stops a bit, and the A minor is a bit overwhelming.  
But this is a very great piece of music. Mendelssohn was 18 years old. (Afiara Quartet, 
live at Wolf Hall, F15)  

Die Hebridien, op 26 
 I’m surprised the opus is so early. Norrington’s Overtures are fun, good car music. (Je15)  
Symphony No 1 in C minor, op 11 



Allegro is lively but wholly conventional, with none of the early extravagance, no 
fingerprints. As Norrington points out, it is wholly unprogrammatic. One odd modulation 
in development, the alternating violin sections in the coda. Andante is a nice but not 
exceptional tune. Menuetto is in minor but neither demonic nor unconventional – Trio 
considerably slower, very graceful. Allegro Finale betrays its source in the Mozart G 
minor too easily. Very odd pianissimo episode with lower strings pizzicato. A few future 
fingerprints, plus a fugue. (F16) BBC disc in car: yes, not an awful piece, but none of the 
usual charm of Mendelssohn. (S16) 

Symphony No 5 in D minor, op 107 “Reformation” 
I got to play this once: Slow intro has beautiful organ-tone solemnity, with its Dresden 
Amen, but the material of the Allegro, rising fifth plus dotted figure, becomes unduly 
scrubby at times, maybe too insistently developed. Vivace is not fairy music but more an 
elegant dance, more Menuetto than Scherzo, with its persistent dotted upbeat, and its 
birdlike trills in the Trio, beautiful final moments recalling the underlying solemn theme. 
Andante presents lovely lamentoso in broken phrases, answered by attempted 
consolation, very brief. Solo flute introduces theme of Ein feste Burg, and Allegro takes 
it away, reverting to the rising fifth motif. Beautiful cello passage, nice brassy maestoso 
conclusion. This is actually an early work: the sequence of composition for the 
symphonies is 1, 5, 4, 2, 3. Mendelssohn, never satisfied, refused to publish it. (F16) 

Symphony No 4 in A, op 90 “Italian” 
I know this piece so well and haven’t listened to it in years. It seemed conventional once, 
but it strikes me now by its originality – the outer movements both in fast 6/8, happy 
major turning to devilish minor in Finale, some really unexpected moves in development 
in every movement. And what happy music! even the Finale in its way. Thrilling music, 
even in the car. (S16) 

Symphony No 3 in A minor, op 56 “Scottish” 
On CBC driving to Albany: How did I ever dislike this piece? Beautiful material, 
imaginative development, formal surprises. A joy. (O16) 

Songs & Duets, vol II 
Mendelssohn’s songs are an anomaly. He worked on them and was proud of them, but 
falling between the output of Schubert and Schumann, the product of a composer equally 
great, they still fail to participate in the development of this prized genre. There are no 
cycles. Individual songs are generic in their emotion, never getting a grip on the text, 
never entering the extremes of intensity uncomfortable in the middle-class parlor. The 
key is in the piano, I think. Mendelssohn’s accompaniments are nearly all conventional 
patterns with little variation. Schubert got it right from the beginning (“Gretchen am 
Spinnrade”) and kept inventing. “Die Forelle,” “Erlkönig,” etc. A Schubert evening is 
welcome, but a Mendelssohn evening? Better in small doses. Performances here are A+. 
Sophie Daneman and Stephan Loges, both new to me, have ideal Lieder voices, great 
command of text and vocal line, subtle inflection, nothing artificial or forced. The songs 
begin with lots of Goethe and Heine, including two of the best, “Die Liebende schreibt” 
and the favorite, “Auf Flügeln des Gesänges.” The duet “Wasserfahrt” and 
“Morgengrüss” are nice. Uhland’s “Das Schifflein” creates a fine narrative, more varied 
than most. “Erntelied” is a remarkably dark folksong with a subtle refrain; “Die 
Verlassene” (unpublished) is almost as good. “Neue Liebe” is a faery scherzo that calls 
for virtuosity from both performers. (Ja17) 



Concerto in A♭ for Two Pianos & Orchestra 
The two double piano concerti date from Mendelssohn’s mid-teens, the A♭ written about 
a year after the E-major concerto and decidedly longer: the first movement alone is 18’, 
the longest Mendelssohn ever wrote, and the three movements totaling 42’. I remember 
them from a vinyl recording. Hyperion does a magnificent job separating the two soloists. 
Conventional criticism says there’s too much repetition for the slight material, but it 
keeps the fingers moving and never lets down. (As in the Octet, Mozartean phrases are 
extended to twice their length.) There are subtle ideas of texture as well. Light, happy 
music but ambitious. Andante is an idyllic 6/8, sweet not deep. Finale is a romp of 
one-upmanship, soloists immediately disputing the key and trying to outdo each other – 
it’s a bit too long, but the reminiscence of 6/8 and the presto coda compensate. Very little 
sign of the juvenile here! (Ja17) 

Concerto in E for Two Pianos & Orchestra 
The earlier and shorter Concerto, but Mendelssohn said it was his favorite. More 
Mozartean, graceful rather than bubbly, and I remember it less well. But again, there are 
surprising details, and constant interaction between the soloists as well as with the 
orchestra. Adagio is a gentle 3: B section in minor, poco agitato. Allegro Finale another 
romp. Great fun. (Ja17) 

Octet in E♭, op 20 
One of my sacred pieces ever since I played it in Minneapolis, yet I’ve never heard it live 
in concert. It’s an amazing experience, visually as well as musically, with the performers 
in a shallow semi-circle, visible as individuals to the audience. There’s not a dull moment 
or a boring part nor a wasted note in this incredible masterpiece by a sixteen-year-old 
prodigy. I played it along with them. (live, Penderecki & New Zealand Quartets, Parry 
Sound, Jy17); On PBS Live from Lincoln Center, but actually taped in Greece. Performers 
were in double quartet formation, visually lucid though young Mendelssohn did not seem 
to be thinking in these terms. Thrilling to see and hear. (O19) 

Quartet in D, op 44/1 
Usually my go-to quartet, when Mendelssohn came up for sight reading, along with the 
E♭. Great to hear in concert, though the Calidore group didn’t seem warmed up: a very 
understated, undemonstrative performance (Sandra called it “intimate,” being more 
generous than I). The brilliant up-beats did not flash. The middle movements are glorious 
without any help. (Jeffrey, live, F18) 

Three Preludes and Fugues, organ, op 37 
The liner notes claim that these works of 1837, followed by the Sonatas of 1845, heralded 
the return of major composers to the organ. The C minor fugue is notable for strong, 
independent pedal. Prelude and Fugue in G is serene and pastoral, though the Fugue 
reaches inspired grandeur in its long-deferred cadences. The D minor work is virtuosic: 
brilliant, breathless Prelude and relentless Fugue. (Je18) 

Six Preludes and Fugues, op 35 
Unlike op 37, these were written for piano. I'd prefer the original, but the organ 
transcriptions make perfect sense. They total 53' of music. No surprises except for the 
diversity and elaborate treatment of the invention. Mendelssohn wasn't fooling around. 
The opening E minor features crazy accelerando, virtuosity, and a thrilling E major 
chorale – a masterpiece by itself. The D major is more relaxed. Next is in B minor, and a 
pair in A♭ and F minor: this is the only relic of a possible larger cycle of keys. The B 



minor Prelude is a Mendelssohnian Scherzo. The A♭ is a full 11', Mendelssohn at his 
sweetest,- the fugue like an angelic choir. F minor has a throbbing accompaniment that 
seems odd on the organ; the fugue is in a fast 3, a great rumble. The B♭ fugue caps the set 
with an even more virtuosic subject. (Je18) 

Quartet No 1 in E♭, op 12 
My favorite, I think, in all its freshness: the return of the opening theme at the end one of 
those goose-bump moments. (When did this practice begin?) Canzonetta a wonderful 
gnome dance, then a warm and profound espressivo, then a Vivace Finale in 6/8, minor 
key sustained until just before the end. (Ag18)    

Quartet No 4 in E minor, op 44/2 
I’ve overlooked this one, I think. Appassionato spins over a thick mat of running 
sixteenths, with consolatory second subject. No one but Mendelssohn could have created 
such a breathing thing. Scherzo scintillates: the shock of the major key is like the 
fortissimo. Andante reflects on the breathing life of the Appassionato. Presto Finale 
remains firmly in minor, agitato, 6/8, ready to take flight like magic. How could I have 
missed this masterpiece? (Ag18)    

Hear My Prayer 
So familiar, so evergreen. Here sung nicely by Teresa Gomez as intro to Dubois’s Seven 
Last. (Ap19) 

PETER MENNIN 
Cello Concerto 

Impressive, partly because of Starker’s committed performance. Standard 
three-movement layout, with cadenza, lyric middle, exciting moto perpetuo Finale: big 
orchestra with brass in tutti passages, well handled. Style hard to characterize: tonal, free 
dissonance, complex chords, but effect is not winding and chromatic like Sessions. No 
hummable themes.  (F08) 

Symphony No 3 
Shortish, in three movements, highly concentrated: a serioso linear neo-classicism, driven 
rhythmically, not overly dissonant. Andante a melancholic modal line unfolding in one or 
two parts over bass; a beautiful melting moment; rhetorical peroration. Finale 
rhythmically driven, not complex but irregular, lots of free canonic writing. The notes 
mention Schuman and Hanson as precursors. I hear large dollops of Roy Harris. (Mh11) 

Moby Dick 
Short 10' piece. No discernable pictorial element: a gradual accelerando crescendo. More 
dissonant, less linear than the Third Symphony. (Ap11) 

Symphony No 7 “Variation Symphony” 
Single 26' movement, not cast as variations but using techniques to extend original 
material: middle part is exciting Allegro. Extended Andante follows, meditative, dreamy. 
Accelerando builds to final Allegro, big noisy ending. I like it. (Ap11) 

Symphony No 5 
Opens with brisk theme, striding accompaniment, sounding very Hindemith. Slow 
movement, Canto, opens with strings, muted, thickly voiced, builds long arch to 
passionate climax. Fast, rhythmic Finale, zippy. (Ap11) 

Fantasia for String Orchestra 
Early piece, two movements, slow-fast. Canzona a lovely song. Toccata rhythmic, 
syncopated but not hammered. Good rep. (Ap11) 



Symphony No 6 
Slow intro, mainly strings. Allegro with melodic line often in canon, building intensity. 
Grave is somber: flute & oboe bring touch of nostalgia; return to somber homophonic 
climax. Vivace a driven 12/8, militaristic, but stops for extended return of slow material 
that eventually works back to speed, develops multi-voiced counterpoint. Coda builds to 
major-key conclusion. Very strong piece. (Ap11) 

Symphony No 8 
Mennin’s only Symphony with a loosely programmatic narrative. In principio: Built on 
static chord clusters. Dies irae: Frenetic Allegro, like the first this movement moves away 
from M’s habitual linear counterpoint. De profundis: Linear lament that strikes 
Byronesque pose of nobility, then cuts back to near stasis. Laudate Dominum: Builds 
crescendo, even some uncharacteristic jazzy touches, drive to big ending. (Ap11) 

Folk Overture 
Student work, but despite that and title the piece is no less dark, serioso. (Ap11) 

Symphony No 9 
Mennin’s last Symphony, second-last work, in 3 movements, slow-slow-fast. Largo 
dominated by deep bass lines, higher instruments agitating, PM allowing more tone color 
than usual. Adagio an exceptionally beautiful elegy, heartfelt but not heart-on-sleeve. 
Presto has unfortunate reminders of Stravinsky’s Danse sacrée. (Ap11) 

Sonata Concertante, violin & piano 
In 3 movements: Violin begins portentous intro B works into running note Allegro, the 
two instruments going their own ways: quite exciting. Semplice sends wandering violin 
over piano chords; eventually violin seems to decorate, returns for funereal close. Con 
fuoco Finale is tricky rhythmically but too like the first movement. Note spinning. (S11) 

GIAN CARLO MENOTTI 
The Consul 

Like most Menotti a mixed bag B Act I is strong, the expository bits gripping. Act II is 
truly great: the mother’s scene with the doomed baby, the dream sequence, the secret 
police, the baby’s death, the magician’s scene (thematic, more than a diversion), Magda’s 
big aria. Act III droops: it’s too long, more mucking about in the waiting room, one 
dream sequence too many, the fate of neither John nor Magda clearly marked (possibly a 
fault of the staging). Leads were terrific: Melissa Citro a huge young dramatic voice, 
Joyce Castle a marvelous character contralto, Michael Chioldi a solid baritone. Staging 
much more questionable. (Ag09—Glimmerglass) 

Amahl and the Night Visitors 
Memorizing the words was hell: “Olives and quinces, apples and raisins,” etc. But the 
work remains as beautiful and simple and profoundly moving as ever. Sonia and Thomas 
Sampson-Williams sang like the professionals they are. Unforgettable. (live FSA B D10) 
Not only Menotti’s masterpiece, but maybe his most indestructible score. Even in this 
amateur performance, it moves me to tears. Katy Clark is a young singer with promise, 
beautiful sound but nowhere as accurate as Sonja, and the poor Amahl found his voice 
breaking in rehearsals and sang half in his new baritone register. The Kings were superb, 
but orchestra and chorus a mixed bag, with awkward tempo compromises, continuity, and 
timing. No matter. It still reduces me to a pulp, “Yes I know a boy” in particular. 
Menotti’s every choice was the right one. (live, Elmwood Presbyterian N17) Once again 
at FSA with Sonja after Terry’s sudden death. 



The Old Maid and the Thief 
One-act comic opera about Old Maid, her Maidservant, Nosy Neighbor, and Male Beggar 
mistaken for escaped thief: a typical Menotti ironic parable with a couple of musical high 
moments, especially Sonia’s aria. But maybe not enough. A clever bit of fluff. The first 
opera written expressly for radio, and Sonia’s fourth production for the London fringe. 
(Live B Je11) 

Violin Concerto in A minor 
 I heard this piece decades ago and I’ve been dying of curiosity to check it out again. The 

big major-minor theme actually rings a bell – lots of G string stuff, passagework out of 
Prokofiev – lovely diatonic second subject out of Amahl. Adagio is warm melody on G 
string, irregularly phrased – tumultuously passionate. Section with cadenza – beautiful 
reprise and tranquillo coda. Vivace Finale is bouncy, with spiccato and pizz. I wonder 
when violinists will rediscover this? (Jy13) 

Piano Concerto in F 
 Three movements. Simple brass fanfare – cheerful fugato opening (Menotti claimed the 

model of Scarlatti) – bridge idea in triplets – plaintive second subject in oboe – extended 
development and recap. Lento sets much more colorful, exotic tone in the orchestra over 
persistent walking bass pulse that rises in crescendo. Allegro Finale returns to festive tone 
of opening in a petite marche militaire (maybe a whiff of Poulenc?). Where did that 
bluesy episode come from? The march returns, accelerando coda to end. Agreeable 
music: the last two movements add more modernist spice. But it’s not really showy 
enough for a concerto. (O16) 

SAVERIO MERCADANTE 
Mercadante Rediscovered 
 Eight operatic excerpts and three songs. The songs are fairly negligible (compare 

Donizetti and Verdi), but the operatic excerpts are of unquestionable high quality, 
beautiful and beautifully performed. Mercadante’s librettists were those of operas by 
others that stay in the repertoire, Cammerano (Lucia, Roberto Devereux, Luisa Miller) 
and Felice Romani (Anna Bolena, La Sonnambula, Norma). Opera Rara makes a strong 
case for revival, and I was greatly impressed by Emma d’Antiocha. In these days when 
bel canto is flourishing, why do we not get a few productions? And BTW, why do 
cognoscenti praise William Matteuzzi as a tenor? Great CD. (O16)  

Requiem breve 
 A real rarity, a Romantic a cappella Requiem – I know of no other. Furthermore, it 

revives the early Renaissance alternatim practice – I suppose that’s what makes it 
“breve.” The Italian choir sings with great command – it must be a difficult sing, though 
it’s homophonic and the chromaticism is restrained. The operatic voices are well 
disciplined. Mercadante wrote no fewer than 27 Masses, all in MS. The Requiem is 
signed and dated 1836, but there’s no indication of any occasion. Fascinating, thoroughly 
engaging. (Ap17) 

Le Sette Ultime Parole 
 Mercadante’s setting not of gospel words but a devotional rite popular in Spain and Italy 

during the eighteenth century. He eliminates violins from his string orchestra (I miss 
organ or winds with the strings) – nice tremolandi, ricochets. Vocal writing leans heavily 
on the solo quartet. Style is quasi-operatic, somewhere between Cherubini and early 
Verdi. I wonder how much Italian sacred music of this period is worth recovering? 



Rossini’s is well known, and there’s some Donizetti, lots of Cherubini. Anyone else? The 
Fourth Word (My God, why have you forsaken me?) is very dramatic: anguish, a 
cappella on “abbandonata,” staccato bits. Very curious piece. (My17) 

AARRE MERIKANTO 
Piano Concerto No 2 

Begins with hints of the mystical mode, moves into French glitter, a nobilmente passage, 
more glitter. The singularity is in the mixed, unsettled mood. Slow movement somber. 
Finale a gnomish scherzando. Showy but not extravagantly virtuosic. Beautiful music 
with tons of character. (S09)  

Piano Concerto No 3 
First movement is edgy French glitter, more Roussel than Ravel with dark underpinnings 
from the brass. Second a breathtakingly beautiful chorale, semplice, with bird twitters 
from the flute: it runs into dissonant trouble, then returns. Wow! Finale begins with 
dissonant fanfare, then moves into folkish agitato; wild development; chorale almost 
returns but doesn’t; wildness returns with crazy cadenza and a hee-haw cadence. 
Extraordinary writing, tremendous invention packed into 18' piece.  Worthy the great 
composer of Juha and the Schott Concerto. (S09) 

Two Studies for Small Orchestra; Two Pieces for Orchestra 
The brief Studies are in Merikanto’s mystical vein, precious. Two Pieces are lighter, less 
special. (S09) 

“Schott” Concerto 
I was blown away by this piece when I first heard it. Scored for violin, clarinet, horn and 
string sextet (with bass), it takes its place with the few compositions of Scriabin and 
Szymanowski in their mystic manner. I wonder if there’s some of Schoenberg’s 
Kammersymphonie thrown in. First two movements have five tempo divisions: more 
dissonant than I remember, lots of high soaring. Vivace in second movement is 
scherzando, ritmico – marvelous. Finale is wholly rapturous, An unmistakable 
masterpiece. (Mh12) 

Nonet 
For piano, 3 winds and strings (with bass). Like the Concerto, more dissonant than I 
recall, certainly not Hausmusik. English horn lends an extra-terrestrial quality, like an 
erhu. In three movements with slow intro: Allegro well sustained. Largo reflective, 
wandering. Allegro Finale a repeated stammering staccato, birdlike, with snatches of 
legato tune. Less impact than the Concerto, but astonishing, wonderful music. (Mh12) 

Symphony No 1 in B♭, op 5 
I didn’t know what to expect from early Merikanto, writing under the aegis of Reger, but 
the distinctive soundworld is immediate. A few awkward moments recall early Ives, and 
there are some weird chords. Scherzo has unexpected turns in the middle, drums, violin 
solo, silences, bassoon, almost a behind-the-bridge squeak. Andante a plaintive tune that 
rises to passion, but not too much. Finale attacca: minor key merry-making, an infinitely 
extendable folksong, utterly gorgeous passage midway, fine quiet coda with English horn 
and solo violin. Wow! What a magnificent and unusual work! (O12) 

Symphony No 3 
Late work in three movements, for large orchestra. The layout, Scherzo-Andante-Allegro, 
looks like a headless torso, but the Scherzo is symphonically developed: a touch of 
Sibelius modalism evident B B section nearly static. Andante spins broad melody in 



strings, high winds twittering, cascading: even more static than the first movement, 
moody, pulsating. Allegro Finale plays out a folklike theme given in bassoon. Not the 
mystical Merikanto, but characteristic. A very strong piece. (O12) 

Lemmikainen, op 10 
Tone poem, 18’, on the Finnish legend. I didn’t know Merikanto had two years’ study 
with Reger in counterpoint before he came under the spell of the Russian colorists 
(Scriabin is not mentioned). The work is traditional, energetic, effective enough in a 
quasi-Lisztian way. (Mh19) 

Pan, op 28 
Tone poem. Pan is wilder, even orgiastic and modernistic in tone and harmony. (I didn’t 
know Merikanto was on morphine.) Ivesian chords, flutter tongues, irregular dance 
rhythms, violent clashes. OMG, a lost masterpiece from 1924. (Mh19) 

Four Compositions for Orchestre 
Sketches, 12’ total, in Merikanto’s modernist mode, not as extreme or hard to follow as 
Pan. Impressionist Lento, crabbed Scherzando, luscious Romantic arietta, reflective 
pietoso setting thick chords under wandering. Georgeous stuff, no crowd pleaser. (Mh19) 

Andante religioso 
Short 4’ piece, chordal, with unorthodox progressions in and out of key, mild dissonance, 
processional, simple, marvelous twists of orchestration. (Mh19) 

Scherzo 
 Uncharacteristic 10’ piece in 6/8, mildly modernist. Delius in a happy mood. (Mh19) 
TARQUINIO MERULA 
Organ works, complete 

I bought this after reading Leonhardt’s remark that he found Merula’s works the most 
difficult to perform: that and the challenge of distinguishing him from his predecessor 
Merulo. There are fifteen short pieces not longer than 5’ each, plus a Sonata chrommatica 
at 7’. The music is certainly complex, but it doesn’t seem outlandishly difficult. The liner 
notes praise it for developing the canzone into a more integrated piece anticipating the 
fast-slow-fast pattern of the later sonata. Toccata chrommaticum (track 1) is exceptional. 
Canzone II has a deceptively simple-minded subject, as does Capriccio chrommaticus 
one a simple ascending chromatic scale. Sonata chrommatica begins with a descending 
scale: the final passage is exceptional. These pieces have personality. (Mh16) 

CLAUDIO MERULO 
9 Organ Toccatas, Libro Primo 

This is a valuable disc historically, if too much all in one dose. The pieces are free 
fantasias ranging from 6' to 10' minutes each, all on "one tone" (no modulating), and all 
freely decorating the chord sequence of the left hand with ornamentation in the right. 
Decidedly primitive, and wearing in the long term. The instrument is a positif in Parma 
contemporary with Merulo himself. The only earlier organ composers of note are Schlick 
(whom I do not have) and Cabezón. (Ap11) 

OLIVIER MESSIAEN 
Quatuor pour le fin du temps 
 Much too long since I’ve heard this transcendent serenity from the midst of a German 

POW camp. Ultramodern without being unbeautiful. Played gloriously. (S08—Simon 
Aldrich, live) It’s wonderful to hear it again: James Campbell did a brief preview of the 
eight movements, and I picked up things I’d never paid attention to, oddly enough, like 



the symbolism from Revelation. I’ll have to get the score and look. Magnificent, worth 
the drive. (live, Parry Sound—Jy13) 

L’Ascencion 
Messiaen in consonant mode à la Turangalila. Serene Allelujahs anticipate birdsongs. 
Colorful, accessible, but little of the later mysticism. In effect a juvenile piece. (N08) 

Poèmes pour mi 
When I first heard Anita Krause sing these at FSA I could hardly imagine Messiaen as a 
vocal composer: now I wish he’d done more. These are passionate, dramatic, varied. 
Messiaen’s verses are strong (though L’Épouse is hardly PC): I love the violent 
expressions of religious texts: “Épouvant,” “Les deux guerriers,” “Prière exaucée” 
(“Frappe, tale...!”) (Jy09—Muskoka) 

Trois Mélodies 
The best pieces on Suzie Le Blanc’s recital, delivered unaffectedly, lovely. The poems 
are by Messiaen’s mother, a poet of some repute. (live, Ap10) Early songs written at age 
22 – Messiaen’s own verses surround a poem by his mother in the middle. After hearing 
Harawi, Pourquoi sounds like Debussy, maybe Debussy with wrong notes. Sunrise is 
surprisingly erotic, but it sounds like Ravel’s L’Indifferent. The last is agitated, then 
finishes with a pious blessing. (Ja17) 

Messe de la Pentecôte 
Messiaen’s adaptation of the tradition of the French organ mass, using not traditional 
plainsong but Hindu and Greek rhythms, birdsongs, and his characteristic exploration of 
organ timbres. Organ music in general, not just Messiaen’s, seems removed from the 
realm of emotion, even sensory pleasure: an effort to speak the mathematical music of the 
spheres, the math being inaudible, incomprehensible. Amazing sounds: the isolated 
profundo pedal, the hollow overblown pipes, birdsongs in the Communion, Pentecost fire 
at the beginning and wind at the end. Finish fast and loud. (My11) 

Livre d’Orgue 
Collection of seven pieces in Messiaen’s extremest manner of strict rhythmic 
organization.  

(1) Nothing chordal, single notes over the full range of the organ, no adjacent timbres.  
Extraordinary.   

   (2) Pièce en trio is short 3-part exercise in polyphony.   
   (3) Begins with raucous blare, moves in great blocks of sound; softer B section with looming 

line in pedals; return to A.   
   (4) Birdongs is comprised entirely of stylized birds, monodic like the first movement.   
   (5) The second Pièce en trio has exceptionally intricate play on (apparently) Hindu rhythms. 

Builds great intensity.   
   (6) Toccata for full organ is short, fortissimo.   
   (7) The last and longest piece is a study in 64 durations set in strict (and inaudible) retrograde 

canon, plus birdsongs. The entire set is extremely demanding for both performer and 
listener. Paul says it’s the least often played. (My11)   

Meditations sur le mystere de la Sainte Trinité 
Nine meditations for which Messiaen devised a peculiar pitch-to-phoneme equivalence, 
translating a series of French mystical phrases. The detailed notes are not clear which 
phrases, and of course the verbal meaning is incmprehensible and the musical 



organization obscure. I like the way Messiaen makes the organ sound, and there is in 
each a set of homogenous soundworlds, but that’s as much as I can say. 

I. “The Father of the Stars”: variations that reach a thunderous climax, plein jeu  
fortississimo. 

   II.  “God is Holy” begins with plainchant, then chordal hymn, then birdsongs (meticulously 
identified in the notes.    

   III. “True Relationship in God is Identical with Essential Being”: short but obviously 
complex in structure. 

   IV.  “He Is”: a mystic truth knowable only in flashes: disjointed, strange sounds. 
   V.  “The Attributes of God”: the God theme, bare, in deep reeds (bassoon stop), fortissimo, 

contrasted with vox humana gentleness. 
   VI.  “In Him was Life, and Life was the Light of Man”: Dedicated to Christ the Son. Principal  

rank. 
   VII. “The Bird of Persepolis”: Enough said. 
   VIII. God is Simple”: plainsomg Alleluiah for All Saints, unadorned, alternating with other  

material. 
   IX.  “I Am That I Am”: Full out on principals, longest of the nine meditations. (Je11) 
Cinq Rechants 

Five choral songs written in 1948 on polyglot texts, French, Sanskrit, Peruvian Quechua. 
A surrealist meditation on the Tristan story. Style radical with reminiscences of the Jeune 
France primitivism. Some rhythms (in the refrains) bounce off classical prosody. 
Messiaen had been studying LeJeune? Are there Indian borrowings as well? Each song is 
built on a contrast of styles: they’re all pretty similar. A virtuoso performance, Messiaen 
far out, not for the faint of heart. (O12) 

Le merle noir 
 Conservatory exam piece for flute and piano that initiated Messiaen’s exploration of 

birdsong. Bits of Firebird and impressionism mixed with anticipations of later gestures – 
but I doubt if anyone has traced the species. Essential piece for Messiaen admirers. (Jy13) 

Le Nativité du Seigneur 
 Major organ work in nine movements for Christmas. I thought I’d heard it, but it’s hard 

keeping track of Messiaen’s oeuvre. I’m sure it’s filled with theological symbolism and 
numerology, but no help. 

   1/ La Vierge et l’enfant. Sustained with subtle irregular movement. 
   2/ Les bergers. Sustained in left hand, staccato in right – little trace of 6/8 pastorale. 
   3/ Desseins éternelles. Sustained slow movement. 
   4/ Le Verbe. The longest movement, with more dissonant complex chords, some running 

notes, layerings, with a stalking left hand or pedal line. Textures shift.  
   5/ Les enfants de Dieu. The shortest movement, crescendo, massive thick chords, fast, then 

diminuendo. 
   6/ Les anges. Two part writing, quick figures interacting.  
   7/ Jésus accepte la souffrance. Suddenly deep, dark, menacing. 
   8/ Les mages. Strikingly like Les bergeres, but longer.  
   9/ Dieu parmi nous. The last two movements are longest after Le Verbe – seems like “Jésus  

accepte” but combined with others, plus joyous triumphal ending on added 6th. (D15) 
Diptych 



Early organ work, written age 22. Writhing, agitated chromatic passage (reminiscent of 
Dupré say the  notes) depicts the soul imprisoned in the mortal body. A serene second 
part in parallel major depicts the soul beatified. (Ag16) 

Verset pour la fête de la dedicace 
Composed in 1960 as test piece for the Conservatoire, complete with plainchant and 
birdsong. The chant, grossly distorted, with weird nasal stops, rises to climactic 
dissonance – then the birdsong passage – then a serene plainsong coda. (Ag16) 

Livre du Sacre Sacrement 
One of Messiaen’s major works, an organ enactment of the eucharist in 18 movements. 
Four movements mark the approach, seven narrate the passion (5 – 11), seven mark the 
transubstantiation and subsequent joy. Written in 1984, late in Messiaen`s career.  

 I: “Adoro te” proceeds in slow, deep, complex, imposing chords. 
 II: “La Source de vie” expresses a thirst for grace – a single line, angular, with complex  

timbre – a lot  of leaping by fourths. 
 III: “Le Dieu cache”: The Alleluiah for Corpus Christi is combined with two Israeli  

birdsongs – it may be the angular line from II that comes back. 
    IV: “Acte de foi,” faith in the divine presence [in the eucharist?] seems like a reprise of  

“Adoro te.” 
    V: “Puer natus est nobis” begins the narrative sequence: the Nativity segment presents  

the Introit for  Christmas plus the song of the olive-tree warbler. 
    VI: “La manne et la panne de vie”: Manna is a symbol of grace reified in the eucharist.  

The music represents the gross materiality of place, the inexplicable appearance from on 
high, and later the turbulence of wind and the songs of two Israeli desert birds amid stasis 
and silence. 

    VII: “Les ressuscités et la lumiere de vie”: Trumpet blasts contrasted with frantic activity. 
    VIII: “Institution de l’euchariste”: “This is my body, this is my blood” – the most solemn  

moment, is heard with more triadic chords and a rhythm borrowed from Greek 
(short-long-long) and a recit on reeds that sounds like birdsong (the nightingale 
mentioned in the notes, though I don’t recognize it). 

 IX: “Les tenèbres” appear as a series of close clusters in different registrations and  
dynamics. (He slips in one triad in the midst of the darkness.) 

    X: "La Resurrection du Christ" appears as "luminous chords" (according to the notes),  
but they in fact rise out of the darkness, fortissimo, less dissonant, more widely spaced, 
but still complex until towards the end. What extraordinary sound! 

    XI: “L’apparition du Christ ressuscité à Marie Madeleine”: The longest of the movements  
(15:32): The music expresses running, agitation, confusion, gradual recognition, joy – 
and the serenity of Christ. The scars of the five wounds are present, as well as the 
white-throated robin. 

    XII: “Le Transsubstantiation” involves numerical manipulation of pitch and rhythm, plus  
barely detectable plainsong and birdsong.  

    XIII: “Les deux murailles d’eau” recalls the Exodus miracle at the Red Sea in a tutti  
fortissimo blare, as a toccata alternates with birdsong – silences and echoes. 

    XIV: “Prière avant le communion” is “a lean act of humility” – a single monody  
alternating with quiet chords. 

    XV: “Le joie de la grâce” seems pure birdsong. 
    XVI: “Prière après le communion” expresses sweetness in quiet, relatively consonant  



harmonies – now truly luminous. 
    XVII: “La Présence multipliée” – all receive grace without exhausting it – a short  

movement of loud, fat chords. 
    XVIII: “Offrande et Alleluiah final” – a monadic statement followed by an elaborate  

toccata. (Ag16) 
Communion (Les oiseaux et les sources) 

Treble, thin texture, birdsong bits. I’m unsure what this is, but it’s familiar. Noehren’s 
CD. (Ag16) 

Harawi 
Cycle of 12 songs on Messiaen’s own verses, written 1945. The title is the Peruvian 
heroine, result of Messiaen’s study of native song and legend. The poems are spiced with 
onomatopoeic words from Quechua. The first seven songs deal with love in life, ending 
with Adieu; the last five, more mystical, deal with love after death. There’s a love motif 
in the second song that binds the cycle together. Naxos gives only descriptions of each 
song, but I also have the French texts – plenty to go on. I expected this to be a tough 
listen, but the songs are very lucid in their impact and make an immediate effect. (1) In 
the Prologue, the voice declaims straight over wild keyboard gymnastics. (2) Full of bird 
motifs, but tonally a solid E♭ major. (3) Montagnes is declaimed in chest register. (4) 
Doundou Tchil is a courtship dance in sharp irregular rhythms, reaching a hammered 
climax. Memories of Les Noces. (5) L’Amour de Piroucha sounds like the love motif as 
lullaby – love can only be realized in death. “Coupe moi la tète.” (6) Répétition planétaire 
is a single line ritual phrase in long crescendo. (7) Adieu is a farewell love song, a slow, 
solemn keening, hieratic and intense in its major mode. (8) Syllables recalls words and 
phrases from life, together with obsessive dance, stomped. (9) L’escaliers redit turns to 
more conventional strophes, ABA form, poetical language, a breakdown of the overall 
severity in spilled emotion. (10) Amour oiseau d’étoile is tender, ballad-like, beautiful. 
(11) Katchikatchi revisits the dance songs amid imagery of distant stars, his severed head 
rolling in its blood among them. (12) Dans le noir: Love fades into the distant darkness, 
moving endlessly without direction. This cycle is dignified and heart-breaking and 
instantly communicative. I’d love to hear a live performance. The Naxos performance is 
excellent. (Ja17) 

ARTHUR MEUELMANS 
May Night 

My first taste of Meuelmans, another extraordinarily prolific composer, a shortish 
dreamy, impressionistic, very lush tone poem. Harmony seems more triadic than 
Debussy, the melodic lines less foggy. (D12) 

Pliny’s Fountain – Symphonic Sketches 
Ultra-romantic pictorial music depicting a beautiful scenic spot in Belgium near 
Limburg: luxurious strings, sweeping harps, glints of color everywhere, a virtual Belgian 
Respighi (the aura of Debussy now fully absorbed). I explodes in untoppable climactic 
burst of light. II meditates, meanders. III is short and fleet B dancing waves. Wow! If I 
were a Belgian conductor I’d take this on tour. A lavish concert dessert.  (D12)  

Symphony No 2     
Classically framed in four movements: Allegro opens with stern motto and serious intro: 
happy theme takes over, dry spiccato, thin scoring, a mere drop of harmonic vinegar. 
Second idea in lush language of the other pieces. Concise development. I might guess a 



symphony by, say, Eric Coates.  Adagio rustles and shimmers, melodies evaporate. Brief 
Scherzo in moderate 3, with slower waltz-like Trio. Concise Finale skips along happily. It 
seems unbalanced that such an unpretentious small-scale Symphony should have such a 
huge orchestra. (D12) 

Symphony No 3 
The Third of Meuelmans’ 15 symphonies is laid out in the conventional four movements, 
but played  without pause and assigned descriptive titles. Andante—Allegro (Moonlit 
Night, Four Fir Trees) is atmospheric, lushly scored, with brief appearance of ghostly 
trumpets. Andante (Fir trees rustle in mysterious solitude) reverts to static lushness with 
solo instruments noodling. Scherzo (Midnight dance of fairies and elves) begins with 
awakenings that gradually take rhythmic shape, though tempi shift and overlap before 
settling into Maestoso (Morning light over fir trees), grandeur, tubular chimes, cymbals 
and tam-tam: 20' of sensuously appealing but intellectually thin music. (D12)  

GIACOMO MEYERBEER 
12 Songs 

I was hooked by curiosity to find what possessed Hampson to record such repertoire. I 
should have known it was the quality of the songs. I remember John Stratton saying that 
Meyerbeer was best on a small scale: these songs, though the notes compare Schubert, 
are closer to Mendelssohn at his best. Each one, whether German or French, is 
distinctive, engaging, with a clever vocal turn.  Hampson’s easy top and flexibility suit 
them perfectly. I almost prefer this setting of Heine’s “Die Rose, die Lillie” to 
Schumann’s. Meyerbeer (not to mention Hampson) seems able to grasp the essence of 
each poem, even his brother’s “Mensachen feindlich.” The lengthy “Le Poête mourant” 
turns a terrible sentimentality into an affecting scena. Brilliant archaeology! (D12) 

Les Patineurs [arr Constant Lambert] 
This used to be played a lot on KUOM when I was a kid. It is apparently mined from 
Meyerbeer’s operas, and a couple of notches better than generic ballet music. (Ap14) 

Quintet, clarinet & strings, in E♭ 
3 movements, 22’. Long considered lost, Dieter Klöcker brought this to surface. Written 
for Weber’s clarinet virtuoso, this is more Weber than Mozart, essentially a virtuoso 
showpiece full of fancy passagework. Repeat taken, lengthy development with weird 
modulation. Short slow Intro to Andante variations: strings get more show, but focus 
remains on clarinet. Clarinet also takes lead in Rondo scherzando. Valuable, fun, very 
challenging recital piece. (Ag20) 

NIKOLAI MIASKOVSKY 
Symphony No 15 in D minor 

Probably a good average of NM’s symphonies: lots of ideas, surprising twists, big recap. 
Folkish elegiac slow movement (cf Tchaikovsky Fourth). Rather dour unsentimental but 
highly developed Waltz. Intricate Finale with big brass finish. Where Shostakovich looks 
to Mahler, NM looks to Tchaikovsky. (S08) 

Symphony No 16 in F 
Big 46-minute Symphony admired by Prokofiev in mandate of Soviet Social Realism: a 
celebration of Aviation. Ventures on some harshness, bitonality. Truly beautiful Funeral 
March, imaginative, harmonically rich. Finale begins tentatively, long crescendo, surprise 
quiet ending. Fascinating! (S08) 

Symphony No 19 in E♭, for Symphonic Band 



There’s no reason a Symphony for Wind Band shouldn’t work, but this is more band 
music than symphonic music, not very rewarding. Hovhaness did good things. Check out 
the Hindemith. (O08) 

Symphony No 24 in F minor, op 63 
Well made, dark in tone, heroic, but not greatly distinguished B seems to lack to 
surprises. Yablonsky’s orchestra is better than Svetlanov’s, as is the recording. (O08) 

Symphony No 25 in D♭ 
Quite beautiful romantic Russian symphony, rich sound like Rachmaninoff. Three 
movements, slow-allegretto-fast, with romantic slow movement theme returning at end. 
Strong piece. (O08) 

Symphony No 27 in C minor 
NM’s final work, a well made piece, big gestured unmistakably Russian three-movement 
work, neither tragic nor dispassionate, overall mood of acceptance, but decidedly 
backward looking. The earlier hints of dissonance or bitonality have disappeared. 
Beautiful slow movement. Finale unexpectedly a triumphant Marciale. (O08) 

Serenade in E♭ for Chamber Orchestra, op 32/1 
In three movements: First is light, sunny. Andante more complex, deeply felt, truly 
beautiful, touched with melancholy. Finale a folk dance with surprisingly dark B section, 
fully developed. Substantial strong piece. (O10) 

Salutatory Overture, op 48 
Official piece for Stalin’s birthday, more laid back, regal, than I expected. It could be 
mistaken for Walton in full dress. (O10) 

Sinfonietta for Strings in B minor, op 32/2 
In three movements: First marked serioso is dark, dour, heavily worked out with passages 
of lyrical relief. Longish Andante sweet; wild violin, viola solo work; some silly cadenza 
stuff. This must be a Variations movement, a formal experiment that doesn’t work. Finale 
a serioso tarantella. It’s all too ponderous. (O10)  

Lyric Concertino for winds, harp & strings, op 32/3 
In three movements: Allegretto a light grazioso, very nice. Andante monotono uses bass 
instruments to evoke the Church, neutrally, neither sacred nor sinister. Finale again light, 
touched with the darkness of the Andante. About the most agreeable Miaskovsky I’ve 
heard. Super. (O10)  

Piano Sonata No 6 in A♭, op 62/2  
Light grazioso theme turned with great ingenuity, various mood sequences, never lets up. 
Andante opens with beautiful song that gets led in unexpected directions. Vivo Finale 
opens with aggressive, almost modernist flourish, settles back into rambling 6/8. 
Appealing, unpretentious. (Mh13) 

Piano Sonata No 7 in C, op 82 
Placid, almost bland, but neatly worked out. Rondo Finale suggests a leaping dance, 
lively and strong. Very little pianistic display. (Mh13) 

Piano Sonata No 8 in D minor, op 83 
Again understated. Allegretto lightly melancholic. Andante in major is close both in 
tempo and mood. Rondo returns to minor, a modal folksong in moderate tempo, sparse 
texture. (Mh13) 

Piano Sonata No 9 in F, op 84 



The last of Miaskovsky’s nine Sonatas, like the others in its transparent, unshowy 
pianism, almost a Kindersonate, serene, starry-eyed. Andante turns to minor, slipping in 
and out of major wistfully.  Finale is a two-finger catch in 6/8, an insolent little march 
thrown in to break up the moto perpetuo.  I wonder how differently Miaslovsky might 
have written without the Stalinist shadow? (Mh13) 

Symphony No 6 in E♭ minor, op 23 
Miaskovski’s best known Symphony, a mammoth 65’ tragedy in four movements written 
in 1924, amid the post-Revolutionary artistic ferment in Russia. (I) Startling opening, 
then chase music – edgier than I’d expect. Allegro feroce continues, distant brass, 
foregrounded solo violin souind conspiratory – halting phrases gasping for air alternate 
with anxious mounting phrases – such heavings and silences I’ve never heard! Full recap 
and with solo violin and a heaving, dying coda – finally a pedal. (I missed the allusion to 
the Pathetique.) (II) Scherzo sounds like the chase music in 3, or a Russian blizzard, 
according to Soviet critics – Trio calms down for flute and oboe – Scherzo repeats with 
violent Presto coda. (III) Andante begins with versions of two themes from the first 
movement: long gradual agitation, long spun-out clarinet melody described as “achingly 
beautiful” – it could be Rachmaninoff. (IV) Finale begins in major, boisterous in 6/8 à la 
Milhaud – but suddenly it’s held up – Dies irae in pizzicato and we’re in the world of 
Nevsky. The happy 6/8 tries to reassert – struggle – huge climax of low brass dissonance. 
A choir enters, loudly moaning, a sorrow song, and a coda half major, half minor. Wow! 
What a journey! (F17) 

FRANCISCO MIGNONE 
Congada 

Brazilian dance, 5’, from the opera Contratador de diamantes, The Diamond Dealer. This 
extract became extremely popular – Strauss conducted it. Great encore! Interesting 
comment: Brazilian music absorbed African and Cuban influences, while Argentine 
music remained closer to the European ambience. (F19) 

GEORGES MIGOT 
Le Zodiaque 

Very rhapsodic and attractive music, rather like Debussy steering toward Scriabin. The 
problem, I think, is lack of surprise, or variety, or pianistic dazzle. Highly individual in 
character, yet not overwhelming novelty B puzzling. The later movements (Le Scorpion) 
show different figures. Probably works best in selections. (Je09) 

Prélude, Salut et Danse, trois gestes plastiques sonores 
Nice three-part Suite. Even the Danse avoids obvious rhythms. (Je09) 

Deux pièces [1912] 
Two earlier works, less quirky, but clearly derived from Debussy. (Je09) 

Le Tombeau de DuFault jouer de luth 
Small Suite of three movements in olden style, though very impressionistic. A light 
touch, but also a very serious homage – no Les Six whimsy. (O13) 

Cinq choeurs a cappella 
Only three of the five are here, on texts by the composer. Choral writing is consonant, 
translucent, but not chordal – more like declamatory chant with descant. (I’m reminded 
of Jolivet on good  

 behavior.) The last is especially striking. (O13) 
Suite pour piano et choeurs en vocalize 



The show stopper: a 25’ work in four movements of no known genre: it’s called a 
Concerto or a Symphonie in the notes. Choir writing is exceedingly difficult though 
tonal: no text but vowels specified. Prélude relatively impressionist. Décidé is staccato 
and off the wall: is there a jeune France connection? Andante is closer to Delius. Final 
returns to choral staccato, almost parlando. One of the strangest pieces I’ve run across in 
a long, long time. (O13) 

Trois Nocturnes dantesques 
Large piano pieces, 33’ in total. I remember some piano music by Dane Rudyhar and I 
wonder if there’s a connection through spiritualism? All three Nocturnes are slow, 
rhapsodic, improvisatory – hymns to the composer’s Beatrice. Too much the same, too 
long. (O13) 

Trio (ou Suite à trois) 
Piano Trio in four movements sounding less unconventional than other Migot I’ve heard, 
with overtones of Fauré, d’Indy, and young Messiaen. Modéré is gorgeous, paced by rich 
chords on every beat, while strings cantabile over top. Allegro a Scherzo with afterbeats 
in piano – B section lyrical. Danse begins strings alone, piano enters with spare texture, 
simple rhythm. Appealing. (N13) 

Le Livre des danceries 
Trio for flute, violin and harp in four movements. The piece is somewhat like a 
neo-baroque Suite. Intro and Gai are both quick with a light touch – they could stand 
alone. Religieux is slower, more systematically meditative. Conclusion opens fortissimo, 
continues marcato in 6, lightly, then fortissimo again. Good piece, but oh my Migot is 
hard to place! (N13) 

DARIUS MILHAUD 
Violin Concerto No 2 

Milhaud at his best in a serious vein B a fine Concerto that deserves a securer place in the 
repertoire. Dene Olding plays very well, despite libelous review on Amazon – secure 
technique and intonation, nice tone, expressive. It’s good to hear again. (Ja09) 

Suite for Clarinet, Violin & Piano 
Four movements in ten minutes: Milhaud at his light-hearted best. Pure sass. (Mh09) 
Wholly unpretentious, charming. Four short movements, the third seems tossed off (in 
the best way), the last threatens to turn serious, then flutters off, touches on the 
raunchy/popsy. Terrific. (S10) 

Piano Concerto No 1, op 127 
Short three-movement Concerto in Milhaud’s Provençal mode, spiced up. Effective, 
though apparently unpianistic, harder to play than it sounds and therefore unpopular. (bus 
to NYC, Ap10) 

La Carnaval d’Aix, op 83b 
An 18' romp in 12 movements, echt, unmistakable, despite resemblances to Pulcinella, 
Petrouchka, and Delalande’s Symphonies. Great stuff. (bus return from NYC, Ap10) 

Ballade, op 61; Cinq Études, op 63 
The Ballade is a ten-minute Latin-flavored bit of acidic impressionism that could be 
mistaken for Villa-Lobos. The Études are short pieces but not negligible: the most radical 
and dissonant music on the disc. (bus return from NYC, Ap10) 

Piano Concerto No 2, op 228 



Short Concerto in 3 movements written in 1941 for his own use, Milhaud entering 
American safe haven. Splashy opening, but apparently not overly taxing; some swing 
licks. Nocturne cool and delicious, the icy passion of Ravel: great. Finale is sassy, lots of 
off-balance syncopation, goes wild at the end.  Milhaud at his best. (My10) 

Piano Concerto No 3, op 270 
First is Sicilienne in pastoral mode; middle section gets turbulent; quiet ending nice. Lent 
has stark brass chorale sound, dissonant, piano replying, doing filigree: builds to 
powerful, uncharacteristic climax. Finale returns to transparency of first movement. Good 
Milhaud, without the flash and sass of the first two. (My10) 

Piano Concerto No 4, op 295 
Commissioned by contemporary specialist virtuoso, Milhaud lets loose with technical 
difficulties.  First is typical, with odd ending en l’air before dissonant, abstract, 
demanding middle movement.  Finale de Provence. The whole work tries harder, but 
with less success. (My10) 

Piano Concerto No 5, op 346 
First is typical, rather slam-bangy. Middle is beautiful extended dreamy wandering. 
Finale has the Milhaud bounce, but seems to go on and on. (My10) 

Poèmes juifs, op 34 
I’d never guess Milhaud as the composer of these 8 songs: a bit like Ravel, even a 
Frenchified Spaniard, not the least touch of Mid-eastern exoticism. The anonymous texts 
are problematic (could they be DM’s own?), but he finds rhythm, character, vocal 
expression in them. Truly an attractive set, nothing perfunctory. The emphatic suffering 
and injustice should be set in the world of France 1916, maybe memories of Dreyfus. A 
surprising look at Milhaud. (Ag10) 

L’Amour chante, op 409 
At the end of his life, Mihaud set 9 short love poems by poets from Marie de France to 
Rimbaud.  More dissonant, not as much individual character, but vocal line just as 
lyrical. The Rimbaud stands out, and the last with an autobiographical wink. I had 
trepidations about Carol Farley, but she’s far more acceptable here than in the pop song 
disc. (Ag10) 

Alissa, op 9 
Really a 33' monodrama in 3 scenes, with piano. It seems like a searing frustrated 
heterosexual romance of Christian renunciation, written by a Jew and an unchurched gay 
novelist, very odd. But it reminds me of Poulenc’s Carmelites: a fluid recit above 
quasi-improvisatory background, adding up to far more than the prose, beautiful as it is, 
alone. A powerful, emotional work in Milhaud’s early style, slightly modified in later 
revision. Farley delivers the goods. (S10) 

Viola Sonata No 2, op 244  
Strolling, swaying 6/8. Andante sets viola melody over slow bm-chk in 4, darker toned. 
Finale, marked Rude, is dissonant, raucous rough stuff, written 1944. Narrative: a 
nonchalant stroll into chaos. DM at his very best. (S10) 

Sonata for Flute, Oboe, Clarinet & Piano, op 47 
In four shortish movements: truly lovely 6/8 Tranquillo; bouncy Joyeux; brief, raucous 
outburst in Emporté; final post-coital Douloureux. Nice progression d’effet. Another 
winner. (S10) 

Violin Sonata No 2, op 40 



Early work still in Milhaud’s impressionist phase, slow-fast-slow-fast layout. Much of 
the piece is serene, nostalgic, wistful, the Finale more agitato. Very beautiful. (S10) 

Piano Quartet, op 417 
Milhaud’s only work in the genre. Animé in his boulevard manner but quite abstracted, 
fragmented.  Lent is melting sordino, the boulevardier in slo-mo. Vif begins sharply, 
continues soundworld of opening. Fine chamber music interplay of parts. Attractive late 
Milhaud. (S10) 

Musique pour l’Indiana, op 418 
Celebratory work commissioned for state occasion, in four movements, a Symphony in 
all but name: first two movements bumptious, relatively dissonant. Slow movement is 
half the length of the piece, seems aimless. Finale marked “Violent,” quite strident and 
angry. Strange. (Ja11) 

Symphony No 10, op 382 
Like the previous, a state centennial commission, this one from Oregon. I’ve listened 
through all of Milhaud’s Symphonies and they are hard to tell apart: I have no specific 
recollection of this. First movement has Provençal character, aggressively assertive. Slow 
movement remote, vaguely mysterious. Brief Scherzo, then return to the airs of Provence, 
piccolos and all. Nice.  (Ja11) 

L’Homme et son desir, op 48 
Early ballet score from 1918 (misdated in the liner notes) that brought Milhaud much 
notoriety. I’m not sure why I’ve not heard it before this: I’d thought it was a short opera, 
but the four voices are wordless, and they add a layer of mysteriousness to the Brazilian 
bistro / jungle evocation, with castanets, drums, police whistle like a tropical bird. The 
date places it contemporaneous with Stravinsky’s neo-classicism (L’Histoire du soldat), 
and to the heyday of Les Six. It’s really quite outrageous. One of Milhaud’s truly great 
works.  (Ja11)  

Pacem in Terris, op 404 
A problematic piece. External circumstances are extraordinary: the Jewish Milhaud 
moved by the spirituality of Pope John XXIII to set the words of his great encyclical, 
which resonates deeply with Milhaud’s own life. The result is a 50' Oratorio or Choral 
Symphony in 7 movements. Alas, Pope John’s idealism is couched in a 
quasi-philosophical, legalistic Latin, and Milhaud’s musical language is dry. Chorus and 
soloists all sing angular lines, neither conforming to speech rhythms nor intoned as in 
chant. Tonality is palpable but indefinite. Text is foregrounded. There’s a great deal of 
two-part canonic writing. The gentle Pope is sometimes characterized as an Old 
Testament prophet, not inappropriately. This is not as difficult as Stravinsky’s Canticum 
Sacrum, but I wish it were either more radical or more assuaging. I expected boxy sound, 
but Vanguard’s is poor even for 1964. (Jy11) 

Duo for Two Violins, op 258 
Five-minute piece in three movements. Unpretentious fluff, beautifully played. (Ag11)  

Sonatine, 2 solo violins, op 221  
Delightful Milhaud: short, bright, exhibits more textures for the medium than Ysaÿe’s 
Duo does in half an hour, without straining to sound like an ensemble. A winner. (Ag11)  

Genesis Suite: Cain et Abel, op 241 



The most facile of the contributors gave the shortest piece to the Genesis project. This too 
is illustrative film music, but there are Milhaud fingerprints: short puffy phrases, march 
motifs à la Provence, squiggles, curt ending. (Ag11)  

Pastorale, op 229 
Quite inconsequential 4' piece. Milhaud wrote a dozen or so. (S12) 

Sonata for Violin & Harpsichord, op 257 
In the context of baroque chamber music I miss the sound of the continuo bass, and the 
wider range and virtuosity of the violin is noticeable. In three movements. Written for 
Ralph Kirkpatrick and Alexander Schneider. I don’t really hear Nerveux as “bluesy,” but 
Calme is a nice singing line over lute stop. Vif wittily mixes pizzicato with harpsichord 
sound. Decent Milhaud. (My13) 

Violin Concerto No 1, op 93 
I’ve long enjoyed the Second Concerto but never heard this one, which might have been 
called Concertino as it’s only about 10’ long. But tough. Scary runs in thirds and other 
devilish tricks. Romance begins as simple warm waltz tune, but there are difficult 
gyrations before it’s over – nice stuff. Vivement involves a bit of scrubbing, some circus 
light heartedness, a big cadenza. Milhaud at his best. I might even like it better than the 
Second. (Jy13) 

Duo Concertante, clarinet & piano, op 351 
 Light and little, just under 6’, a great recital finisher with a wink of an eye. (Jy13) 
Caprice, clarinet & piano, op 335a 
 Slight, pleasant, negligible. (Jy13) 
Clarinet Sonatine, op 100 

First movement marked Très rude and sounds it, but it’s well worked out. Lent by 
contrast is a freely expanding melody, gradual crescendo almost frightening, quiet 
ending. Finale also Très rude has Milhaud’s carnivalesque jollity, but with an edge of 
inebriated anger. The piece works. (Jy13) 

La Cheminée du roi René 
One of the most performed pieces in the Wind Quintet repertoire, seven short movements 
in the “stile ancient” evoking the seventeenth-century Ouverture. The title cheminée 
derives from chemin and refers to a royal progress, but there’s no saying who King René 
was. Neo-classic in Pulcinella mode, not bitonal. Top notch. (D13) The familiar 
centerpiece of wind quintet rep is also the focus of a collection of Milhaud’s chamber 
music for winds. Lovely music en pastiche. (Ap15) 

String Trio, op 247 
This genre somehow seems like Milhaud’s natural habitat: transparent, airy, insouciant, 
with charming pizzicato, and made for writing in three different keys. This is one of 
Milhaud’s happy pieces, expanded into a fairly substantial statement. The Jeu fugue splits 
into two halves, a ricercar with upbeat finish. Nice. (F14) 

Viola Sonata No 1, op 240 
In olden style, written after an “eighteenth-century theme,” said Milhaud, though he’d 
written it himself. Four movements, straightforward, Milhaud at his light-hearted best. 
Joseph di Pasquale is only adequate as soloist, alas. (My14) 

Suite d’après Corette, op 161b 
Another lovely set in antique vein, for three winds. Eight short movements, fine cuckoo 
finish. (Ap15) 



Divertissement en trois parties, op 299b 
Milhaud seemed to be at his best writing for winds, piquant, unsentimental, lively, linear, 
here in three substantial movements for wind quintet. (Ap15) 

Pastorale, op 147 
Short piece for oboe, clarinet and bassoon, the three going their merry ways, with fugato 
bit. (Ap15) 

Two Sketches, op 227b 
For wind quintet: The first is lazy, laid back. The second is gently rocking, also laid back. 
Good rep. There’s not a dud on this CD. (Ap15) 

Sonatine for Two Violins and Piano, op 15 
A sizable work at 16’, early, with Debussyan traces. Animé is jolly but changeable, with 
pensive bits – no bitonality. Modéré reflects in lower registers over steady 3 in piano, 
becoming hypnotic. Très vif is dancey but with a violent edge. Nice. (May16) 

Le train bleu 
Ballet for Diaghilev, 1923, 36’. Milhaud discards polytonality, dissonance, jazz, and 
Brasil in favor of a pastiche of French operetta with subtle modifications. A beach party 
set, with swimmers, sunbathers, a golfer, a tennis player, and an acrobat (lead dancer) in 
pursuit of mademoiselle. Silly fluff, marvelous transparent orchestration, written three 
years after Pulcinella. (My17) 

Saudades de Brasil, Books I & II 
Each book has six dances and plays for roughly 12’. Style simple and unmistakable, 
dance rhythms and piano figuration pure Brazilian pop with bitonal harmony. Milhaud 
seems to have written them straight and then adjusted the left hand. All the music on 
Bolcom’s CD is early, from 1915 to 1922. Bolcom studied with Milhaud and writes fine, 
affectionate liner notes. Milhaud loved pop music, not folk. This piece is gentler than I 
remember: the brash jazziness came later. Super CD despite very short time. (Je17)  

3 Rag Caprices 
There’s no trace of Joplin: 2’ each, but notorious in 1922. They helped establish 
Milhaud’s reputation as provocateur. Now they sound Stravinskian – who came first? Are 
those bangs really clusters? (Je17)  

Le Printemps 
Two sets of three pieces each, each about 2’. Far less known than the Saudades or the 
Rags, slightly  earlier and gentler, with just a slight tang of bitonality, even a premonition 
of minimalism. (Je17) 

Le Boeuf sur le toit 
Milhaud’s greatest hit. I listened on Youtube with 2-piano score, in hospital, to lift my 
spirits. (Ap20)  

WILLIAM MILLER 
Henry Hudson        

Interesting genre: Miller calls it “opera,” but it’s a continuous 30-minute piece for voice 
& piano, with narrative thread: not a song cycle, not lyric, not separate “songs.” No 
intention to orchestrate. Damiana suggested “melodrama,” I suggested “monodrama.” 
Style is diatonic minimalism, piano involved in continuous scales, superimposed keys, a 
few chords, silences . . . Text is irredeemably poor. (Je08Blive in Stratford) 

Sepia Suite 



Solo violin piece, 3 continuous movements, without excessive double stopping, much 
gently arpeggiated string crossing. Needs more contrast: some staccato bits, pizz, 
whatever. Performer excruciatingly out of tune above 3d position. (Je08, live in Stratford) 

ROBERT MINDEN 
Like Light Off Water 

Daphne Marlatt recitation with atmospheric music to accompany, performed on 
waterphones, musical saws (2 sizes), bottles, vacuum cleaner hoses, a toy piano, a turkey 
baster, etc. Quite wonderful, but needs the live visual presentation, not for the visual 
aesthetic but for the visual information: how are these other-worldly sounds being 
created? What’s acoustic and what vocal? Minden told me his pieces are strictly notated 
(“controlled improvisation”), and there’s no electronic manipulation apart from 
amplification and some reverb. (Conron Hall live, O09)  

LEON MINKUS 
La Source [with Leo Delibes] 

I approached this piece with apprehension after my derogatory comments about Minkus 
(who cranked his formula machine for hours) and the difficulty of doing it well. Could I 
detect the difference between Minkus and Delibes? No worry. Act II begins with an odd 
phrase off tonic, a few strokes of glock establish the absurdly orientalist mise en scène 
(no trace in Act I), there are occasional twists to disguise the obligatory four-bar phrases, 
and the style is subtly more chromatic. Yes, Delibes was a genius in his way. (Ag11) 

E.J.  MOERAN 
Symphony in G minor 

Folksong-based Symphony, melodic but rough-hewn in effect, mild dissonance, 
somewhat dour, sharp dynamic contrasts. Some Vaughan Williams flavor. Beautifully 
performed and recorded. (D08) 

Overture for a Masque 
Walton-like brass fanfares, excitement in strings, but no big tune à la Wasps, Candide, 
etc. (D08) 

Rhapsody for Piano & Orchestra in F# 
Solo piano releases the Romantic in Moeran. Nice manic waltzlike passages. More Delius 
here than VW or Walton. Does EJM have a distinctive voice? so many speak through 
him. (D08) Yes, it derives from the Cowpat School, but it’s more rambunctious, and quite 
doggedly monothematic. It’s clearly in fast-slow-fast format, with nice slow section. I 
thought it was reaching a nice, quiet ending, and then all vulgarity broke loose. OK. (F16) 

Quartet in E♭ 
Early unpublished piece. Attractive folksy unpretentious writing, could be Vaughan 
Williams. More Suite than Quartet: second of two movements a simple medley. (Ja09) 

Quartet in A minor 
Pastoralism, but more dramatic, more technically adept than earlier piece. Ravellian 
arpeggios. Stakes are higher. Attractive, well made, but no individual sound.  (Ja09) 

String Trio in G 
The strongest of the three chamber works: still pastoral, nicely transparent but colorful 
for the instruments: 7/8 meter gives strangeness, rhythmic fluidity; formal invention in 
final movements bends the conventions. Good piece. (Ja09) 

In the Mountain Country – Symphonic Impression 
 Thick melody in the cowpat tradition – lively B section with heavy percussion. (Ap14) 



Rhapsody for Orchestra No 1 
 Starts with a few bars of cowpat – then suddenly turn into quickstep in irregular meters, 

gets boisterous – switches between the two modes. (Ap14) 
Rhapsody for Orchestra No 2 
 Starts with a few bars of bassoon tune, alternates with string tune, quite lovely. Prominent 

timps, beautiful orchestration. Bassoon and winds have the last word. (Ap14) 
Violin Concerto 
 I dragged this out because some critic rhapsodized about it in BBC Magazine. Allegro 

seems more like an Adagio until some passagework livens it up; otherwise it’s an 
expanded rendition of the Lark Ascending, all very folksy, with cadenza. Rondo begins 
with loud rhythms but settles back into the cowpats, along with occasional scherzando 
material, curious superimposed rhythms. Unusual Lento Finale is larky again. (Ag14) 

BERNARD MOLIQUE 
Oboe Concerto in G minor 

Pure bel canto Gesangscene, with dramatic recit, ornamented cavatina and virtuoso 
cabaletta. I was not expecting to be impressed, but this obscure German sounds like 
Donizetti at his melodic best, generic but with surprises up his sleeve. Holliger shines, of 
course, especially in alt. Did Molique write opera?  (Jy09—Muskoka)  

Quartet in F, op 18/1 
The comparison with Beethoven is forced not only by opus number and key, but by the 
motto figure with a little turn, in 3/4 time. Still, the liner notes depict Molique as a 
follower of Spohr. Molique (whose name has fascinated me ever since I found it in my 
father’s music) has the knack of fastening on a motif and tossing it about B smooth 
development, but no surprises. Once going, it seems predictable, even the clever Scherzo. 
Pleasing but nothing special. (My11)  

Quartet in A minor, op 18/2 
Molique has set aside his Beethoven anxiety and writes more freely here, appassionata, 
with cheerful second group, interesting development, passages of intricate texture. 
Andante opens with simple melody, elaborates wildly but convincingly. Scherzo is short, 
elvish – strange Trio. Finale returns to appassionato minor, seems to lose thread. The 
entire piece strikes me as much stronger than the other, with two very impressive 
movements, some weakness in the last two. (My11) 

JOHANN MOLTER 
Clarinet Concerto in D 
 This must be one of the earliest solo pieces for clarinet, along with Telemann, and I guess 

it’s played on an instrument in D because it sounds really high and squeaky, the tessitura 
laughably high. [I’m not sure which one this is.] (Ap14) 

Clarinet Concerto No 5 in D 
 All of these Concerti are 12’ to 13’ minutes long, three movements fast-slow-fast. They 

antedate those of Mannheim but are preceded by three recently discovered Vivaldi 
concerti dated 1711. I don’t have dates for the Telemann. They are absurdly high and 
squeaky because they were modeled on baroque trumpet concerti – all high brilliance to 
the exclusion of cantabile. All begin with lively baroque tuttis, really the most attractive 
bit of the piece. This one has syncopated themes, a sustained lovely Andante, and 
Minuetto finish. Molter knows no chalumeau and has a weakness for sequences. (Ag20) 

Clarinet Concerto No 1 in A 



 A more galant sound perhaps, but otherwise similar. Allegro Finale is nice. (Ag20) 
Clarinet Concerto No 2 in D 
 Interesting tutti, solo passagework less so. Largo has dramatic unison strings – nice. 

Bouncing theme in Finale. Nice Concerto. (Ag20) 
Clarinet Concerto No 3 in G 
 Moderato follows same pattern, nice Adagio, bouncy Finale. (Ag20) 
Clarinet Concerto No 4 in D 
 Performances are superb: the strings are disciplined and very sensitive. The soloist 

handles what seem unreal demands without a hitch. (Ag20) 
FREDERIC MOMPOU 
Cançons i danses; 4 Preludes 

A collection of short, folklike piano pieces, gentle and very attractive. Did Mompou write 
other kinds of piano music? This is all I know him by. The Preludes are very 
impressionistic, but still very soft grained. (D09) Canço I Dansa No 13: arrangement on 
BBC guitar concerto disc, very nice, lots of color from the instrument. (F16) 

Variations on a Theme of Chopin   
This is the largest work of Mompou I've encountered. The theme is the famous 16-bar 
Prelude. Most of the variations are recognizable as such, but Mompou plays with other 
famous Chopin themes in the process, and ends with an uncharacteristic Galop and big 
sound, followed by dreamy epilogue. Nice piece. (S10) 

12 Preludes  
Typical small-scale dreamy works with just the slightest Spanish tinge. Mompou's 
harmony is piquant a la Ravel, but with none of the pianistic flash. The ultimate in 
"classical music for relaxation." (S10) 

Paisajes; Cancion de Cuna  
Paisajes depicts three landscapes in Mompou's most reduced, minimal manner. The third, 
written much later, is highly impressionistic. The Cradle Song is simple, nice. (S10) 

El combat dei somni 
In song, Mompou sounds like Spanish Ravel, impressionist, Spanish without the folkish 
tunes, romantically passionate moments but never unrestrained. Three brilliant songs on a 
sequence of three poems. (Ag11) 

Musica Callida 
Mompou as pre-minimalist (in the 1960s), a collection of 28 short pieces, from one to 
four minutes each, grouped into four Books. Harmony “tart and modal,” dynamic level 
rarely more than piano, quite abstract and cool. Quietist music, an evocation of a lost 
Spanish mysticism. Unlike Satie, good for the nerves. (D11) 

JEAN-JOSEPH MONDONVILLE 
Venite exultemus 

Mondonville was one of the last composers of Grand Motet but the changes are slight: 
thinner texture in strings (no violas), greater use of wind color, less arioso récit, more 
virtuosic rococo violin writing. This is a psalm of praise: the opening immediately 
enchanting, bass air highly florid, choral entrance under the piping soprano magical, even 
more florid haute contre. Higginbottom makes a fairly convincing show, but lacks the 
ease and magisterial presence of Christie (especially the boys: the final doxology is a 
mess). (N10) 

Regina terrae; In decachordio; Benefac Domine 



Very different from earlier petits motets: these are from JJM’s op 5 pièces en concert 
pour clavecin avec voix ou violon. The first is done with both, but not together, and no 
continuo. Benefac Domine  gives the disc a happy ending. Decachordio has lost touch 
with the sacred altogether. (N10) 

De Profundis 
Beautiful setting maintains pained, reflective tone through most of the music, unlike 
Delalande’s. The A custodia chorus, however, is bouncy, and the penultimate number, 
but the motet ends quietly with words of the Requiem. Nothing lightweight about this 
music. (N10) 

6 Sonates en symphonies, op 3 
If I understand, these were published in 1734 as Sonatas for clavecin with “optional” 
violin, then scored as quasi-symphonies for the Concert Spirituel in 1749. They ooze with 
charm. All the flounce and flourish of the keyboard repertoire, the range still reflecting 2 
hands on a keyboard, yet orchestrated with remarkable color: arpeggiated strings, lots of 
wind touches. Is JJM challenging the starkness of the new Mannheim genre? (N10) 

STANISLAW MONIUSZKO 
St Peter’s Mass in B♭ 
 SM’s last work after a lifetime of producing functional liturgical music, a Mass with 

organ to a Polish text (I didn’t know that was kosher). Movements follow the sequence of 
the Ordinary, including the Offertorium (Hostias). Choral texture purely homophonic, 
with Slavic tinge but not the deep, thickly voiced Russian type. Offertorium given to 
tenor solo, Benedictus to beautiful soprano and quartet. Minor music. I was hoping for 
better. (O17) 

Latin Mass in D♭ 
 Longest and most elaborate of the three organ Masses at 34’. Gloria is beautiful: a sweet 

Et in terra and a firm fortissimo Gloria, and an unusually sweet finish. More independent 
part writing than in the St Peter’s Mass. But Credo gets fullest treatment – beautiful Et 
incarnatus for quartet, and an approximation of counterpoint for Et resurrexit. 
Offertorium for women, soloists then choir, unusually chromatic. Agnus Dei has nice 
pathos resolving to major and closing with a haunting passage in gentle 6/8. Nice. (N17) 

Funeral Mass in G minor 
 Short organ Mass, not a full-blown Requiem, but Requiem aeternum movement supplants 

Kyrie, Gloria, and Credo. I have no idea of the liturgical protocol. Graduale is “Libera 
me.” Beautiful harmony in simple homophonic texture, no soloists until Hostias 
(Offertorium). Sanctus is suddenly a forthright forte in major. (N17) 

GEORG MATTHIAS MONN 
Six Symphonies 

All but one are in 3 movements (the B♭ is slow-fast-slow-fast), last 7 to 11 minutes, all 
for strings, all pre-1750 (the year of Monn’s early death). They have the Trio Sonata 
texture of most pre-Haydn Symphonies, but not the antiphonal effects of Wagenseil or 
Richter. Instead, there’s more harmonic stretching, passages of active bass, lots of CPE, a 
distinct emotive quality. Very listenable. (Jy10—Muskoka) 

Cello Concerto in G minor 
I’ve been wanting to hear Jacqueline DuPré’s recording again to see how romanticized it 
is – she does it with Barbirolli, and it’s been damned hard to find: only in the 17-CD 
complete performances held by UWO. She goes full tilt, lots of vibrato and dynamic 



coloring, the orchestra having a Raymond Leppard full sound – but there’s harpsichord in 
the orchestra and lots of nice detaché. Now I’m curious about the edition (and what 
attracted Schoenberg to Monn), There are some wild harmonies in the first Movement. A 
beautiful piece beautifully performed. (Ap14) 

PHILIPPE de MONTE 
Missa miei ultima sospiri; Magnificat; 6 motets 

Mid-16th-century polyphony on the order of Gombert, but not as cluttered. Osanna 
syncopated, almost jazzy. Performance is more aggressive than most groups (in a positive 
way): gorgeous singing from Stephen Rice’s Cinquecento. (What became of his Brabant 
Ensemble?) Magnificat with chant, of course, brief, condensed. “Ad te levavi” 
exceptional with octave leap motif. Remember Paul Oberg – his thesis guy. (Jy09) 

Usquequo Domine 
Six-voice motet with pleading quality: Why hast Thou forsaken me? Subject of  
Schoendorff’s Missa Usquequo Domine.  (Minneapolis—Ag12) 

Magnificat quarti toni 
Four-voice alternatim setting, beautifully transparent. (Minneapolis—Ag12)  

La dolce vista 
Lovely gentle love madrigal: subject of Schoenforff’s Missa La dolce vista. 
(Minneapolis—Ag12) 

CLAUDIO MONTEVERDI 
Missa in illo tempore 

Monteverdi’s early 6-voice Mass based on Gombert, archaic in style, intricately 
contrapuntal, but it feels harmonically based – as much because of the square phrases as 
because of the organ continuo or the thick voicing. It already shows concertato influence. 
Concentrated at 22'. (N09) 

Mass à 4 
The late Monteverdi Mass, instantly recognizable as a master’s masterpiece: vigorous, 
transparent part writing, marked rhythmic phrasing, Monteverdian sequences: mix of 
homophonic, concertato and polyphonic textures, distinct from high Renaissance writing. 
Should be repertoire staple. (N09)  

Cantate Domino; Domini ne in fuore 
Two fine contrasting motets, lively rejoicing vs penitential supplication and hope. (N09) 

Sestina: Lagrime dell’Amante al Sepolcro dell’Amante 
This is the long madrigal on Side B of Noah Greenberg’s great LP that I could never get 
into. Now it strikes me as incomparably beautiful, varied in texture, expressive, while 
remaining within 5-part homophonic parlando. What a super collection of singers 
Junghägel has!  (Je10)  

Madrigali amorosi 
Junghägel’s disc is the first that has recaptured for me some of the magic of Greenberg’s 
LP, not only because it duplicates some repertoire (which is why I bought it), but because 
it has the measure of Monteverdi’s expressive power. Nothing precious. It only needs 
greater presence of the continuo at times. “Ninfa della scalza” recalls the great “Zefiro 
torna” (heard later). “Non haveo Febo” I didn’t recognize because this version preserves 
the frame that Greenberg omitted, but the nymph’s lament raises tears. Neither of the 
“Ohimé” madrigals is the one Greenberg did, but they too are special.  “Zefiro torna” is 



considerably faster than Oberlin and Bressler take it, but has its merits too. I intended 
only to sample and ended up hearing the whole disc through. Wow! (Je10)  

Tasso Madrigals 
Alessandrini has brought together Monteverdi’s settings of the great poet, and thus 
Monteverdi at his most erotic: “Dolcemente dormina,” and an unconventionally realistic 
alba “Non si levava.” Both settings and performances are incredibly detailed B 
Alessandrini emphasizes text over choral sound, perhaps too much. “Dolcissimi legami”: 
neatly linked suspensions for “chains.” “Là tra l’sangue”: beautifully drooping 
chromaticism. The Third and Fourth Books are decidedly more extreme harmonically. 
“Piagné sospira” sounds almost atonal.  (N10) 

Il ballo delle ingrate 
Small masque or masque-like madrigal, text by Rinuccini, suitable for staging: Amor 
complains that his arrows have no effect, so Venus calls on Pluto for advice. The three 
confer about softening the hearts of the ungrateful ladies, and Pluto summons their shades 
from the depths of Hell. All recitativo, marked by notes in the depths for Pluto, the long 
monologue punctuated by instruments.  Some nice touches, naturally, but hard to bring 
to life. (D10) 

Il combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda 
Episode from Tasso’s great epic set for three singers, the bulk falling to the narrator. All 
recit, but the narrative action and the illustrative music, largely in the instruments, creates 
a wide range of conflicting feelings. Much more appealing than Il ballo. (D10) 

Altri canti d’Amor; Volgendo il ciel 
Six-voice madrigals set to preface the two parts of Book VIII, Madrigali marziali & 
amorosi. The rejection of Amor introduces heroic subject matter new to madrigals, 
displayed by hammering meters, furious vocal roulades, even pizzicati. I wish the singers 
could handle the runs better: they’re not up to it. Volgendo presents the poet restoring 
peace and the rightful place of Amor. The voices join in joyful consent. (D10) 

L’Incoronazione di Poppea 
I went to the student production never having seen the piece, which is not radically 
different from the earlier two musically, but has a historical/political theme. The 
machinations of Poppea could be terrifying, and the power of Nero absolute: I’d like to 
see it updated to Anne Boleyn and Henry VIII, so that the ironies would ring out, 
especially in the final marriage and gorgeous love duet. (Nero may not have murdered 
Poppea, but everyone thinks he did, thanks to Suetonius.) High spots: Seneca’s death, 
Ottavia’s Addio à Roma, the final scene. Nice mix of comedy with the gore, a thoroughly 
amoral plot, as the Amore vs Virtù opening explains, and what an ironic Amore! The 
students sang and played like students, but gave an inkling of the strength of the piece 
and handled the constant tempo changes very well. (live, Mh12) 

Sacred Music, vol. 3 
Eleven works, the longest and most elaborate placed first and last. Dixit Dominus has 
eight solo voices plus full choir alternating, with contrasting tempi: it gets frantically 
florid, splendid doxology. The complex Gloria, with seven soloists and full choir, may be 
part of a lost Mass written to celebrate the end of the plague. Sancta Maria is short, given 
to two solo sopranos, one singing solemn and sustained, the other praying in a kind of 
recit. Lauda Jerusalem pits three male voices against full choir, soloists reprising the 
opening lines over choral doxology. Memento Domine David is double choir, a kind of 



choral recitation passed back and forth, a device Monteverdi falls back on to get through 
lots of text. Confitebor tibi is marked ambiguously “alla francese,” taken to mean that the 
soprano line alone is sung – beautifully, but again getting through lots of text (not well 
articulated). Christe adoremus is a short motet with striking chromatic descending bits. 
Salve Regina is a duet (duel?) between two tenors with a great deal of sighing, even 
hocketing (!) in extreme mannerist expression. Nisi Dominum is given to three soloists 
with much picturesque madrigalism over a repeated bass: there’s even a goat trill. Cantate 
Domino is another very short motet, nice. Ecce sacrum paratum is a solo song, a 
quasi-operatic scena to an odd composite sacred text. Enjoyable CD in small doses. (Je16) 

Selected works 
Tirami Su anchor their program to Monteverdi, but focus on a mix of contemporaries. 
Two Guarini madrigals, one instrumental, the other with exaggerated affects, two more 
instrumental madrigals (including Zefiro torna), plus the Lamento d’Arianna. The opera 
is long lost, but the Lamento seems to have established a genre of its own. (O17)    

XAVER MONTSALVATGE 
Cinco canciones negras; Madrigal 

This composer’s greatest hits, these have become standard, especially the entrancing 
Lullaby. I’m surprised at the strong political implications of the first. I thought the verses 
anonymous, but found the attributions: two are by Guillén, the others by writers unknown 
to me. Madrigal, placed at the end of Victoria’s CD, is based on a wonderful plaintive 
Spanish melody. (Ag11) 

Piano Trio 
I thought the strings were tuning up, but the piece begins with harmonics. Second 
movement too, both more modern sounding than I expected, though with obvious 
Spanish color. Lots of sliding around. Not great. (Fe12) 

Tres postale illuminadas 
Three postcards from Cuba, very brief slow-fast-slow piece for string orchestra, not 
particularly striking. (I Musici de Montréal, live O12) 

DOUGLAS MOORE 
Symphony No 2 in A 

Brass chorale: perky Allegro, a bit more spice than I remembered, but melodic & 
rhythmic outlines quite ordinary. Except for Finale, none of the catchiness of, say, 
Randall Thompson. But nice to have decent performance in good sound. (Ja09) 

ESTÊVÃO LOPES MORAGO 
De Profundis 
 Nine voice setting from seventeenth-century Portugal in prima practica, with remarkably 

lucid texture. (S14) 
CRISTÓBAL de MORALES 
Five Motets 

“Andreas Christi famulus” à 5: expansive but generic motet in praise of St Andrew. Liner 
notes say that Morales was cosmopolitan, less distinctively Spanish than Victoria. 
“Clamabat autem”: a miracle story; notes claim attention to narrative, but I don’t grasp it. 
“O sacrum convivium” is celebrated expansive setting of great communion text. “Regina 
coeli”: short Marian motet with alleluias.  (Jy09—Muskoka)   

Missa Quaeramus cum pastoribus 



Seems very light and bright in spirit, despite the divided bass part: rather than deepening 
the texture, it seems to liberate and give space to the upper voices. (Or is this just the 
performance?) The Christmas feel suffuses the piece: thoroughly diatonic, major key 
sense. O’Donnell’s choir makes pure but very human sound, trebles firm and confident. 
(Jy09—Muskoka)   

Requiem 
McCreesh’s performance is liturgical, as usual, but that aside, the singing is transcendent. 
There’s lots of chant, meaningful, and there’s a complete version of the plainsong Dies 
Irae that I’ve been hunting for. Super disc. (Mh09)  

Missa Mille regretz 
The Mass is presented McCreesh style in liturgical context, this for a Lenten Feast of St 
Isidore of Seville, with plainchant and music by several composers played instrumentally: 
Guerrero, Rogier, Cabezon, Gombert, Santa Maria. Liner notes say that in Rome, 
Morales was formative influence on Palestrina, and that his reputation has been exceeded 
by Victoria only in the twentieth century. The Mass is in 6 voices, dense but not tangled. 
Et Incarnatus and Crucifixus given special treatment, but the turn comes not with 
Resurrexit but Et iterum venturus est. Delicious fauxbourdon in Sanctus: magnificent 
brass rendition of Gombert. McCreesh’s choir is strong, two to a part, human sounding 
(not the iciness of the Tallis Scholars). (Ap12) 

Lamentations 
Three lessons from liturgies for Maundy Thursday and Holy Saturday. Settings tend to 
the homophonic or lightly contrapuntal, relatively unfamiliar texts well foregrounded. 
The first two are scarifying: the third turns to major key feel, a ray of transcendent hope 
that in fact goes against the literal text. My God, how beautifully and paradoxically 
conceived. (Ag12) 

Magnificat primi toni 
Morales’ set of eight Magnificats is through-composed, not alternatim. Textures clear, 
gorgeous of course, but no madrigalistic word painting, no sign of Liberation Theology 
anywhere. (Ag12) 

2 motets; Salve Regina 
Gaude et Laetare: jubilant, vigorous imitative counterpoint. Sancta Maria: intercessory 
prayer, exalted tone. Salve Regina: alternatim but integrated gorgeously. (Ag12) 

3 motets 
Regina coeli: Marian motet with plenteous alleluias, sung by Brabant at quick but not 
driven tempo. Spem in alium, Tallis’s great text, is penitential, drawing some really weird 
dissonances. Beati omnes is nicely described by Rice as sunny. (Ag12) 

Missa Si bona suscepimus à 6 
After Verdelot’s “Si bona suscepimus,” deeply austere text from Job: “Lord has given, 
Lord has taken away.” Penetrating Morales Mass continues directly from source, same 
tone and tempo. Kyrie a slow swell, followed by demand attack on second Kyrie. Gloria 
makes big turns mid-way. Credo: Peter Phillips doesn’t let them sing the damned 
consonants, melismatic style makes text even harder to hear. Resurrexit very subdues, 
final affirmation features sustained crescendo. No special treatment for Et incarnatus, 
Crucifixus, or Resurrexit. Sanctus makes traditional breaks at Pleni sunt coeli (4 voices?) 
and Osanna (back to 6). Benedictus set off with 4, maybe even 3 voices. Agnus Dei, with 
bare long lines, is clearly in three sections, but working toward major key feeling. (Je19) 



OSKAR MORAWETZ 
Divertimento for Strings 

Short work of 11' that seems to go on and on. (Mh09) 
From the Diary of Anne Frank 
 The CBC recording with Judith Forst was played at a concert of 

holocaust-concentration-camp music. For once Morawetz retains a sense of proportion, 
allows some demonstrative operatics but not too much. Maybe his most effective piece. 
Forst was gravely under-rated. (Parry Sound—Jy13) 

ENRIC MORERA 
El Rossignol; Ave Maria 

Short choral pieces, the first secular for men, the second SATB with organ. Nice. (S10)  
LODOWIJK MORTELMANS 
Homeric Symphony 

Big Program Symphony by the so-called Flemish Brahms, Belgian by birth, Germanic by 
training and affinity. First movement marked “Stately” is both late romantic and 
clean-cut; no fuzziness, with beautiful noble theme, untroubled until dissonant 
development. Elegy to Patroklus is more wistful than grief-stricken: morphs into 
throbbing cortège, then a dream fantasy, very moving. Watery, detached nymphs follow: 
the notes dislike the juxtaposition but I disagree (remember the Nimrod/Dorabella shock). 
The Rhine Maidens are not far away. Finale returns to heroic mode and victory. Flawed 
perhaps by too much connective tissue, but extremely attractive, like a less feverish Elgar 
– a high compliment. (O12) 

Mythe der lente 
Eleven-minute Symphonic Poem of the gentle forest-murmur variety, 6/8 ripples and 
chromatic scale breezes. Siegfried in Belgium. (O12) 

Morgenstemming 
Morning Mood, another Symphonic Poem, luscious late romanticism – tremolando, horns 
& oboes – gorgeous, beauty for its own sake. (O12) 

ALEXANDER MOSOLOV 
Quartet No 1 

Long first movement reminiscent of Malipiero’s Rispetti: a series of non-developing 
textures. Interesting work. (S08) 

Two Nocturnes, op 15 
Piano works, more radical than late Scriabin, or anything Prokofiev or even Stravinsky 
were doing, at least in terms of dissonance. Very pianistic, heavy on lower end of the 
keyboard.  (Mh13) 

Three Pieces, op 23a 
Tiny miniatures. All three take just over 2', very rhythmic, crazy. (Mh13) 

Two Dances, op 23b 
First is rhythmically deliberate, a hammer fest. Second is bright, shifting tempos, moods, 
articulations, tonal but far out.  (Mh13) 

IGNAZ MOSCHELES 
Concertante in F for Flute, Oboe & Orchestra 

Slight piece but distinguished by special harmonic coloring, as one would expect from 
this fine composer. Exceptionally charming grazioso. (Jy09—Muskoka) 

Piano Concerto No 4 in E, op 64 



Standard concerto layout, cheerful mood, fancy passagework, lots of surprise 
modulations. Lovely horn melody in Adagio. Finale is Rondo treatment of AThe British 
Grenadiers,” with bravura coda. A crowd pleaser. (Ja09) 

Piano Concerto No 5 in C, op 87 
Standard layout: still very early Romantic sounding (I’d guess Field or Hummel). 
Charming Allegro and Finale. Adagio enters a deeper level of feeling altogether, 
heartfelt, searching. (Ja09) 

Recollections of Ireland, op 69 
Folksong medley, useful repertoire but not outstanding. (Ja09) 

Symphony in C, op 81 
Extended modulatory intro: Allegro takes off with fanfare motif, but themes and working 
out are rather dry. Adagio is semplice, disturbed by sudden diminished chords. Minor key 
Scherzo seems square, with pleasantly pastoral Trio. Finale has another slow intro that 
breaks into bright Vivace: gets hung up on a curious snaky, chromatic motif. Good 
example of a Symphony that has nothing “wrong” with it, but never catches fire. (Ap10) 

Overture Die Jungfrau von Orleans, op 91 
Concert overture: Opens with religioso passage, then dramatic transition and crescendo to 
victorious march: working out until religioso returns, darkens into tragic minor. Strong 
piece. (My10) 

Piano Concerto No 6 in B♭, op 90 “Fantastique” 
Laid out in one movement in four tempo divisions. The pianism is closer to Beethoven 
than Liszt. The explosive beginning of the Allegro signals first of a number of formal 
surprises. Nice. (My10) 

Sonate mélancolique, op 49 
Nice one-movement Sonata in early Romantic style with some surprise twists. The Erard 
instrument is not a fortepiano (thank God): sounds more like a modern piano without the 
steely brilliance. (Je10) 

2 Fantasies on Operatic Airs 
Flashy salon entertainment. I don’t recognize the airs, apart from Nozze. (Je10) 

Piano Sonata in E, op 41 
Designated “Grosse Sonate” and dedicated to Beethoven, it sounds and feels like early 
Beethoven, the lessons of modulation and development well absorbed. Flashy Scherzo. 
Larghetto a lilting 3/8. Finale with big presto coda.  (Je10) 

4 Piano Pieces 
Rondo sentimental, op 82, could be mistaken for Mozart in a melting mood. Very nice. 
Les Charmes de Paris, op 54, and Nocturne, op 71, are pleasant but unremarkable. 
Rêverie mélodique, op 130, has some more advanced harmony, almost but not quite 
Chopinesque.  (Je10) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in E♭, op 56 
Revisiting a favorite CD: Extensive exposition in mode of marche militaire: intricacies 
seem fiendish but not flamboyant: some Chopinesque doodles. Adagio solemn, very 
beautiful. Finale a polacca, rhythms set by timps, elegant, not rambunctious. (O12) 

Anticipations of Scotland, op 75 
Delightful, memorable work, unaccountably little known. Where have I heard that 
delicious tune Kelvin Gray before? A real ear-worm. Sir Walter is never mentioned but 
his spirit hovers. (O12) 



Piano Concerto No 3 in G minor, op 58 
Passionate exposition, dramatic piano entry, sweet second subject with intricate digital 
work. Beautiful. Adagio has the air of a solemn Beethoven melody, lots of flourishes. 
Finale a jog-trot 6/8, firmly in minor, grazioso; gorgeous slower section; wonderful coda. 
Moscheles at his excellent best, a masterpiece that deserves to be standard rep. (O12) 

MORITZ MOSZKOWSKI 
Fantaisie “Hommage à Schumann,” op 5  

Longest work on the disc at 9', a convincing pastiche of the master’s sound. (Jy11) 
Morceaux, op 83, op 86; Barcarolle, op 27/1; Morceaux, op 87; Étude, op 67/2; Sherzo-Valse, op 
40  Paderewski said that Moszkowski was the greatest composer for piano after Chopin, but  

he may be excused on grounds of patriotism. The short pieces have tons of character in 
the mainstream mode, usually closer to Schumann than Chopin. The only drawback is 
that there is no distinctive tang of Moszkowski. Nonetheless, there are breathtaking 
moments. The Barcarolle is outstanding. No, I’m sold: the level is consistently high and 
gorgeous.  (Jy11)   

Piano Concerto in E, op 59 
Moszkowski’s masterpiece: a big four-movement Concerto that clings to the fringes of 
the repertoire but deserves to be central. Moderato is dreamy romanticism, beautifully 
melodic with Chopinesque figures in the piano: a pianist’s Concerto, showy, yet 
incredibly delicate in places. Andante a haunting, hesitant moonlit dance – unique. 
Scherzo, attacca, full of Mendelssohnian sunlight: prestissimo coda. Finale races through 
brash tunes, nearly Broadway. Enthralling. I can’t say it sounds like anyone else. (N12) 

ÉTIENNE MOULINIÉ 
Cantique de Moÿses 

One-of-a-kind work from the corners of William Christie’s researches. Text is a versified 
Exodus narrative in sixains set for 4 voices with viol consort plus continuo, which marks 
the style as very early baroque, the earliest stirrings of French baroque. Lots of extreme 
Mannerist word painting, contrast of contrapuntal and homophonic, changes of tempo, 
though no shocking dissonance or chromaticism. Clearly not liturgical, it must have been 
a kind of sacred entertainment: a churchy madrigal? Incipient oratorio? Wonderful to 
hear.  (N10) 

3 Fantaisies à quatre 
French music for viol ensemble: beautiful, quite chromatic. Moulinié seems to like more 
transparent textures than his English counterparts. (N10) 

3 Motets 
All have continuo support, all are beautiful. “Veni sponsa mea” has songlike refrain and 
verses, a poem using the language of Canticles for the B.V.M. “Espoir de tout âme 
affligée” is a vernacular anthem. Huguenot? (N10) 

PIERRE MOULU 
Missa Missus est Gabrielus angel; Mater floreat 

The motet is a roll call of contemporary composers, some of them familiar: bright, seems 
major key rather than modal. The Mass is gorgeous, of course, the less well known of the 
two recorded here. The rising fifth and falling figure of Josquin’s motet can be easily 
heard. Moulu was a respected contemporary of Josquin.  (N11) 

In pace; Missa Alma Redemptoris mater 



The Compline motet Dormiam, I shall sleep, is all sustained lines, some plainchant. The 
Mass, modeled after Josquin, begins each movement with bold upward leaps. A fondness 
for two-part textures, occasional cross relations. Final Agnus Dei glorious. (Mh12) 

JULES MOUQUET 
Flute Sonata, op 15 “La Flûte de Pan” 
 A French composer I don’t know! He turns out to be a pupil of Dubois whose only 

surviving work is this one, very flutey and well known to flautists. It was written 1906, 
and seems like Debussyan impressionism with conservative harmonies, and very 
attractive. Tons of notes, and nice double tonguing motif in the last movement. (Susan 
Hoeppner live, Jeffery Concerts, Mh14) 

JEAN MOUTON 
Quaeramus cum pastoribus 

Bright Christmas motet on shepherds, Noe Noe refrain. Prep to Morales Mass. 
(Jy09—Muskoka) 

Five Marian Motets 
The elusive Mouton was contemporary of Josquin, prized for flowing vocal lines, serene 
temperament. Nesciens Mater, his best known piece, is apparently a quadruple canon, but 
one would not guess. Gorgeous, as they all are. (F11) 

5 motets 
Nesciens mater, the best known, is the earliest known 8-part writing. The lengthy Missus 
est Gabriel sets the entire Gospel passage, a little proto-oratorio. Walker pushes the 
tempo very fast. Mouton approaches the high Renaissance sound, but counterpoint is less 
transparent than in, say, Josquin or Lassus. I needn’t have worried about the performance 
on an unknown label: the men of St John’s, Cambridge, sound very good. (Je12) 

Missa Dictes moy toutes voz pensees 
Compere’s little love chanson is sung at the same tempo as the Kyrie, making it sound 
liturgical but emphasizing the parody technique – Mouton being perhaps the first to use 
it. The notes claim great innovative status for him. I hear clearly the five-note figure, 
mainly rising, and the zigzag line. Gorgeous, serene, deeply felt piece. (Je12) 

Missa Tu es Petrus 
After my search for the elusive Mouton, two major groups seem to have discovered him. 
Tallis Scholars is just announced, the Brabants beat them to it. This is the only one of 
Mouton’s 15 extant masses in five parts, floridly melismatic with touches of 
fauxbourdon, both archaic features. But is transparent and varied, imitation foregrounded 
and audible. Stephen Rice’s tempos, as so often, seem driven, but the gentle personality 
shines through the sweet harmony, rich in thirds. Particularly gorgeous, the high tessitura 
Agnus Dei is transcendent. (O12) 

2 motets 
Bona vita, bona refection, joyous thanksgiving with alleluias. The Frenchified Latin is 
exceedingly hard to follow. Factum est silentium, a text from Revelation plus prayers of 
praise and supplication, with impressive variations of texture, dramatic pauses. (O12) 

4 motets 
The Brabants begin with the omnipresent Nesciens mater, plus three other eight-voice 
motets. Ave Maria gemma virginum, another intricate but concealed canon. Exaltet 
conjubilando is a state motet in praise of the sinless [sic] Pope Leo X. Verbum bonum is 
a medieval sequence of the sort soon to be banned by the Vatican, and when used, they 



were usually monophonic, so Mouton’s eight-voice setting is unusually lavish. He 
doesn’t shy away from cross relations here. (O12) 

FRANZ XAVER MOZART 
Quatre Polonaises mélancoliques 

Four nondescript piano pieces. I’ve heard better Xaver Mozart, I think, in a Violin 
Sonata. (F13) 

LEOPOLD MOZART 
Trumpet Concerto in D 

Two movements, 9’. I suppose I must have heard this but I don’t recall it. Simple tune in 
Adagio, extreme high tessitura. Young Marsalis sounds sharp. (Je19)    

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART 
Symphony No 31 in D “Paris” 

The only one of the notable pre-Haffner Symphonies that refuses to stick in the memory. 
Very formal, stiff. Sinfonia seria. (N08) Even having just heard it again live, I cannot 
remember how it goes, very unusual for Mozart. Pappano used reduced orchestra, 4 
stands of firsts. The sound and the playing was exceptionally crisp and bright in Avery 
Fisher Hall. (live, NY Philharmonic, Ap10) 

Symphony No 29 in A 
Beecham’s tempos for first and third movements are painfully slow. Even he cannot 
make them work. Performance seems incredibly stodgy by current standards. (N08). Yes, 
Mackerras successfully undoes Beecham’s clumsy version of this minor masterpiece, one 
of my favorites. Not perfect: Mackerras sacrifices elegance to energy. (Ag09) 

Quartet in C, “Dissonant,” K465 
It strikes me that any other composer who had written those first 16 bars would have used 
any excuse to repeat them again and again. Breathtaking performance, crisp, strong, 
unfussy, Mozart just as I like. (F09—Zemlinsky Qt live ) Perfection! Zemlinsky Quartet 
on CBC played it just right. (Ag10) 

Piano Concerto No 23 in A 
Archival disc of Curzon in my favorite Mozart concerto. Boxy mono sound, orchestra a 
bit heavy, of its period. Curzon in his element OK, a bit mannered, but I don’t understand 
all the fuss about him. (F09) Fine performance on CBC by pianist Tharaud (Tarot? – 
French name), driving from Muskoka. (Jy13) My lasting favorite, the “sunniest” 
(Hutching’s word), and like other late pieces in A or E♭ it uses clarinets, here replacing 
oboes. Hutchings calls attention to beautiful suspensions, economy of themes (though I 
hear plenty of new material in the solo part. Cadenza by Mozart. This sunny movement is 
followed by Mozart’s saddest, his only venture into F# minor, a sarabande triste with 
Elgarian falling seventh. The wide leaps are operatic, the violin entry heartbreaking. 
Perahia takes a very slow tempo, maybe preferring the editorial Adagio marking for 
Mozart`s Andante, but it works. (The Adagio was a Romantic editor`s comment on the 
feel of the piece.) Allegro is cheery but continues the operatic giant leaps. It also echoes 
the Andante in several dark minor key passages, darker and more complex than most 
rondos. It`s over too soon.   

Piano Sonata No 1 in C, K279 
Mozart begins his cycle fully mature at age 19, later than the major Violin Concertos, 
roughly contemporary with the Jeunehomme Piano Concerto, making mature technical 



demands. These sonatas are my main terra incognita left for Mozart – an ingratiating 
start. The first six come close together, making a set. (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 2 in F, K280 
Excellent brief liner notes point out the model Sonata in Haydn, a particularly poignant 
6/8 Adagio (pointing to the great A major Concerto Adagio), and a Haydnesque Finale 
full of "Spielfreude" (wonderful Viennese word!). (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 3 in B♭, K281 
It's easy to hear the ghosts of J.C. and C.P.E. hovering nearby. (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 4 in E♭, K282 
Opens with Adagio, then complex Minuetto, then Allegro Finale: the pattern of 
Beethoven’s Moonlight, quasi una fantasia. Mozart in his affetuoso manner, special, a 
little wonder. (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 5 in G, K283 
Mozart’s only Sonata in this sunny key: air of facile grace. Semplice Andante. Sparkly 
6/8 Presto. (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 6 in D, K284 
On a different level from the previous pieces, brilliant with virtuoso panache. Amazing 
15‘ Variations take the form far beyond simple ornamentation – real character Variations 
that seem to foreshadow Beethoven’s. Are there movements of this ambition anywhere in 
Haydn? (My09)  

Piano Sonata No 7 in C, K309 
As is the Sonata, so is Miss Cannabich: This is the one, first of a set of three. It sounds 
very vaguely familiar, with slow movement heavily marked for expression. (My09)  

Piano Sonata No 8 in A minor, K310 
Quite recognizable: intense texture, nearly symphonic development. Minor key Sonata 
composed at the time of his mother’s death. Lyrical Andante, agitated Presto. (My09)  

Piano Sonata No 9 in D, K311 
Bright happy piece (to contrast with the previous?), slow-fast-slow. Unusual moment of 
cadenza before final Rondeau. (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 10 in C, K330 
First of a set of four. Semplice feeling, less virtuosic. Lovely, with standout Andante.  
(My09) Singled out by Einstein as “lovely.” Angela Cheng on CBC. (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 11 in A, K331 “Alla Turca” 
The well-known one with the first movement Variations on theme used by Reger, and 
Turkish March, composed around the time of Abduction. Particularly extended Minuetto 
before March. Liner notes say it’s not terribly difficult. (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 12 in F, K332 
Very familiar. Prominent minor key passages, liner notes commenting on distant key 
relations. Andante too has peculiar phrase structure, harmonic development. Fleet- 
fingered Rondeau restores normalcy. (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 13 in B♭, K333 
Not familiar. Generally sunny affair in outer movements, but with moments of deep 
reflection or curious questioning in Andante and Finale. Fully mature Mozart. (My09) 

Piano Sonata No 13 in C minor, K457 
Only the second minor key Sonata, surprisingly unfamiliar, though with Mozart’s serious 
C minor sound.  (My09) 



Piano Sonata No 15 in F, K533 
Charm in erudition: imitation, phrase extensions, wandering keys, running notes – nice. 
Andante is stark, minimal, harmonically daring. Rondeau too, semplice two-voiced 
theme, prominent minor key episode. Cerebral, transparent, quiet ending. Impressively 
understated. Wow. (My09)  

Piano Sonata No 16 in C, K545 “Sonata facile” 
The eternal student piece. Würtz takes nice deliberate tempi. Sonatina brevity. (My09)   

Piano Sonata No 17 in B♭, K570 
Like K533, thin textured, minimal, utterly unshowy, even less so in the Adagio. Amazing 
stuff at the entrance of a new ascetic stylistic period that never materialized? Intricate 
chromaticism in Allegretto Finale. (My09)  

Piano Sonata No 18 in D, K576 
Written to play before Frederick II: sunny outer movements, elaborately developed finger 
twisters. Adagio is height of Mozart’s Innigkeit, hushed, lyrical, calm. (My09)  

The Magic Flute 
I resisted going, then wished I hadn’t. I guess it’s a venue for young singers, but none of 
these are going anywhere. Aline Kutan (Queen) sang the notes but uneven voice, 
pipsqueak on top. Tamino (Joseph Schnurr) pleasant but strained on top at times (as 
Tamino?). Sarastro (Uwe Dambruch) OK, older, but erratic tempi. Pamina (Shannon 
Mercer) got better at end – Ruth liked her better than I did, but none of the big moments 
took my breath. Papageno (Hugh Russell) probably the best voice. Was the problem 
Timothy Vernon’s conducting? Every slow tempo was too fast, driven. If there was any 
blossom at all in those voices, it had no chance. Blah! (London live –Je10) 

Symphony No 36 in C “Linz” 
I caught this on CBC. To think that I used to consider this piece dull! I must have been 
deaf. (Je10) 

Symphony No 28 in C, K200 
Bright, cheery, juvenile, full of pep. Nice slow movement with dramatic horns. Minuet 
too has solo horn licks. Finale has comic opera frivolity, super unison scurry to end. 
Charming piece overshadowed by genius of Nos 25 & 29. Mackerras’s performance is 
brilliant, and he takes all repeats, giving these early pieces some amplitude. (Ag10) 

Symphony No 25 in G minor, K183 
The opening has been running in my head for days. I had to give it a listen. (Ag10)   

Symphony No 19 in E♭, K132 
Elegant and formulaic, predictable, but there’s an effort at difference: minor key passages 
in first, chromatics and sequences in second, cadences in an off key in the Minuet. (Ag10)   

Symphony No 20 in D, K133 
First movement quite formulaic, lots of trills. Some Haydnesque turns in middle 
movements. Bouncy 6/8 Finale looks to No 34 in C. Mozart seems to be extending 
himself but losing detail in the process. (Ag10) 

Symphony No 37 in G, K444 [Michael Haydn] 
Mozart’s slow intro is longer and more arresting than any for his own symphonies except 
No 39. MH’s Allegro is bright and formulaic. Andante features nice bassoon solo. Finale 
is jolly 6/8. MH’s piece fits easily with the early Mozart on this disc. (Ag10) 

Posthorn Serenade, K320 



Perfect car music no extreme dynamics, lots of charm, lots of formula, lots of 
redundancy, yet Mozart even so. (Mh10) 

3 Songs (“An Chloë,” “Das Veilchen,” “Der Zauberer”) 
Part of Suzie Le Blanc’s recital, suited to her (as to Stich-Randall, whom she reminds me 
of, though I don’t think she could manage Sophie). (live, Ap10) 

Violin Sonata in B♭, K454 
This Sonata has become very familiar, the Sonata of choice for recitals, perhaps because 
Einstein singles it out for praise. To me it lacks the Mozartean spontaneity. In any case, I 
went itching to hear Prokofiev and was first bowled over by the Mozart: Jonathan Crow 
played flawlessly. It’s as good as it gets. (live –My10) Tuning in after the first bar on 
CBC, I felt familiar with this but mistook it for Beethoven, not being able to place a 
number on it. Played perfectly by Zukermann and Ax. (Jy11) 

Divertimento in B♭, K287 
A lot of music, 40 minutes’ worth, light stuff but the movements are full length. Young 
Mozart stretching his muscles, trying to make an impression. The Adagio has some 
high-flying passages. A bit of solo violin anticipates the Haffner Serenade. (My10) 

Divertimento in D, K131 
Entertaining early Mozart, nothing unexpected. (My10) 

Le Nozze di Figaro 
Great operas are great because they’re really great. To think I didn’t want to see it. 
Beautifully sung and staged, funny, the best 20 minutes of music Mozart ever wrote, the 
greatest Finale. Lyubov Petrova absolutely smashing as Susanna (she was equally good 
in Giulio Cesare). Excellent Patrick Carfizzi (Figaro) and Mark Schnaible (Il Conte, 
though he couldn’t manage the runs & trills of his aria). (Ag10) 

Piano Concerto No 17 in G, K453 
On CBC. I stayed to listen, marveling at the constant invention, the surprising key 
changes, always expressive. Slow movement more remote, innig, the outer movements 
indelible. Emmanuel Ax resembles Perahia in Mozart. (S10) Hutchings claims that this is 
the first of the series in which all three movements are first-rate. The pert, self-contained 
opening theme with the wind twiddles certainly contains more surprises than one would 
ever expect, and H lauds the abundance and complexity, and modulations just for color, 
rather than structure or dramatic effect. There is a marked increase of sudden key changes 
in this movement. Hutchings considers the Andante a deeply felt aria, but a sacred aria, 
not operatic. Mozart didn’t make such hard distinctions, but I know what he means. The 
Allegretto Finale spins variations on a square 4/4 staccato tune, perfect (as H notes) for 
Papageno. There’s a Minore variation – and at the end a surprise Presto, almost a new 
piece, but the tune comes back, sticking out its tongue. (Muskoka, Jy17) 

Piano Trio in G, K496 
I’ve never explored the late Piano Trios, thinking them I suppose “undeveloped” 
examples of the genre. I’ve done a bit better with Haydn’s. They are all in 3 movements, 
with fully developed piano and violin parts, independent but subordinate cello, and all in 
Mozart’s full glory. This one is bright, sunny, with a few harmonic twists, delicious final 
variations.  (N10)  

Trio in E♭ for piano, clarinet & viola, K498 “Kegelstatt” 
Familiar but not hackneyed Mozart, always a joy. Barenboim’s performance is slower, 
more romantic that I’m used to. (N10) Live performance at Wolf Hall with Scott St John, 



Sharon Wei, Arthur Rowe – in concert the lightweight feel is even more noticeable. I 
didn’t know that another hand, with Mozart’s blessing, arranged the Trio for violin and 
viola; but I like the clarinet better. (live-Ja14) 

Piano Trio in B♭, K502 
Major Mozart, the slow movement Variations and the gentle Finale being somewhat 
though not very familiar. I should know this music better. (N10) Yes, know it better. I 
could hardly tell if I’d heard it before when they started playing. Maybe not quite 
“major,” fairly lightweight, but a big piece with strong parts for the strings. I need to 
listen again. (Rowe, Preucil, Kim Trio, N12) 

Piano Trio in E, K542 
Can one predict the shade of Mozart sound just from the key? Anything in E, major or 
minor, is heavenly, pure honeyed melody. (In the French Romantics, it’s F# major.) This 
is on a level with my favorite A major Piano Concerto. (N10) 

Piano Trio in C, K548 
This one is a workout – I would have guessed B♭, but C major makes sense too – lots of 
running passages, beautiful slow movement.  (N10)  

Piano Trio in G, K564 
This is lighter stuff, genial, smiling. Variations serve as Finale. In Mozart, the wondrous 
is commonplace.  (N10) 

Piano Concerto No 22 in E♭, K482 (Brendel)  
Familiar enough but not a favorite, though it is with Emmanuel Ax, who played it 
beautifully on CBC, praising especially the C minor slow movement and the Minuetto 
inset into the Finale. (Jy11) 

Symphony No 40 in G minor 
Robert Harris on CBC argues for a forward-looking piece, motivic, chromatic. That crazy 
bit in the Finale has all 11 notes of the scale, missing the tonic. Glenn Gould liked it. 
(Muskoka, Jy11) 

Symphony No 41 in C, “Jupiter” 
Robert Harris describes this as backward looking to Bach counterpoint – the only 
occasion in Mozart’s Symphonies. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Sinfonia Concertante in E♭, violin, viola & orchestra 
Live performance with Mary-Elizabeth Brown and Kelvin Enns at Orchestra London. 
They played well enough, and the Andante was as transcendent as it always is, but 
spoiled by (I think) the acoustic tricks of Centennial Hall. At least sitting in the balcony 
we had trouble hearing the soloists. I remember hearing the piece earlier with Uri Meyer 
and friend, and from the main floor center the balance was fine. Maybe they weren’t 
projecting. Hard to tell. (Orchestra London live B O11) 

Don Giovanni 
Traditional production, at first I thought it very square, and it certainly could have been 
more detailed. But the final scene was spectacular. Singing was superb. Stars were 
Marina Rebeka as Donna Anna, new to me, brightly focused, accurate; and Vargas, who 
surprised me as a Mozart singer: huge breath control, non-falsetto high pianissimo, 
accurate fioritura. I liked Frittoli as Donna Elvira better than Ruth, who thought her voice 
covered; I like Mojca Erdmann less than Ruth, thinking her lightweight and coarse. 
Kwiecen and Pisaroni were superb. Joshua Bloom gave Masetto masculine presence. 
(MetHD, O11) 



Mass in C, K262 “Missa longa” 
I found this by looking for the latest Mass not in my library. It’s not only longer than 
other Salzburg Masses but calls for larger forces: SATB Quartet (no arias) and expanded 
brass including trombones. Gloria is exceptional, dramatic middle section, double fugue 
to end. Credo has gripping Et Incarnatus, and exciting Resurrexit also ends with extended 
fugue. Sanctus and Agnus may be shorter, as the notes say, but harmonic and dramatic 
interest is high. Superb middle Mozart. (N11) 

Regina Coeli, K 276; Ave verum corpus, K618 
I’ve sung both of these little masterpieces and know the Ave Verum virtually by heart. 
Nice to hear from the outside, even in a quirky performance. (N11) 

Inter natos mulierum, K72; Te Deum in C, K141; Venite populi, K260 
Three motets, the first from the juvenile years. Mozart knows how to make a beautiful 
sound, knows basic counterpoint from the get-go. (N11) 

Quartet in E♭, K428 
One of my favorite Mozart’s, performed with meticulous preciousness by the Cecilia 
Quartet. So much flottando made me seasick. Indistinguishable, incredibly, from their 
Janacek. (live, Mh12) 

La Clemenza di Tito 
What great music! I knew that already, but it’s a great opera on stage as well, especially 
in Ponelle’s chaste production. Where did all the duets, trios and choruses come from in 
opera seria? I knew more of the piece than I expected, even beyond “Parto,” the exquisite 
little Annio-Servilia duet, and Vitellia’s big "Non piu di fiori." The singers were superb – 
Garanca, of course, but Frittoli was pure and perfect (they should mount a Medea for 
her), Kate Davis (the young mezzo who was a hit as Niklausse), and young Lucy Crowe. 
I was impressed too with Filianoti, despite some strain in the final bit. Wonderful 
experience. (MetHD, D12) 

Quartet in D, K575 
 My Quartet of choice if I have to choose a Mozart (though I sometimes mistake and get 

the other with those awkward triplets in the Finale. Performance much too dainty. (live, 
Ariel Quartet, Ap13) 

Divertimento in F, K247; Divertimento in D, K334  
 Beautiful performances of these early pieces, not known to me except the Minuet from 

the D major. The sound, with horns and double bass took some getting used to – and then 
they seemed like Violin Concerti, Mozart taking the violin into upper positions much 
more frequently than in the Quartets. The movements are long, fully developed. And the 
detail is full: no scribbling in the under parts. Minor works of the greatest master. (Ap13) 

Fantasia and Fugue in C, K394 
 Unfamiliar Mozart that Glenn Gould condescended to record in that exaggerated way he 

seemed to play music of that era. Fugue is steel fingered. (F14) 
Quintet in C minor 
 On CBC: I haven’t heard this piece in years, yet it seems as familiar as anything. Those 

suspensions in the Minuetto, so easy, yet so insinuating. After Brahms, the Quintet 
seemed to have the same sort of thickness – no bright transparent Mozart here. (Jy14) 

Quartet in D, K499 “Hoffmeister” 
I didn’t know this Quartet was called the “Hoffmeister,” after Mozart’s publisher. It’s the 
one with the graceful opening theme with little catches for breath, and the brutally 



difficult Finale with triplets – played effortlessly and with fine nuance by the young 
Dover Quartet, which ran away with the Banff competition last year. Great concert at 
Wolf Hall. (Dover Quartet, live, N14) 

Piano Fantasy in C minor, K425 
Strange, relatively unfamiliar Mozart, very improvisatory concert opener for Pavel 
Kolesnikov. (live, Jeffery Concerts, Mh15)  

Violin Sonata in B♭, K378 
One of the big Sonatas, with motivic Allegro, lovely aria-like Andantino, and Finale with 
surprises including change of time signature. Chooi and Chiu. (Jeffery Concert, May15) 

Concerto in C for Flute, Harp & Orchestra, K299 
Routine triadic opening belies the beauty that follows: show-off Allegro for the harp, and 
that transcendent slow movement, and the more ordinary genius of the Finale. (D15) 

Die Entführung aus dem Serail. 
 Janissaries’ Chorus. In Les brises d’orient, driving home from Boston. (O16) 
Symphony #1 in E♭, K16 

Written when he was seven or eight years old, and I recognized the opening motto 
instantly, not having heard it in years! On PBS for NYC’s Mostly Mozart celebrations, 
beautifully played without a drop of condescension. (F17) 

Piano Concerto #12 in A, K414   
The same Mostly Mozart program on PBS, with an elderly Richard Goode tinkling away 
expertly on a nine-foot Steinway. I was surprised at the high Köchel number for this 
early, pleasant, unremarkable Concerto, kept entirely in the high treble reaches of the 
keyboard. I remember poor Charles Rosen in Alumni Hall stumbling all over it, trying to 
make a comeback after years away from stage performance – whether it was stiff fingers 
or stage fright I’m not sure. He turned the channel for the Jupiter Symphony, which was 
so, so very very . . . precious! Louis Langrée, a conductor to be avoided at all costs! (F17) 
Hutchings refers to its “Tyrolese charm” and compares other works in the same key in 
the same “tuneful spirit.” Perahia gives a subdued performance – it might benefit from 
Richard Goode’s gusto, having enough graciousness on its own. Cadenzas are by Mozart 
– in fact he left a choice of two for each movement, since he played this one frequently. 
Hutchings has high praise for the Andante, calling the intro “organ-like,” and “serious” 
though in sunny D major. It has a tranquil solemnity. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Idomeneo 
Opera seria: in the Ponelle production with Levine conducting, everything serious, slow, 
and milked for every expressive droplet. Whatever happened to historically informed? I 
thought I was going to see Idomeneo and saw Parsifal instead. Somnolent but very 
enjoyable, with fine singing from all four principals – Nadine Sierra (new to me), Van 
den Heever, Polenzani (except in “Fuor del mar”), and Coote. Traditional but boring 
staging. I was struck by the lasting power of opera seria conventions right through French 
and Italian opera to the end of the nineteenth century. The Parsifal parallel is real: A 
sinner in need of absolution, everyone noble except the madwoman escaped from her 
attic, and, in this staging, two semicircles of robed men on stage in the last act. It’s not 
my favorite Mozart, but very good to see it. (Mh17) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in F, K37 
I’ve never listened to these early Piano Concertos, the first four written in Salzburg in 
1767, elaborated from sonata movements by other composers. The first movement was 



written by Hermann Raupach, the last by Leontzi Honauer. The Andante has not been 
traced and may be Mozart’s. The orchestral tuttis are Mozart’s as well. Allegro has great 
charm, chromaticism and surprisingly mature sound. Andante is serviceable, with 
interesting twists before the cadenza. Finale again has charm and interest never flags. I’m 
impressed. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 2 in B♭, K39 
Outer movements by Raupach, Andante by Schobert. Martial theme begins, with 
sequences and repetition, less interesting than the First, except for nice minor passage. 
Andante has some beautiful suspensions. Finale is happy. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 3 in D, K40 
Three movements are by Honauer, Johann Gottfried Eckard, and C.P.E. Bach. Allegro 
maestoso is made up of stolid chords and scales, with greatest interest in a surviving 
cadenza by Mozart. Lovely Andante has moments of rhythmic turn and cadence 
deceptive. The presence of C.P.E. is perhaps significant beyond this movement: Mozart 
probably acquired much from him. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 4 in G, K41 
Allegro by Honauer, the rest by Raupach. Allegro OK. Beautiful minor key Andante, 
cheerful Finale Allegro. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 5 in D, K175 
Mozart’s first original Piano Concerto, written at age 18, and the only “Salzburg 
Concerto” (nos 5 through 10) with trumpets and drums, it remained a favorite showpiece 
in his repertoire for some time. Bold and extraverted, “a fresh and jolly affair” according 
to Hutchings, I’d say easy on both ears and brain, very engaging. Andante is pure 
cantilena, first in thirds, then beautifully ornamented, with space for cadenza (Perahia’s is 
gorgeous, with slender entry afterward). Finale ebullient, with another short cadenza. 
(Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 6 in B♭, K238 
A second Concerto written for himself to play, ingratiating in tone, graceful, not too 
flashy, though the cadenza creates opportunities – maybe appropriate for a different kind 
of occasion than the D major. The opening of the Andante anticipates some of Mozart’s 
most sublime passages, with its pizzicato bass, slender violin commentary, and 
duple/triple rhythms. Artur Balsam’s cadenzas are more outside the zone than Perahia’s. 
(So many of Mozart’s cadenzas have survived that I will only note when they are 
different.) Hutchings says the piece is “spoilt by its silly Finale,” but I like the 
faux-military bits with the horns and the playful tone. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 7, 3 pianos & orchestra [arr 2 pianos], in F, K242 “Lodron” 
Created for three sisters in Paris, the youngest of whom had limited skill. Mozart 
arranged the 2-piano version himself, and the interplay is essential to the texture. 
Hutchings disparages the piece as “arid,” and “poor stuff except for its Andante” [marked 
Adagio here]. The slow movement does have an affettuoso quality that the young Mozart 
could produce at will, with chromatics and accompanying figures not possible for just 
two hands. The Finale is not flashy, just a polite Tempo di Minuetto in rondeau form. 
(Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 8 in C, K246 
“Well written . . . . Let us approve and pass on,” says Hutchings, with trimmings. C major 
always suggests something stolid, not too fanciful, square phrases, measured figures, 



“right.” Only here the phrases are extended or overlapping and irregular, though seeming 
perfectly natural, and there are harmonic twists. Andante too is close to sublime 
simplicity, always reaching forward in the most practiced way. Finale is a graceful but 
rather ordinary Tempo di Minuetto, except for the minor key episode. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 9 in E♭, K271 “Jeunehomme” 
The first great masterpiece of the Concerto cycle. Hutchings advises against placing too 
much weight on the innovations of formal arrangement here, like the soloist entering in 
the first tutti, or entering on a trill before it’s finished, but it’s hard to ignore them. 
Likewise the persistent chromatic appoggiaturas, or the continuous thematic 
development, or the deceptive continuation in the recap. Significantly, Mozart wrote out 
his cadenzas and they survive, distant modulation and all. Andantino is in a surprise 
minor key, the same deeply felt C minor as the Sinfonia Concertante, the idea somewhat 
similar, as the piano becomes a tragic Pamina in the midst of a fairy tale gone wrong. It is 
the longest movement thus far in the cycle, and the soul of the piece. The Presto Finale is 
demanding and surprising in its mood swings – a cadenza teases and returns to the 
ritornello for greater development – then the greatest surprise, the soloist introduces a 
gracious, courtly true Minuet (a little too long?) – then, having driven out memory of the 
Presto, it returns for a final extended go round. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 10, 2 pianos & orchestra, in E♭, K365 
Mystery surrounds the double concerto, when and where it was written, who it was 
written for. But it is far more advanced than the Triple concerto, No 7, and gives the 
performers better chances to interact, both musically and dramatically before the 
audience. Andante contains that memorable trill figure in first violins, and continues as 
an intimate dialogue unconscious of the outer world. Rondeau Allegro is one of the most 
familiar movements in the cycle – the dialogue now a sparring competition. Wonderful. 
(Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 11 in F, K413 
TYPE I: Homogenous. Hutchings says that these three gateway concertos, all from 1782, 
illustrate the three types of first movement found in there. In the Homogenous type, 
subjects are not outstanding but calls to attention, neither forceful nor dramatic nor 
particularly lyrical. Workmanship is in the mass of small details. This one is 
workmanlike, not especially striking. Cadenzas are Mozart’s. Larghetto works Alberti 
bass throughout, but it has beautiful melody with lovely chromatic appoggiature. 
Enchanting. Tempo di Minuetto likewise. Hutchings notes subtleties in the repetitions. 
(Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 12 in A, K414 
TYPE II: Melodic. Hutchings refers to its “Tyrolese charm” and compares other works in 
the same key in the same “tuneful spirit.” Perahia gives a subdued performance – it might 
benefit from Richard  Goode’s gusto, having enough graciousness on its own. Cadenzas 
are by Mozart – in fact he left a choice of two for each movement, since he played this 
one frequently. Hutchings has high praise for the Andante, calling the intro “organ-like,” 
and “serious” though in sunny D major. It has a tranquil solemnity. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 13 in C, K415 
TYPE III: Contrapuntal. Hutchings sees this Concerto as a major technical advance on 
the previous works, particularly in the thoroughly worked intro, but flawed, showing the 
effort at construction, particularly in the solo part of the first movement (which he finds 



impoverished) and the complex arrangement of the Rondo (which he likes). The 
orchestra is grander, with trumpets and drums, with pairs of oboes, bassoons, and horns. I 
suppose he dislikes the sequences. But I quite like the sforzando chromatic appoggiature, 
and the solo piano recap. I’ve always favored this Concerto and so seldom hear it. 
Andante sounds as lushly orchestrated as anything so far, a beautiful operatic cavatina, 
pure bel canto, so very romantic, Alberti bass and all! Rondo is a cute 6/8 – but suddenly 
the soloist turns to minor in 2! A middle episode develops the Rondo theme partly in 
minor . . . and the 2/4 minor passage returns for symmetry before the innocuous theme 
ends the piece very quietly. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 14 in E♭, K449 
There is a two-year leap to 1784 for this first of the great mature masterpieces in the 
cycle. Hutchings is effusive, seeing operatic drama in the shifting moods of the opening 
tutti. The soloist echoes the main theme before going his own way. It’s possible to 
imagine a severe, befuddled Count surrounded by comic tricksters through the 
movement. Andantino is all Countess, full of wistful emotion and more bel canto, 
glorious! The Finale is a unique earworm, unlike anything I know – so jaunty, cocky, and 
the variations in eighths, and then in minor, and then 6/8 – breathtaking! I think of this 
movement often in my mind’s ear. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 15 in B♭, K450 
The cheeky chromatic theme in the winds is unforgettable – Hutchings calls it a Serenade 
tune, but that demeans it. The soloist takes it up, as Hutchings argues he should not – no 
double exposition? No, there are new ideas in the piano. The recap then alternates tutti 
and soloist against each other – a logical strategy but different from the usual formula. 
The closing formula is just as cheeky as the opening. Andante in the subdominant moves 
into a new world, tender, loving. It is variation form, but the gorgeous theme is repeated 
intact throughout, just dressed and embroidered differently – Hutchings calls it the 
“English way,” rare in Mozart. The 6/8 Rondo is pure joy, complicated by some 
ingenious 3 on 2 figures and lots of keyboard elaboration, plus a bit of earnest 
development in the middle. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 16 in D, K451 
Ugly stepsister? Skeleton in the closet? This is the one that never appears on concert 
programs, the Concerto no one plays. Hutchings says Mozart prized it himself, all 
workmanship and polish, not at all a bad piece, simply outshone by its compeers. 
Introduction homogenous, a common rhythmic figure, no brilliant melody – there’s a nice 
passage of internal chromatics, which figures in development – it reminds me of No 25 in 
C, all grand formula, yet bigger than the sum of its parts. Stuff for connoisseurs? The 
Andante is a very simple languid melody treated as a simple Rondo. Hutchings dismisses 
the Finale as trivial. It is not very interesting. (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 17 in G, K453 
Hutchings claims that this is the first of the series in which all three movements are 
first-rate. The pert, self-contained opening theme with the wind twiddles certainly 
contains more surprises than one would ever expect, and H lauds the abundance and 
complexity, and modulations just for color, rather than structure or dramatic effect. There 
is a marked increase of sudden key changes in this movement. Hutchings considers the 
Andante a deeply felt aria, but a sacred aria, not operatic. Mozart didn’t make such hard 
distinctions, but I know what he means. The Allegretto Finale spins variations on a 



square 4/4 staccato tune, perfect (as H notes) for Papageno. There’s a Minore variation – 
and at the end a surprise Presto, almost a new piece, like an overture to a comic opera, 
but the tune comes back, still Presto, sticking out its tongue. (Muskoka, Jy17) 

Piano Concerto No 18 in B♭, K456 
I hardly know this piece, which Hutchings in one place calls “difficult” (technically I 
assume) and in another “a toy concerto.” Its dimensions are no smaller than K453, so I 
don’t know what he means. I guess that the themes all sound like miniatures. He notes 
that the three concerti, K453, K456, and K459, all begin with the same rhythmic figure. 
This one stops short. But the intricacy of the figures in continuation are delicious, as is 
that harmonic sequence in winds, not to mention the stratospheric horn bit. Andante 
moves to minor key for a set of variations. The “poco sostenuto” suggests the added 
degree of emotiveness found here, including an almost Beethovenish passage of drama, 
counterpoint and complex harmony. Wow! Finale is a happy-go-lucky tune in 6/8, with a 
joyous syncopated second idea. Incredibly, after a move into minor, the soloist recalls the 
Andante melody in 2, while accompaniment continues in 6/8. Amazing! (Muskoka Jy17)  

Quartet in G, K387 
So familiar that I never realized how intricately contrapuntal and chromatic it is. Have I 
heard it in concert before? My heart was in my throat, even though I thought the violinist 
was trying to “do” too much. (live, New Zealand Quartet, Parry Sound, Jy17) 

Quintet in G minor, K516 
A long time since I’ve heard it, but it comes back like a charm. As great as it is, and 
tragic, I’m struck by the extreme simplicity of texture in contrast to K387. Does the 
quintet format discourage greater intricacy? Or is it that Haydn showed Mozart how to 
handle a quartet? Or was it just the absence of competition with Papa Haydn? The 
unexpected tragic, minor key slow intro to the Finale makes the major key in 6/8 such a 
relief! (live, New Zealand Quartet with Gil Sharon, Parry Sound, Jy17) Mozart’s other 
great G minor masterpiece. It occurred to me a while ago that the quintets, as wonderful 
as they are, rarely rise to the level of the string quartets. But why do five instruments 
conspire to limit the writing of counterpoint? (Je18) 

Piano Concerto No 19 in F, K459  
I wondered a short time ago whether I would recognize this Concerto, but I do, very well. 
Hutchings rates all three movements very high, praising its unsentimental joy, vigor, 
grace, even athleticism, held together by that opening rhythmic motive in an almost 
Beethovenish way. Allegretto is a quiet 6/8, with phrases not quite symmetrical. Allegro 
Finale has the fullest claim, says H, to being a true sonata-rondo, and it’s one of Mozart’s 
best. The bravura is brilliant, the contrapuntal “stiffening” almost unnoticeable. 
(Hutchings offers some valuable words on Mozart’s counterpoint and its differences from 
Palestrina and Bach.) (Muskoka Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 20 in D minor, K466 
Hutchings treat this as the best known, as it was in the nineteenth century and asserts that 
it’s “unlike” any of the others. But he doesn’t explain further. Bah! Thinking of D minor 
in Don Giovanni, the insidious bass, nervous syncopations, the ever so brief visit to 
major, the hammered repeated eighths, the poignant cadential formula – such a concept, 
and the soloist hasn’t even entered! Mozart’s cadenzas don’t survive, but Beethoven’s 
have: Perahia does Beethoven in the first (which really goes to a different world), his own 
in the last movement. Hutchings complains that the Romanza is pedestrian, repetitive, but 



Mozart needs a molto semplice coolant here, while the surprise Allegro B section 
reminds us of the nervous energy held in check. Finale begins with skyrocket in minor, as 
if energy has burst out. Turn to major after the cadenza is transfiguration, with that 
angelic nya-na-na-na nah nah sticking out its tongue in the winds. All the tragedy is 
comedy after all. (Jy17)  

Piano Concerto No 21 in C, K467 
This is now the favored concerto, hackneyed, so it’s good to listen with full 
concentration. Papa wrote Wolfgang about its difficulty and questioned some of the 
harmonies. The minor key development gets troubled until recap, and sequences get 
wonky. Cadenzas by Perahia and (in Finale) Rudolf Serkin. Hutchings quotes Girdlestone 
on the famous “dream Andante,” and quotes the notorious, really weird harmonic 
sequence, spicing up the duple-on-triple texture. Vivace is a bright, cheerful, trouble-free 
textbook Rondo. (Ag17)  

Piano Concerto No 22 in E♭, K482 
The concerto with clarinets, not to mention trumpets and drums (like the E♭ Symphony). 
It has that dotted stand-at-attention motif, but it’s far less severe than No 25. Hutchings 
notes an unusual number of melodic ideas. A gorgeous bit with deceptive cadence that 
I’ve never noticed. Cadenzas are by Hummel. Andante is in C minor, its poignancy 
almost a shock: Mozart had to encore it at the premiere. Form is unusual, a theme and 
four variations, with two unrelated episodes in E♭ interspersed. Hutchings notes the 
intricate wind writing. It’s all gorgeous: I’ve never really taken it in. Rondo, says 
Hutchings, is in a mode of street tunes and hilarity, and none the worse for that. A sudden 
slower episode near the end is sublime – when the 6/8 rondo returns, Mozart seems 
unable to contain himself. (Ag17)  

Piano Concerto No 23 in A, K488 
My lasting favorite, the “sunniest” (Hutching’s word), and like other late pieces in A or 
E♭ it uses clarinets – here replacing oboes. Hutchings calls attention to beautiful 
suspensions, economy of themes (though I hear plenty of new material in the solo part. 
Cadenza by Mozart. This sunny movement is followed by Mozart’s saddest, his only 
venture into F# minor, a sarabande triste with Elgarian falling seventh. The wide leaps 
are operatic, the violin entry heartbreaking. Perahia takes a very slow tempo, maybe 
preferring the editorial Adagio marking for Mozart`s Andante, but it works. (The Adagio 
was a Romantic editor`s comment on the feel of the piece.) Allegro is cheery, but 
continues the operatic giant leaps. It also echoes the Andante in several dark minor key 
passages, darker and more complex than most rondos. It`s over too soon. (Ag17)  

Piano Concerto No 24 in C minor, K491 
Hutchings is hyperbolic: “not merely in advance of its age: it is in advance of ours.” 
Glenn Gould coupled it with the Schoenberg Concerto – his only Mozart? Mozart uses 
trumpets and drums, plus oboes and clarinets. The opening tutti is the longest, most 
elaborate in the series. I’d forgotten how it thunders – Mozart takes on tragic rage. Even 
Perahia sound larger, grander than before. He uses his own cadenzas. Larghetto as in No 
20 is molto semplice in E♭, another hybrid variation movement with free episodes. 
Allegretto, declares Hutchings, is both Mozart’s greatest Finale and his greatest set of 
variations. I don’t like variation form used in Finales, because they get choppy; but 
Perahia keeps strict time and moves along. There are sections in major, but the Concerto 
ends firmly in minor with a pathetic variation in quick 6/8. (Ag17)  



Piano Concerto No 25 in C, K503 
The grandest, most regal, spacious of the series, with trumpets and drums, the equivalent 
of La Clemenza. Hutchings calls it Mozart’s Emperor Concerto, nothing in Mozart is 
more majestic. I love it. Beautiful motif with rising fifth as half cadence – but it’s about 
spaciousness, not themes. Development picks up three-note upbeat . . . to grand return of 
opening fanfare. Perahia is even more light fingered than usual in the quiet bits. Cadenza 
is his, a big show. Andante, says Hutchings is “not immediately attractive”: it lacks 
obvious tunes, orchestra is reduced to merest support, ornamental fragments – it 
maintains breadth with a certain reserve. Allegretto Finale in duple time too is more 
courtly than the usual romp. Hutchings calls it a gavotte, and calls attention to the pedal 
points, longer than in any other concerto. He does not seem to realize the full aesthetic 
significance that Mozart labors here to keep all three movements within the same 
decorum. This is a Romantic concept of unity, true of only certain of Mozart’s later 
works, and none at all of Haydn’s. (Ag17)  

Piano Concerto No 26 in D, K537 “Coronation” 
Associated incorrectly with Frankfurt coronation of Leopold II as Holy Roman Emperor 
in 1790, though those honors had gone to Salieri. Because of his foreign audience, 
Mozart reverted to galant style of J.C. Bach. Scoring includes winds, trumpets and drums, 
but they are hardly required. I barely know the piece. There are a few unexpected turns, 
lurches into minor, chromatic affects, but a lot of doodling too. Perahia uses his own 
cadenza (though Hutchings claims that Mozart’s is one of his best. Larghetto is tune and 
nothing more, says Hutchings, and damns it soundly. He’s right – not disagreeable, but it 
didn’t take a Mozart to write it. Allegretto also gets dissed, but less justly given the 
number of ideas and true Mozartean touches. One modulation is so violent it’s comical. 
[Is this the Concerto that’s unfinished in MS? Hutchings is silent. Yes: “In addition to 
omitting the tempi for two of the movements, Mozart also, in Tyson's words, "did not 
write any notes for the piano's left hand in a great many measures throughout the work." 
As can be seen in the Dover Publications facsimile, large stretches of the solo part simply 
have nothing at all for the left hand, including the opening solo (movement 1, measures 
81–99) and the whole of the second movement. The 1794 first edition had these gaps 
filled in, and most Mozart scholars … assumed that the additions were made by the 
publisher Johann André ... Nearly all of the passages that necessitated filling in for the 
first edition lack only simple accompaniment patterns such as Alberti bass or chords.” 
Wikipedia] (Ag17)  

Piano Concerto No 27 in B♭, K595 
Hutchings notes the intimacy, the smallish orchestra, the economy of themes and makes a 
strong case. It is not regression, like the Coronation Concerto. I like the tweety little grace 
notes, the use of light pizzicato, and yes, it has a chamber feel. Cadenza is Mozart’s. 
Larghetto is a molto smplic rondo, and Hutchings complains of its length and multiple 
repetitions, but I like it. Allegro is a romp in 6/8, a kid skipping down the street, getting 
curious, running away, skipping again. A small-scale glittery masterpiece. (Ag17)  

Rondo in D, piano and orchestra, K382 
No context or info – contemporary with the 2-piano Concerto in E♭, K365. I’d call it 
chirpy but for the heavy timpani. It seems another hybrid of variations with repetitions 
(Perahia takes all of them) and rondo episodes. The Minore variation is l’istesso tempo, 
and there’s a nice slow pastoral variation, but it’s quite negligible. (Ag17) 



Rondo in A, piano and orchestra, K386 
For some reason Mozart is better in A major than in D. This has enormous charm, and 
it’s a real rondo, so far less repetitive than K382. The minor key episode (F# minor?) is 
enchanting. Perahia uses his own cadenza. A perfect little gem. (Ag17) 

Eine kleine Nachtmusik, K525 
On CBC, I had to experience purgatory once again. Nice fast tempo for the slow 
movement. (N17) Yet again, Christine's Purgatory on CBC, this time interpreted by a 
conductor. Nice actually, all of the phrases arched in the middle, tapered at the end. Slow 
movement at a Moderato. (Jy18) 

Piano Fantasy in D minor, K397 
Yes, the familiar one – a brave recital opener on CBC for Richard Hamelin. (N17) Charles 
Richard Hamelin on CBC. So much genius in so few notes! (Jy18) The familiar one, in a 
program of keyboard fantasies, played on a beautiful soft Hammerflügel by J.E. Dȁhler, 
exactly as it should be played. (Ag20) 

Bassoon Concerto in B♭, op 191 
Three movements, 19’. Certainly not hackneyed Mozart, though it’s not unfamiliar. Not 
one of Mozart’s best pieces, but it shows thorough appreciation of the solo instrument 
and resists nonsense passagework. The Andante is beautiful. Rondo-Minuetto is 
charming, and reserves the soloist for episodes until the final statement of the theme. A 
pleasure. (F19)   

Quartet in D minor, K 421 
My Quartet of choice in university, when my adolescent hormones were attracted by the 
intensity of its minor key. I hadn’t listened to it for years when it appeared on the St 
Lawrence Quartet program instead of their usual Haydn. I marveled at their reading of 
the weak second movement, which had defeated me: they played it quickly and 
no-nonsense objectivity. I was surprised that Ruth didn’t care for it (and I overheard 
audience as well) and realized how interior the intensity is. (live, Mh20) 

Missa brevis in G, K 49 
Written at the age of 12, 19’. It opens with a scandalously chirpy Kyrie, but the 
exuberance is less problematic in Gloria and Sanctus. I’m surprised there is a Credo in a 
Missa brevis, but the Et incarnatus is treated with solemnity. Agnus Dei too is solemn 
and in minor, and if the Dona nobis is lilting, at least it ends quietly. Harnoncourt’s 
comments on eighteenth-century Catholicism are enlightening: not a weak faith, but a 
life-affirming faith, confident in forgiveness of the church, as natural as eating or 
drinking, and performed with the same gusto. He makes a very strong case for this early 
work. (My20)    

Missa brevis in D minor, K 63 
Just 14’. Young Mozart discovers one of his greatest keys and it sounds it – the Requiem 
is not so far away. There are archaic plainchant intonations. Even the Gloria is deadly 
serious, with fugal Cum Sancto. Dramatic use of silences. Credo has solemn Et 
incarnatus and a lovely Resurrexit, but still in minor, with a very peculiar Amen. The 
Sanctus too is peculiar. Agnus Dei stays in minor throughout. It’s almost as if he’s never 
heard of relative major. A very unexpected piece. (My20)  

Missa brevis in D, K 194  
19’. Kyrie is delightful interplay of voices, though not real counterpoint. Downward triad 
figure extends through several movements. Gloria has nice minor Qui tollis, difficult 



choral turn, nice syncopated Amen. Credo gives Et incarnatus to soloists in minor. 
Sanctus opens broadly, with magnificence. Agnus Dei is unusually emotive for soloists, 
chorus solemn in minor, gentle Dona nobis pacem. (Je20) 

Missa brevis in C, K 220 “Spatzenmesse” 
16’. Trumpets and drums, written more detailed for chorus, orchestra, soloists (though the 
piece as a whole is shorter). Credo is very forward, then a melting Et incarnatus. I didn’t 
hear any sparrows, but there they are in the Hosanna. Agnus Dei opens in grandeur, ends 
in misterioso passage before trumpets and drums return in Dona nobis, with opening 
motif of Kyrie. (Je20)  

Regina coeli in B♭, K 127 
 Mozart set this text three times. This, the second, is an elaborate 17’ work in three 
 parts featuring virtuoso soprano writing in the 10’ middle section, chorus at beginning 
 and end. Soprano has a high-lying complex line that continues into the florid Alleluiahs. 
 Great early Mozart. (O20)    
MARIAN MOZETICH 
Three Pieces for Piano: Prelude 

Played on recital after Ravel’s “Ondine”: nice Canadian content but less impressive 
because of its similarity to the Ravel. (Jan Lisiecki liveBS09) 

 The Passion of Angels (N10) 
For two harps and (I think) chamber orchestra. The sections – Desire, Yearning, Ecstasy 
– in one movement. Pretty, but pretty cheesy as well. Plays with big theme from 
Rachmaninoff Paganini Variations. (S16) 

 Fantasia sul un linguaggio perduto 
String orchestra version heard on CBC while driving. A minimalist piece with a relentless 
repeated rhythmic figure and nearly exclusive diatonicism. Both elements get some relief, 
and there’s a cadenza-like bit at the end, but nothing special. (My18) 

GEORG MUFFAT 
Missa in labore requies 

Glorious sound, performance, music: big 24-voice antiphonal Mass, reminiscent of 
Monteverdi Vespers, and on a level with it. Another winner from Harmonia Mundi. (S08) 

Armonico tributo: 5 Concerti Grossi 
By Savoy-born, Scots heritage, French & Italian trained German composer B Concerti 
are lovely Corelli clones in fine performances. Oboes are suggested options by the 
composer. (Ja09) 

Passacaglia 
Harpsichord divisions a relief from the recorders on disc devoted to Schmelzer. (N10) 

3 organ Toccatas 
 Organs of Provence. Sectional compositions with lots of variety and plenty of brilliant 
 display. Big sound, more than the rest of this CD. (S20) 
NICO MUHLY 
Marnie 

I haven’t heard Muhly’s music before this. I had expected something a little more 
neo-romantic, but instead it is an offshoot of American minimalism, much like John 
Adams. It is intelligent and polished. The concept of Marnie shadowed by a wordless 
female quartet representing her divided identities is good, and he mentioned in interview 
the shadow instruments – oboe for Marnie, trombone for Mark. We watched the 



Hitchcock film in preparation and found it confusing. The opera is closer to the book than 
the film. Everything was perfect in staging and performance, yet I felt unmoved by it. As 
with Adams’ Dr Atomic, the music, maybe the musical style and outlook, do not seem to 
rise to the emotions of the story. Act II was better, with a great scene depicting the hunt 
and the shooting of the beloved horse, Mark’s manipulative brother has a fine moment of 
truth, and the ending, Marnie placing her hands in handcuffs and declaring “I’m free” is 
far truer than Hitchcock’s superficial psychology. Still, I think Muhly was trying to cram 
in too much text and explanation, laboring too much to project every word to the 
audience, instead of letting the music break free and do what music can do. Isabel 
Leonard and Iestyn Davies were super, Christopher Maltman betrays the beginnings of a 
wobble. (MetHD, N18) 

DOMINIC MULDOWNEY 
Saxophone Concerto 

Three movements, 17’. Muldowney is no longer young, since this is from the 1984 
Proms, written for John Harle. I know nothing of Muldowney since, but I like this better 
than Robert Russell Bennett’s Concerto. Style is pandiatonic, nearly atonal. Prelude is 
active, rhapsodic, with erratic punctuation from the orchestra; development slower, like 
laid-back modern jazz, piano and vibes in the mix. Danses macabres plays the solo sax 
against night-club hot jazz, very effective. Strong piece. (D18)    

HENRI MULET 
8 organ pieces 

Mulet turns out to be a mystery man among French composers – a virtuoso recluse and 
eccentric who produced a tiny handful of organ works of very high quality, the music and 
the mysticism greatly admired by Tournemire. Alas, my 2-CD set was faulty and had to be 
returned: I listened to these pieces thinking I was hearing the Equisses byzantines and 
following the liner notes. Half way, I realized there was a problem.  

(1) Méditation réligeuse: Opens quietly, the melody seeming casual, improvisatory. 
(2) Petit offertoire: Another understated piece, apparently involving inversion. 
(3) Sortie douce: Still quiet, nothing flashy. 
(4) Prière: Stately, multi-layered. 
(5) Carillon-Sortie: This is the familiar one, the only flashy piece here except for the final 

Toccata – it sounds brazen after its predecessors. 
(6) Offertoire funêbre: A steady pulse. 
(7) Offertoire pour la fête du Très-Saint-Rosaire: Sedate with lots of left hand activity. 
(8) Toccata: Lynnwood Farnum: This one too is familiar, though less so than the Carillon – 

wild arpeggios spanning several octaves, very splashy. 
Equisses byzantines 

A collection on ten organ pieces, only the last of which gets much play. That and the 
noisy (and exciting) Carillon-Sortie are his claim to fame. The lengthy Suite is seldom 
recorded complete. 

(1) Nef [Nave] is much the longest movement, a solemn procession of walking tones that 
reach a climax followed by diminuendo. 

(2) Vitrail is a quiet Andante that becomes a canon mid-way – again moving in even-paced 
tones. 



(3) Rosace [Rose Window] – a luminous, almost minimalist Tranquillo with isolated high 
tones like little points of light. Very beautiful. Tournemire called Mulet a mysterious 
thinker. This could be Messiaen. 

(4) Chapelle des morts begins dark and slow, of course, but turns major in the end. 
(5) Campanile – Nary a bell to be heard, the depiction is architectural, solemn, quiet – some 

weird chords near the end. 
(6) Procession is somewhat livelier, apparently in 6/8 though the meter is hard to hear, with 

wide dynamic range. 
(7) Chant funèbre uses the English horn theme from Franck’s Symphony rhythmically altered 

and complicated – it’s certainly not a 4/4 funeral march (it sounds like slow 6). 
(8) Noël is a simple tune in minor, extended, then repeated in major. 
(9) In Paradisum in Mulet’s imagination is in minor key, slow, still apparently searching, 

distant, mysterious – it too ends in major. 
(10) Tue s Petrus suddenly becomes “Lisztian in its chromaticism and bravura,” and thus it is 

a popular showpiece and a suitable finale. I thought it might be more familiar. (Jy16) 
GERHART MÜNCH 
6 Polyphobic Studies for Electric Piano 

Quite radical dissonance in 1926, miniatures for piano roll that might be managed by a 
good pianist. Did GM know Antheil in the 1920s? Did he know Nancarrow in Mexico? 
Jürgen Hocker’s notes say he championed Stockhausen, Boulez, Berio. I must trace him: 
ask Margaret. (O10)   

WILLIAM MUNDY 
Motets 

The excellent notes place Mundy precisely in the generation between the older Tallis and 
the younger Byrd. He thus wrote Latin motets in the older Catholic contrapuntal style and 
English anthems in the plain Protestant style. Vide miraculum is Marian, beautiful false 
relations, bits of plainsong. Sive vigilem gets quite dissonant by the end. Ah helpless 
wretch and The secret sins are both in the new form of verse anthem, with Mundy 
varying the choir entries to avoid being mechanical. The English Mag and Nunc are in 
grander style, firm, forthright, a thrilling doxology at the end of the Magnificat. Beatus et 
sanctus and Adulescentulus are both reverential: a glorious finish to a magnificent disc. I 
wasn’t expecting so much from Mr Mundy.  (N10) 

Vos patres caelestis 
Extraordinary Antiphon running nearly 18' on an equally extraordinary text of purple 
prose for the Assumption of the BVM: the voice of God speaks to her in the erotic 
language of Canticles, as Ahasuerus to his Esther calling her from the Lebanon of human 
contemplation to the Zion of paradise. The textures begin with two, then three voices, 
then full choir, with two trebles sustaining a stratospheric tessitura. Here’s a piece that’s 
the lavish ultimate of something: a true decadent masterpiece.  (N10) 

TRISTAN MURAIL 
Godwana 

This 17' orchestra piece is my first taste of Murail, though I found pleasure in his 
Spectralist colleague Gerard Grisey. Continuous sound, passages of regular slow 
pulsation, some suggestion of consonance and arpeggiation, bits mixed with random 
sounds and white noise. There’s also (apparently) an electronic generator of chordal 
aggregates, but I can’t distinguish it.  (Ja13) 



Time and Again 
Typically pretentious program note, but here the synthesizer stands out, even if it does 
mirror orchestral sounds, alternating with them. Not continuity but blocks of sound in 
juxtaposition. Bits with regular pulse, mostly not. Bits with nearly recognizable chords, 
mostly not. Orchestra dominated by percussion (tinkly and growly), winds, piano. Brass 
is apparently tuned a quarter tone low.  There’s plenty going on here, but it still requires 
an explanation and patience.  (I did not detect the citation of Messiaen’s Turangalila: is 
it also a rebuke to Boulez?) (Ja13) 

Désintégrations 
Scored for 17 uinstruments and electronic tape: the only electronic piece on the CD. Tape 
was prepared from manipulation of instrumental sounds, so that the acoustic instruments 
play duets with their distorted echoes. It’s hard to stop playing Guess the Soundsource 
and listen directly, but the sounds have eerie fascination. A challenge to discriminate 
acoustic from electronic. Rapid oscillations between right and left speakers: cascades of 
tinkling bells, memorable moments.  Engrossing. (Ja13) 

THEA MUSGRAVE 
Pierrot 

Trio for clarinet, violin and pianoin eight short movements sketching a commedia 
dell’arte triangle between the hapless Pierrot (violin), Harlequin (piano), and Columbine 
(clarinet). Style reminds me of Britten or Argento, pandiatonic but far from dry – 
theatrical, full of character. Effective. (F14) 

MODESTE MUSSORGSKY 
Boris Gudenov 

In my imagination I know this music cold, but it’s been a long long time, and it’s grown 
even more wonderful. The final scenes are shattering, and I’d forgotten Pimen’s 
confrontation with Boris, and I’ve never known the Krommy Forest scene to be broken 
into two parts, which is apparently the way Mussorgski wanted it? I was glad Gergiev 
allowed the Fool to end the piece. After Boris’s death it threatened to be an anti-climax, 
but for the brutality of the staging. I had mixed feelings about performance: Pape is 
wonderful, but not quite the black-as-pitch color I’m used to from a Christoff or a 
London. And the staging was anything but opulent: it was praised for its “intimacy,” but I 
missed the grandeur, even such a simple thing as using the height of the Met stage and 
giving the throne a feeling of elevation. But nothing will ever dislodge Boris from my 
all-time favorites. (MetHD—O10)   

Prelude to Khovanshchina 
The darkest of operas seems to open with a sunrise: gorgeous Slavic melody, scene 
painting, Rimsky orchestration. (Ag11) 

Songs and Dances of Death 
In Shostakovich orchestration for Vishnevskaya. Aleksashkin’s voice resembles 
Christoff’s (if that were possible). The bass darkness makes up for the lack of soprano 
projection: I’d like stronger contrast of the two voices in Lullaby. But it’s another great 
performance of this masterpiece of fascinating horror, in the great tradition. (Ag11) Robert 
Pomokov live in Parry Sound, a youngish basso aetat 33 with a dark Russian sounding 
profundo of very respectable size. Fine performance, though it could stand much more 
histrionics and still be in bounds. Gary Kulesha’s arrangement for the Gryphon Trio 
added nothing. (Muskoka, Parry Sound—Jy14) Mother and infant, Death and the maiden, 



Drunkard lost in snow, the Field-Marshall. Vishnevskaya remains my benchmark, but 
Leiferkus is a master. (My20)    

Pictures at an Exhibition 
I wanted to hear Pictures in its original piano version and Osborne seemed a safe choice, 
nothing eccentric or exaggerated. It’s clear why orchestral color seems desirable, though 
the cooler piano sound is welcome and (paradoxically) defamiliarizing. Osborne’s second 
Jew is more atmospheric than whiny. Catacombs must be a passage where Rimsky 
“corrected” the harmony. The Gate at Kiev never fails. Wow! (My15) 

Night on Bald Mountain 
 Mostly Rimsky, I guess, but colorful, and I haven’t heard it for a long time. (Jy15) 
Pictures at an Exhibition [arr Ravel] 

The only other item on Andris Nelson’s casual concert: an outreach effort, the timing 
kept short with two pieces (including Shostakovich’s Festival Overture), food before and 
after, Symphony Hall nearly full, with lots of kids and young people. The performance, 
of course, was brilliant, with the Great Gate of Kiev towering monumentally at the end. 
Unforgettable, yet unrecoverable sound. (Boston Symphony, live, S16) In the Ravel 
orchestration, l’Orchestre de Paris, caught on CBC while driving from Muskoka. (Jy18) 

The Nursery 
Seven songs, two added posthumously. Light and charming. Leiferkus’s child voice is 
tolerable but on the edge. Nanny and stories of the bogey man, Unjust punishment, the 
Beetle, Doll’s lullaby, Bedtime prayers, Rocking horse, Cat and bird. Mussorgsky’s 
realism is at its most graphic here – the beetle, the horse are incredibly lifelike (on 
Mussorgsky’s own text), the speech-song insistent. (My20)  

The Puppet Show 
Big 15’ song, rarely performed because it is so topical, a satire on conservative Russian 
music critics. The cloud-dweller gets Handel’s hymn of virgins, the lover who loves only 
Adelina Patti gets very funny parody of bel canto, then the Byronic suffering romantic, 
the Titan, the Seminary ladies who get nothing but arpeggiated triads. (My20)    

5 songs [Leiferkus CD 1] 
Mussorgsky’s greatest songs are full character mini-dramatic scenas. Forgotten: a 
Kutuzov ballad that should have part of Songs and Dances, a soldier left dying on a 
foreign battlefield. The Seminarist: Mussorgsky’s text about studying Latin amid erotic 
daydreams. Darling Savishna: Love song of the Holy Fool, in 5/4. The Goat: A frightful 
goat compared to the rich, lustful old husband. Mephisto’s Song of the Flea: 
Mussorgsky’s triumph of devilish laughter. How Pound loved it! (My20)  

Sunless  
Song cycle, seven songs on poems by Kutuzov (who wrote Songs and Dances). Solitary 
indoors, agoraphobia, outdoors recalling lost love, rejection, loss, insomnia, ennui. Elegy 
for silent star and swirling thoughts, powerful big ending. Drifting on the Dneiper. 
Sunless is the least performed of the three cycles: its characterization lacks the 
distinctiveness of the others, nor does it match the melodic power of Songs and Dances. 
But the master is at work, especially in the last two songs. Leiferkus sings the entire cycle 
attacca – I don’t know if this is indicated or traditional. (My20)    

13 songs [Leiferkus CD 2] 
Epitaph: an unsettling, ambiguous poem about loss. The Misunderstood: the singer 
defends her from slander. Misfortune: pounds the keyboard in anger. Count A. Tolstoi 



then invents an angel to console with heavenly harps. Pride: Count Tolstoi’s figure recalls 
Virgil’s Fama. Is Spinning Man’s Work? It turns out to be praise of the minstrel, free and 
strumming his harp. Vision: Kutuzov’s poem is a seductive Night. Trouble: resembles 
Count Tolstoi’s Pride. Here I become strongly conscious of the five-syllable meter. On 
the Dneiper: a bright patriotic song translated from Shevchenko’s Ukrainian, marred by 
blatant anti-semitism. What is the backstory here? Cradle Song: wishing an orphan an 
unlikely happy life. The Feast: a happy gathering of friends, following the eleven-syllable 
meter. The Classicist: satirizes the conservative critic who denounces innovation. From 
My Tears: translated from Heine, Mussorgsky smoothing his style to resemble the 
German Lied. (My20)    

17 songs [Leiferkus CD 3] 
The early songs have conventional melody. The speech-song develops gradually and 
consciously. Where Are You Little Star?: a bereft love song, the earliest in the canon, 
with lovely modal melody. Let Us be Merry: a drinking song. Leaves Rustled Sadly: a 
burial scene without mourning. I Have Towers and Gardens: wealth, but seeking magic 
herb for sadness inside. Eleven-bar phrases? Prayer (Lermontov): to BVM to intercede 
for innocent soul, gorgeous mood of sanctity. Tell Me Why: why do you look so sad? 
What Are Words of Love?: you don’t understand, but I dream, I fly to him in thought. 
Gorgeous. The Winds Blow: a big song, purely descriptive – B section more reflective, 
somewhat declamatory. If I Could Meet You Again: we separated amicably, but I miss 
you. Why Do Your Eyes Look So Stern?: once they were so bright. Old Man’s Song 
(translated from Goethe): I beg alms, the youth pities me because his girl has left him; no, 
my girl has not left me, but I am sending her far away. King Saul (translated from 
Byron): heroically preparing for his final battle, he encourages his son. Night (Pushkin): a 
trembling (in piano) love song, gorgeous. Little Kallistrat: big song, an “etude in folk 
style,” a father’s lullaby promising his son a happy life. The Outcast: “an attempt at 
recitative,” a plea for a fallen woman, have compassion, do not reject her. Lullaby 
(Ostrovsky’s Voyevoda): grandfathers never had troubles, but now we slave and get 
beaten: we will bear our grief, but may your soul be guarded by God and his angels. Song 
of the Balearats (translated from Flaubert’s Salammbo): with a touch of Asian Borodin, I 
sleep, feast, drink, in the arms of a beautiful maid. (My20)    

16 songs [Leiferkus CD 4] 
Little Star, Night, and Orphan Boy are alternative versions. The Nettle Mountain: lacking 
text for some reason, reflective, very chromatic. You Drunken Good-for-Nothing: fast 
sarcastic scolding (Mussorgsky’s text). Chatting Magpie (Pushkin): it hops and chirps 
foretelling visitors; I hear bells, but it just keeps chirping. Little Song for Children: 
contrasting child and adult voices. The Ragamuffin: a child’s nasty voice mocks ugly 
grandmother. Evening Song: sheerly descriptive, serene. Gathering Mushrooms: I gather, 
but poison mushrooms for the unloved, bitter ones for my sweet that I lie beside you as 
your widow. The Pilgrim (translated Rückert): I wander alone and would embrace her 
again. A Garden Blooms by the Don: and I used to watch Masha drift by; she would 
answer me by the Don. Jewish Song: I am lily of the valley, my sweet, among the girls, 
you are myrtle among the boys. My Heart’s Desire (anonymous German), Desire, 
(translated from Heine): the German translations always seem more European. The Heine 
version is beautiful and harmonically striking. (My20)    

TOM MYRON 



Kathe Kollwitz 
A setting of Muriel Rukeyser’s five-part poem for soprano and string quartet, sung by 
UWO mezzo Patricia Green. Style resembles Barber, neo-romantic, declamatory. The 
five songs have symphonic arrangement: (1) exposition; (2) scherzo; (3) slow movement, 
unaccompanied; (4) “Song,” a lyric interlude; (5) finale, a Barber-inspired peroration. No 
big tune, alas. (D13) 

JOSEF MYSLIVICEK 
Concertino in E♭, 2 clarinets, 2 horns, 2 bassoons, strings & continuo 

3 movements, 16’. Myslivicek has good press, but I can’t find his special distinction. The 
opening here reminds me of the Musikalischer Spass, and I expect the horns to crack. But 
it’s cheery, and the wind writing is excellent. Largo in minor is deeply serious at first but 
doesn’t sustain. Prestissimo bouncy, less challenging than the advertised tempo. Pleasant, 
no more. (Ag20) 

ZURAB NADAREJSHVILI 
Quartet No 1 

Georgian composer, not far removed from Kancheli. Three movements, slow-fast-slow, 
all static, even middle section, four parts not coordinated. This kind of music cries out for 
some rhythmic regularity (which Kancheli’s interpolations supply). (D08—live, St 
Petersburg Qt)   

CONLON NANCARROW 
Various works 

This is my first exposure to the legendary eccentric. I’d avoided the Naxos disc because it 
seemed to slight the player piano works, but it makes a good intro, with one such piece, 
plus many with rhythmic overlayerings (the Sonatine, the first Quartet, et al). The 
surprising thing is the genial soundworld. Nancarrow like Ives has his populist side, with 
large dollops of jazziness. Very interesting stuff. (My10) 

GIOVANNI NANINO 
Missa à 8 

Nanino was Palestrina’s successor and a bridge to the early baroque. This is the first disc 
devoted to his music: the Arsi e Tesi Ensemble, skilled and well recorded, uses female 
voices in upper parts (even though they specialize in Renaissance) and has some 
imbalance among its voices. Nanino apparently wrote only three masses, of which one, a 
Requiem, is lost; this Mass for antiphonal double choir employs Palestrina’s imitative 
and harmonic style, and parts are closely interwoven as in madrigals (of which Nanino 
wrote several). It seems very business-like, but that may be the performance. (N16) 

9 works 
Corradini freely mixes sacred and secular pieces. The 8-voice Magnificat is not 
alternatim but more an echo-fest between the two choirs. The second Magnificat on the 
CD is alternatim. “Erano I capei d’oro” is obviously a secular madrigal in style: the music 
responsive to the intonation of Italian demonstrates the difference between setting 
vernacular and abstract dead languages. The singing is better too. Corradini is diligent in 
a scholarly show of Latin motets adapted from madrigals, including one by Lassus 
adapted from Nanino. The short “Haec dies`seems from the many MSS to have been 
Nanino`s big hit. There`s madrigalistic word painting in Èxsultate Deo,`but it`s fairly 
subtle. (N16) 

PIETRO NARDINI 



Sonatas for Strings; Harpsichord Sonata in E♭ 
Nardini is a curiosity for me. The mysterious Concerto in E minor turns out, as I 
suspected, to be a nineteenth-century fabrication from two different Sonatas rigged up 
with (string?) orchestra, and that’s why I haven’t heard it since childhood. The Sonatas in 
question are apparently on this CD from Brilliant. Nardini was a pupil of Tartini and 
considered to be his equal, renowned for tasteful performance; he was a very late 
holdover into the classical period, late enough to have played quartets with Mozart, 
Cambini, and Boccherini. The music here is for a variety of forces: violin and continuo, 
two violins and continuo, two violins, violin and cello, scordatura violin, harpsichord. All 
has a melodious but generic baroque sound. (Je12) 

6 Quartets 
Nardini was admired for his improvised Adagio movements in his Sonatas, but left them 
out of the Quartets, thinking them unsuitable. So four of these are in two movements 
only, in a delightful rococo style, light as air, sparkling like Boccherini, with interest well 
distributed. All are in major keys. No 4 begins with a short Adagio Intro, minor and dark 
– setting off a brilliant Allegro. A more relaxed Minuetto finishes. Sheer delight. (Ap14) 

JACQUES-CHRISTOPHE NAUDOT 
Recorder Concerto in G, op 17/5 

I could live a satisfactory life without Recorder Concertos. This one is OK. (D10) 
GERALD NEAR 
Resurrexi 

Extended a cappella work in Latin, with considerable plainchant and recit (too much). 
The polyphonic motets are lovely. Interesting texts. “Spiritus Domini” is the piece we do 
in choir, especially beautiful.  (Jy08)   

Prelude on Divinum Mysterium 
Paul’s noon recital B terribly moving, the spiritual heart of Christmas.  (live, D10) 

VACLAV NELHYBEL 
Étude symphonique 

I remember hearing Max Rudolf conduct Nelhybel in Minneapolis, and the piece got 
guffaws. This may or may not be the same piece but it could be: a curious way-station 
between Stravinskian ostinato and later Minimalism. Nelhybel is horribly 
under-recorded. Raucous good fun. (Je11) 

SIGISMUND NEUKOMM 
Une fête de village en Suisse 

Neukomm was a pupil of Michael Haydn born 1778 who worshipped the masters such 
that he avoided writing quartets. This is a 2-viola Quintet with programmatic narrative. 
Multi-tempo movements open and close; Larghetto a religious hymn, Andante a 
ceremonial procession that runs into a thunderstorm. A curiosity. Neukomm doesn’t take 
himself seriously, here at least. (Ag10) 

L’amante abandonnée 
The three movements of this Quintet are given descriptive titles: love, infidelity, despair. 
So Neukomm is freed up musically. A better piece, but not terribly distinguished. (Ag10) 

ETHELBERT NEVIN 
Water Scenes, op 13 

Originally a piano suite of five short pieces, this duo-piano version retains only four, 
including the ever-popular and much-ridiculed “Narcissus.” “Dragonfly” is of its age, but 



the slinky “Ophelia” is special. “Water Nymph” reverts to the formulaic, alas, suggesting 
that Nevin rose above it seldom. “Narcissus,” what can I say? (Ja15) 

RANDY NEWMAN 
“Lonely at the Top”; “Sail Away”; “Short People”; “God’s Song”; “Marie” 

Interesting experiment presenting pop as “art song.” The first song has some musical 
interest, but mostly it’s in the words, which have ironic twist. Tom Lehrer is wittier, 
Stephen Foster has more compositional technique. (Butterfield live, Ja08) 

OTTO NICOLAI 
Symphony in D 

Berlioz admired this very classical Symphony, with all the earmarks of early Beethoven: 
portentous intro, sunny motivic exposition, thoroughly worked development with dark 
shadings, interesting orchestral effects, recap with extra-long coda that modulates wildly 
before the final cadence. Adagio has innocent theme with dark episodes. Scherzo slips in 
and out of duple time. Good humored Finale has remarkable passage for horns, brings 
back themes from earlier movements. I was set to be disappointed in this Symphony. It’s 
not the triumphant masterpiece of Die lustige Weiber, a different character altogether, but 
fascinating. Apparently there’s yet an earlier Symphony. (F11)  

Die lustige Weiber von Windsor Overture 
A perfect masterpiece – I’m so glad I got Stan to perform it. (F11)   

Der Tempelritter 
The opera, based on Ivanhoe, was written in Italian as Il Templario and recorded on CPO. 
The Overture sounds very much like good early Verdi. (F11)   

Der Heinkehr des Verbannten Overture 
Composed in Italian as Il Proscritto, this too has the Italian opera sound. Beautiful 
ending. (Mh11) 

Weihnachtsovertüre 
How has this escaped all those Christmas concerts? Opens dark, gloomy, then faster 
quickstep in minor, then high in the winds Von Himmel hoch. Return to dark mood is 
contrasted with Saturnalia, over which choir sings Von Himmel hoch as chorale prelude. 
Wow! A little masterpiece, and thrilling. (Mh11) 

3 Lieder 
 My beloved Nicolai gets only three songs on Olaf Bär’s program, but they are all 

extended vocalises, two of them in Italian, all of them meant to test and display the voice. 
There’s much more repetition of text than in Lieder proper. (My13) 

Die lustige Weiber von Windsor 
 After long trials, Trevor finally got my DVD external drive to work and I was able to 

watch on computer. Maybe it’s my underdog instinct, but I love Nicolai’s opera, even 
though it’s less complex and memorable than Verdi’s masterpiece. Not much is. But 
Nicolai has a masterpiece of an overture, which comes back so powerfully in the last 
scene, and a flow of wonderful arias and ensembles, especially for Mistress Ford, Fenton, 
and Anna. The 1965 film itself has problems – poor sound and picture, probably a poor 
copy. All the spoken text is cut, and the music too seems to be cut short. But the cast is 
fine: Colette Boky has a weak reputation, but she turns in a good performance here and 
carries the first act practically by herself very convincingly. Norman Foster makes an 
aristocratic Falstaff with good low notes. It’s wonderful to see an experienced Mildred 
Miller and a very young Lucia Popp. The tenor, Ernst Schütz, sings his aria well enough. 



Production is for film, and it’s quite traditional in period constume, and it shows Falstaff 
going into the water. What a treat! (Je19) 

CARL NIELSEN 
Serenata in vano 

Short, lighter lyrical piece for odd mixed quintet combo. Attractive, but I’d like to know 
more about the occasion. (Ap08)  

Little Suite for Strings, op 1 
I’m sure I’ve heard this but I don’t recall. First and third movements begins darkly before 
turning into genial mode. Middle movement has charm, but it doesn’t “exude.” (Ag10) 

Symphony No 1 in G minor, op 7 
As much as I love Nielsen I’ve never listened to this piece, supposing it immature, 
especially considering the rise in power from the Second to the Third to the two 
masterpieces. But the Allegro is a blockbuster, with the Nielsen fingerprints in place: 
flatted seventh, raised sixth, the doodles and the deliciously placed grace note. 
Wonderful. The other movements are less pungent, but recognizable Nielsen, and the big 
ending is surprising and powerful. (The C major ending reveals G minor as V with flatted 
seventh.) It deserves a spot in the canon. (Mh12) I heard most of it on CBC while driving. 
Beautiful grand climax in the slow movement. (My15) 

Symphony No 6 “Sinfonia Semplice” 
Forget Semplice. The problem child of Nielsen’s oeuvre remains just that, even after 
following the score to figure it out. Semplice applies only to the faux naïf themes of first 
and last movements, ironic and taunting like Shostakovich’s Ninth. Other parts recall 
Stravinsky, Schoenberg, even Ives. Tempo giusto is filled with cross rhythms, 
unpredictably space chords, fugato bits, and those damned campanili. Humoreske is all 
winds and percussion, with loud trombone smears: one of the weirdest movements in 
symphonic literature. Adagio marked “seria” looks and sounds like Hindemith. Final 
theme is given by solo bassoon, varied by horns in the depths, violins marked all upbow 
spiccato, a mock waltz which is then smothered by brass in 4, a slow string bit with cellos 
on top, violas middle, violins on bottom. Final chord is a bassoon raspberry de profundis. 
Nowhere are there strong feelings. Did Nielsen try to write modern and end up mocking 
himself? Weird. (Mh12) 

Quartet No 1 in G minor, op 13 
Rare live performance: the piece sticks to classical forms, three magnificent movements 
plus a weak Finale that bogs down trying to recap everything else. Strong lyric theme, 
passionate Allegro. Gorgeous Adagio. Stormy Scherzo. I must revisit. (Jeffery Concert 
live, Afiara Quartet D13) Allegro works its motif up a third, down a third, in various 
guises with better ensemble writing than in the F minor. Densely constructed, less busy, a 
trifle repetitive. Andante amoroso alternates a passionate melody with an agitato duple 
version in minor. Scherzo begins with a jolt, then lengthy development – Trio has 
hurdy-gurdy drone. Allegro Finale is again intense with relaxed second subject. Very 
decent piece. (May16) 

Violin Sonata No 1 in A, op 9 
Allegro opens with crashing chords on both instruments, a broad uplifting melody, then a 
quieter theme that gets most of the development. Lots of octaves in the violin (too 
many!), thundering piano, a tell-tale flatted seventh. Big stuff. Andante has relaxed 
melody, a kind of chordal chorale – again violin resorts to octaves in fortissimo. Allegro 



Finale rides a happy theme in 3 that only Nielsen could have written. Performance 
excellent, though recorded sound excessively bright. (D13) 

Violin Sonata No 2, op 35 
In standard three movements but no key designation. Nielsen has made a modernist turn 
between Symphonies 3 and 4. Allegro has three main ideas, all tonal but curiously 
detached: a decisive recurring note, a relaxed phrase with tell-tale repeated notes, 
followed by a playful squiggle – all developed heavily. Adagio begins with Scotch snap 
that dominates the movement – a more relaxed theme, semplice, wanders through 
development. Finale is marked “piacevole” and works both the repeated notes and the 
flatted seventh – ends quietly. A major work, ambitious, demanding. (D13) 

6 Humoreske Bagatellen, op 11 
Miniatures for children with distinctive character – the Jumping Jack might be set beside 
Satie’s. All barely 8’ long. (Ja14) 

Chaconne 
 I remember this not in detail but as an impressive piano piece – and yes, it’s superb. (Ja14) 
Violin Concerto 

It’s a real brute, beautifully played by Danish Nikolai Schneider. It must have been 
written for two Joachims. How many cadenzas and multiple stops can there be in one 
concerto? (My15) (I was proud of recognizing Nielsen from the last 2’ of the Helios 
Overture.)   

Quartet No 2 in F minor, op 5 
The earliest canonical quartet to be written (a juvenile quartet was published 
posthumously), this Quartet pre-dates the First Symphony. Allegro is intense apart from a 
few bits in major, and extremely busy, though some modal touches look forward. Adagio 
is also intense and builds to a big climax. Allegretto scherzando Finale also intense and 
busy. (May16) 

Quartet No 3 in E♭, op 14 
Allegro opens in cheerful gnarl of parts featuring CN’s favorite flat seventh: turgid, like 
bad Reger. Wild ending. Andante spins a winding chromatic theme with blue notes (flat 
three): B section dotted rhythms: return of sostenuto on cello is beautiful. Scherzo has 
odd wistful theme – Trio attacks aggressively on repeated triplets. Allegro Finale begins 
as bumptious cheerful Nielsen: several odd interruptions, even stranger pizzicato bit. Like 
much early Nielsen, not wholly satisfactory but trying to break bonds. (May16) 

Quartet No 4 in F, op 44 
This is by far the best of the Quartets, a masterpiece. Still early, written in 1907, but 
revised in 1919 around the time of the Fifth Symphony. Allegro is much more transparent 
while also more characteristic in shifts of tonality; a twisted yet graceful dance in 3; 
magical ghostly recap, pianissimo coda. Adagio begins as sonorous hymn, falters, takes 
on pathos – gorgeous. Allegretto wistful, then impish, with frightful outbursts. Finale 
opens with a few pompous chords before a capricious Allegro – second idea legato with 
modal inflections – fine development. Super! (Je16) 

Symphony No 4, op 29 “Inextinguishable” 
Nielsen at his greatest, here and in No 5. I’ve played it and know its nooks and crannies 
pretty well. Such an emotional wallop! (O17)    

FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE  
Eine Sylvesternacht 



Short fantasy for violin and piano, style derived from Schumann, but I’m reminded of 
Wolf by the jumpiness and nervous unpredictability. Young Nietzsche made a wise 
career choice. (Ja11) 

ALIOSHA NIKOLAEV 
Fairy Tale: The Snake Princess 

Nikolaev was a prodigy who lived long enough to attract the attention of Shostakovich, 
then died at age 18. This piano piece stands in a Russian tradition, and its two movements 
might faintly echo Liadov, but style is thoroughly modernist, full of quick changes and 
juxtapositions. (Ap13)  

Cat’s Hut Suite 
  Seven movements in 5’. The titles suggest a pretty ferocious tale. (Ap13) 
PHIL NIMMONS 
Trumpet Concerto 

First surprise: this opens with sonorities much like the Forsyth Concerto just previous, 
muted trumpet over bell-like sounds. A coincidence. Next, the style is very little jazzy: 
veers between Sessions and Bernstein, starts spiky, relaxes. Is Phil trying too hard to be 
“serious”?  (N09) 

JOAQUÍN NIN 
Cadena de valses 

I knew that classical music boasted a murderer-composer and a KGB-composer and 
several Nazi composers, but not a composer who conducted an incestuous affair with his 
own daughter, Anaïs Nin the writer. The music is in Spanish modes flavored with 
impressionism, rather like Falla, and thus good repertoire, since Falla wrote so little. 
Cadena de valses is a substantial 18" piece, simply a garland of waltzes perhaps modeled 
after Ravel’s Valses nobles et sentimentales. They sound Spanish, though the waltz is not 
a Spanish dance, and some pay homage to Schubert, Chopin, Weber, and Ravel. (Mh13) 

1930 Variaciones sobre un tema frivolo 
The theme is less frivolous than simple and melancholic, followed by a hail of bullet-like 
repeated notes. Flashiness aside, the piece is an exercise in stile antico circa 1830. Final 
variation becomes wildly impetuous before an archaic cadence.  (Mh13) 

Tres Danzas Españolas; Segunda danza ibérica 
Spanish guitar on the keyboard. Danza andaluza played almost entirely over repeated 
tonic pedal. Lovely fastidious tone. Danza murciana – I wish I had some sense of Spanish 
regionalism. Nin was a very minor composer, but his music is perfectly turned and good 
listening. (Mh13) 

Le Chant de Veilleur 
Song for mezzo and piano with alto sax obligato (originally violin). The sax gives it a 
smoky, sultry  tone, nice with the modal, almost Slavic tune.Very nice. (Ap17) 

LUIGI NONO 
Contrappunto dialettico alla mente 

Frustrating, perhaps deliberately frustrating verbal tape piece. Mostly Italian, but 
multilingual, words truncated almost beyond recognition. Text in booklet no help at all. 
It’s curious how even a piece like this seems “of its decade.”  (O08) 

. . . sofferte onde serene . . .  
Piano and tape work, makes little sense aurally, despite Pollini (O08) 

Come una ola de fuerza y luz  



Here’s a piece where the gestures add up. Taskova delivers the text dramatically, the 
piano entrance is sharp, the entire piece, tape and all, makes an imprint. Angry elegy. 
(O08) 

fragmente – stille, an diotima 
Nono’s only string quartet, apparently a series of fragments, each attached to a phrase 
from Hölderlin printed in the score. There’s serial deployment of fermatas of twelve 
different lengths. Mostly pianissimo and static, not unpleasant but rather soft-grained like 
Morton Feldman. (Mh14) 

Huy que caminar 
Duo for two violins. The liner notes make much of the relation of this piece to Nono’s 
work with electronic sound – the use of extreme dynamics, especially soft dynamics 
(seven ppppppp, barely audible), extreme registers, every variety of articulation, and 
above all, mobile performers walking from site to site. Add to thisa recondite evocation 
of Verdi’s enigmatic scale. I do not hear where the three sections end or begin. (Mh14) 

Y su sangre va viene cantando 
Flute, strings and percussion. Title is from Lorca, and the piece sustains an elegiac tone, 
lots of flutter tongue.The instrumental middle section of a three-part Epitaffio par Garcia 
Lorca. (My14) From 1953, for solo flute, harp, celeste, percussion and strings. Written in 
momory of Lorca. Title translates "And his blood is still singing," from the poem "Llanto 
por la muerte de Ignacio Sánchez Mejías." Long melancholy flute against light pizzicati, 
harp, single bowed notes. Orchestra grows imperceptibly louder, with tones of anger but 
not increased speed. Expressive stuff. Gazzeloni has a truly beautiful flute tone. Last five 
minutes are quick, playful, more or less periodic rhythms, ending fortissimo. (Jy20) 

Il Canto sospeso 
 [No Text: Texts derive from fragments of letters of members of the European 
 Resistance who were  condemned to death.] 
PEHR HENRIK NORDGREN 
Symphony No 3, op 88 

Unusual less for its six movements – three, each followed by a postscript – but for the use 
of solo piano for the first two postscripts. Lamentations: Music is essentially tonal, but 
moves in clusters or tonal masses, with percussion or brass motifs sounding through. 
Tempos are all slow except in the fifth movement. Choral is similar but more linear. 
Defiance is strange: an irregularly metered dance with tootley rhythm accompaniment, 
neo-primitivist in feeling: it doesn’t seem to be part of the same piece, any more than the 
solo piano bits. (Mh11) 

Symphony No 5, op 103 
Single movement of 32': an eerie primitivism, events unfolding against a desolate sonic 
landscape, a rumble with erratic beat; woodwind solos with folk inflection, brassy bits; 
and that bass flute such as I’ve never heard; later the contra. I find no form, but the piece 
has original concept, and the orchestra makes sounds I’ve never heard. Wow! (Mh11)  

PER NØRGÅRD  
Nuit des hommes 

Unique quasi-opera in two acts, for soprano and tenor who sing the surrealist verses of 
Guillaume Apollinaire arranged in a sort of plot line with Nørgård’s avant garde score, 
including theremin, other electronic effects, and visual projections. The plot involves 
wartorn experience, lovers, the man going off to war. In Act II, the characters are Soldier 



and kAli (the Hindu goddess). Difficult to judge from CD alone, but this could be very 
powerful. Try the “Élogue à la guerre,” or the spectacular parole in libertà of “Pléthora.” 
Performance is expert.  (My09) 

Violin Concerto 
In four movements: Allegro begins with two themes, legato and skittery, fleeting 
Romantic moments. Cadenza, some tuning/detuning in action. Adagio is stasis with 
“hidden melodies” (including, apparently, “Loch Lomond”). Texture has consonant feel. 
Allegretto continues exactly same texture after pause. Finale more active. Snarls in brass. 
Impressive in its way, but it lacks the dramatic logic that Ligeti’s Concerto seems to 
have. Christina Åstrand is a real virtuoso. (S10) 

Sonata “The Secret Melody” for Violin Alone 
The spare texture allows the sense of secret melody to be more palpable amid the 
hyper-modernist hijinks. Stripped naked by the end.  (S10) 

Sinfonia austera 
Nørgård’s First Symphony, written in his early twenties before his avant garde turn. 
Thematic, with tonal center, but highly dissonant; superimposes rhythmic patterns; 
clearly Nordic in character and soundworld. In 3 movements: First is lengthy, dark, 
builds crescendo from motif until gleams of major key at end. Calmo affetuoso is 
brooding, no so calm as anxious. Impetuoso stirs anxiety into agitation, brassy cross 
rhythms, strain: finishes on brief major triad. Impressive. (Mh11)  

Symphony No 2 
Single movement, 22', beginning on a single pitch that bends, then breaks into an 
“infinite series,” or so say the notes, without a shred of explanation. What I hear is a 
minimalist noodling within dissonant clusters, with sustained notes that crescendo, 
sudden brass flourishes. (Mh11) 

ALEX NORTH 
A Streetcar Named Desire: Nine Piano Sequences 

A Suite of bluesy pieces, easy listening but no great tunes, nor even contrast. (Jy10) 
ZYGMUNT NOSKOWSKI 
The Steppes, op 66 

I.M. Stan Kopac. I enjoyed this piece when we played it, and that opening sound (Ruth 
thought it was Vaughan Williams) has stayed with me. I understand why Stan had to hear 
it again. I’d forgotten the dotted figures. The piece is Liszt via Smetana, I think, and the 
following passage sounds like mighty battle plus victory, but there’s no narrative apart 
from stormy weather. Minor composer produces gold: a masterpiece. (D15) 

Elegiac Polonaise 
Short piece, a striking funereal polonaise for orchestra. (D15) Originally a violin piece, it 
became a successful melodic miniature for orchestra. (F17) 

The Morskie Oka Lake in the Tatras 
A large, early concert overture / symphonic poem (ZN used both terms). Lengthy intro, 
dour and portentous. Allegro remains in minor, turbulent. Material is a bit square, 
subjected to exhaustive workout. There’s a short major-key bit, then turbulent to coda 
reprise of intro. (D15) 

Symphony No 3 in F “From Spring to Spring” 
A quasi-program Symphony on the four seasons. Spring is Molto allegro but it’s more a 
moderate 3, a swaying folkdancy theme for full orchestra, all rustic pastoral, but 



uneventful. Summer is Adagio nocturne featuring oboe with harp in a metrically 
ambiguous piping melody: B section piu mosso feels like fairy music. Autumn is a 
harvest festival, again in 3, again an Allegro that’s really Moderato. The procession gets 
nearer and louder: B section a livelier folk dance. Winter is an Adagio of near stasis that 
whips into a storm, all in 4 for the first time. It becomes a triumphant major key 
proclamation. Quietly, oboe and harp bridge to the return of Spring, the opening. All very 
pleasant but no more. (F17) 

From the Life of the Nation 
Symphonic Variations, eighteen of them, on a simple folksy tune in 2, which (surprise!) 
turns out to be that ubiquitous 16-bar Chopin Prelude. The theme is no trouble to follow, 
light, effervescent, a potpourri of dances like a ballet score: great companion for a Chopin 
concerto on a concert program. Variations 16-18 make a gorgeous slow movement, with 
harp and English horn. (F17) 

Livia Quintilla – Act II Prelude 
Ambitious attempt at a “symphonic opera” on an ancient Roman subject flopped, but this 
is a fragment of melancholy beauty. (F17) 

VÍTEZSLAV NOVÁK 
The Corsaire 

Novak was still a Dvorak student when he wrote this: turbulent, well made, but nothing 
stands out. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Serenade No 1 in F, op 9 
Laid out in four movements like a Symphony, and seems undecided: too long to be called 
Sinfonietta. Light tone but lacking the infectiousness of Fuchs’s Serenades. Allegretto 
nice folkdance. Tranquillo a yearning romantic melody. Finale could be Symphony 
Finale: develops assiduously, pits low brass against strings and winds. Lovely, but falls 
between stools, trying too hard. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Maryša, op 18 
Tone poem after Czech play about loveless arranged marriage and murder: the themes 
represent Maryša’s pent up love, military bits being her lost lover, and her desperation 
and violence. Quiet ending. Beautiful piece. Novak seems about on par with Foerster. He 
is not to be confused with Ottokar Nováček (1866-1900) of "Perpetuum Mobile" fame. 
(Muskoka, Jy11) 

Songs of Winter Nights, op 30 
Four piano pieces, slow-fast-slow-fast B coloristic, fairly showy, but not folkish. Moonlit 
Night, exalted. Stormy Night, turbulent. Christmas Night, reverent, with bright B section 
– the centerpiece of the set. Festival Night, a bit wild, sorcery à la russe. Nice. (Mh13) 

Sonata Eroica, op 24 
Big Piano Sonata in two movements. According to the adulatory but uninformative notes, 
the piece is a tribute to Walachian folk music and to a national outlaw/freedom fighter. 
Allegro turbulent and bombastic. Andante begins reflectively, builds to more bombast, 
works theme to another big smash: it’s hard to tell where the Allegro energico begins, but 
I find this music less interesting than, say, MacDowell. Much less. I wish Kvapil would 
learn how to connect a legato line. (Mh13)  

Slovak Suite, op 32 
Large-scale Suite of five piano pieces, 27' long, nationalist in character. The movements 
suggest a romantic story line: In the Church, Among Children, Lovers, Village Dancing, 



At Night. This music has less pretense and more palpable character than the Sonata or 
Winter Nights B a lovely set.  Novak orchestrated it a few years later. (Ap13) 

Walachian Dance, op 34/2 
Arranged from a local folk dance during a visit with Janacek, sempre accelerando. (Ap13)  

JOHANNES NUCIUS 
4 motets 

Superb liner notes place the monastic Nucius precisely in the post-Council of Trent 
period, in its move to simplify polyphony, use more homophonic texture, and even allow 
vernacular texts (a move quickly quashed). But Nucius also shows some influence from 
Gabrieli in Venice. He seems a Catholic shadow to Schütz. Alas, many of his MSS were 
destroyed by fire in his lifetime, then later during World War II. But he oversaw two 
publications of work, plus a treatise detailing with setting text. These motets are in prima 
practica, including a Salve Regina and a Hodie. Gorgeous. (F19) 

Missa Vestiva i collis à 5 
 Four movements, senza Credo, in prima practica, very beautiful. (F19)   
GÖSTA NYSTROEM 
Sinfonia del Mare 

My first experience of Nystroem. Five movements with setting for mezzo of Ebba 
Lindqvist’s “Det Ende” in center position. Opening Largo a cortège with heavy beats and 
a more dissonant climax than I was prepared for, though it’s all very tonal. Allegro a 
brassy quickstep March in 6/8. Lento is the interpolated song, a kind of death wish piece, 
sweet and acquiescent: reaches big romantic climax, subsides. Allegro bursts in, warlike, 
hostile; oboe reminiscence of song; rise to huge fortissimo. Allegro Finale brings back 
6/8 March, great dissonant allargando. The piece is well formed, but somehow doesn’t 
measure up to its ambitions. (D12) 

Sinfonia breve 
Nystroem’s First, a single movement divided into seven sections, all relentlessly 
integrated. Somber beginning; long slow crescendo as tempo increases; brief climax and 
retake to second crescendo; fugato bit builds to modulation into happy major but not for 
long; third crescendo builds to thick dissonance; fugal serioso. So so.  (D12) 

JACOB OBRECHT 
Missa sub tuum praesidium 

Very interesting mass in 5 movements, increasing 3 voices in Kyrie to 7 in Agnus Dei. 
Treble always takes sustained plainsong over top, parts in imitation below. Effective 
jumping from track to track through the piece. Obrecht has some medieval residue, an 
occasional Landini cadence. Wickham likes bright, clear sound, no cathedral acoustics. 
“The Schubert of the Renaissance.” (Au08) 

Missa Caput (Summerly); Missa malheur me bat (Wickham) 
Summerly’s group sounds more human, less like Tallis Scholars clone than I recall. But 
oh how he drives the tempos! Wickham, one voice on a part, is clearer, relaxed. (S08) 

Salve Regina à 4; Salve Regina à 6 
 Stunningly beautiful alternatim settings, the 6-voice even more beautiful than the first. 

Summerly keeps out of the way, even allows some robust passion. The prize of this disc. 
(S08) Salve Regina à 6 on the Missa Grecorum disc is stunning again: emphasis on upper 
boys’ voices and very rich, exotic harmony at times. An exceptional 13’ long, with 
dissonances, chromatics, multiple suspensions, cross reltions. Masterpiece. (Ap18)   



Quod Chorus Vatum 
Obrecht, born half century later, comes as a relief after the long Ockeghem Missa Mi Mi, 
a sense of rhythm and phrase. Alternatim setting of medieval Sapphic stanzas. (My09) 

Missa de Sancto Donatiano 
Unique DVD documentary of performance reconstructed to the hour of the day of 1487 
when the Mass was performed in Bruges. Cappella Pratensis reads from original notation 
in a single choirbook in the period fashion. The music is glorious early Renaissance stuff, 
and the explanation of the tunes worked into the Mass is fascinating. The performance 
itself is very long and static, reconstructed with all the plainchants: best to see the 
documentary before rather than after. (S10) 

Missa Grecorum 
 Rice’s Brabant Ensemble ventures earlier than usual. The title of the Mass is mysterious, 

and though there is a melodic cantus firmus, it is well concealed. The presence of 
Victimae paschali laudes suggests Easter. Harmonic texture is fully consonant, while 
voices weave freely, though I hear answering phrases and bits of imitation. I was 
surprised there are only four voices. Performance is unusually full throated. Kyrie is 
extremely brief. (Ap18) 

Mater patris 
 Extended 13’ motet for five voices. The lost countertenor II is reconstructed. No word on 

the text, a hymn to the BVM unknown to me. (Ap18) 
3 motets 
 “Cuius sacrata viscera” is very brief, on the virgin birth. “O beate Basili,” antiphons for 

the feast of St Basil, whose mouth is a tongue of fire. Agnus Dei newly attributed: 
beautiful fauxbourdon. (Ap18)  

Missa L’homme armé 
 Quite odd performance from Thomaskirche, Leipzig. There’s convenient presentation of 

the L’homme armé tune itself. The choir is largish, using trebles. The Lutheran organ 
intonations are wildly out of style. This Obrecht Mass sounds considerably less archaic 
than the Ockeghem paired with it, with lots of clear imitation and quasi-triadic harmony. 
The Gloria is rhythmically complex. Sanctus is very strong. Beautiful. (S20)  

JOHANNES OCKEGHEM 
Missa Mi Mi; Salve Regina; Alma Redemptoris Mater 

Liner notes have excellent reflection on Ockeghem’s aesthetic not of negation (no 
repetition, even in the Agnus Dei, no imitation, motivic material, cadence, rhythmic 
period, cantus firmus), but of infinite variety of creation, like the Creator himself. The 
Mass is perfect example, unfolding as it will, without constraint except the limits of the 
human voice and breath. The return to Ockeghem after the later composers Obrecht, 
Busnois, Isaac, is an instructive shock. Brilliant program. Wickham s group performs 
with its accustomed excellence. (My09) Each movement of Mi-Mi begins with falling 
fifth in the bass: thereafter everything is free, with no repetition. The Hilliards sound 
wonderful: I must compare the two. (Mh11) 

Missa Au travail suis 
Concentrated at 21': written for 4 voices but favoring 2 and 3 part spareness, so full choir 
makes great effect. Lots of note-on-note treatment varied by syncopation. Severe lines, 
short phrases. (N09) 

Credo sine nomine 



An independent Credo based on the same cantus firmus as the Josquin Credos that 
follow. I cannot detect a difference in style, apart from a surprising bit of fauxbourdon: it 
seems pretty free-wheeling, through-composed with no special pointing of text. (S10) 

Missa pro defunctis 
This is my third recording of Ockeghem’s masterpiece, the first extant choral Requiem. 
The Hilliards are transcendently beautiful, clear tone but human, exquisitely in tune. 
Ockeghem’s melismas allow no recognition of text. Bruno Turner’s version, as I recall it, 
is pitched lower and darker in tone.  Summerley’s is scrupulously white toned. I’ll have 
to check. (Ja11)    

5 Marian motets 
Sound is gentle, even sweet; fauxbourdon in Alma Redemptoris mater. The bipartite 
motet is established convention, volta in middle. Intemerata sounds dirgelike, distressed 
and pleading; form is tripartite. Hypnotic, gorgeous. I wonder if Hillier thought of 
varying the tempi? (Je12) 

Missa Prolationum 
I have no idea what I’ve heard, even following the score and hoping to see what my ear 
can’t pick up. I need an expert; the liner notes are useless. I can see some of the rhythmic 
complexities and some of the imitation, even with all the rare C clefs in the score. The 
sound is amazing. (Je12) 

Missa L’homme armé 
 Quite odd performance from Thomaskirche, Leipzig. There’s convenient presentation of 
 the L’homme armé tune itself. The choir is largish, using trebles. The Lutheran organ 
 intonations are wildly out of style, though pieces by Cabezon and Paumann sit more 
 comfortably. The Mass itself sounds like Ockeghem well enough, incorporating some 
 brass, which is fine. So it’s not the usual scholarly presentation but a practical liturgical 
 offering. The Mass must represent Ockeghem at his most conservative. The L’homme 
 armé is clearly marked throughout. The rhythm seems suspiciously regular. The Sanctus 
 is presented beautifully. Liner notes claim that this mass defies the usual constructivist 
 analysis, and they appeal to Tinctoris’s value of “varietas.” Or is it a reversion to archaic 
 melisma spinning? (S20) 
JACQUES OFFENBACH 
Les Contes d’Hoffmann 

I remember seeing it for the first time in Toronto with Mike Kuzmich and saying, What a 
great opera! It’s even greater now, in the new edition (the frame story much amplified) 
and the fabulous Met staging. Niklausse is the Muse, but at odds with and in cahoots with 
the Devil – a difficult thing to put across but done. Calleja is tops, with new discoveries 
Kate Lindsey (a Von Stade type mezzo) and Kathleen Kim (a young Sumi Jo). Alan Held 
superb, but no bottom. Ekaterina Gubanova a potential Turandot. Thrilling. 
(MetHD—D09) The same Bartlett Scher production with a new cast – except for Kate 
Lindsey. I hope the Met gives her more to do – she’s coming up Zerlina, she said. 
Vittorio Grigolo has won me over: he handled the lengthy and difficult role of Hoffmann 
with ease, and he’s great on stage. The women were all outstanding, Erin Morley the best 
sung and acted Olympia I’ve seen, and Hibla Gerzmava a formidable Antonia, ready to 
graduate to Aida and the Leonoras. Christine Rice sang a beautiful Giulietta. Hampson 
was a fine villain, though the role is too low for him. The opera is truly profound. I don’t 



care for the optimistic chorus ending the new edition, however: it’s better to leave poor 
Hoffmann drunk at his table. (Ja15) 

Gaîté parisienne, etc. 
Manuel Rosenthal’s medley of Offenbach’s greatest hits, not a miss among them. Great 
car music, but for the dynamic range of the recording. (Ottawa trip, My3) 

MAURICE OHANA 
Quartet No 1 
 Style avantgardish but there’s cohesiveness, instruments responding to each other. 

Monodie involves a single line, with some gliss and pitch bending punctuated by violent 
gestures. Lots of stasis, isolated effects. I wasn’t expecting Ohana to be so far out, but 
he’s distinctive. Hymne gets all four players working chordally, very dissonant. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 2 
 Four movements: Sagittaire (I’m not sure what the title means) begins with sustained 

pitches, pitch bending, the quartet behaving as a unit – some unique sounds. Mood moves 
to higher registers, the quartet still a unit but slower, more meditative, questioning: later, 
some glissando harmonics (in viola I think). Alborada begins with a chorus of trills, the 
pace of events still slow but with increasing speed, an occasional cello pizz. Faran-Ngô 
(again no explanation) begins slow but gets agitated about 3½ minutes in and continues 
to the end, where there are rhythmic patterns for the first time. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 3 
 In one movement: an arresting opening gesture, a homophonic passage followed by 

marked rhythm – the two figures clash. Homophonic glissandi, rhythmic figures 
dissociated, fragmented. Is this where the players are instructed to “Think of Thelonius 
Monk”? Am I imagining it, or is this Quartet closest of the three to Jeune France? (Ohana 
studied with Daniel-Lesur.) (Mh14) 

ARNE OLDBERG 
Piano Sonata in B♭ minor, op 28 

Oldberg’s major claim to fame is being the teacher of Howard Hanson, as well as 
pioneering music education at Northwestern. Moderato is rhapsodic, ending with upward 
virtuoso sweep. Canzonetta begins as simple song, becomes rhapsodic, ends quietly. 
Energico Finale. Respectable. (Ja14) 

PAULINE OLIVEROS 
Sound Patterns 

For unaccompanied mixed chorus, lyrics by the composer, 4'. Notation is given in  
"precise, difficult rhythmic structures that have many changes of tempo. The singers 
improvise pitches within broad areas of high, middle and low and are asked to produce a 
varied assortment of sounds, including whispers, tongue-clicks, lip-pops and 
finger-snaps. The vocal noises, along with tone clusters produced by the pitch 
improvisations, create a humorous, electronic effect." No mention of electronic 
manipulation, but it sure sounds like it. Yes, it is funny, fart jokes and all. (Jy20) 

MANUEL OLTRA 
Eco; Preludio 

Short choral songs, Catalan texts not given. Oltra is still living. More complex and 
identifiably Spanish than the other music on this Granados disc.  (S10) 

GEORGE ONSLOW 
Piano Quintet in G, op 76 [with bass] 



Arrangement of GO’s Fourth Symphony sounds more symphonic than chamber. Finale 
titled “Gust of Wind” has chromatic whoosh to imitate Aeolian harp. Just OK. (Mh09) 

Piano Trio in C minor, op 26 
Strong opening, affetuoso, uncertain meter, then slips into routine suspensions, motive 
tossing, etc. Weight all in piano: cello seems under-used. Last two movements hold 
interest.  (Ap09) 

Symphony No 1 in A, op 41 
Very much in Beethoven line, not Mendelssohn: the model is Beethoven’s A major, long 
slow intro, energetic Allegro, more motivic than melodic, expansive. Adagio is beautiful. 
Scherzo has some twists, surprise timps. Fast Vivace, lots of modulation. Onslow was 
only 14 years younger than Beethoven, older than Schubert. This is more advanced than 
any of Schubert’s except the last two. With Mendelssohn, Spohr and Onslow [and 
Kalliwoda] form the symphonic link between Beethoven and Schumann. (Ap09) 

Symphony No 2 in D minor, op 42 
Opens with energy, develops motivically; genial second subject. Very correct, animated, 
persuasive. Pleasant shortish Andante. Fiery Scherzo (called a Menuetto). Polished 
Finale. Admirable piece, but not special. (Ap09) 

Symphony No 3 in F minor 
Successful for about a decade and published but not given opus number. Lovely fluent 
lines intertwine, make sequences, somewhat unpredictable, very attractive. Impetuoso 
Scherzo with Trio that relaxes only a bit. Andante soave seems cool throwback just 
where an intenser feeling is needed: even agitato B section retains 4-square periodicity. 
Fast agitato Finale, virtual tarantella, re-establishes minor key that despite major episodes 
drives relentlessly to the end. Superb. (Ap09) 

Symphony No 4 in G, op 71 
Portentous Introduction in minor, almost Brahmsian, melts into Allegro major, a novel 
sliding figure, then a bit of comic opera. A strange mélange with extensive development: 
Onslow ventures into remote keys but invariably pulls back to safety – and bathos. 
Scherzo with queasy chromatic scales, double Trio. Serene Larghetto is ABA with minor 
key turbulence in the middle. Finale, “Un coup de vent,” has chromatic whooshes, very 
stylized. (I’d forgotten the Piano Quintet above.) The programmatic element and 
chromaticism suggest that Onslow is trying to keep abreast, but in 1847 he seemed 
retrograde. (My09) 

Quintet in C minor, op 38 “De la balle” 
The Quintet (here with double bass) that narrates the composer’s hunting accident, his 
delirium and convalescence. Allegro non-programmatic, closely written, lots of 
diminished sevenths. Scherzo is no joke: highly dramatic falling chromatics. 
Convalescent Andante serenely lyrical. Finale, recovery, expresses joy, excitement, with 
a moment of prayer in the cello. Super performance. One of GO’s finest works.  (S10) 

Quintet in C minor, op 63 
Written specifically with the new four-string double bass in mind: it gives both cello and 
viola space to breathe. An exceptionally beautiful piece, worthy of any major composer. 
Tricky syncops in Scherzo. Finale molto serioso (played a bit too slow?). (S10) 

Quintet in E minor, op 19 
 Here done with two cellos. Allegro develops lovely plaintive theme that moves in and out 

of major – recaps, returns with surprises. Minuetto remains in minor, a silken legato – 



Trio grazioso in major. Andante develops a nothing two-note motif into a wonderful A 
section: B agitato, A returns with ornamentation. Brief Finale, skittish, inconclusive. 
Wonderful music nonetheless. The liner notes are unacceptably condescending. (My13) 

Quintet in G minor, op 81 
 Second and third ideas striking in midst of impetuoso turbulence – outstanding 

movement. Scherzo races at top speed, still in minor – Trio contrasts with sustained 
legato. Andante a nice melody: B section marziale in 3. Finale returns to impetuoso with 
ominous pizzicato, a belated Sturm und Drang, great ending. Terrific piece. (My13) 

Piano Sonata in C minor, op 2 
 Onslow’s Sonata despite the key sounds much more classical than Spohr’s late Sonata: a 

lot happened between 1807 and 1843. Also, Onslow was a competent pianist, so his 
writing unlike Spohr’s is naturally idiomatic. It’s a hefty 30’ piece in four movements. 
Maestoso is firm with plenty of chromatic slippage. Scherzo in minor moves much in 
canon (a Haydn trick). Finale begins in easy 3, then switches to a faster tempo than the 
indicated Allegretto, playing major-minor tricks – all with virtuoso flash and a quiet 
ending. (My15) 

6 Piano Pieces 
Gentle pieces from the late 1840s published without opus, for charity, three decades after 
the Sonata. The fourth is singled out (rightly) in the notes as Schubertian. Last is much 
the longest. (My15) 

Toccata in C, op 6 
The notes too think of Schumann’s Toccata in the same key. Onslow’s is bright and 
dancy. (My15) 

JULIÁN ORBÓN 
Danzas Sinfónicas 

Orbón has been a mere name to me: born in Spain, but a Latin-American composer with 
a strong Spanish flavor, reminiscent of Falla or Rodrigo with orchestration from Copland. 
The four dances are appealing confections. (My12)  

Concerto Grosso for String Quartet & Orchestra 
Reminiscent of Stravinskian neo-baroque neoclassicism, though at the late date of 1961. 
More modernist and grittier than the Danzas, and a real Concerto with virtuoso licks for 
all four soloists, who are embedded in the orchestral texture. Largo grand and high-toned, 
very beautiful. A big, ambitious score, far removed from the Danzas and very impressive. 
A rare genre: I do want to hear Benjamin Lees’ effort, but this is probably both superior 
and more appealing. (My12) 

Tres Versiones Sinfónicas 
Longer, more substantial than the Danzas but similar in tone. Pavana is highly stylized 
from Luís de Milan with Latino rhythms and faster tempo contrast. Organum (called 
Conductos in the liner notes) reaches back to Perotin, like a Latino version of gregorian 
Respighi. Xilófono is a short take on a Congolese dance. Light but far from frivolous, and 
very enjoyable. (My12) 

PRESTON WARE OREM 
American Indian Rhapsody 
 I’ve heard this piece before, a minor classic in full costume like Pauline Johnson. An 

extended 9’ Lisztian nationalist rhapsody. (Je13) 
CARL ORFF 



De temporum fine comœdia 
Hour-long ritual drama: enormous forces, especially percussion, 18 soloists, choir, 
children. Basically a drama of Apocalypse to exorcise Satan, who is restored as Lucifer, 
Angel of Light. A lot of to-do to quell fear of damnation (Catholic or Calvinist?). Text in 
Greek, Latin, plus German vernacular (no translation available), little sung, mostly 
recited rhythmically on pitches at extremes of range, or spoken/shouted. More fuss than 
reward. (Burned copy defective at end.) (Jy08) 

Carmina Burana 
Performance OK, but it doesn’t have the same effect with two pianos: not enough sound. 
I’d forgotten how much slow stuff there is in the piece. My principal memory of Carnegie 
Hall, alas, is the painfully squashed seats in the upper balcony. (live, Carnegie Hall, Ap09) 

LEO ORNSTEIN 
Suicide in an Airplane; À la chinoise; Danse sauvage 

These are the pieces that made Ornstein notorious, and indeed they are imbued with the 
Futurist art of noises (though Ornstein disclaimed the label). Suicide raises one hell of a 
ruckus, propellerwise.  Chinoise combines percussiveness and pentatonicism. Danse 
sauvage is the oft-mentioned, rarely heard Wild Man’s Dance, a play of rapid dense 
clusters in both hands, continuous cross rhythms, sometimes just going wild. Essential 
repertoire. (Mh13) 

Poems of 1917, op 41 
Ten piano miniatures, reflections on World War I with descriptive titles. The primitive 
madness is partly replaced by more conventional, though still inventive pianism: somber 
feeling, arid bitonalism. Length ranges from “The Battle” at 3'24" to the shortest at 47". 
Some – “The Wrath,” “The Battle” – are not far removed from Danse sauvage. The tone 
is decidedly not Futurist war-mongering. The final “Dance of Death” is a sardonic revel 
of clusters. (Ap13) 

Arabesques, op 42 
Nine tiny piano pieces, the shortest, “Passion,” a mere 26" long. Mood pieces ranging 
from wild flailing to squiggly. Hamelin compares Szymanowski, evident in first and last. 
Impressive. (Ap13) 

Impressions de la Tamise, op 13/1 
Short 8' piece, slow tempo, percussive, full of clusters, rhythmic pounding. (Ap13) 

Piano Sonata No 8 
Ornstein’s last composition, written nearly aetat 100, and a peculiar piece it is. Some of 
the earlier Sonatas are apparently lost because he never wrote them down. An Ivesian 
insouciance here, careening from style to style, much of it busy pandiatonic spinning, but 
parts in hammer-fisted manner, parts like sentimental Rachmaninoff. Middle movement 
is actually a suite of four children’s miniatures grouped under the title A Trip to the Attic, 
veering between Schumann and Poulenc (if that’s imaginable. Finale wild rumbling. (F13)  

Cello Sonata No 2 
 Highly emotive slightly modal opening to romantic one-movement Sonata. Piano then 

ripples a variant while cello spreads arabesques. Second subject has piano rippling 
bitonally against a new romantic cello theme. Briefly they break into a modal dance in 
quick 3, then return to a Romanticism that seems unmistakably Russian Jewish in origin. 
It goes on a bit long. How much music did this guy write in 110 years? How many 
styles? (My14) 



MABRIANUS de ORTO 
Lamentations 

Deep registers, somewhat archaic harmonic texture, very reminiscent of Ockeghem. 
(Jy08).  The earliest of the four Lamentations, with organ accompaniment, viol ritornello 
– very somber: open fifths, cross relations, modal cadences. No altos or trebles, thus dark 
toned. Very haunting. Any masses? [None listed.] (Jy09—Muskoka) 

CASPAR OTHMEYER 
O Mensch bewein dein Sünde gross 

One of the earliest homophonic 4-part chorale settings. Othmeyer died in 1553. Meunier 
Martin Luther CD. (O19)    

JOHANNES PACHELBEL 
Five Easter Cantatas 

Three are grand festive pieces with 4 or 5 trumpets, drums, multiple soloists, quite florid: 
could be mistaken for Buxtehude and at least as appealing. Roland Wilson’s are tolerable 
but less than ideal.  Lobet den Herrn is the most grand, with 5 trumpets, trombone, 
oboes & baroque harp coloring the text of Psalm 150. Wow! Pachelbel is a rarity of his 
period, a composer preoccupied with instrumental color, an early German Ravel. Christ 
lag in Todesbanden was possibly Bach’s model: intricate counterpoint, great alleluiahs. 
Some countertenors ought to be shot. Christ ist erstanden: modest short solo cantata for 
soprano with violin. (Minneapolis, N09) 

Magnificat 
Magnificent setting with 4 trumpets & tympani. Lots of word painting: “potentiam,” 
“dispersit,” “inanos.” Gloria contrasts pomp of heavy artillery with warm sincerity of 
choir. One of the great Magnificats. (Minneapolis, N09) 

Organ works 
Pachelbel was one of the greats. His organ music in this collection is made entirely of 
short works: chorale variations of course, plus examples of praeludium, fantasia, toccata, 
ciaconna, ricercar, and fugue. I think I recognize the first praeludium. (My11) 

JAN PADEREWSKI 
Piano Concerto in A minor, op 17 

I thought I’d remember this better from the cassette: a bold main theme, gentler second. 
Nice Romanza. Finale another bold theme, lively, a bit folkdancy. Rather generic, but 
very solid and pleasing. Given Paderewski’s reputation, I’m surprised it’s not played 
more often. (N12) 

Variations and Fugue on an Original Theme, op 11 
The Paderewski oeuvre seems limited to six large-scale works plus a horde of piano 
miniatures: the Symphony, the Concerto, another concertante piece, the Sonata, two sets 
of Variations. These Variations are the least ambitious, thoroughly Brahmsian most of the 
time. Flashy bit with glissandi. Fugue begins academically but unfolds chromatically. 
Check the sly oom-pahs. Strong piece. (Ap13) 

Piano Sonata in E♭ minor, op 21 
Large-scale Slavic Piano Sonata in three movements opens with stertorous figure in 
octaves, an appassionato phrase, a gentler subject, all slipping in and out of keys freely. 
Touches of Chopin, Grieg, I’d even say Rachmaninoff but it’s only 1903. Thunderous 
allegro molto coda on octave theme. Andante begins off tonic on a weird augmented 
seventh, spins a lush melody, beautiful sustained crescendo to the end. Vivace Finale 



rumbles away with right-hand chords defining tune – and yes, the liner notes mention 
Rachmaninoff (as well as MacDowell). Lots of fireworks, plus some repetitiveness: 
accelerando coda to end. Strong, exciting piece. (Ap13) 

Variations and Fugue in E♭ minor, op 23 
Considerably longer and weightier than op 11, written together with the Sonata in the 
same key (did it outgrow its place there?). Variations mix not only tone but style: a touch 
of Dohnanyi, of Rachmaninoff, another (no 15?) plays on dissonant clashes, 
other-worldly. There’s supposed to be a bit of Debussy but I missed it. Fugue subject 
exceptionally chromatic, twisty, but handled triumphantly with grand augmentation and 
return of the original theme in the bass. I’d have to hear it again to see if it meets the 
ultimate test of continuity in variation form, but it’s very convincing. Paderewski is a 
much finer composer than I expected. (Ap13) 

3 Humoresques; Nocturne in B♭ 
Jan Lisiecki in recital on CBC, caught while driving to Blue Spruce. The first 
Humoresque is the Minuet l’antique, but the other two are not cast in olden style. The 
Nocturne is dreamy and beautiful, but it sounds if anything more like John Field than 
Chopin – soooo belated! (Jy16) 

JUAN GUTIÉRREZ de PADILLA 
Cathedral music 

Padilla was the most accomplished and prolific Spanish emigré to Mexico in the 17th 
century. The two works for Nones, a short Adiutorium and the full-length psalm 
Mirabilia, surprise with their intricate double choir antiphony. Nothing provincial here: 
energetic and resplendent. The Lamentatio for Maundy Thursday is 6-voice, also very 
passionate (I wonder if the verse about the city of Jerusalem once filled with people was 
felt as irony in colonial Mexico?). Very moving. Salve Regina is full double choir, also 
very moving. A considerable composer indeed. (Fe12) 

Missa Ego flos campi 
The CD is sold as Missa Mexicana, and Padilla’s prima practica Mass really serves as a 
foil to an assortment of fascinating Mexican baroque songs, half secular, half sacred. 
Unmistakably Latino, yet emanating from the later seventeenth century, accompanied by 
a conglomeration of Mexican baroque guitars, theorbos, a baroque harp. The singing is 
lovely but natural voiced, markedly rhythmic. Secular beat crosses into the rhythms of 
the Gloria. I know nothing like it: unique, wonderful. It raises the question how much 
local secular styles in Europe affected the performance of prima practica? or how much 
this construct is Andrew Lawrence-King’s fantasy? [For answers to these questions see 
below, A batallar estrellas: 17th-Century Spanish Cathedral Music.] Cumbles is awfully 
popsy. Singing is gorgeous – is that soprano Clara Sarabias? Other names are more 
familiar: Julian Podger, Paul Hillier, Ian Honeyman . . . . A guilty secret CD? (Mh13) 

FERDINANDO PAËR 
Sofonisba 

Excerpts from the opera. No libretto or synopsis, so I had no idea what the fuss was 
about. I would identify the music in a blind test as La Clemenza di Tito perhaps: it has 
the air of opera seria, square, regal, C-majorish, but there are comic and romantic bits as 
well. The Sofonisba story is tragic, but no doubt given a happy ending for the opera. 
Larmore is terrific, the rest very good. The music is very florid, more than Clemenza, and 
fresh sounding, appealing. (S16) 



NICOLO PAGANINI 
Violin Concerto No 2 in B minor, op 7 “La Campanella” 

As familiar as the Finale is, I don’t remember ever hearing the rest. What to say of 
Paganini as composer? A maker of vehicles, frames for the virtuoso filagree of the 
castrato. Accardo is fully up to the fireworks, including lovely cavatina for respite. Finale 
a romp, with bells. (F09) 

Violin Concerto No 3 in E 
Extended opening Tutti with dramatic pizzicati, French dotted rhythms: more spectacular 
than No 2, more melodious too, in the brightest of keys. Extended cadenza (Accardo’s), 
particularly lively cavatine, perky Polacca. Good showpiece.  (F09) 

Violin Concerto No 4 in D minor 
Extended opening Tutti, bold minor vs lyrical major. Pyrotechnics high flying in 
extremis, ear-popping cadenza, outdoes even No 3 in showiness. Big slow movement, 
funereal feel with operatic crescendi. Finale has triangle (cf “Campanella”). Possibly the 
ultimate test piece? (F09) 

Violin Concerto No 5 in A minor 
Does not try to outdo No 4 in pyrotechnics, thank God. Paganini’s last, orchestra 
reconstructed from guitar accompaniment. Tries for fuller musical values, simple 
Andante movement. (F09) 

Violin Concerto No 6 in E minor, op posth 
Last published, first composed, before the famous No 1 in D (or E♭), and oddly the 
longest. Demands are greater than Viotti, but less than the other five. Pleasant. (F09)   

Sonata con Variazioni on a Theme of Weigl; Non più mesta—on Rossini; Le Streghe—on 
Süssmeyer 

Variations are the natural form for this kind of display music. Only Le Streghe is 
familiar. (F09) 

Sonata Napoleone; I Palpiti—on Rossini’s Tancredi; Perpetuela 
Theme and variations all on the G string (cf cello’s A string). The second is familiar tune 
and somewhat familiar piece, the most fully developed of these musically, perhaps. 
Perpetuela is not the famous Moto Perpetuo, but the same sort of thing.  (F09) 

Nel cor più non mi sento—on Paisiello; Duo merveille; Intro and Variations on “God Save the 
King” 

Three pieces for violin unaccompanied. The “Duo” is with left hand pizzicato, notated on 
separate staff (early piece). “God Save the King” is the champion violin unaccompanied 
piece. I remember listening to Ricci’s LP when I was little, with jaw dropped. (F09) 

Caprices, op 1, nos 5, 9, 16, 24 
Dessert after Bach and Bartok. No 5 was ridiculously fast. (James Ehnes live, S12) 

JOHN KNOWLES PAINE 
Symphony No 2 in A 

Memory recalling some glorious music is fully confirmed: this is great stuff. Where the C 
minor No 1 (again in memory) seemed too haunted by Beethoven, this has more of its 
own voice, though the first movement is clearly drawn from Beethoven’s A major: 
extended turbulent slow intro, then dotted 6/8 rhythms. Scherzo is more Mendelssohnian, 
but last two are unashamed lyricism, with beautiful big tune in Finale. (Au08) 

Oedipus Tyrannus Prelude 



Here’s a piece that would work better with a different title: the Romantic sound is so far 
removed from contemporary notions of Sophoklean Athens. Otherwise, a pleasing if 
undistinguished Schumanesque tragic overture (cf Manfred). (Ap09) 

GIOVANNI PAISIELLO 
Piano Concerto No 1 in C 

First movement very fine, some ventursome harmonic moves. Second is long, thin, 
somnolent. Jaunty Finale. No real competition for Mozart, but could be mistaken, 
carelessly.  (O09) 

Piano Concerti No 3 in A & No 5 in D 
Short pieces, rather like early Mozart, especially with thin texture, but resembling C.P.E. 
more than J.C. That’s a compliment. Slow movement of D major is haunting. (O09) 

JORDAN PAL 
Iris 

Shortish concert piece, neo-impressionism, all about timbres, performed on TV by the 
TSO. Wind section clicking rocks at beginning, sleigh bells at end. My eye caught a large 
sheet of suspended steel before discovering it was all the journalists wanted to write 
about. So-so piece. (Ag17) 

ÉMILE PALADILHE 
4 Songs 

Psyché, Paladilhe’s best known song, introduces the langurous tone for the first time on 
Ainsley’s disc. Les papillons: a bit of exoticism, no match for Chausson. La Chausseur 
des blondes: quite a jolt, with the piano doing Provençal tabor, marvelous, light-hearted. 
Danse indienne: marvelous bit of south Asian exoticism à la Lakmé, builds to state of 
abandon, then quiets down. (Ja11) 

Solo de Concert, oboe & piano 
A pupil of Halévy, Paladilhe is remembered if at all for vocal music and this showpiece 
for oboe. It’s cast in the form of Scene and Aria, and the oboe reaches a high D (high C in 
the original). I thought it would be flashier than it is. (Jy17) 

Feuilles au vent – IIe series 
Late work from 1910. The first poem is Gautier, the rest by one Grenier. [A misprint? – 
Hermanità and the last do not sound like Gautier.] The music is hardly modern, but it has 
a stamp of austerity. The master is clearly Fauré, but the writing is very distinctive. 
Hermanità is an exceptional trial of minimalist pianism to depict snowflakes. (S17) 

GIOVANNI da PALESTRINA 
Missa sine nomine; Missa l’homme armé; motets 

Vartolo is not likely to get great reviews: his voices are not “pure,” he uses organ, he 
does not generate sustained melismatic lines. His special distinction is to bring the 
interpretation of the madrigalist into Palestrina, highlighting text: hear “tremor” in the 
first motet, almost a goat trill. Odd but listenable. (My08) 

Missa Ut Re Mi Fa Sol La 
Van Nevel illustrates Palestrina’s purity through Mass, lacking Credo, with immediately 
graspable scale motif. Unutterably beautiful. The scale theme is easy to pick out. (Je08) 

Laudate pueri Dominum; Jubilate Deo 
Double choir motets from SMAM. The first is rather plangent minor key praise, 
expansive. Second is joyous, dancing Doxology. (Mh09) 

Missa Papae Marcelli 



The purest of the pure, but not wholly typical. Palestrina’s demo piece, or is that a 
19th-century legend? I wanted to have a performance other than Summerly on Naxos, 
which had seemed pale and unhuman, so King’s College has it. Now to compare. 
Summerly seems more human now: smaller choir, individual voices, better balance 
among the 6 parts than King’s. Similar tempi, slightly lower pitch. No complaints. 
Summerly rises in my estimation. (Ap09)  

Missa Viri Galilei; Motet: Viri Galilei 
For Ascension, emphasizes rising lines, relatively florid for Palestrina. Movements 
punctuated by chant with interesting vocal ornamentation. After listening to Edith Ho’s 
Manchicourt, Herreweghe sounds sensitive, even Romantic (in a positive sense), plenty 
of contrast. Superlative disc. The Ascension motet is full of colorful madrigalisms -- on 
“quid statis,” “ascendit,” “jubilatione.” In fact, my concentration on the masses has 
caused me to miss this trait in these composers. (My09)   

Magnificat primi toni 
Alternatim setting: the plainchant is two-part, I’m not sure why. (My09)     

Missa Ave Maria 
If anything, purer and more transparent than the Papae Marcelli – and comparable in 
length to Obrecht’s Maria zart. Willcocks’ approach is more old-fashioned than 
Herreweghe’s: multiple voices on parts, deliberate tempi, fewer dramatic shifts; but his 
choir is beautifully voiced and manages the long breathed periods to perfection. 
Gorgeous. (My09)     

Missa Hodie Christus natus est 
Double Choir Mass for Christmas: is there Gabrieli Venetian influence? Homophonic 
texture and sumptuous surround sound wholly displace imitative counterpoint. “Unam 
ecclesiam cotholicam” set in massive chords. Probably ravishing in live performance, but 
less attractive than some others on disc. (My09)      

Four Motets 
A shimmering “Ave Maria.” “Jubilate Deo” a vocal trumpet blast (Willcocks over the 
top?), with rhythms unusually snappy. “O magnum mysterium” has little of Victoria’s 
mysticism, a clue to their differences of personality: more a fervent orthodox Catholic 
adoration, alleluiah. (My09) 

Missa brevis 
Not all that “brevis” at 25', with full setting of Credo. Is it “brevis” because there is no 
repetition of text? The severities of Palestrina style cannot stand much pruning. (My09) 

Missa Nasce la gioja mia  
Palestrina’s only Mass based on a secular source, a homophonic chanson. Result: a 
concise Mass in good cheer, relatively short breathed phrases. A bit too chipper for late 
night listening. (O09) 

Missa Benedicta es 
Lengthy sweet-sounding Mass. The CD prefaces it with the plainsong and the Josquin 
motet source, and I still don’t hear it. But it’s a reissue, I think, of the Tallis Scholars’ 
first CD and they sound particularly young and pure. (O09) 

Ave maris stella 
Alternatim setting attached to Mazzocchi Vespers: stark beside the larger work. (D10) 

Missa pro defunctis 



First I was surprised that Palestrina had written a Requiem, then wondered why it is so 
little known, then whether Chanticleer would produce the right sound for it. The 
Requiem, which was written near the end of Palestrina’s life, is highly objective in style, 
uses chant at the beginning, omits Dies irae.  Low-key but beautiful, of course. No need 
to worry about Chanticleer. (Je11) 

Salve Regina 
A gorgeous serene setting. (Je11) 

10 motets 
“Gaude gloriosa” makes an odd preface to a Requiem. “Pange lingua” is alternatim, with 
a sampling of the beautiful hymn that furnished Josquin’s Mass. Palestrina shows no 
difference of style for the Canticles texts, but it’s good to hear the beautiful words in his 
voice: “Surge propera,” “Quam pulchra es.” “Gaude Barbara,” a longer piece, celebrates 
the Saint’s Day. Outstanding.(Je11) 

Madrigali spirituali 
I was surprised to discover Palestrina writing in any genre but Mass and Motet. There are 
eight settings from a cycle of 365 sacred stanzas by Petrarca, set in Italian in Palestrina’s 
purest style, counterpoint kept transparent for the text’s sake, style similar to the Latin 
motets, which also feature occasional madrigalisms. Exempli: Stanza 6 on tempestuoso, 
sola, and rida. The confusing liner notes show that the genre was well established, and 
compare Lasso’s Lagrime di San Pietro. (D11) 

Missa Ave Regina caelorum 
The Ave Regina matrix is not a motet (Palestrina set it several times) but a Gregorian 
antiphon. The liner notes praise the Mass for its fidelity to counter-Reformation ideals, 
yet it is thoroughly contrapuntal, with minimal homophonic bits (Et Incarnatus, first 
Osanna). The conterpoint is as lucid as any. Maybe it’s the fine German choir. I wonder 
how much of the underlay is indicated in the printed text? (D11) 

Missa Nigra sum 
A melancholy tone arises perhaps from the downward turn of the main motif. This is an 
early recording from the Tallis Scholars: I wonder if that’s why tempos seem relatively 
slow. Gorgeous, of course. (F13) 

Missa Ad coenam angi 
Mass à 5 from the first published collection of masses, thus an early work. Based on 
plainchant. Greatest attention is given to Credo and Sanctus. Much of the Mass is written 
in close canon at fourth or fifth between two of the parts: clearly audible; this seems to 
generate forward propulsion, though as usual Stephen Rice’s tempi are pushed, with 
white English vocal sound. He observes traditional tempo changes, e.g. Et incarnates and 
Resurrexit. Beautiful CD in the Brabant series. (F17) 

5 Easter Offertories 
All taken from a cycle of Offertories for the liturgical year, 1593. Rice selects those for 
Easter, all short, under 3’. Terra tremuit begins with uncharacteristic wide leaps. Angelus 
Domini has nice Alleluia. Deus meus and Lauda seem more conventional. (F17) 

5 motets 
Surrexit pastor bonus: for Easter with emphasis on Christ’s sacrifice, with Alleluiahs kept 
inward – beautifully set for 8 antiphonal voices. Regina coeli, also 8 voices, a more 
ethereal Marian motet, emphasis on upper voices, celebratory. Haec dies à 6 is very short, 
breaking into homophonic exultemus in dancy 3. Tulerunt Dominum à 5 is a short 



meditation on the disappearance of Christ’s body: the mystery of Easter, with Alleluiahs. 
Ad coenum agni provide is the hymn on which the Mass is based, set alternatim with 
conviction, an Easter thanksgiving with joy and reverence. (F17) 

“Tribularer et nescirem” 
This motet is included with the post-Savonarola pieces, though Palestrina could not refer 
openly to the heretic. It is penitential and possibly reflects study of Josquin’s austere 
masterpiece. Shamelessly voluptuous. (Ap19) 

PALESTRINA & FRIENDS 
Missa Cantibus Organi 

Written by a committee of seven composers circa 1585, presumably for some special 
occasion. The group were precursors to the Accademia di Santa Cecilia. It is the only 
known Renaissance mass written by a committee. Stabile is the best known. Dragoni’s 
final part of the Gloria is smashing. I also like Giovanetti’s conclusion to the Credo. But 
the whole, understandably, seems very spotty. Both Sanctus and Agnus Dei are curtailed: 
the unreliable Santini did not finish his work, and Mancini observed a rite with no 
threefold Agnus Dei. The piece is important as an historical curiosity. (D18)    

ROBERT PALMER 
Quintet in A, clarinet, piano, & strings 

Palmer was an Eastman student who also had teaching from Copland and Harris. Nice 
sound. First movement marred by over-the-top clarinet bit. Gentle scherzando. Andante 
too dark for grazioso, seriously contrapuntal. Finale playful with a dark edge. Overly 
earnest. It all seems to happen in the upper registers. (Ja16)  

LEOPOLD van der PALS 
Concerto for Saxophone and Strings 

Three movements, 10’. This Russian composer from St Petersburg wrote his piece for 
Sigurd Rascher, who was just in process of fleeing Hitler’s Germany. It’s a mediocre 
student piece offering little room for display. (D18)    

GIOVANNI ANTONIO PANDOLFI MEALLI 
7 Violin Sonatas 
 Selection from Manze’s earlier and fuller recordings of these rare pieces that survive in 

two unique printed volumes from 1669. They are just half a generation away from 
Castello, if that, and here performed with great panache. La Castella with its four-note 
ground is particularly nice. The three harpsichord suites from the same period are 
anonymous, French in style, but attributed (very tentatively by Egarr?) to one Christian 
Flor. Super CD, good car music. (S14) 

ANDRZEJ PANUFNIK 
Symphony No 8 “Sinfonia Votiva” 

Odd two-movement piece, highly constructivist, tonal motifs, lots of solo work in first 
movement, while greatest orchestra in the world sits silent. Second and faster movement 
OK, but still very artificially “made.” OK piece: should have been better for the big 
occasion. (N08) 

Piano Concerto 
Begins with sharp dissonant chord and piano tirade, as a Piano Concerto should. Entrata 
sustains this manner throughout, dissonant pandiatonicism. Larghetto is longer, a piece of 
suspended animation, pianissimo sempre, nothing happens. Presto bursts without 
preparation, a simple rhythmic figure, piano arpeggios: gradually coalesces into chordal 



mass, piano takes over recap. Success of this piece rests with the Larghetto: it might work 
in performance but I’d have to be convinced. (Ag11) 

Symphony No 9 “Sinfonia della speranza” 
Large 41' Symphony in a single movement. Opens with slow, sinuous melody almost in 
bare unisons: the accompanying figures seems wholly separate. After fortissimo, a static 
bit with solo strings built on same melody (?) Is this piece a mammoth set of Variations? 
Sudden raucous rhythmic section, brassy . . . undsoweiter. Very demnding, difficult 
music, almost like Allen Pettersen: it’s much more constructed, audibly sensible. But I’m 
not really taken with it. (Ag11)  

Hommage à Chopin, flute & strings 
 I was hoping for some recognizable Chopin, but no such luck. The five movements are 

pandiatonic, largely melancholy. Pleasant but nothing special. (Ap14) 
Concerto for Violin & Strings 
 Three movements, 22’: Begins with solo cadenza, later accompagnato. Adagio is long, 

violin soaring, austere, calm – beautiful. Vivace Finale works over a bright, simple 
rhythmic figure, staccato. Difficult music, but the most appealing Panufnik I’ve heard. 
(Ap14) One of Panufnik’s most successful works. The liner notes describe Panufnik’s 
three-note cell technique in his later works, culminating in his large Universal Prayer, 
premiered in 1970, just before he started work on this Concerto. Writing for Menuhin, he 
focused not on virtuosity but on the soloist’s spiritual authority. Rubato opens with violin 
alone, the three-note cell a recurrent motif in a calm moderato, giving it a Copland-like 
manner. Adagio begins even more serenely over an ostinato that builds to a point of 
tension before recessing. The final Vivace is full of lively spiccato and ricochet. Liner 
notes mention a Polish dance, the oderek, but I can’t detect it. There’s a sort of cadenza 
before a quick coda. (Mh19)  

Sinfonia Mistica (Symphony No 6) 
 Single 21’ movement. The first four minutes are Molto Andante, the rest Molto Allegro. 

Panufnik says it is built on the number 6. Andante, with lots of harmonics, is quite 
consonant. Allegro begins with nervous repeated notes, pizzicato, morphs into sustained 
pitches. I would guess the serial procedure is based on something like a constant series of 
augmented triads, since the texture is so airy and atonally consonant. It becomes 
fortissimo after band 4, like scraping metal. (N17)  

Sinfonia di Sfere (Symphony No 7) 
 Single 32’ movement constructed on the symmetry of the sphere: harmony, rhythm, 

tempo, dynamics, overall structure. Drum sets are placed right, left, and center. The work 
is divided into six unequal tempo divisions. For such a constructivist piece I rather like 
the extreme transparency, even the louder middle part. There’s a Morty Feldman touch, 
but in places too much ictus. I’d love to see the sore. I don’t usually like such extreme 
constructivism, but Webern and late Stravinsky are not too far away. Maybe it’s the 
travelling through space metaphor. (N17) 

JEAN PAPINEAU-COUTURE 
Violin Concerto 

A modest Concerto in three movements with chamber orchestra: like most of 
Papineau-Couture reminiscent of Honegger, well defined, approachable. Lovely serene 
slow movement. Rondo fast, moto not quite perpetuo. Fine, low key.  (Je3) 

Pièce Concertante No 3 “Variations” 



An unusually arid piece from this composer.  (Je3) 
Paysage 

Highly avant garde choral piece for 8 singers, 8 speakers, and instruments: text by 
Saint-Denis Garneau not printed (!) by the damned CMC, so the work is impossible to 
follow, but marks an outer edge of Papineau-Couture’s adventurousness.  (Je3)   

Piano Concerto 
In one movement, the piano beginning. The texture sounds like Schoenberg’s Concerto 
but the substance is neo-classical, with rather square rhythms. Piano is foregrounded but 
not overtly virtuosic. Ending gets big, then fizzles. Very strange piece. (Je3) 

Fantasy for Wind Quintet 
One 13’ movement. Instruments repeat the same note as opening gambit: repeated 
eighths suggest study in rhythmics, baseline shifts, are those multiphonics? Form seems 
very free but apparently it is not. Beautiful complex chording, play of timbres, plus 
conventional figures like repeated notes, arpeggios, even cuckoo calls. Virtuosic 
passages. Strong piece. (My18) 

DESIRÉ PAQUE 
Quartet No 4 “quasi una fantasia” 

Shortish 20’ Quartet in four movements (despite the Beethovenish subtitle). Begins with 
incisive gesture, then turns cantabile, and ideas run in alternation. Harmony very 
conventional, but builds to beautiful intensity. I hear none of the so-called modernizing 
tendencies at all, unless they’re in the Finale, a bit of mildly impressionist harmony, 
unusual tremolandos. The whole movement seems an extended variant of the short first 
movement, with a sequence of concertante cadenzas for each instrument and a lame 
fugato. Actually it’s rather a mess. Pacque was turn-of-the-century Belgian: I should like 
him better. (My14) 

HORATIO PARKER 
Organ Concerto in E♭ minor, op 55 

In four movements: Allegro begins with serious long-breathed melody that dissipates, 
then gathers steam for Franckian climax. Andante romantically ruminative: solo violin, 
horn, harp sounding through the organ wash. Beautiful colors, nice movement. Allegretto 
gentle and polite. Final in major key risoluto: lots of footwork, big pedal cadenza, big 
noise. This is the first major work by Parker I’ve heard: it’s got talent, brashness, but the 
thematic material doesn’t take hold.  (N4) 

Cabál Mor of the Wine-Red Hand   
Substantial symphonic setting of James Clarence Mangan’s poem for baritone and 
orchestra, a “Rhapsody” in five stanzas. The poem is a dream vision of paradise that 
glimmers, then turns to ash with a Gothic twist – pure Poe. Parker has clearly discovered 
Wagner. A fascinating relic. (Je14) 

Four Organ Pieces, op 66 
The four pieces are laid out like a little four-movement symphony, 21’. Parker is honored 
by the German label MDG. The big 8’ Festive Prelude is brash, almost crass, triumphal, 
vaunting, very American. Parker was a student of Rheinberger, and his own pupils 
included not only Ives, but Sessions and Quincy Porter. Revery is very chromatic. 
There’s nothing stodgy here, nor churchy – it’s hardly liturgical. Scherzino is in 2 with a 
peculiar weaving and bobbing theme. The short Allegro Postlude does have a “go forth 
into the world” tone. Very interesting stuff. (Jy18) 



Organ Sonata in E♭ minor, op 65 
 Major work, four movements, 28’. Parker’s only organ sonata. Allegro opens 
 turbulently with stepwise downward third – seems the motto motif. Second idea 
 introduced by stepwise rising third, lyric melody beginning with upward sixth. 
 Extreme agitato contrasts calmer Andante, though the tune is related to first-
 movement theme. B section signaled by key change and vox humana, tension in 
 extremely chromatic ornament – that final note is a 32-foot pedal. Allegretto in 2 is 
 a troll dance, wry. Finale is a fugue in 4/2, the subject again related to the first 
 movement theme, now in major. (Liner notes are exceptionally analytical.) 
 Impressive, monumental, but it doesn’r grab me. Worth another try. (Jy18) 
Five Organ Pieces, op 68 

Canon at the Fifth sounds academic, but no, vox humana and a lovely romantic tune 
make it a winner. Slumber Song in 6/8 is chromatic and ornamented, again in weird stops 
(an assortment of reeds?). Novelette is coquettish. Arietta sounds less like bel canto, more 
like Piaf. Risoluto becomes fugal but remains troubled until just before the end. Fine set 
of pieces. (Jy18) 

Sir CHARLES HUBERT PARRY 
Piano Concerto in F# 

Not a bad piece: first movement has pleasant, tripping tune, no big build up. Middle 
movement is tragic in feeling – nice. Finale a touch of Elgar nobilmente, but not a lot. 
Decent in its parts, but the movements don’t seem to complement each other. (Ag10) 

Symphony No 1 in G 
Big Symphony in the Schumann Florestan mold but orchestration is more transparent. 
Brahmsian length, touches of early Wagner, explain why it seemed “difficult” in 1880 
London. Cadences averted, extended, piled up sequences. Sprawling Con fuoco 
exuberant, quite beautiful. Andante has wealth of ideas, nice motif with Scotch snap. 
Scherzo has tricky 2 against 3 rhythm; double Trio, fugal treatment of return. Finale has 
drive, marked rhythm, fine nobilmente bit; then rum-tum development, promised 
triumphant ending that never happens. Not wholly successful but rewarding. (S10) 

Symphony No 2 in F 
Smoldering Brahms intro before cheerful Allegro, a blustery no-nonsense quickstep with 
a touch of sentiment in the second subject. Scherzo is accused of imitating Dvorak, but 
it’s not slavish: an unusual Scherzo in 2. Andante has beautiful tune made even more 
beautiful on its return – nice. Finale begins grazioso, picks up speed: first movement 
enters in bass. More surprises, hard to follow but convincing. Great piece. (S10) 

Symphonic Variations 
Parry’s most often performed piece. Theme is square, not distinctive in itself but yields 
lots of surprises. Brooding passage builds to big agitato. Genial ending with theme in 
augmentation. Super. Modelled on Brahms, of course, maybe Dvorak’s op 78. (S10)  

From Death to Life 
Did Parry know Tod und Verklärung? He must have. Against Strauss’s orchestra, which 
Elgar had tamed to his own use, this sounds old-fashioned indeed for 1915. Hints of 
German Requiem in first half: Resurrection is accomplished by a ceremonious march. 
OK piece would be better with a different title. (S10) 

Elegy for Brahms 



Appealing Orchestra Variations that Andrew Davis makes sound like great music, except 
they do not achieve the overall shape of the great examples of the genre, like Brahms’ or 
Elgar’s. Nice to have on BBC disc. (Jy11) 

Hear My Words, Ye People 
Elaborate 17' ceremonial anthem. The King James text is beautifully chosen but wordy, 
so Parry uses tenor soloist, semichorus and chorus to vary texture, while organ keeps 
constant motion through the changing tempi of six sections. The final section sets a hymn 
by one Sir H.W. Baker which is now a fixture of hymnals as “O praise ye the Lord.” 
Superb piece. (Je12) 

WILLIAM PARRY 
Jamestown Concerto, cello & orchestra 

Programmatic Concerto in 5 movements by a film composer, and sounds like it: dippy 
tunes in heavy makeup. What a marshmallow! Hanani sounds better here than in the 
Virgil Thomson, alas. (D) 

ROBERT PARSONS 
Magnificat 

Alternatim setting: treble tessitura seems stratospheric (is this a plausible performing 
pitch?).  Distinctive sound. Fecit potentias and Dispersit nicely depicted: some weird 
harmonic turns, imitative bits, including extended Doxology. (N2) 

First Great Service; Responds for the Dead; Ave Maria 
Grand setting for double choir: revolutionary setting of English words, though the text is 
as obscured as the Latin normally is, but it sounds good. Nice Credo. Barnaby Smith goes 
for emphatic accentuation. Motets for the dead, on Latin texts, interspersed, seem written 
in a “purer” style – or is this an illusion? Ave Maria gorgeous. No texts. (N2) 

ARVO PÄRT 
Triodion; Tribute to Caesar; Nunc Dimittis &c 

I’m not a big fan. Triodion is structured in liturgical parallels B contrasted choral 
textures, with something inventive. Others are simple choral chants. Remainder of disc 
much the same. I find Tavener’s stuff much superior. (N) 

Collage on B-A-C-H 
Short piece for string orchestra from Pärt’s early serial phase, with oboe and piano in the 
middle movement. It doesn’t sound serial: First is ritmico; Second quotes Bach, then 
crunches him in clusters; Ricercar is rhythmically square, driving. OK. Even early Pärt is 
lucid in design, or perhaps simple. (Ja11) 

Symphony No 3 
Yes, the treatment of plainchant is immediately obvious, however stylized, angular. Pärt 
is moving away from his early dissonance: some interesting cross-rhythms, but not 
prominent enough. Middle movement legato, reaches dark ending. Finale gradually 
assumes power, reaches brassy climax, continues on. (F11) 

Tabula Rasa 
Concertante for two violins, strings, prepared piano, in two movements. Ludus, the notes 
say, is stylized Vivaldi, with piano as continuo. Perhaps, but I’d not make the association 
without a nudge. Silentium is a slow, nearly static canon. I understand the appeal of this 
music, but it doesn’t get to me. (F11) 

Spiegel im Spiegel 



Pärt at his most minimal minimal: triadic arpeggios in piano, up and down scales in cello. 
A bore. (live, Romanenko & Yoshikawa, Mh12) 

Berliner Requiem 
On CBC in the car: it sounds more varied and interesting than most Pärt, probably very 
difficult to sing. I suppose I should listen to it closely. (Ag12) 

HARRY PARTCH 
U.S. Highball 

A travelogue of hobo life in the Roosevelt 1930s – unromanticized, bitter. Trains lend 
themselves to musical treatment. I’m surprised by the text and HP’s aspiration to 
authorship, by the rhythmic recitation. The homemade instruments and idiosyncratic 
tunings have lost their shock value and now just seem part of the levelling folk art 
tendency. (F09)   

SanFrancisco; The Letter; Barstow 
These seem extensions of the previous piece with variations. The Letter has comic value, 
and anticipates Leonard Cohen as a song on one note. (F09) 

And on the Seventh Day the Petals Fell in Petaluma 
A percussion piece more than half hour long: sounds like a garage band version of 

 Nexus. (F09) 
Daphne of the Dunes 

An 18' piece adapted from a film score for Windsong by Madeline Tourtelot in 1958. "In 
this film, the ancient legend of Daphne and Apollo was transferred to the dunes of Lake 
Michigan – as a reference to the sexual ethics of the Puritans in the USA." Here Partch 
operates within a recognized genre. The music is percussion dominated, steadily 
rhythmic. God knows what is being hit with what, but the sound is tamer than Varese. 
Eventually definite pitches emerge, but harmonies remain basic, rhythms ad hoc. No 
more than a curiosity. (Jy20) 

Barstow 
The only repeat from the U.S. Highball disc, 9'. Text from "8 inscriptions from a 
Highway Railing at Barstow, California." Like John Cage, Partch is sui generis, more 
inventor than composer. The trouble with Partch is his lack of producing usable 
inventions. I don't know what to do with him, nor did anyone else. The most inviting 
analogue would be Lou Harrison, who is much more usable by other composers, more 
scholarly, more creative, more globally cultured. Distinctly outsider art. (Jy20) 

Castor & Pollux 
First part, 17', of Plectra and Percussion Dances, a trilogy of dance scores – with Ring 
Around the Moon and Even Wild Horses – performed under Partch’s direction in 1953 
and not heard again complete until 2008. I tend to forget that Partch wrote real pieces, 
and I associate him with Bang-on-a-Can style improv. He still strikes me as a hillbilly 
John Cage. I think he's been supplanted by Orff instruments. (Jy20) 

19 short pieces & demonstrations 
 His spoken diatribes have not aged well. (Jy20) 
BERNARDO PASQUINI 
Harpsichord music 

I wanted to attach a sound to this name, but I had him off by a century and expected 
something like Scarlatti or Soler. This is too archaic, I thought, too learned – and then 
discovered that he was born in 1637 and was a follower (though not a student) of 



Frescobaldi. Yes, the resemblance makes sense, and the toccatas and passacaglias. The 
invention on the cuckoo (singing a downward third, not a fourth) was well known and 
carefully (learnedly?) worked into the music. Lovely CD. (D15) 

STEPHEN PAULUS 
To Be Certain of the Dawn 

Unexpectedly, this is quite a powerful piece (I wasn’t impressed by the Violin Concerto). 
The weak spot is always the text, but here it is prepared without sensationalism, with a 
nice mix of English, Hebrew and a touch of German; the cantor and the shofar work 
beautifully; choral writing and children’s choir are excellent; even the dramatized bits are 
not too banal. High spots: the cantor’s Kaddish shouted through the choir; the closing bit, 
Golden Rule in Hebrew. Singers are terrific – John included, of course. The Argento 
heritage shines through.  (Mh09) 

Music of the Night 
Paulus’ First Piano Trio, written to honor Sidney Lanier. Uses title phrases from Lanier’s 
poetry. First impressionistic, second stormy, third wafty and dreamy with agitato bit. 
Finale bright, bubbly. Style pandiatonic with mimimal fancy effects. Enjoyable, doesn’t 
wear out its welcome. (N11) 

Air on Seurat 
Short cello cantilena adapted from a song, mildly impressionist, not pointillist.   (D11) 

American Vignettes 
Six re-workings of American West folksongs for cello and piano. Tunes remain clearly 
recognizable, but treatments intervene more radically than Roy Harris’s. Less an 
anthology than a fantasy. Great rep. (D11) 

Life Motifs          
Piano Trio No 2, written in honor of the eighty-fifth birthday of the commissioner’s 
mother and retrospective rites of passage: Reminiscences, Passion, Joyous 
Moments,Affirmation. The language more Bartok than Britten, but much of both. Well 
made, accessible character music. (D11) 

Seven for the Flowers that Live near the River 
Seven character pieces for viola and piano, titles all taken from poems by Tu Fu, each 
short, full of character and devoid of pretense. To my delight, Paulus’s note mentions 
Julie Himmelstrup in connection with the premiere. Very effective piece, and I think 
more coherent than it seems. (Ja12) 

Violin Concerto 
I heard this once before and was unimpressed, but maybe I’m more favorably disposed 
this time. Violinistic, flashy in ways that let the instrument sound good, maybe too 
heavily scored. Allegro has soloist dancing and swaggering over orchestra that’s anything 
but neo-classical: maybe a Szymanowski flavor? Big cadenza. Cantabile allows soaring 
lines over darkly colored accompaniment; B section breaks stasis with gentle movement; 
return of A quite beautiful. Finale marked Allegro da bravura full of technicalities but 
holds musically: lyrical B section, fast coda. Near great Concerto. Could be usefully 
condensed: I’m not convinced the thematic material fully carries it. Preucil brilliant, of 
course. (Ap12) 

Concertante 



Short 11' piece in three sections, fast-slow-fast. Soloistic fragments, a sense of ensemble 
virtuosity, slow section for strings, octet vs ripieni, eerie harmonics, fast finish. Tries to 
be festive but ends up sounding earnest. (Ap12) 

Symphony for Strings 
No surprises but form seems fragmented, juxtaposing contrasted ideas. I’m not sure. Vivo 
takes more familiar form of danse villegoise, some detours. Misterioso, like first 
movement, juxtaposes unexpected turns. Presto whimsical but with minor key coloration. 
Well made, but SP’s failing might be over-seriousness (unlike either of his teachers). (I 
confess an irrational jealousy of Argento’s star pupil.) (Ap12) 

Triptych 
A substantial 15’ organ work in three parts, fast-slow-fast. It begins with abrupt, 
commanding full organ staccato and continues as a weighty toccata depicting the 
“ever-rolling stream.” Calm middle is inspired by “be still my vision” – the text, alas, not 
the gorgeous folk melody. “And the whole creation cried” elicits a scary virtuosic Finale 
with triumphant chorale ending, full blast. Great writing. (D13) 

THIERRY PÉCOU 
L’Oiseau innumérable [sic] 

Piano Concerto with Messiaenic title and 4 movements simply numbered. The 
soundworld is not Messaen’s, however: a mix of avant garde freeplay, hints of Gershwin, 
motor rhythm. II has repetitive figures not quite minimalist. III is mysterious night music, 
some weird clomping noises near the end. IV returns to ostinato patterns. Less 
unconventional than it appears.  (Jy11)   

Après Rameau, une Sarabande? 
A short piano piece that abstracts the qualities of Rameau’s Sarabande (which I listened 
to first), sempre piano, very nice. Intriguing concept.  (Jy11)  

Petit livre pour clavier 
A Suite recorded on a variety of keyboards: not an obligatory demand, but it emphasizes 
the archaic model. The process seems to be a pointillistic reduction of some source text. 
“Ondes” played on harpsichord gives an perverse, fascinating result.  (Jy11)  

Outre-mémoire, variances 
Piano Suite in 7 movements, numbered only, but given liner notes denouncing the 
African slave  trade to the Caribbean. The music is gestural, pianistic in a glittery way, 
major sections built on minimalistic repetition of drumming figures, a couple of passages 
in explosive clusters. (Jy11) 

Vague de pierre 
Wave of stone, i.e. a mountain. A four-movement Symphony inspired by Chinese 
painting, with annotations suffused with Taoism. I is marked by massive sounds 
underpinned by drum rhythms and percussion, separated by silences. II mainly involves 
instruments in upper registers, clusters with a lot of pitch bending. III mainly rapid 
staccato figures, stylized laughter with occasional punctuation: slows, builds terrifying 
juggernaut motif, crescendo, like a runaway train. IV is quieter, varied effects, unrelated, 
separated by silences; the end might be return to the beginning. I like it.! (Ap12) 

Symphonie du jaguar 
Pécou’s notes detail elements of Mayan mythology that he has borrowed: but essentially 
the piece is a four-movement program Symphony exploring yet another phase of French 
exoticism. Unusual scoring calls for solo clarinet, trombone, violin, and cello, with five 



women’s voices embedded in the orchestra. Volatile (I) expresses the Wind: delicate 
instruments, voices calling bird names. Modéré (II) expresses the stars, prophetic of the 
relentless passage of time: beginning is heavier, percussive, ending in some kind of 
prolonged ritual solemnity. Akbal (III) is “a festival in the infraworld”: solo instruments 
to the fore, plus conch trumpets and some weird percussion, a whiff of jazz. Voices silent 
until the end. Soleil nocturne (IV) journeys with the sun through the nether world: loud 
noise, quiet, moments of near consonance, another loud noise in the last minute and quiet 
playout. (Ap12) 

MARTIN PEERSON 
15 Latin motets 

Peerson was active after 1600, worked with Ben Jonson and wrote madrigals and 
keyboard music. These motets survive in a unique set of partbooks, one of which is 
missing and had to be reconstructed. Some of the motets are paired for performance as 
Part I and Part II. The style is extraordinarily mannerist, with sharp dissonances, showy 
chromatics, and exceptionally free counterpoint, even recollections of fauxbourdon on 
“miserere” in No 12. I was certainly not expecting such an idiosyncratic and extreme 
expressive writing. (Ja18) 

FLOR PEETERS 
Organ Concerto  

Well made, but does not alter my dislike of Peeters’ organ music, which seems loud, 
pretentious, bombastic, over-long . . .  (My) 

Missa Festiva, op 62 
Mass for choir and organ from 1947: Dark Kyrie, modal. Gloria restrained, reflective, 
works up to “Gloria” gradually. Credo is declamatory, with great pains taken to keep text 
foremost. Sanctus is stately, hosannas surprisingly given to quiet solo voices. Benedictus 
& Dies irae are largely unison. This is more appealing Peeters than most, its strength 
largely in the counter-traditional treatment of text. There’s less rhetoric, less angularity, 
less pro forma dissonance. But the result still seems hollow, not just because of the open 
fifths: no counterpoint, too much unison or homophony. (Je3)  

Suite modale, op 43 
Four movements in 15’. Koraal moves in block harmonies. Scherzo is small scale, in 
quick constant motion. Adagio a cantilena in 4, a bit more modal than the previous, but 
square and predictable. Toccata has fistfuls of notes arppeggiando. Not a bad piece. (Je16) 

Concert Piece, op 52a; Aria, op 51 
 Concert Piece is the cadenza and last movement of the Organ Concerto treated as 
 solo organ piece: it begins with a flourish, then grinds to a halt until the tempo picks up.  

Aria is a wartime piece, tragic, elegiac, nobilmente. (Je16) 
2 organ chorales from op 39 
 Set of ten is based on Flemish carols – slow, solemn, harmonically conventional. (Je16) 
Élégie, op 38 
 Written in memoriam of his mother, doloroso: dissonance grows, diminishes over 
 constant pedal. At end, the In Paradisum plainsong floats away. Beautiful. (Je16) 
Toccata, Fugue et Hymne sur Ave maris stella, op 28 
 Toccata releases waves of arpeggios over plainsong in pedals. Fugue in 6/8 is 
 described as a jig, but it’s pretty heavy footed. (Je16) 
Lied Symphony, op 66: 2 movements 



 From a program symphony in 5 movements. Lied to the Flowers is small scale 
 expressively, with phrases in irregular rhythms. God I get tired of diatonic added- note  

harmony! Lied to the Sun is a big Toccata in French manner, melody in pedals, hands 
flying. Peeters is a more varied composer than I thought. Could I overcome my 
prejudice? He was a friend of Tournemire. (Je16) 

JORGE PEIXINHO 
Five Short Pieces, piano 

Portuguese composer not known to me. As I expected from the notes, these are 
Webernesque and pointillist, but they sound almost tonal. Possibly some regulation of 
dynamic levels as well. (N19) 

BARTOLOMIEJ PEKIEL 
Missa à 14 

Double choir Mass with instruments in stile modern. Alas, only Kyrie and Gloria  are 
extant, and they seem abruptly curtailed. (O13) 

6 motets 
 Resonet: homophonic carol in triple time like Magnum Nomen, sung in unison. Dulcis  

Amor Jesu: sounds like an erotic four-part madrigal, with dissonance for pain, a fast 
florid bit for sagittis tuis, a swooning langueo. Audite Morales is really a 13’ mini-drama 
depicting the terror of sinners at the approach of Christ (basso profundo), who condemns 
them and picks the elect. The music is pretty static, but I haven`t heard goat trills in a 
dog`s age. O Adoranda Trinitas and Nativitas Tua are both motets in prima practica with 
a baroque inflection. Pekiel was capable in a variety of styles. (O13) 

Missa concertata La Lombardesca; 2 motets 
In Monteverdian secunda practica featuring rapid shifts of texture among solo voices, 
choir, and a sizable ensemble (brass, strings, organ, theorbo). There`s not much massed 
sound: it`s nervously  mercurial. Lombardesca refers, I assume, to the Italianate style. 
The motets are both in prima practica, à cappella. Assumpta is intricately contrapuntal. 
Even so, is there a provincial quality in the music, or am I imagining it? (O13) 

Missa Pulcherrima; Ave Maria 
Pekiel was a seventeenth-century Polish composer, died circa 1670. He wrote most of his 
church music in prima practica, and this “most beautiful” mass is said to be in imitation 
of Palestrina. The rising or falling fifth is a motto. The four-voice texture is fairly 
transparent, the imitation constant. Andrew Kirkman has his Rutgers collegians sounding 
very good, but they still don’t sound wholly natural in the style. Ave Maria begins with 
the same falling fifth – gorgeous setting. (Mh20) 

FRANCISCO de PEÑALOSA 
22 Motets 

Peñalosa’s style is close to Josquin’s, not archaic but in Spanish mode there’s no hint of 
rejoicing: lots of penitence and blood. Bruno Turner’s dark sound suits this well. 
Relatively spare: fond of 2-voice texture; only the last has five parts. Unica est colomba 
mea, with subdued Alleluia, and strictly homophonic Ave Maria are striking, as are all 
the Passion motets for Holy Week: Ave vero caro, Ave vero sanguis, In passione, Precor 
te. Great disc.  (N09) 

Missa Ave Maria peregrina 
After hearing so much of this repertoire one-to-a-part, O’Donnell’s group seems massive, 
but it is very well trained. Peñalosa is relatively transparent, like Josquin, so imitation can 



be heard. But he does practice some inaudible coded tricks as well, say the liner notes. 
No trace of Gothic despite his early birthdate. (Ap12) 

Sacris solemnis 
Reconstructed alternatim setting of joyous festal hymn. 

Missa Nunc fue pena major 
Based on a secular Spanish art song also used by De la Rue: inaudible as a tune, of 
course, but phrases stand out clearly in prolongation. Tiny bits of fauxbourdon in Gloria. 
Tone fairly dark throughout. (Ap12) 

KRZYSZTOF PENDERECKI 
Symphony No 1 

In KP’s gestural mode, odd percussion opening returns at end. Intriguing attempt, but 
questions whether this non-pitch-based stuff can maintain sense over 30' time frame. At 
least KP is aware of the question, makes shapes. Penderecki abandoned this mode; Gloria 
Coates did not. Try again. (S08) 

St Luke Passion 
Extraordinarily dramatic piece, updating the Bach Passions to KP’s early style: what 
Schafer might have written had he been devout Catholic. Dramatic scenes work best, 
with Narrator, Christ and Rabble. Beautiful Stabat Mater makes climax of Part II. Arias 
should perhaps be less integrated, more separate and reflective, more stand-alone pieces. 
Great stuff. (N08)   

Symphony No 7 “The Seven Gates of Jerusalem” 
 Massive choral symphony in seven movements, 63’, for five soloists, speaker, three 

mixed choirs and orchestra. Text, which is nowhere printed, is primarily from the Vulgate 
Psalms, with bits from the prophets. I: Tutti fortissimo, brass and percussion. Shades of 
Orff! The words of praise and Sing to the Lord are treated as choral lamentation, soloists 
in extremely chromatic lines. Annunciate. Gradually builds back to the opening 
fortissimo as brass enter, then die away. II: Brushed gong is repeated as soloist intones 
from Psalm 136/37 “Si oblatus fuero tui Jerusalem,” “If I forget you O Jerusalem let my 
hand forget its cunning,” followed by chorus. III: Chorus sings De profundis, Psalm 
129/130, now in full sinking chromatics of lamentation. There’s a welcome break into 
triadic harmony particularly by semi-chant. IV: Urgent repeated notes in lower strings. 
Soprano sings “Si oblatus fuero” as orchestra becomes menacing, becoming outraged. 
Chimes. V: Surrounded by groups of drums (including pitched ”tubaphones” invented by 
KP). Choir sings “Lauda: in ritual staccato, Stravinsky-like, as lower strings build 
repeated staccato. Bass trumpet imitates shofar. Choir slowly intones Benedixit in lower 
voices, then high, still lamentoso. Solo piccolo sounds, then Hovaness-like so horn, then 
other instruments, and repetition of Benedixit. Brush on gong brings back drums and 
repeated notes. Choir builds staccato Lauda: orchestra, then then tutti voices build to 
fanatical Alleluiah. VI: As Alleluiah dies away, the speaker screams out Ezekiel’s vision 
of the dry bones (37:1-10) – very powerful. Trombones depict the bones shaking, as 
speaker continues. VII: Choir enters with Jeremiah’s “I set before you the way of life and 
the way of death.” Repetition of earlier motifs, the choir’s chromatic lament, plus bits of 
triadic brass. Choir fortissimo, Then G.P. Soloists, then choir. Enter mezzo piano: “in 
saeculo,” “your gates will always stand open.” Final fortississimo chord lasts half a 
minute. Over the top. (N17)   

Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima 



 For 52 strings, 10’. Probably the masterpiece of Penderecki’s early tone cluster style, 
from 1960. It begins with indeterminate pitch high notes (the finger as near as possible to 
the bow) and moves in “bands of sound,” that is, moving clusters. There’s a large variety 
of other effects. The evocation of terror and horror was at the time unique, and of course 
extremely influential. (Jy20)    

LEONARD PENNARIO 
Midnight on the Cliffs 
 More faux piano concerto for film – ripple ripple way over the top! (Jy16) 
GIOVANNI BATTISTA PERGOLESI 
Messa di S. Emidio in F (Missa Romana) 

Nothing at all like La serva Padrona: densely contrapuntal, very baroque in feeling, 
though with some galant lightness. A Missa brevis, i.e. Kyrie and Gloria only, but 
authenticated with reasonable certainty. (N10) 

Confitebor tibi Domini 
Clearly modelled after Durante’s great Magnificat attributed to Pergolesi (on the same 
disc), with chant in augmentation in sopranos. Solo writing seems more operatic: greater 
range, trills. “Sanctum et terribile nomen” is special, most unusual, and the minor key 
choral bits give the piece a deeper shade than Durante’s. But why choose? Super disc! 
(Ap11) 

Stabat Mater 
My tribute to Good Friday: as gorgeous as ever. (Ap11) 

Septem Verba a Christo 
The history is fascinating, and the question of attribution; but whoever wrote it, the piece 
exists in several MSS and had a fairly wide distribution. The format is more problematic, 
a sequence of fourteen da capo arias: the seven sayings are given in chant, followed by an 
aria for Christ and another for Anima. Christ is basso – a very fine Konstantin Wolff – 
with an inexplicable exception for Verbum II, where he is a tenor. Anima is given to 
soprano, alto (a fabulous countertenor Christophe Dumeaux), or tenor. There are some 
recits, plus solo obligatos for horn, harp, or trumpet, and the strings favor the viola 
timbre. Sample the bass aria En doceo dligere, or the alto Quod jubes. (Muskoka—Jy13) 

Mass in D 
This Mass is certainly authentic, and it smacks of masterpiece from the choral entry, 
fortissimo, off tonic. It is a long Missa brevis at 31’, setting only Kyrie and Gloria, a big 
production with two soloists and double choir à 5 (not antiphonal). Style antico bits 
reminiscent of Vivaldi. Kyrie, mainly in minor, is worked out contrapuntally. Gloria is 
quick, more classical. Laudamus and Quoniam are given to solo soprano, the marvelous 
Marlis Petersson, and Domine Deus is a soprano-alto duet. Qui tollis is the core of the 
piece, for solo quintet and chorus. Are these premiere recordings? I can’t believe such an 
important composer would be so neglected. (Ap20)    

Dignas laudes resonemus 
 Grand motet, about 42’, on a modern text for soprano and alto soloists and two 
 five-part choruses, orchestra with trumpets and oboes. Opening chorus is repeated 
 at the end, framing two soprano arias, one alto, and one soprano-alto duet. Texts 
 alternate between the sufferings of the BVM, and prayer for her intercession. The 
 framing chorus is led by the two soloists, very classical texture, homophonic, 
 rhythmic, florid (within sacred decorum), wide dynamic contrasts, afterbeats. 



 Soprano has a pastoral aria plus an aria di tempesta. The alto has an aria di 
 Columba, and the duet is a gorgeous dialogue between Jesus and the BVM, almost 
 like an operatic love duet. Magnificent: music, performance, sound. A+. (Ap20)    
GEORGE PERLE 
Transcendental Modulations 

Colorful Vatiations for Orchestra: not “character variations” exactly, but nothing dryly 
abstract or academic either. Then goes on too long: at 26 minutes seems to wind down 
rather than up. (O08) Single 26’ movement, serial piece evidently transposes through the 
twelve tones marking each with the upward bubbling clarinets. Mood becomes 
increasingly anxious. Formally it has the right feel of orchestral variations. (S18)    

Cello Sonata 
 Serial piece in four movements opens with long cello cadenza: piano enters with high, 

light chords. Tempo picks up: is this the Allegro (rather slow)? Then the cello launches 
into Variations (difficult to follow, despite the classical signposts). Rondo must be the bit 
with cello in the stratosphere – the whole movement is rough. Difficult, challenging, yes, 
but I’m a bit let down. I have come to expect more classical lucidity from Perle. (My14) 

PÉROTIN 
Beata viscera; Viderunt omnes; Sederunt principes; Vetus abit littera 

The first is a “monophonic conductus” (?), sung by very high soprano. The two organa 
quadrupla are lengthy fantasies spun out over sustained notes of chant: the sound is 
immediately striking as fuller than Leonin’s, but the parts are now controlled by 
mensuration. It’s extremely difficult to recover the excitement this music must have had: 
it must be entered into closely and immediately, submissively, to have any real affect. 
The final conductus is more immediate: shorter, dancelike, the music pointing the rhymed 
Latin.  (Jy09) 

VINCENT PERSICHETTI 
Psalm for Band 

Nondescript slow start, more engaging fast section. Only so-so. (D08) 
Night Dances 

A suite of 7 short, atmospheric pieces with lines of verse as programmatic tags. Nice 
piece, not at all as formulaic as the “Indiana Hindemith” tag I’ve stuck VP with. 
Immeasurably more pleasing than the Milton Babbitt work that follows. (F09) 

Symphony No 3, op 30 
Approaching this with low expectations, I am surprised at liking it very much: somber 
chorale, flavorful solo trumpet, horn riffs, all in the Piston/Harris/Schuman mold, though 
with perhaps less rhythmic vitality (nary a syncop), less sustaining power. But a talented 
sibling. (Ap09) 

Symphony No 4, op 51 
A light toned symphony, lots of doodles in the Allegro, a whimsical Adagio, moto 
perpetuo Finale.  Unpretentious, pleasant. (Ap09) 

Symphony No 7, op 80 “Liturgical” 
A Symphony in one movement, slow-fast-slow-fast-slow (cf Sibelius 7), rather somber 
like Harris in a dark mood. The first fast section is wild, angry, the second driving, fugal. 
The final Adagio is hymn-like, quiet. The Liturgical subtitle shows up in sporadic 
hymn-like motifs. Of the three Symphonies, this seems strongest, partly because of its 
one-movement format with a successful sweep. (Ap09) 



Flower Songs, op 157 
Seven choral songs on Cummings with chamber strings: surprisingly somber, low key, 
pleasant but out of character with the Cummings I know. No texts given. (O10) 

Quartet No 1 
I don’t think of Persichetti as a serialist, but this early piece begins with a twelve-tone 
fugue subject. It’s in slow-fast-slow-fast church sonata format. Allegro is pesante in 5/8 
and pandiatonic. Vivace sounds like a lively version of the twelve-tone theme. (Ap14) 

Quartet No 2 
Written in wartime in three movements, slow-fast-slow. First features are aimless lyric 
lines in drab quartal harmony, the line reminiscent of Harris’s Third. The fast movement, 
again reminiscent of Harris, projects in an unstable 3. Last movement is marked “Slow,” 
but track 7 is quick: there’s an error somewhere. (Ap14) 

Quartet No 3 
One long movement that begins unexpectedly with avant gardish gesture, dodecaphony 
and loads of harmonics, but a quick rhythmic section establishes diatonicism. Liner notes 
suggest allusions to bebop, but I don’t hear them. (Ap14) 

Quartet No 4  
 Also in one long movement: it begins with eerie harmonies and meandering viola: the 

others enter usually in imitation and build density and speed with a slow meditative line 
throughout. A fragmented passage halts motion, but the wildness returns or tries to. Long 
diminuendo to rhythmic pizzicato bit, then a sort of dance, quiet trailing off. These  

 Quartets reveal a more radically modernist Persichetti than I had dreamed of, especially 
the last two, which would certainly repay repeated listening. (Ap14) 

Symphony No 8 
Standard four movements with slow intro: Begins with dramatic flourish, dark, but 
grazioso in duple time takes over, still fairly dark, in Harris territory, lots of drums, nice 
chorale to settle things down. Andante is peaceful and gray, eventually setting a gentle 
pulse, very somnolent. Allegretto breaks the mood with a mock-barndance in 3, still 
maintaining dubious undertones. Vivace Finale takes off from percussion,  
fast 2 with lots of interjectory stuff – I can’t detect a shape. Tune from beginning returns 
(augmented in bass), builds to raucous close. OK. (Mh16) 

ÉMILE PESSARD 
2 Songs 

ALa spectre de la rose” and AO quand je dors” both received far more famous settings. 
Pessard is no competition for Berlioz or Liszt. (Ja11) 

WILHELM PETERSON-BERGER 
Symphony No 1 “Banneret” 

The piece that drew me to this cycle B on second hearing still seems fresh and tuneful, 
though somewhat loosely constructed. Liner notes are excessively apologetic. Why, O 
why CPO? (S08) 

Symphony No 2 “Journey of Southern Winds” 
Fresh and tuneful, emotionally wide ranging, a bit long at 45', perhaps more picturesque 
than symphonic, reminiscent of Franck’s Les Eolides. Attractive piece. (S08) 

Symphony No 3 ”Lappland” 
Masterpiece. Considered PB’s best symphony, uses Lapp folk motifs. Big, moody 
opening, brief touches of bitonality, orchestral piano. 10/8 Scherzo (fives in a moderate 



two): wonderful glitter, unusual sound and feel, long pedals à la Sibelius. Slow 
movement, irregular line for strings, clarinet joining in unrelated rhythm. Long build, 
intensely moving chorale passages. Finale a marchlike 6/8, but broken not triumphal, 
diverted, a big movement with quiet, unexpected ending. Wholly original, gorgeous. (S08) 

Symphony No 4 “Holmia” 
The last movement is wretched: the first downright bad PB I’ve heard. Not because this is 
a “light” symphony: had he named it “Sinfonietta” it would be as trite. Perhaps cock 
snooting at Stockholm (re the subtitle)? (S08) 

Symphony No 5 “Solitudo” 
Fine work, with less pretense of length and mood than “Lappland,” but just as original, 
convincing in its somber but not tragic feeling of acceptance. Beautiful slow movement, 
strong finale. (S08) 

Violin Concerto 
Seems less overtly lyrical than I had expected, a symphonic rather than virtuosic 
concerto, but not wholly fetching. Last movement seems best. Wallin is of course superb. 
Try again. (S08) 

Frösöblomster Suite 
Lovely trifles, perfectly turned. But memorable? The obvious reference point is Grieg’s 
Peer Gynt: Are those tunes inherently memorable, they stick like glue? or just familiar? 
PB’s Frösö Church is best. (S08) 

Törnrossagan Suite (Sleeping Beauty)  
Long for programming at 25' plus. But such a string of beautiful melodies! (O08) 

Earina Suite; Chorale and Fugue from The Domesday Prophets 
A more “serious” Suite of five spring poems, again pure loveliness. The liner notes are 
much too negative and unforgiving: this is unpretentious music. The opera excerpt is 
different: certification of PB’s skill in counterpoint, the stern Chorale entering underneath 
the Fugue (O08) 

Suite “Last Summer” 
Pieces are slightly more substantial than the other Suites, just as nice. Unfortunately, PB 
makes no effort to weld the numbers into a whole (cf Mussorgsky’s Pictures). Also, they 
need more up-tempo numbers. (O08) 

Violin Romance in D; Oriental Dance; Sveagaldrar Prelude 
The Romance is beautiful, impassioned, with serene B section, the melodist at work. The 
Dance is so-so, the Prelude (to ceremonial Cantata) uninteresting. (O08) 

Eight Choral Songs, op 11 
The first two are in Danish, the rest in Norwegian. Swedish poetry was of low repute in 
the 1890s. Homophonic, low, and dark – track 17 is a heavily accented folksong, tracks 
18-19 livelier. 20 is a courtship song, 21 a dance. Pretty but undistinguished. (F19)    

GOFFREDO PETRASSI 
Concerto for Orchestra 

This is the first I’ve ever heard Petrassi, early and apparently atypical. It sounds like 
neo-classic Casella or Stravinsky, but square rhythms galumphing like Hindemith. Huge 
orchestra: big brass, sax, piano. Middle movement somber; lyric B section rises to brass 
declamation. Tempo di marcia recalls, oddly, the Finale of Respighi’s Pines given a 
Futurist twist. There’s nothing shy about this guy. (Ap11) 

Concerto for Orchestra No 2 



Composed 17 years later for Paul Sacher’s Haydn-sized orchestra, more acidic but still 
neo-classic with square rhythms at base, as well as wild excursions, strident outbursts. A 
four-movement symphony in all but name. Allegretto is anything but tranquillo. Adagio 
somewhat calmer. Presto nervous, erratic, loud. (Ap11) 

Récréation concertante (Concerto for Orchestra No 3) 
This piece seems to be taken to initiate GP’s mature style. In five short, connected 
movements, it begins like a piece by Berio or Nono, but retains some neo-classic 
elements: repeated notes, fanfare gestures, tuttis, rhythmic stability, etc. But that seems 
threatened. The style seems uncertain, but I’m grateful for the points of reference. It’s not 
easy stuff. (Ap11)    

Concerto for Orchestra No 4 
For string orchestra: the only one in the cycle. In one movement of seven sections, said to 
be a tribute to Bartok (definitely not the Divertimento), but it also tips its hat to serialism. 
GP caprures the Bartok manner almost too well at times, but doesn’t generate the 
sustained driving energy of Bartok’s Allegros. The last bit is pecky. (Ap11) 

Concerto for Orchestra No 5 
A Koussevitzky commission for Boston. Petrassi is more disjointed than before but still 
clearly pandiatonic with steady rhythm pattern in the background. A second movement is 
introduced by English horn, with Stravinskian wind figures; tempo and volume pick up to 
climactic chord; return to quiet material of opening. Very dark tone. (My11) 

Inventione concertante (Concerto for Orchestra No 6) 
Scored for strings, brass, percussion, no woodwinds. Petrassi here uses a series, however 
loosely, and (it seems) Varèse-like rhythmic iterations, but there are still traces of 
pandiatonic continuity. The piece moves from agitato to ominous quiet to something like 
direct confrontation (oddly marked “estatico”). (My11) 

Concerto for Orchestra No 7 
Petrassi here joins the Nono-Dallapiccola group of Italian post-war serialists, even though 
the notes describe an alternation between serialist and free sections. The music is 
athematic, opening with quiet disjointed sounds, rising to full orchestra. A string section 
takes over, with a xylorimba solo foregrounded (tribute to Boulez’ Marteau?), then a 
quick scherzo-like bit, and finally material from the prologue recast as epilogue. It makes 
more audible sense than much music of the sort. (My11) 

Concerto for Orchestra No 8 
The last of the series, commissioned by Giulini in Chicago, is in three clearly marked 
sections. The first sounds like Elliott Carter: so many notes, fast. The second is quiet, 
with xylorimba once again.  The third is angular, angry, with mallet instruments and two 
sets of timps prominent, finishing the piece again with a thump. The series is based on 
two sets of whole-tone scales, a semitone apart, allowing some (not obvious) scalar 
passages and aggregates in the Debussy-Berg mode. (My11) 

ALLAN PETTERSSON 
Symphony No 3 

My first dip into Pettersson was not a positive experience, but partly due to enthusiasts on 
Amazon, I’m giving him another try. Symphony No 3 is early and (alone in the cycle) 
divided into four movements, though the tempos and textures and character of each 
remain variable and indistinguishable. I remember a dissonant sound world, but this is 
not particularly so, and retains contact with tonality. It is certainly dour, though there are 



a few lighter passages. Never as anguished as, say, Berg. Nowhere is there a regular 
pulse. I can make nothing of the form. (Mh11) 

Symphony No 4 
A single movement just under 40', freely associative, no discernable structure except for 
motifs, especially a repeated note pattern. Dissonances strong occasionally but spaced. 
Passages of conventional harmony, but with uncertain purpose. Is it repose? Nostalgia? 
Some kind of allusion?  Puzzlement, major. (Mh11) 

Symphony No 8 
A 50' behemoth broken into two sections. The style is deceptive harmoniousness, tonal 
formulas mingled with strange twists, dissonances, eruptions. Continuous music, not 
fragmented with silences as before. I find myself liking it, to my surprise. Violent 
intrusions. Part I is dominated by semitone figure. Part II uses jagged intervals, greater 
violence. A phenomenon. (Ap11) 

Symphony No 13 
Since buying this I’ve dreaded listening to a 67' bloc of tormented, twisted, seemingly 
unrelated materials, tonal but utterly non-directional, brass dominated, angry, then a 
fragment that might seem recognizable but for the disregard of structure. Oddball, 
definitely. Outsider art, the work of a madman. I gave up at 40' and finished the next 
morning. (Mh12) 

HANS PFITZNER 
Violin Sonata in E minor, op 27 

Is this piece Joe MacSpadden played? It must be, so I associate it with Reger though it 
sounds much more like early Strauss, without Reger’s twisty modulations. Nice material 
– elaborate, florid development B turbulent recap – quiet and quizzical ending. Slow 
movement begins with G string cantilena, innigkeitvoll, builds to huge grandiloquence. 
Finale is extravagant Straussian rejoicing, huge. I never thought I’d hear this again, but 
Joe was right, it’s a great work, possible masterpiece (even though I’m no fan of 
Pfitzner).  (N09) 

Piano Trio in F, op 8 
Big Brahmsian 4-movement piece, beautiful material, wild over-the-top development, 
lots of shifts of character. Adagio expansive, lyrical, innig. In neither is the formal 
structure stamped on the surface. Nice low-key Scherzo in minor. Lengthy Finale is 
cyclical, thundering piano fireworks B gorgeous return of Adagio before short, angry 
coda. Strained, puzzling, not wholly satisfactory, but passionate, worth rehearing. (N09) 

Symphony No 3 in C, op 46 
Very short Symphony in three uninterrupted sections, fast-slow-fast, under 18' but still 
sounds like Brucknerian brass opening (or maybe John Williams). The brightness gives 
way to a gently pensive middle section with English horn. Presto intrudes with a cymbal 
crash, but the slow theme returns with Presto continuing underneath until the Brucknerian 
brass returns triumphant. Engaging music, but disturbing that HP must have written such 
simple, positive music for the Volk in 1940. (Mh10) Yes, this is the one Tintner recorded, 
designated “for large orchestra” and not numbered. It does ring a bell, and it’s very 
beautiful. Brucknerian richness, an occasional odd harmony. The return of the big theme 
at the end is wonderful. (O11) 

Piano Quintet in C, op 23 



Huge, big-fisted Brahmsian piece, exceptionally dense: tries to overpower but lacks 
trombones. Scherzo more transparent and effective, novel gestures, tentative feel. Slow 
movement is long funeral march with suitably quiet ending. Apart from the oppressive 
first movement, this is complex, many-layered music, worth getting closer to. (Mh10) 

Sextet in G minor for Clarinet, Piano & Strings, op 53 
Post-war Pfitzner in an ingratiating mood, textures thinned (despite the 6 instruments), 
counterpoint restrained, form freed up. The CPO notes suggest that this piece is a kind of 
tragic palinode, parallel to his written meditation on the fate of Germany. But the 
C-major Symphony of 1940 already shows a lighter style. Without this dimension, the 
music remains an attractive to an earlier era of civilized Hausmusik. The Semplice 
movement is particularly affecting. (Ap10) 

Symphony No 1 in C# minor, op 36a 
Pfitzner had second thoughts about his Third String Quartet and orchestrated it as his 
First Symphony: he was 64 years of age. I don’t think I’d guess its origins, but can’t help 
thinking the orchestral writing somehow circumscribed. No matter, it’s a large, over-ripe 
neo-romantic piece, Mahlerian at times, very searching, beautiful. Scherzo is 
quasi-grotesque. Langsam develops a winding chromatic theme; second idea a gently 
pulsed lyrical melody, eventually more dissonant, troubled. Finale continues with 
doggedly propulsive rhythms à la Hindemith – reaches muted crisis – melody returns 
beautifully from, is it, the slow movement. Quiet ending. Strange work of deeply felt but 
almost stunted emotion. (O11)  

Kleine Symphonie [Symphony No 2], op 44 
Just 20' for a four-movement Symphony: a protest against Mahlerian gigantism?  Or just 
willful? Gemächlich is warm, rich. Trumpets instigate Allegro, light-footed with warm 
cellos underneath, gorgeous handling of winds. Adagio is rich, innig. Allegretto Finale 
begins with simple tune in flute, quiet ending. The language of the entire Symphony is 
quite diatonic. (O11) 

Das Fest auf Solhaug: Preludes to Acts I, II, and III 
Incidental music for an Ibsen fairy-tale play, written by Pfitzner in his twenties.  
Inevitable comparison with Grieg: young HP is more diatonic, lacks the piquancy. Act I 
develops a somber theme at great length. II is charming, could be a mystery entry in a 
program of dances. III is again funereal. (O11) 

Elegie und Reisen, op 45 
Probably the most immediately appealing Pfitzner I’ve heard B or am I just beginning to 
listen correctly? Elegy gorgeous, moving. The short dance has rare rhythmic spring. A 
work of Pfitzner’s last years. (O11) 

Fantasie, op 56 
Pfitzner’s last work, in three sections, fast-slow-fast. Beautiful wistful nostalgia, reduced 
to an essence in the Langsam violin solo, then Agitato section settles back into accepting 
nostalgia and affirmation. Extrremely late version of Liszt’s metamorphic tone poems. So 
why do I think of Strauss’s Letzte Lieder? (O11) 

Piano Concerto, op 31 
Large Symphony-Concerto in four movements, successor to Brahms and Reger.  
Expansive opening is more athletic, youthful and chromatic than usual for HP, but it 
settles into reflectivity, then builds to grand pomp, then ebbs away. Scherzo is pesante 
6/8 beginning in piano – goes wild. Slow movement is one of the most entrancing pieces 



of Romanticism I’ve ever encountered – I could have used the word “schwärmisch” 
without reading the notes. Wow! Near the end a brass chorale makes a bridge into the 
Finale, light-hearted (for Pfitzner), but soon becomes both ennobled and troubled. Big 
cadenza begins fugato, then coda. Masterpiece. (O11) 

Scherzo for Orchestra  
Early piece without opus number. pesante but lively. Trio slower, ominous. Nice. (O11) 

Violin Concerto 
Strange. Pfitzner in a more Mahleresque, dissonant, brassy mode, yet preserving the 
grand Concerto gestures of Brahms. Long Intro & set of variations (apparently). Slow 
movement begins with solo oboe – builds – quiet ending. Finale begins with 
improvisatory bit, breaks into gavotte, ends seriously, trailing over basses before fast 
finish. I don’t really like it, but something outside the norm is going on. (O11) 

Duo for Violin, Cello and Small Orchestra, op 43 
Dark, sonorously lyrical concertante piece, a kind of double concertino in three short 
movements, not virtuosic, just utterly gorgeous. Pfitzner is actually ingratiating. Soloists 
foregrounded, but orchestra fully engaged as well. (O11) 

Cello Concerto No 3 in A minor, op 52 
In 4 movements at 20'. Ruhig spins a beautiful, mournful flowing line, ending in unusual 
double cadenza with solo clarinet. Second is scherzando spiccato, a bit like Elgar.  
Feierlich is another sorrowful song. Allegretto Finale a lilting dance in 3. Very attractive 
piece, not easy but not quite as virtuosic as Elgar. (O11) 

Cello Concerto No 1 in A minor, op posth. 
Early work long thought to be lost. Liner notes suggest that op 52 was a rewriting from 
memory, but I can’t detect a relationship. A romantic virtuoso piece with double 
stopping, octaves, runs to the top of the fingerboard. In two movements: slow-fast, 
slow-fast-slow. Barn-burning flashy stuff, lovely lyrical bits. Adagio is lyrical. Short 
Sturm und Drang Allegro. If op 52 recalls Elgar, then this recalls Vieuxtemps. (O11) 

Cello Concerto No 2 in G, op 42 
Shortish 15' Concerto in one movement, slow-fast-slow. An elusive piece, sunlight and 
shadow B middle part has fugato, birdcalls, hornsignals. It suggests a programmatic tone 
poem, but there’s no program. Attractive, puzzling. (O11) 

Käthchen von Heilbronn – excerpts 
Prelude to Act 3, Melodrama and Overture for Kleist drama. The Prelude is dark, 
foreboding. The Melodrama, evidently a love scene, is done withy spoken dialogue.  
Only the Overture seems capable of standing on its own, and it starts like a comic opera, 
but gets darker, into Straussian passion. (N11)  

Cello Sonata in F# minor, op 1 
The notes say Schumann, but if this were a rediscovered early work by Brahms it would 
be standard rep by now – beautiful outpouring of romantic melody developed with artful 
fire. Langsam opens with melancholy resignation, truly autumnal (in op 1!), 
heartbreaking. Brief Scherzo filled with keyboard skyrockets, cello pizzicato. Finale 
marked “mit Humor” – a lightweight march, not quite on level with the rest, though the 
Sonata as a whole is a masterpiece nonetheless. Performance by Henkel and 
Pludermacher is stunning. (Ja12) 

5 Lieder 



The conservative Pfitzner sets standard poets like Eichendorff and Mörike and Hermann 
Lingg (“Immer leiser wird mein Schlummer”), but also an erotic piece by Dehmel. “Ist 
der Himmel so blau” (Richard Leander) and “Die Einsame” create a gorgeous lush 
Brahmsian swoon. Dehmel’s “Venus mater” demands twistier treatment, a stratospheric 
note ex nihilo, a turbulent finish – Wow! “Das verlassene Mägdlein” (Mörike) returns to 
high Romantic mode until an outburst at mid-point. “Immer leiser” treats Lingg’s 
beautiful lyric as verismo, while Brahms is elegant and bitter. These are gorgeous songs 
in Popp’s Jugendstil recital. (Ja19)  

7 Eichendorff Lieder 
Pfitzner set much Eichendorff, who strikes me as full of conventional Romantic 
Waldeinsamkeit posturing; but he seems to grasp a more complex spirit there. Nachts: 
simple mood piece with positive forte ending. Studentenfahrt: horseback, joyful students 
– do not fear – and do not cry as they ride away. Neue Liebe: Heart, I am distraught, but I 
am so happy. In Danzig: A great song, deep chords, ominous, the lone stranger in a 
strange city, may God protect. Nearly Russian tone. Die Nachtigallen: A night poem, 
misterioso, stanza three laments the lone lady as the hermit bell sounds. Zorn [Anger]: 
Declamatory fortissimo, the destruction of my home by invading pigmies selling the 
Savior’s blood, but I stand like a tall pine. Sonst: Kavalier and Chloe in light staccato 
with ironic ornaments and an interpolated minuet! Kavalier becomes lyrical, then 
passionate – but No! (Jy20) 

5 Eichendorff Lieder, op 9 
These are presented as a group, a “culmination” of his Lieder, but no explanation why. 
Der Gärtner: I meet and greet a beauty, my garden has many flowers, though my heart 
will break I will dig my grave. Die Einsame: I lie awake by day in forest and wait upon 
the nightingales. Im Herbst: Leaves fall, loneliness, and bells alarm, my love is far, the 
old songs depress me like the grave. Die Kühne [The Bold One]: Horseback, a forest 
lady, but my dear one is up there. Abschied: beautiful gentle farewell. (Jy20) 

8 Lieder 
The best are here, and Pfitzner at his best is a great Lieder composer. Lockung [Allure] 
(Eichendorff): The allure is Waldeinsamkeit, where the mermaids roar (rauschen) – cool 
tone. Nachtwanderer (Eichendorff): Rider rides to his child but waylaid by forest Nixie 
and his body is found. A mini-Erlkönig. Zum Abschied meiner Tochter (Eichendorff): A 
tender leavetaking at summer’s end. Der verspätete Wanderer (Eichendorff): Where will I 
be next spring? Oddly chromatic, becomes melodious in sestet – the evening bells call, 
Open-ended cadence. Das Alter (Eichendorff): Stride accompaniment, the old man 
traipses. Age has been mild to me, it will thaw the roofs because a Spring comes that 
never ends. An den Mond (Goethe): Weird chromatics, whole tones, between joy and 
loneliness: Flow River! I once had the costly treasure (wild tone!). Happy the man who 
holds one friend close. Wow, a complex piece. Mailied (Goethe): Happy song – O Liebe, 
you bless the world with glory: A happy love song! Hussens Kerker (Conrad Meyer): As 
if Fafnir’s soliloquy, a death wish, Solemn, my end is near, toward me the Son of Man, I 
praise my dungeon, how close the waters, my body steeped. Stern fortissimo: Time to 
celebrate the peace at hand. Herons know the way to eternal Spring. Why fear? (Tierce de 
Picardy). Wow!!! (Jy20) 

FRANÇOIS-ANDRÉ DANICAN PHILIDOR 
Symphony No 27 in G 



Otherwise known as Overture to La Meréchal ferrent (1761). Hardly taxing intellectually. 
Simple violin motifs over bass line. Andante has affetuoso appeal: 3/8 Presto has deft 
turn. Very simple music. (N12) 

Le Sorcier Overture 
Single movement Overture quite generic, developed more assiduously than the 
Symphony. (N12) 

Tom Jones Overture 
First given in 1765, a year after Le Sorcier. Philidor’s best known piece. (N12) Charming, 
light opera style, with irregular phrase lengths. (My20)    

Carmen Sæculare 
Secular oratorio, 28 numbers, 81. Written 1787-88 at the request of Giuseppe Baretti, a 
scholar known to Johnson, Boswell, Burke, and Garrick. I’ve long avoided this because 
of its length and difficulty, but it is sui generis. Performance is strong, though the soloists 
are less than top flight. Overture full of romping string runs, then a warning from tenor: 
Odi profanum vulgus.  
(I) Tenor praises Phoebus, then with chorus Delia. There\s an effort to conform to the 
Latin meters. You will boast that you sang the measures of Horace. 
(II) Hymn to Apollo, mightier than the great Achilles, who like a pine tree was felled in 
the terrors of war. Soprano praises Aeneas, allowed to build new walls. She is given some 
florid ornament, but it is restrained for the sake of verbal clarity. Chorus begs the 
protection of Phoebus.   
(III) Tutti praise Apollo and Diana, sing to Diana and mother Latona – an alcaic break 
from the sapphics. Tenor and chorus bid girls to praise Diana the huntress, and boys to 
praise Tempe, Apollo’s birthplace (tenor gets quite florid). Let him prevent war, famine, 
plague. Lacrimosum sung by soloists. Chorus hopeful, but ends the section in minor.  
(IV) Carmen Saeculare. Soprano/Alto joined by chorus: Phoebus, Diana, and Sibylline 
oracles. Baritone proclaims nothing will rise greater than Rome, with dramatic crescendo 
for sunrise. More praise for the two gods. Chorus wish to establish three-day festival 
every one hundred years. Fugal chorus, more praises. Eerie, solemn passage, very 
beautiful. Tenor sings obligation for Rome to live up to the virtue of Aeneas. Baritone 
and Chorus pray for victory and promise leniency in gentle military music. Tenor: 
Medes, Albany (i.e. England), Scythians, and Indians fear our hand: May peace and 
old-fashioned decency return. Alto prays for prosperity. Soloists quietly pray Diana 
answer prayers of our fifteen men. Tutti pray to Jupiter, with trumpets, drums, and choral 
fugue. This is a surprisingly strong and attractive score, wearing its learning 
unmistakably but lightly. Alas, its audience occupies an even smaller niche now than it 
did then. Courageous archaeology for the performers and Naxos. (My20)    

CRAIG PHILIPS 
Suite Breve 

Organ piece in five brief movements designed to show off the components of an organ – 
Foundations, Flutes & mutations, Reeds, Strings, and Full. Terry continued the 
educational project in his recital with a piece for pedals alone, Haydn musical clocks, and 
a final suite for full organ – very clever programming. Philips is an American 
organist-composer, winner of the 2012 AGO Distinguished Composer Award (previously 
won by Virgil Thomson, Ned Rorem, Daniel Pinkham, and Stephen Paulus). (live at 
FSA, S18)    



DOMINIQUE PHINOT 
Missa Si bene suscepimus 

Glorious, somewhat terse and spare setting, lots of fourths and fifths in melody, highly 
modal feel.  Very infrequent cross relations, big homophonic passages. Brabant 
Ensemb;le gives wonderfully robust and pure performance. (Minneapolis, N09) 

5 motets 
Pater peccavi done according to Lowinsky’s theory of ficta, leading to some exceptional 
chromaticism and dissonance in the later half. Gorgeous. Confiteor tibi is beautiful 
alternatim setting of Psalm 110 with doxology. The other three are 8-voice motets that 
divide the choir into irregular groupings, not antiphonal.  O sacrum convivium is 
beautifully mutet. (Minneapolis, N09) 

Lamentationes;  Magnificat 
Lamentationes is just the first number of an elaborate 8-voice setting. Beautifully 
reflective, no overt pathos, high and low voices contrasted. Gorgeous. Magnificat is brief 
alternatim setting.  (Minneapolis, N09) 

ASTOR PIAZZOLA 
La Muerte del Angel 

Short piece for piano quartet, written with AP’s panache. (D09) 
Four Seasons of Buenos Aires; Introduction al angel 

The Four Seasons was the most substantial work on a program that I thought was all 
desserts, a four-movement Concerto for violin and string orchestra. Piazzola makes witty 
use of Vivaldi, only matching the seasons by hemisphere: summer equals winter, and so 
on. There’s even a neat riff on the Pachelbel Canon. Both violin and orchestra use 
extended techniques: behind the bridge, tapping on wood, ponticello, glissandi of every 
description, even Stravinsky-inspired gliss-harmonics. I cannot believe there’s no straight 
recording available on CD: only arrangements, single movements. Julie Triquet was the 
fine soloist. I try to think of Piazzola as a serious composer, but the CD world does not. 
Introduction al angel, a slow tango, was a brief concert opener. (I Musici de Montréal, 
live O12). After hearing it in concert I bought Giedon Kremer’s version, which sets each 
movement beside the corresponding number in Vivaldi’s cycle. Piazzolla’s citations of 
Vivaldi are so obvious they need no clarification: instead, Piazzolla performance tics 
creep into the Vivaldi. As Eliot remarked, the present influences the past. I like it. (N12) 

Libertango 
Nice little piece in school arrangement. (FSA Strings, live N17); Fiona Robson finished 
her first half with it, in an unsimplified version. It’s a real virtuoso dazzler, and it worked 
very effectively. Only criticism: too cautious, too careful about technique, so it didn’t 
achieve that don’t-give-a-damn spontaneity that it demands. The big upward glissandi 
were “placed.” (live, February20) 

Milongon Festivo 
Short, energetic and loud, great concert opener. (D18) 

Aconcagua: Concerto for bandoneon and orchestra 
Three movements, 20’. Allegro energetic, irregular rhythms. Colorful chamber orchestra 
has percussive sound with piano, harp, traps. Mid-movement cadenza with slow B 
section, strings sliding around, lush, then drive to the finish. Piazzola delights in complex 
off chords to finish. Moderato has new idea but similar mood to B section of Allegro, a 
drooping lamentoso with bitonal acid. Is it a passacaglia? Presto takes off in syncopated 



4. Sections of irregular and cross rhythms make the primary pattern seem stable, but 
Piazzola cannot resist the bistro mood, popsy: a deliberate 4 carries it to the end. (My20) 

Pedro y Pedro; Oblivion 
Short bandoneon pieces, filler for the concerto CD, arranged by soloist Gwen Cresens. 
The first unaccompanied, the other with chamber orchestra, swoozy pops. (My20) 

TOBIAS PICKER 
Keys to the City – Piano Concerto No 2 

Long an odd name without a sound image, Picker appears an accomplished tonal 
composer whose distinctive quality here is a rapid succession of scrambled sound-bites: 
mood and texture shift, creating a speckled canvas like Fasinelli, full of suggested 
narrative. I’m reminded of Murray’s Symphony. Lots of Gershwin-Bernstein in the mix. 
The piece won a prize for a work written in honor of Brooklyn Bridge. Super piece, 
though derivative. Picker would make it in film. (F18) 

Cello Concerto 
Four movements in the style of Barber: “Not even the rain” is pure melancholic lyricism 
spun from an earlier song on e.e. cummings. “Brief Journey” is scherzando staccato, 
becoming more intense, darker. “Those we loved” is a reworking of the third movement 
of the earlier “And Suddenly It’s Evening,” an improvisatory motif, still staccato (re 
Capricorn Concerto). “Lament,” reworked from a W.S. Merwin song, returns to sustained 
melancholic lyricism. The music reappears at a key point in Therese Raquin. (Mh18) 

And Suddenly It’s Evening 
Three movements: Written for youth orchestra but uncompromising in its rhythmic 
complexity – everything is off the beat. “Heart of the earth” scuds along quickly, the 
piano marking time. “Ray of the Sun” is slow, a play of pedal tones becoming dissonant 
behind meandering solo lines. This piece has a tougher core than the Cello Concerto: I 
like it better. “Suddenly Evening” pits staccato motifs against slower legato figures all 
round the orchestra – touches of Stravinsky. (Mh18) 

GABRIEL PIERNÉ 
Concertstück for harp & orchestra; Impromptu-Caprice in A♭ 

It’s nice to hear this favorite with a Gallic/German title again, even in boxy sound and 
inferior performance. The solo piece as well. Pierné may not be essential or “important,” 
but what lovely stuff he made, both pieces much too short. How many times does one 
make that complaint? (My09) 

Cello Sonata in F# minor, op 46 
In one movement, Franckian soundworld, cyclical pattern, hints of Fauré and Debussy. 
Dreamy beginning with cello recits; quicker tempo, plus animé, still improvisatory; gets 
passionate, then calm, then allegro scherzando with lots of pizzicato; rises to nobilmente; 
ending dreamy as it began. Super piece. Constant tempo changes yet seems formally 
coherent. (O10)  

Expansion, op 21; Caprice, op 16 
Two short cello & piano pieces: charming melody, gracious scherzando. Nice.  (O10) 

Piano Trio, op 45 
Vast, somewhat elusive Trio in the Franckian mold with hints of Fauré: the Agité nearly 
20' long. Expansive, marked by motto figure and inconclusive chromatic lines, some 
unexpected bare seconds. As a formal innovation, tempo change at development turns it 
into a surrogate slow movement: gradual return to Tempo primo for recap. Allegretto is 



folkish Scherzo in complex compound time, 5/8+3/8, spritely and natural in feel – a big 
masterful movement. Finale begins with portentous intro based on motto figure, leads 
into ornamental Variations on an archaic dance tune. At tempo change, Variations blur 
into development (another innovation) and dreamy calm; return to tempo and brilliant 
coda. I would not have guessed Pierné capable of such a feat: his achievement grows with 
each new piece. Performance is only adequate. (Ja12) 

Flute Sonata in B minor, op 36 
Very Franckian: abundant piano ripples supporting a nobilmente chromatic flute line; big 
ending. Tranquillo offers a much simplified texture with lovely pure melody 
uninterrupted. Finale opens with slow intro into big sweeping lively movement in major; 
somber interlude in minor; return to major for long drive to coda. (Fe12) 

Paysages franciscains, op 43 
Atmospheric Suite for orchestra in three movements. I seem to hear some subtly complex 
rhythms, lots of harp and harmonics, chant-like tune. II evokes olives of Assissi at 
evening. Again touches of instrumental color and complex rhythm. III a pilgrimage 
procession, not a steady beat but much intertwining: big ending. Maybe as close to 
impressionism as Pierné ventured. Dervaux’s orchestra sounds under-rehearsed. (N12) 

Les Cathédrales 
Short symphonic poem inspired by war poem by Eugène Morand: Les Marseillaise as a 
profound dirge. A moving political statement. (N12) 

Images 
Pierné seems to have converted a Divertissement sur une thème pastorale, op 49, into a 
ballet by adding an Introduction. The notes are confusing. Body of the piece is a set of 
brilliant, virtuosic variations, engaging and colorful music. Pierné in top-notch form: at 
one point it sounds like dry Stravinsky neo-classicism. Is that a solo sax? (N12) 

Viennoise, op 49b 
Suite de valses et cortège blues: a tribute to Josef Strauss via Ravel (without the 
eroticism). Final 2/4 bit anticipates Bartok’s Dance of Couples. Very enjoyable. (N12) 

Piano Concerto in C minor, op 15 
I was sure I’d heard this but memory fails. Grand opening piano chords; declamatory 
Allegro; romantic second subject builds passion; return of first idea leads to crescendo, 
abrupt finish. Light fingered Scherzo: Pierné imitating Saint-Saens’ Second Concerto. 
Finale agitato, furioso: drive to the end. The whole clocks in under 20'. The shorter 
concertante works on the CD seem stronger. (N12) 

Poème symphonique in D minor, op 37 
Pierné’s last concertante work, serious, high minded, Franckian, the solo piano embedded 
in symphonic texture. Passionate music finishes in triumphant major. Super. (N12) 

Faitaisie-Ballet in B♭, op 6 
Virtuoso piece for piano and orchestra. Pompous intro for piano before orchestra entry: 
sparkling subject with cool modulations, magical section in gentle 3, tricky phrase 
structure: final bit takes off in 6/8, first in minor, then major. The man could write a great 
tune. (N12) 

Scherzo-Caprice in D, op 25 
Virtuoso piece for piano and orchestra, all charm and sparkle, but it changes pattern and 
key in intriguing ways every 16 bars or so. A little gem. (N12) 

Impressions de music-hall, op 47  



Wild piece begins with a near-Ivesian flurry of cross rhythms, loud brass and percussion, 
before settling down. Yes, Pierné felt the tug of Les Six, but that seems simply to have 
emboldened his natural flair.This version, the best known in France, is a five-movement 
Suite drawn from what eventually became a ballet score. So French in its combination of 
elegance and raucous populism. Le numéro espagnol has more of Ravel than Seville, but 
that’s not a worry. There are no worries as the Suite closes with a portrait of musical 
clowns.Wonderful, surprising piece from Pierné should be standard rep. (F16)   

Fantaisie Basque sur des thèmes populaires basques-espagnols, violin & orchestra, op 49   
Based on seven basque folktunes by count, the violin enters with no virtuoso pretensions 
with beautiful statements of tunes, then a tricky rhythmic dance melody, as tempi 
gradually increase along with technical challenges. Lovely. (F16) 

Izeÿl, suite from the incidental music (Tovey) CD  
Loosely described in the notes as an “Indian drama” by Eugène Morand, the incidental 
music draws elegantly from French exoticism, always suggesting a kind of elegant dance. 
The Entrance of the King is masterful in its 7/4, the whole little Suite scarcely rises above 
mezzo forte. Utterly enchanting, as intended. (F16)   

Divertissements sur une thème pastoral 
The theme is given by oboe, unaccompanied, then developed as straightforward 
variations in a single movement. The theme more and more resembles Turandot. Ah, 
there’s a sax solo. The piece ends with a lively but not bacchanalian tarantella. (F16)   

WILLEM PIJPER 
Symphony No 3 

Terrific piece! Concise, somewhat Honeggerish single-movement three-part symphony, 
sharp contours, well worked out, big powerful climax. Monteux was a truly great 
conductor. (Au08) 

Violin Sonata No 1 
My memory of Pijper’s Third Symphony is very favorable – well constructed, terse – he 
is terribly under-recorded. This early work begins with quasi-Debussyan improvisation. 
Second is a tentative oom-pah-pah waltz with grotesquerie. Finale is ripply piano under 
pizzicato and double stops, with quiet ending. So so. (May16) 

Sonata for Solo Violin 
Four movements in 14’, written in 1931 and performed by Szekely (long before Bartok’s 
piece). It begins with crashing dissonance, though it’s not overly dependent on double 
stopping. I don’t hear much character in it. (May16) 

Violin Sonata No 2 
Written three years after the First, soon after Pijper developed his germ cell technique, 
banishing impressionism and neo-romanticism. Three movements. Tranquillo has 
complex rhythm, harmony – very changeable. Avoids romantic gestures. Andantino is off 
the string, dancy – a slow waltz, a seductive tango – more violinistic stuff. Moderato 
Finale has violin luxuriating over sustained piano chords: ends high on the E string en 
l’air. Decent piece but it still lacks strong character. (May16)  

TYLER PIMM 
Chorale and Variations on Christ lag in Todesbanden; Meditation 

Visiting young organist-composer at FSA (with Graeme Shields) for afternoon recital of 
recent organ music. Christ lag had some ideas but no sustaining power or build-up. All of 
the pieces avoided modulation and stuck to the bellybutton region of the keyboard. (O) 



GAO PING 
Bright Light and Cloud Shadows 

String quartet movement, 12’. Chinese born and trained, Gao Ping is the youngest and 
least familiar composer on the CD, born in 1970. This piece is reserved, full of pitch 
bending and glissandi. The effects are pictorial, poetic, freely composed. Not markedly 
different from older generations. (Je18) 

DANIEL PINKHAM 
Serenades for Trumpet and Wind Ensemble 

Three short movements, all up-tempo, ritmico, syncopated, but neither jazzy nor flashy. 
Abstract music, sophisticated but unpretentious. (Ap12) 

Symphony No 3 
Short Symphony, 14' for four connected movements, so I expected something light, 
unassuming. But this is incisive, brash, abstract, terse in the extreme. Lament with 
Interludes sounds like passacaglia, but I’m not sure. Wonderful. Brief epilogue repeats 
opening of Symphony with closing flourish. This caught me completely off guard: a 
major work! (Ap12) 

Sonata No 3 for Organ & Strings 
Performed here with string orchestra but premiere used quartet. In four short movements. 
Allegro more dour than giocoso as marked. Allegretto nervously irregular. Andante 
dolente sounds like a stylized valse triste. Vivace in mechanized 3. (Ap12) 

Symphony No 4 
In three movements with cute titles, Purling, Pining, Prancing, that belie the seriousness 
of a very short 12' Symphony. Purling has constant restless motion in minor key color. 
Pining stammers for a while before becoming connected melody, emotive but reserved. 
Prancing is energetic, toying with 3/4+6/8 furiant beat, plus others. Not quite up to the 
Third. (Ap12) 

Christmas Cantata 
3 movements, 10’. I haven’t heard this fine little piece for a while. Vaguely medieval 
overtones, orientalist middle movement (that the sopranos could somehow never get 
right), and more dissonance in the brass than I recall. A pleasure. The rest of the CD is a 
compilation of carols – the organ pieces by Balbastre and Zipoli are winners. (D18)    

MATTHAEUS PIPELARE 
Missa L’homme armé 

Pipelare was contemporary with Josquin, but he has a decidedly more medieval savor, 
especially since the opening Ballade à 4 on this CD has the appearance of a work by 
Machaut. Not Ars subtilor, not like Agricola, having none of the English love of thirds. 
Van Nevel’s performance is set at extremely deep pitch for reasons explained in the 
excellent liner notes. Cantus firmus and contrapuntal activity are exceptionally lucid. 
Pure caviar. (D11) 

Vray dieu d’amours: Ballade à 4 
Van Nevel explains the archaic nature of this surprising piece, including its strict 
homophony, plus its use of diminished seventh and tritone. It grows from two to three to 
four voices. (D11) 

Een vasuelic wasen; Fors seulement 
Flemish song, plus very famous French song sung with words from Psalm 111. (D11) 

Salve Regina; Memorare Mater Christi à 7 



Alternatim setting of the Salve, as was customary. The motet is a pinnacle of early 
composition according to Van Nevel: on the seven sorrows of Mary, moving lamentation 
in Phrygian mode. (D11) 

JOHANN PISENDEL 
4 Violin Sonatas in D, E minor, C minor, and G minor  

Immediate impression: Vivaldi-like brilliance, the violinist providing abundant 
ornamentation, cross string and arpeggiated gestures. The First, as well as the solo 
Sonata, are in three movements, the other three prefaced by a slow movement. Greatly 
extended phrases, chromaticism, intricate contours, figurative invention, plus some facile 
sequences and noodling nonsense. Strong writing, nearly as virtuosic as Locatelli. Not the 
contrapuntal depth of Bach’s Sonatas with continuo. (D11) 

Sonata in A minor for violin unaccompanied 
Once considered a possible model for Bach, but now considered (according to the 
excellent liner notes) to be later. I should remember Staryk’s performance on LP, but I 
don’t. Like Bach, challenging to play and shape. (D11) 

WALTER PISTON 
Concerto for Two Pianos & Orchestra 

Vintage Piston, two thoughtful movements, lots of dour open fourths. The neo-Puritan 
nearly forgets that one point of a concerto is to show off. Short snappy Finale to the 
rescue. Hints of Bartok in percussive pianism with timpani. Two-piano writing is neat 
and unmuddy. (O08) 

Concertino for Piano & Orchestra 
Piston in happy, witty mood, nice but inconsequential neoclassicism. I can’t help thinking 
Françaix would have done it better.  (O08) 

Symphony No 1 
No juvenilia here: vintage Piston from the get go. Seems to resemble Copland/Harris 
sound more than later ones – handling of brass over strings (?). Slow movement too long, 
but attractive. Strongly rhythmic Finale not really con fuoco until big ending.  (F09)  

Flute Concerto 
Very late piece (1971) flirts with atonalism more than most WP: harp prominent, flute 
dreamy, little contrast between first and second movements. Finale more neo-classical, 
angular, angry, even some fluttertongue. Both Piston and Zwilich seem to be working 
self-consciously against clichés of French flute writing. Not Piston at his best. (Jy09)  

The Incredible Flutist Suite 
Piston’s most popular piece, perhaps, but it only vaguely rings a bell until the shouting 
and whistling scene and later bits. It doesn’t stick as well as the Second or Third 
Symphonies. I’ve always thought it a rip-off of Petrushka. (Jy10)  

Quartet No 1 
Piston found his voice early – this could be recognized as his quickly. All three Quartets 
on this disc are in 3 movements, 15' to 18' long. This one has nice Allegro, rhythmic with 
dreamy sustained lines over top – nice Adagio, expansive, real feeling, beautiful ending. 
Short, snappy Finale. The Harlem Quartet is fine. (D10)  

Quartet No 2 
Sharply rhythmic, more neo-classical, more contrapuntal, more acerbic than No 1. (D10)  

Quartet No 3 



More dissonant than before. Allegro is pesante contrasted with sustained lyrical writing. 
Adagio is long, brooding, builds to contrapuntal tension. Finale works with greater 
rhythmic irregularity, less dissonance. All the Quartets are strong, satisfying works. (D10)  

Violin Sonata 
The Piston style: pandiatonic counterpoint in irregular meters, staccato figures absorbed 
(unlike Stravinsky) into larger melody, slightly modal, mild dissonance except at high 
points: hallmarks of a well-schooled Boulanger disciple. Piston seems resistant to 
modulation: it’s a major event. Andantino spins long legato over slow chordal ostinato. 
Allegro pits jerky violin rhythms against running figures in piano; positions reverse; 
accelerando coda. Solid, but I’m not convinced it takes fire. (Ap13) 

Sonata for Violin & Harpsichord 
 Wonderful happy Allegro, syncopated, jagged, exuberant – cheers! Adagio a meandering 

arioso, a plangent vocalise. but I’m not certain of its direction. Vivo Finale is a keyboard 
toccata, the violin dancing, swaying, then singing over top. Great music. Piston in A+ 
form. Wow! 

Symphony No 3 
 What a pleasure to find the old Hanson LP of my favorite Piston on YouTube! Hanson 

gives the piece such energy, so much punch in brass and percussion, such careful shaping 
of solo lines. It’s a sound I grew up with. The failure of Mercury to release this one LP on 
disc is a puzzle. (Jy17) 

Piano Quartet 
Three movements, 14’. Late work, the opening Leggiero moves in ambiguous meters, the 
texture quite thick and generous. Adagio opens with cello-viola duo that mounts into a 
kind of depressive solemnity, not despairing, just dreary. The final Vivo is lively but 
driven. A well-made piece, but the material lacks hooks. (O18)    

Concerto for Viola and Orchestra 
Three movements, 25’. First movement marked flessibile opens with rhapsodic theme for 
soloist followed by a lighter jokey idea. These ideas combine in working out as orchestra 
reaches a climax. The two ideas come back in reverse order to finish. Adagio has lovely 
A section, a more anxious B section, and A returns with brief solo cadenza, not showy. 
Vivo Finale supplies needed zip, quick tempo and a bit of display, though not too much 
even in the solo cadenza. Attractive piece but it needs more virtuoso display and some 
more striking features. (N19) 

JOHANN PETER PIXIS 
Piano Concerto in C, op 100 
 Pixis is all but forgotten except for his contribution to Liszt’s Hexameron. The Concerto 

dates from 1829, the date of Schubert’s death, Rossini’s Guillaume Tell. Light dotted 
theme for exposition, piano enters declamatory and off tonic, new ideas in keys by third 
relations, plus lots of empty passage work: about on a level with Kalkbrenner or Herz, far 
less good than Moscheles or Hummel. Adagio has operatic tremolo but immediately 
subsides into 6/8 bel canto. The John Field comparison in the notes is OK. Short 
movement goes attacca into gentle 12/8 polonaise, all gracious, nothing heavy or 
threatening. Enjoyable fluff. (Je15) 

Piano Concertino in E♭, op 68 
 More classical sounding than the Concerto, like a well-mannered student concerto except 

for some chromatic slithering. Adagio arrives attacca, suddenly. Finale is cute. (Je15) 



ILDEBRANDO PIZZETTI 
Concerto dell’estate 

Big colorful neo-romantic piece in three movements, luscious, unpredictable, a bit 
impressionistic (or cinematic) in Respighi’s way, but more symphonically worked out. 
Gorgeous quiet chorale (returned from middle movement) at end. I don’t recall a speck of 
it from KUOM days, when it was popular.  Greek orchestra and solo winds play very 
well. Worth revisiting. (My09) 

La Festa delle Panatenee 
Three pieces loosely based on Greek modes, mild bitonality: slow cortege, dance, march 
(with curious rhythmic relationships). Incidental music for classicists’ festival. (My09) 

Tre Preludi Sinfonici per L’Edipe Re di Sofokle; Clitennestra Preludio 
Very early character pieces in late Romantic tragedy, plus very late 5-minute piece. 
So-so. (My09) 

Canti della stagione alta 
Title conceals a romantic piano concerto in standard layout (like Casella’s “A notte alta” 
– it must have something to do with sex). Tone is passionate, with open air winds (flute, 
horns French & English) and a slight ominous tinge. Pizzetti, like Respighi and Casella, 
treats the Piano Concerto as a symphonic poem, a style somewhere between Puccini and 
Schreker with touches of bitonality. The long one-finger solo in the Adagio could be a 
soprano scena. Finale sounds unexpectedly like Respighi’s chickens, but works to big, 
passionate ending. Super piece! (F11) 

Fedra Preludio 
Pizzetti’s first opera was based on D’Annunzio tragedy. Fedra’s passion sounds like a 
Wagnerian morte d’amore. (F11) 

Cabiria 
Melodramatic scene written for 1914 silent film about the Second Punic War (and Italian 
ambitions in Africa at the time). With baritone & chorus: the barbarous Carthaginians 
sacrifice 100 children to Moloch, a real Cecil B. DeMille bacchanale. (F11) 

Quartet No 1 in A 
Early but not juvenile. In high Romantic mode, arpeggio accompaniment. Longish 
Adagio: theme sounds like Home Sweet Home. Tame Variations. Finale sounds almost 
like Dvorak, gentle. Nice but nothing exceptional. (N11) 

Quartet No 2 in D 
Molto sostenuto begins somber: tempo picks up to slow Moderato, a darkly unfolding 
Fantasy, very long. Adagio more troubled and longing, still essentially a somber pastoral, 
also very long. Scherzo picks up tempo, but it too is nearly all on the string until the Trio. 
Finale again in moderate tempo, brighter in feel but still wistful. Too much slow music, 
little contrast or color. (D11) 

GIOVANNI BENEDETTO PLATTI 
6 Sonatas & Trios 

Platti, previously unknown to me, wrote music that is lively and elegant, but I don’t hear 
a really distinctive voice. It is on a level with the pre-classical chamber music of, say, 
Telemann or J.C. Bach – not bad. Beautifully played. (My11)  

Cello Concerto in C minor 
On CBC while driving to Blue Spruce: a very solid and beautiful baroque concerto 
played very well by Argentinian group Cappella Gambetta. (Jy16) 



6 late keyboard Sonatas 
These are played on modern replicas of instruments by Cristofori himself, a harpsichord 
and a fortepiano, the difference hard to hear. The music is early classical, rather like J.C. 
Bach, but full of sequences and repetitions. There are a couple of nice duple / triple 
effects (track 2). (Jy16) 

IGNACE PLEYEL 
Symphony in C, op 66 

Pleyel was an exact contemporary of Beethoven, and this Symphony was printed in 1803, 
the year of the Eroica. It reveals Pleyel as a gifted pupil of Haydn: portentous intro, a 
cheeky theme à la Zauberflöte, but development takes it into perilous seas. Quite a 
voyage after hearing so much Vorklassiker stuff. I’ve clearly underestimated Pleyel: his 
melodic gift is ordinary, but the music is both logical and unpredictable, interest in the 
inner parts detailed. Nice alla rustica Finale, neat triple-tonguing passage for flute. (Jy10) 

Symphony in G, op 68 
Allegro has bouncy theme; development overdone, but enlivened by odd syncopated 
figure. Andante has plangency, ending with wind cadenza. Scherzo has peculiar twist of 
tonality – Trio a naïf flute jig over pizzicato. Finale a 6/8 country dance complete with 
drone. (Jy10)  

Symphony in D minor 
From about a decade before the other two, written for Salomon’s London concerts. 
Weighty intro leads into major-key Allegro: bustling unison, chirpy second subject: no 
surprises until false recap and variants to the end, with unexpected plunges into minor. 
Adagio is minor key, square subject nicely varied. Nice Scherzo. Perky Finale. This 
would hold its own amid Haydn premieres. (Jy10)  

Sinfonia Concertante in A, violin, piano & orchestra, op 57 
One of the few pieces written for this combo. Expansive Allegro with show-off stuff and 
lots of major-minor contrast. Middle movement opens with stern Adagio in minor, then 
Mozartean 6/8 Andante also in minor, then semplice return of Adagio. Finale lightens up 
with silly tic-toc Rondo theme. Nothing profound, but a highly entertaining diversion. 
One of the best of the set, along with Crusell. (Mh12) 

Quartet in G minor, Ben339 
I think of Pleyel as an addendum to Haydn, but the notes suggest Boccherini. These 
quartets are all in three movements lacking Minuetto. They have the sprightliness of the 
Italian but not the colorful play of ensemble, nor the contrapuntal density of Haydn. Yet 
they have both in sufficient abundance. Andante is con sordino, slight. Finale has clever 
ensemble play – and an enclosed Minuetto. (Ag18)  

Quartet in F minor, Ben367 
Longest of the four at 20’. It begins dark, with hints of Sturm und Drang, quickly turns to 
major, but the four-note motif is a mainstay throughout the movement. Great writing! 
Andante begins in major (a surprise), but B section turns darker. Rondo has complex 
textures and alternates minor and major. Dare I say masterpiece? It’s the best classical 
Quartet I can think of outside the big three. (Ag18)    

Quartet in D, Ben342 
Frivolous, though there’s a bit of workout. Good fun. Espressivo is maximum contrast, 
beginning with cello strain in minor, then touching back. Rondo straight out of juvenile 
Mozart. (Ag18)    



Quartet in G, Ben332 
Happy at the level of juvenile Mozart, simple melody and accompaniment. Espressivo is 
con sordino, a rather conventional tune up on the E string with inventive accompagnato. 
Rondeau is hippety-hop 6/8. Pleyel was gifted, inspired at times, but he wrote with 
facility for the market. (Ag18)  

ANTHONY PLOG 
Animal Ditties 

There are five here, Ogden Nash verses spoken with wind quintet response. I thought I’d 
heard them before, but those were for trumpet and piano. Mild amusement. (O18)    

ALESSANDRO POGLIOTTI 
Ricercar del secondo tono 

Organ Ricercar on the Legrenzi Dies irae CD, remarkable for its angular, chromatic 
subject. (D12) 

MANUEL PONCE 
Piano Concerto 

First major work: Lisztian keyboard dramatics, thematic transformation, nothing 
nationalist in the least. Big cadenza before Finale – fiery, flashy, convincing of its kind. 
Nothing distinctive. (Ja09) 

Guitar Concerto 
A different composer after thirty years (to 1941): a decided Latino flavor, with a touch of 
harmonic spice. First movement a bit long, the final two super: formal surprises, lots of 
energy. (Ja09) 

Violin Concerto 
I was hoping for a Latin-inflected Violin Concerto. This isn’t quite it. Ponce is more 
adventurous harmonically. Long first movement. OK but less than I’d hoped. (Ja09) 

 Guitar Sonata 
Four movements, 24’. Unusually lengthy for a guitar work. Allegro is amiable, the guitar 
tone very soft. Repeated exposition, development reaches a pitch of intensity, recap 
slightly delayed but obvious. Andantino is much the same tempo and tone – B section 
slower, single chords. Shorter Vivo has more Spanish flavor, Trio (like the middle of the 
Andantino) slower, chordal. Finale is in minor and marked Serioso, giving weight to this 
big piece. Liner notes say Ponce took Schubert as his inspiration, which may account for 
his lucid formal classicism. (F20) 

AMILCARE PONCHIELLI  
Euphonium Concerto in E♭, op 155 

Just as my beloved Gioconda is “bel canto on steroids,” so these Concerti, as I expected, 
are bigger equivalents of the wind concerti of Donizetti and Bellini. Ponchielli was a 
village bandmaster, so there’s an aura of Salvation Army about them: not so bad a thing, 
All have been re-orchestrated from their original wind band versions (no explanation why 
– they still sound like band music). The Euphonium Concerto has an advantage of 
novelty: a predictable set of display variations. Nice slow bit. Spectacular double- 
tonguing prestissimo finish. (O12) 

Trumpet Concerto in E♭, op 198 
True virtuoso piece for modern valve trumpet which takes full advantage of the recently 
developed technique of circular breathing. The operatic melodist shines through. The 
trumpet chromaticism must have sounded very new at the time. (O12) 



Gran Capriccio for Oboe & Orchestra, in F minor, op 80 
Oh what an operatic melodist can do with an oboe! Pure bel canto scena, beautiful tunes 
beautifully written for the instrument, with flashy cabaletta. (O12) 

Trumpet Concerto in F, op 123 
Unlike op 198, this Concerto was composed for tromba, a more primitive version of the 
modern trumpet with long valve tuned to F, E, E♭, or D. Curious circus band passage in 
the middle, plus flashy presto for the soloist. Good fun. (O12) 

Fantasia for Trumpet & Orchestra on Motifs from Verdi’s La Traviata, op 146 
Nice tribute from one opera composer to another. As the notes remark, Ponchielli 
curiously chooses tragic themes for a composition that might be festive. (O12) 

MARCEL POOT 
Symphony No 3 

I’ve never heard music by this Flemish academician and neo-classicist. Symphony is cast 
in three movements. After slow intro, Allegro impetuoso develops staccato, angular 
motif, but thematic, not dry in the Stravinsky manner. Transition slows into Adagio 
funerale, melody in clarinet, then high violins, over figures in lowers strings, building 
slowly, then dwindling. Finale develops another angular staccato theme that gathers into 
a kind of 2+2+3 march. Funereal themes return over top: still point in middle opens into 
race for a strong finish. OK, not really memorable. (D12)   

Symphony No 5 
Allegro sounds rough military theme in 3, suddenly turns lyrical, luxurious (but not quite 
romantic): the two ideas alternate. Adagio: long viola line meanders, winds about itself. 
Seems to anticipate Vivace but subsides to solo viola. Finale is 6/8, semi-serious, a 
couple of big tuttis, loses steam. Poot, though resembles no one else in particular, lacks 
distinction. Maybe a pallid Honegger. (Ja13) 

Moto Perpetuo B Tarantella 
Short concert piece in 6/8 (of course), lighter than the symphonies but from the same 
cloth. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 7 
Declared by the notes to be the “finest” of Poot’s Symphonies. Molto animato sets up 
great dynamic contrast, interesting irregular rhythms, accelerando to surprise ending. 
Andante another twisty melody, enlivened with solo horn, accelerando to end. Finale 
happy with a little swing, a little humor. More engaging than other music on the disc? 
Yes, the liner notes are correct. (Ja13) 

GAVRIIL POPOV 
Symphony No 1, op 7 

Three massive movements, 50’. Notes praise the piece and detail Popov’s persecution by 
Stalin and parallels with Shostakovich. They do not mention his reputed alcoholism. 
Allegro opens with loud sneeze and grotesque fugato – interesting disruptions to square 
rhythms, low brass riff. Next section, elegiac strings and fortissimo outcry of emotion. 
Next, irregular chords separated by silence, then pizzicato bass and grotesque chase 
music and fortissimo cry of (maybe) tragic victory. Development climaxes in amazing 
long sustained brass fortissimo, with xylophone and timps – long diminuendo. Recap of 
grotesque fugato etc, compressed, fragmented, diminuendo to end. Largo begins with 
solo oboe, joined by piccolo, other winds. Next a string lament, followed by horn, winds, 
muted trumpet. Next, a remembered dance, very fragmented, quite dissonant – long 



crescendo/diminuendo – near silence, solo violin. Finale is called Scherzo and Coda, 
prestissimo 6/8, a mad tarantella – interesting rhythmic torques. Notes mention Scythian 
Suite and triumphant ending of Poème d’Extase. Huge sustained brass fortissimo. So 
much detail! I didn’t expect to like it, but it’s an audacious masterpiece! (Ag17) 

NICOLO PORPORA 
Il Gideone 

A bit of a disappointment, mainly because the voices are second rate. Wessel as Gideon 
is OK, and soprano Linda Perillo is the best of them but McNairish breathiness. The 
others have trouble with the very florid writing, virtually the raison d’être of the music. 
The oratorio itself too is all recit/aria, more like Handel’s operas than his oratorios, so 
there’s too little choral presence and the chorus has little Handelian grandeur. The music 
itself is on the order of Scarlatti or Hasse. (Jy2) 

11 Arias (Karina Gauvin) 
Lovely disc with Gauvin in her métier: she certainly can trill! Any one of these arias 
would be mistaken for Handel. Yet the whole doesn’t add up, even in a collection of 
arias. What makes the difference? Or is it one’s presuppositions? (S09) 

COLE PORTER 
Kiss Me Kate 

Great fun! A solid musical show: songs, book, rhythm of dance numbers, no let up. Brush 
Up Yourv Shaxpere to finish. Decent production, with weak links (Bianca, Gangsters not 
quite vulgar enough, just cute . . .) CD version was good buy. (Au08—Cooperstown) 
Great production from Stratford by John Doyle: sound kept at bearable level, great leads 
and dance numbers. It made the Glimmerglass production seem pale. Only the “Too Darn 
Hot” number less effective because of lead and emphasis on dance (Porter’s great lyrics 
were lost). Book is as good as Porter’s music and lyrics. I didn’t want to see it again, but 
glad I did. (My10)  

Overtures 
Turning to Porter from Gershwin is interesting: much less jazz syncopation, and far less 
tricky. More string sound, more chromatic melodies, much wider range of allusion, 
encompassing Latin beat, Viennese waltz, etc. Less overall energy, a cooler wit. 
(Muskoka, July11) 

Anything Goes 
 One of John McGlinn’s impeccable restorations, upbeat Depression musical resplendent 
 with hits. 1/ Overture I.i: Caprice Room, Hotel Weglin. Stockbroker Whitney wants a 
 drink before firing his friend Danny Crocker. Danny tells him his voyage includes 
 glamorous evangelist-turned-entertainer Reno, who promptly enters. Danny tells Reno 
 she will get a kick out of London. 2/I Get a Kick out of You. I.ii: The ship is boarding – 
 Hope Harcourt, her mother, and her fiancée Sir Evelyn Oakleigh. 3/Bon Voyage. 
 Whitney thinks Danny is there to see him off, and rehires him to run for a needed 
 signature. Reno arrives, and Whitney leads them “beside the distilled waters.” Moonface 
 Martin, watched by G-Men enters with his girl and Rev Moon, a second gangster, who is 
 distracted by a real preacher, whom the G-Men mistakenly arrest. Danny returns but, 
 shocked at meeting Sir Evelyn, decides to stow away. He courts Hope. 4/All through the 
 Night. I.iii: Danny needs a change of clothes and Moonface helps. Danny says he is  
 Public Enemy No 1, and Moonface confesses that he’s Public Enemy No 13. There’ll 
 Always be a Lady Fair. I.iv: Girls are complaining to a sailor. 6/Where Are the Men? 



 Hope’s mother tells Sir Evelyn not to stay out late, but he is happy to be able to sleep. 
 Reno and Rev Moon help Danny, but Reno is oddly attracted to Sir Evelyn. 7/You’re the 
 Top. 8/You’re the Top – Encore. I.v: Reno bursts into Sir Evelyn’s room. He is in his 
 underwear, shaving and amused. Moonface bursts in with machine gun to protect her, but 
 Sir Evelyn calms him down. Blackout. 9/There’ll Always Be a Lady Faire – Encore. I.vi: 
 Danny is disguised as Mrs Nicholas Murray Butler. Exposed, he escapes and returns in 
 guise of a chef. He returns as Señor Gracciola. Rev Moon hears of two Chinese 
 “converts” playing craps, joins them, and gets fleeced. Reno arrives, having kissed Sir 
 Evelyn, and sings about becoming a lady. 10/Anything Goes. Danny is exposed again and 
 confesses that he is Public Enemy No 1. Passengers clamor for his autograph, and the 
 Captain gives him a state room. Only Hope is unimpressed. 11/Act I Finale. 12/Entr’acte. 
 II.i: Passengers gather to celebrate Public Enemy No 1. 13/Public Enemy No 1 Billy asks 
 the Captain to release Rev Moon from the brig – he is converting me. A passenger calls 
 for a Revival Meeting. Hope tells Billy that she is losing respect for him, and Billy 
 defends himself. 14/What a Joy to Be Young. Sir Evelyn and Reno enter, much in love. 
 Rev Moon starts the Revival, but Billy scolds the crowd and confesses that he’s an 
 imposter. The Captain tosses him into the brig. Reno sings. 15/Blow Gabriel, Blow. II.ii: 
 Billy has been in the brig. Hope has not visited. Moonface tries to cheer him up. 16/Be 
 Like the Bluebird. Hope finally visits. Billy will be returned to New York, and Hope says 
 she must marry Sir Evelyn. The two Chinamen are tossed in the brig for gambling and 
 will be put off the ship. Billy and Moonface challenge them to a game of strip poker. 
 Blackout. Reno tells the audience about her life. 17/Buddie, Beware. II.iii: Sir Evelyn’s 
 manor in England. Wedding preparations are being made. Hope and Sir Evelyn are both 
 depressed. Two Chinese visitors are announced, and Billy tells Hope’s mother that Sir 
 Evelyn has a Chinese child and must marry the mother. Billy tells Sir Evelyn he loves 
 Hope; Sir Evelyn tells Bill he loves Reno. Hope and Reno makes similar exchange, and 
 Hope is hopeful. 18/The Gypsy in Me. Billy returns in a borrowed suit. Sir Evelyn 
 explains the dilemma of his money situation. Whitney appears and offers four million 
 dollars for the business. All are thus released from financial worries and free to marry. 
 19/Finale Ultimo. There’s and Appendix of three songs cut from the score: 20/ There’s 
 No Cure Like Travel, a Chorus with two superimposed ,elodies, 21/Kate the Great, a 
 number for Reno that Ethel Merman refused to sing because it was too risqué (!), and 
 22/Waltz Down the Aisle. (Ag20)    
QUINCY PORTER 
Concerto for 2 Pianos & Orchestra 

Yes, resembles Piston somewhat, but spikier dissonance, more overtly emotive, with its 
own individual sound. Still not showy. Avoids big ending, mistakenly, I think. Decent 
piece. (O08) 

Symphony No 1 
Opening rather dissonant brass flourish leads into bouncy theme boldly orchestrated. 
Watch that woodblock! Occasional complex rhythms. Threatens to bog down but pulls 
back to tempo and rumbles to final chord. Andante active, with layered orchestration. 
Finale opens with misterioso transition before it gets rolling; bogs down; picks up speed 
to final chord. QP has great openings, orchestration, but weak development. (Ap11) 

Poem and Dance 



Two short movements for orchestra: Begins dour but waxes passionate. Dance seems 
mindful of Copland (at this date 1932), great trumpet riffs. Not bad. (Ap11) 

Symphony No 2 
Written 28 years after the First, but shows no change in style except higher acid content. 
Brooding intro concentrates on winds, especially horn and oboe. Scherzando begins with 
goofy tune in solo viola: lots of solo wind, snares, woodblock. Adagio marked molto 
espressivo but doesn’t have much to express. Allegro Finale, the longest movement, 
starts dancy but quickly slows down, gets gloomy again. QP reserves tutti orchestra for 
the Finale, but there’s not enough of it. Dull. (Ap11) 

Violin Sonata No 2 
Allegro begins agitato, aggressively, but gives way to lyric line over piano ostinato. 
Andante wanders in high lyric lines (too high for the piano support): B section faster, 
mildly syncopated. Allegro marked con fuoco but the flames are low: slender misterioso 
bit before coda. Performers make a strong case, but the piece remains generic. (Ap13) 

Four Pieces for Violin and Piano 
Miniatures that could be construed as a Sonatina, perhaps student fare. Scherzo in lively 2 
(oddly). Melody wanders placidly. Rondo gallops with runs and trills. (Ap13) 

Piano Sonata 
 Allegro is loud, dramatic, virtuosic, far from the modest character I associate with QP – 

development lucid. Adagio begins spare, misterioso, with irregular rhythms – a 
chromatically inflected scale used through the whole piece (raised 4, lowered 7) – big 
passionate passage gives way again to misterioso. Presto Finale dances in 6/8 but 
irregularly phrased – chorale-like contrasting idea. The most impressive QP I’ve heard. It 
may stand with the great ones (MacDowell, Griffes, Ives, Copland, Barber, Carter . . . 
who else?). (Je13) 

Quartet No 1 in E minor 
 The neo-classicism is far more evident than the E minor tonality – more Mendelssohn 

with wrong notes, quasi bitonalism. Finale is a lively 6/8. Weak piece. (F14) 
Quartet No 2 
 No key indication, modal pandiatonicism, lively and rhythmic – switch to 3 and faster 

tempo. Adagio a winding cantabile that vaguely foreshadows Barber’s Adagio. Finale has 
puckish scherzando subject. Written just two years after the first, this smaller scale 
Quartet is viable. (F14) 

In Monasterio 
 Three short movements less than 6’ long. Is Porter just working modalism out of his 

system? There’s no explanation of his impulse to compose these pleasant but slight 
pieces. (F14) 

Quartet No 3 
 Allegro has vigorous theme, second subject in slower tempo, cantabile: both ideas return 

in their respective tempi, but cantabile is where the heart lies. Andante sets violin singing 
over throbbing chords – is that the first movement subject returning? Andante line returns 
in cello with ornamented accompaniment. Allegro Finale sets up elaborate rhythmic 
figures, pizzicati etc, and sends long note song through them, quieter bit followed by 
return to opening and drive to finish. OK piece. (F14) 

Quartet No 4 



 Allegro pits long lines against unsettled filigree. Lento spins a long, wandering modal 
chant, nice ending. Finale highly rhythmic, irregular. Quartet is somewhat smaller in 
scale than the Third, less interesting generally. (F14) 

Three short pieces for Quartet 
 Our Lady of Potchaiv and Scherzo are sketches contemporary with the First Quartet, the 

first religioso, romantically modal, pretty, the Scherzo more experimental, dissonances 
and disconnects, a touch of ponticello. Fugue from the 1940s is not terribly interesting. 
Porter has a very abrupt way with endings. (F14)  

Quartet No 5 
Returning to QP’s Quartets after a long break, I’m surprised how early they are, the First 
from 1923, this one from 1935. The language is all modal pandiatonic – an evocative but 
bare Adagio, with a rhythmic moderato before returning to Adagio. Allegro is highly 
rhythmic in 3 but remains in slurred legato of the rest, with themes returning. Nice. (S14) 

Quartet No 6 
Allegro has repeated figure and maintains legato over the rhythmic figures. Adagio 
persists in legato with ominous steady rhythm, dum-didi-do-da, with accelerando bit mid 
movement. Finale sets up lively dotted rhythm, with the dum-didi rhythm over top in 
augmentation. (S14) 

Quartet No 7 
Allegro similar to the others but freer in development and combination of motifs, a touch 
more dissonant. Adagio somber and gray. Finale forcefully rhythmic. QP has no rhythmic 
divisions beyond quarters and eights – no triplets, no bravura, little dramatic sense – no 
sforzandi or sudden turnabouts – very little color (mutes, harmonics, only very occasional 
pizzicato). It’s not so much restraint as lack of imagination, I fear. (S14) 

Quartet No 8 
This is the first of the cycle in one movement, but it splits just the same into three 
sections, here  slow-fast-slow. Exceedingly somber Adagio breaks into jiggy but still 
darkish Allegro with a spot of ponticello and lots of tempo changes. Final Adagio calm, 
cantabile, consonant. (S14) 

Quartet No 9 
Again in one movement with three sections, Moderato, Allegro, and Lento. These 
Quartets do not seem technically challenging: they might serve as training fare. Allegro is 
bright and chirpy as anything in the cycle. (S14) 

CIPRIANI POTTER 
Symphony No 7 in F 

Allegro con fuoco doesn’t stir much fire, but Potter is no naïf: he knows the correct turns, 
the development is twisty, elaborate, but it fails to lift the material. Andantino is a gentle 
tune with academic bits that have no place to go. Nice Menuetto. Finale in 6/8 is a poor 
cousin of Schubert’s Great C Major. Potter is not great, but he’s no disgrace either. (F11) 

MARCOS PORTUGAL 
Vesperas di Nossa Senhora in C 

Portugal divided his career between Lisbon and Brasil, after the court fled Napoleon’s 
occupation. The 37’ Vespers are from 1824, the Brasil period, and written for small 
forces: male voices, 6 strings, violas only (no violins), organ and guitar. The style is very 
operatic, florid vocal writing and nary a hint of counterpoint, like an early Rossini 
comedy, all tripping staccato. Laetatus sum opens like a Flores virtuoso aria. Is that harp 



or guitar? [Guitar.] A crazy curiosity. (D18)    
Missa à quattro in F 

Written in Portugal about twenty years earlier. The forces are identical but they seem to 
have been arranged for the recording (the notes are ambiguous). There are a couple of 
inserted secular works – the Mass is prefaced by the overture to an opera, Artaserse. The 
notes suggest that the violas and men’s voices create a dark color, but this is 
counter-acted by the tripping naivety of the music. The CD presents only the Kyrie and 
Gloria, though Portugal set the entire Ordinary. There’s a version somewhere with 
strings, horns, and brass. The whole seems to be an Italian-style Gloria Mass. Qui tollis 
starts with two or three bars in minor, then swings into an easy barcarolle – it made me 
laugh. The setting of “deprecationem” even more. Is Rossini’s sacred music any less 
scandalous? (D18)    

FRANCIS POULENC 
Les Biches; 5 short pieces 

Music for Diaghilev ballet in early cheeky manner. Familiar, except for choral bits. The 
three short pieces that follow are of a different world. Then more cheekiness in the 
Mariés excerpts.  (D08) 

Les Animaux modèles 
Intriguing ballet suite, unknown to me: liner notes describe its “great nobility of tone” in 
contrast to Les Biches. I’d say rather that it ranges from cheekiness to nobility, an odd 
mixture. Is this why it’s not played? It seems just as good. (D08)  

Sinfonietta 
Masterpiece. I seem to know every note, yet I cannot remember ever listening to it 
through. (D08) 

Un soir de neige 
Four choral songs on harsh wartime poems by Paul Éluard B haunting. [The booklet 
omits the text of the fourth poem.]  (Mh09)  

Banalités 
Five Apollinaire settings from 1940, including “Hotel.” The last and longest, “Sanglots,” 
reveals a romantic Poulence, beautiful. (Ap10) 

Fiançailles pour rire 
A narrative cycle of 6 songs by Louise de Vilmorin, but the songs seem independent of 
the thin narrative. “Il vole” shows Poulenc adept at fast tempos. “Violon” has the cabaret 
tang. (Ap10) 

Le Bestiare, ou Cortège d’Orphée; La Souris 
Six poems from Apollinaire’s sequence, with another tacked on. Tiny miniatures with (I 
think) more etched character than Durey’s settings. Their dromedaries are remarkably 
alike. (Ap10) 

Three Songs (“Hommage à Edith Piaf,” “Voyage à Paris,” “Les chemins de l’amour”) 
Nice concert finishers in cabaret mode by Suzie Le Blanc. (live—Ap10) 

Trois Poèmes de Louise de Vilmorin 
Studies in feminine innuendo. (Ap10) 

Chansons gaillardes 
Eight bawdy songs on old French epigrams about drink and sex - too dangerous for an 
English audience. Again, the fast songs are remarkable.  (My10) 

Métamorphoses; 7 uncollected songs 



Three more poems by Louise de Vilmorin plus 7 others, all unrelated. “C’est ainsi” is 
nicely languorous. The two Apollinaire settings are exceptional: the perfect flanêur. The 
three Éluard have less character, and Catherine Dubosc sings under pitch. “Le Chemin de 
l’amour” (Anouilh) is very familiar, a waltz song, possibly Piaf? Valéry’s “Colloque” is 
an erotic exchange shared by baritone and soprano. (My10) 

Montparnasse; La Courte Paille 
Apollinaire’s “Montparnasse” is a major song, a mood piece able to stand on its own. The 
set of seven by Maurice Carême (unknown to me) are charming faux-naïf children’s 
poems, real gems.  Felicity Lott is in her glory. What top notes!  (My10) 

Deux Poèmes de Louis Aragon; Trois Poèmes de Louise Lalanne 
“C” is well known. “Fêtes galants” a tongue-twister. The Lalanne songs are tiny 
miniatures. (My10) 

Cinq Poèmes de Max Jacob; 5 uncollected songs 
Remarkable settings of wild poems. I’m most struck by the outrageous macabre lullaby 
(in cabaret style) and the mock-wistful “Cimitière,” but the whole group is unique even in 
Poulenc. The two Jean Nohain settings are comic vaudeville. The Colette works for me 
only as piano display. But the second Apollinaire setting, “Bluet,” is a deeply moving 
portrait of a young soldier. (My10) 

Airs chantés; 5 uncollected songs 
First is a set of four by Jean Moréas, more conventional, squarer phrasing, nice but slight. 
“Priez pour paix” (Charles d’Orléans) evokes archaic liturgical style B understated, 
grave, gorgeous. Cocteau’s “Toréador,” an extended song, mixes Poulenc’s café manner 
with Spanish flavoring and, oddly, Venetian barcarolle B charming. Two more Jean 
Nohain setting return to comic vaudeville.  Poulenc’s version of “Tell me where is 
Fancy bred,” in English, is very persuasive. (My10)  

Telle jour telle nuit; “Une chanson de porcelaine” 
Nine Éluard poems, mood pieces without narrative. The first two are uncharacteristically 
serious and “well made.” The last three are love songs: the group written for Bernac, the 
last particularly gorgeous, a beautiful poem beautifully set, a perfect conclusion. The 
extra Éluard setting might have been included, but enough is enough. (My10) 

Cocardes 
Three Cocteau songs on silly and childish texts, imagery from Picasso. (My10) 

Calligrammes; 3 uncollected songs 
Apollinaire without the visuals: settings are right, but I thought I’d like them better. The 
poems give little sense of speaker or circumstance, so the songs lack drama. The 
uncollected songs are leftovers from Le Bestiare. (My10) 

Le Travail du peintre 
Seven sketches by Éluard characterizing the paintings. Picasso is magisterial, square. 
Chagall whimsical. Braque is in 3, oddly light. Gris is dreamlike, evocative. Klee quick, 
almost angry. Miró starts extravagantly, cools to pianissimo. Jacques Villon (whom I 
don’t know) sounds like a quieter Picasso. Very nice for the right occasion.  (My10) 

“À sa guitare”; Cinq poèmes de Ronsard 
“À sa guitare” is also Ronsard, maybe excluded from the set because it is the only one 
“en l’ancien style.” The numbered set includes five songs, the classic poetry curbing 
Poulenc’s flippancy (though not his humor: “Ballet” is great). Ends with poems about 
deathbed and drink. This is a great set, distinct from all the others by the poetry.  (My10) 



Deux Mélodies sur des poèmes de Guillaume Apollinaire; “Vive Nadia” 
“Le Pont” is a major song, one of Apollinaire’s best known poems. The other two are 
slight. (My10) 

Chansons villageoises; 4 uncollected songs 
Six settings of Maurice Fombeure (unknown to me), beginning light, rustic, with a superb 
song of drunken sex, then a darker carpe diem piece, then a highly sinister beggar B 
outstanding! The last two return to a lighter tone, but the returned soldier is intensely 
sardonic. What a great set! Of the uncollected, “Nuage” (de Beylié, unknown to me) is 
almost without being impressionist. Two Apollinaire poems deal with outrageous sexual 
longing, the poem Rosemunde is familiar. (My10) 

4 uncollected songs; Quatre Poèmes de Guillaume Apollinaire 
Two by Desnos and one Éluard are all uncharacteristically tragic and beautiful, especially 
the last.  Ronsard’s “Hymne” expresses a somewhat tortured faith: “Ô Christ, notre 
unique lumière.” The first of the Apollinaire group, “L’Angouille,” is best: an excellent 
example of Poulenc transforming an intractable text. The third depends on good 
idiomatic French.  (Je10) 

La Fraîcheur et le feu 
Seven very short poems of Éluard, actually fragments. Poulenc called this his most fully 
integrated cycle. I didn’t get it at first, but it comes together in “Homme au sourire 
tendre.” Serious, but with a sly undercutting irony (the last note). (Je10) 

Parisiana 
Two Max Jacob poems in light mode, quite funny.  (Je10) 

Huit Chansons polonaises 
There is no explanation why Poulenc decided to set verses in Polish, but he imitates 
Polish rhythms too in several songs. The verses seem fairly generic: at least there’s no 
saying if Poulenc illuminated subtleties. But the songs are beautiful (“The Farewell”) and 
beautifully sung. The last is unexpectedly dissonant.  (Je10) 

Cinq Poèmes de Paul Éluard; 3 uncollected songs 
The songs are short but wild, almost gothic. Poulenc’s settings interpret almost over the 
top, especially in the first. Great stuff. The three uncollected (Radiguet, Malherbe, 
Banville) don’t work for me. (Je10) 

Trois Chansons de F. Garcia Lorca; “Mazurka” 
 

The Lorca settings (in French) are superb, but wholly unrelated, so they don’t work well 
as a set.  Vilmorin’s “Mazurka” is one of the greatest in Poulenc’s oeuvre. On the 
whole, Poulenc’s songs are repetitive, and they depend heavily on the quality of the 
poetry for their effect. But his settings are highly interpretive, especially with the 
symbolist/surrealist poems, and his sound is entirely distinctive. One of the truly great 
composers of art song. (Je10) 

Piano works, vol 1 
With the exception of a Theme & Variations, Poulenc wrote only short works for piano: a 
lot of them, but hard to tell one from another, except they are instantly recognizable as 
Poulenc. (Ag10) 

8 Nocturnes 
Curious. Poulenc must conform to the genre to some extent, but he also has an inclination 
to transgress it. Parts sound like Fauré (whom he affected to despise, e.g. No 7), but 



others sound more like night life than drowsiness. The composer’s stamp is less overt.  
(Ag10) 

Piano works, vol 3 
It’s hard to pick out special works: Caprice caught my attention. And the Nocturnes, 
heard again, form a special category. (Ag10) 

Piano works, vol 2 
Notable are FP’s longest piano piece, simply titled Thème varié, which sounds much like 
the other miscellaneous sets. Also notable, the Suite Française d’après Claude Gervais, a 
set of short dances “in olden style” that the French so love (the final Carillon sounds like 
Poulenc’s “Hodie”). Villágeoises is an amusing set of 6 children’s pieces, the longest 
clocking in at 51". (Ag10) 

Flute Sonata 
Familiar country (Dale practised it for his recital), fine piece. Suzanne Schulman had 
trouble with the same tonguing bits that Dale did. Her sound is decidedly German, 
whooshy to my ear. (live, Parry Sound, Jy11) 

Figure humaine 
Sequence of eight poems by Eluard set for eight-part choir, mostly homophonic in 
ultra-rich harmony. Wartime tribute, very dark, though punctuated with quick ironic bits. 
La jour m’étonne is gorgeous. La menace begins fugato, ends full voice. Eluard’s Liberté 
became a hymn of the Resistance. This work is unmistakable Poulenc, exceedingly 
difficult to perform, not easy listening. The cumulative ending of Liberté, allargando e 
crescendo is amazing. (O12) 

Quatre motets pour un temps de pénitence 
These are somewhat familiar, but less than the Christmas set which I’ve often sung. No 
provenance given for the Latin texts. Gorgeous, not hard to listen to. Is it the familiarity? 
the four-voice texture? the Latin texts? all of the above? (O12) 

Laudes de Saint Antoine de Padoue 
Four brief motets for men’s voices. I can’t remember hearing them. Only the first and last 
might be liturgical, so they were presumably written for concert presentation. (O12) 

Quatre motets pour le temps the noël 
Friendliest and most familiar of Poulenc’s short choral works – old friends good to 
revisit. (O12) These have become so familiar. Tom Lydon’s group doesn’t move with 
quite the ease of some – slow and vulnerable and cautious and self-conscious. (D18)    

Quatre petites prières de Saint Françoise d’Assisse 
Four short pieces for male choir, unfamiliar. The third is outstanding because of St 
Francis’s beautiful prayer. (O12) 

Clarinet Sonata 
 I thought I knew all the Poulenc chamber music, but not this. Not that it isn’t immediately 

recognizable as Poulenc, with its clipped, understated phrasing, the faux naïf piano 
repeating chords. Romanza utterly gorgeous – such pianissimo. Finale marked con fuoco 
– odd for a clarinet – but it’s more manic à la Feydeau. Another masterpiece to add to the 
list. (Jy13) 

Le bal masqué 
 Carnivalesque cycle of songs, apparently on animals in some way, but in the wilder Les 

Six manner – performed brilliantly by Baryakdarian and the Toronto Amici ensemble on 
CBC. I’ll have to get to know them. (Jy13)  



Concerto for Organ, Strings, and Timpani 
 It’s been a while since I’ve heard this familiar masterpiece. Gillian Weir takes a fast 

tempo but the strings are marvelously crisp, clear, expressive. Andrew Davis milks it in 
spots. Great. (My15) 

Trois mouvements perpetuels; Pastoral 
 The Mouvements are very familiar on Ann Queffélec’s BBC recital. The gallic Pastoral is 

not woozy like the English but very matter of fact. I like it. (Je17) 
Concerto, 2 pianos & orchestra 
 3 movements. I have to hear a different performance. Here the Allegro is hardly “non 

troppo” but driven, slam-bang, trying to be “serious.” Larghetto makes a pass at Mozart – 
again it gets moving at speed. Finale is Allegro molto like two bats out of hell. (Je17)   

Suite française, harpsichord 
Neo-baroque dance suite after Claude Gervaise in 7 movements, 15’. Originally written 
for wind ensemble with harpsichord, but I think I remember a solo piano version too. 
[See above, Piano Works, vol 2.] Quite familiar, but the use of keyboard colors on the 
modern Pleyel harpsichord is stunning (whether it’s Poulenc’s or the performer’s). (O19) 

HENRI POUSSEUR 
Rimes pour diffêrentes sources sonores 

[I was sure there was at least one other piece here.] Piece for electronics and conventional 
instruments in three parts, 14’. Part I involves eleven strings, piano (celeste), harp. And 
vibes (glock). Part II enlarges the group with woodwinds, brass, and more percussion. 
Part III is short and dispenses with tape. The notes compare the instruments and tape with 
Renaissance antiphony – interesting. The tape sounds clearly show their age – 
contemporary electronics is infinitely more sophisticated – but that does not negate the 
effects produced here. (Jy20) 

MEL POWELL 
Piano Trio, op 5 

I’ve known the name for a long time without attaching any music to it. Turns out Powell 
made a name as a jazz pianist before turning modernist composer, mentoring under 
Hindemith, going on to major academic career and a Pulitzer. Style is pandiatonic, tightly 
constructed, spare, but full of an idiosyncratic whimsy. Allegro rocky. Marcia grottesca 
has touch of Weill. Variations more relaxed B Vivace a whiff of Les Six. But the music 
sounds like no one else. Interesting. (Mh12) 
 

HIERONYMUS PRAETORIUS 
Magnificats and motets 

Why do I never mistake a Bach but never get a Praetorius right? This one was an exact 
contemporary of Michael, but unrelated. The CD offers three Magnificats and eight 
motets, all from 1599 or later, but none with the new-fangled continuo. All three 
Magnificats are alternatim. The first two have rich eight-voice verses and intricate 
polyphony. There is much word painting (e.g. “deposuit suprbos”) and great variety of 
texture. The third Magnificat quarti toni is truly extraordinary, incorporating two familiar 
macaronic Christmas carols, “Joseph liebster” and “In dulci jubilo,” into the texture. The 
conception is bold, the execution magnificent. There’s nothing provincial or inferior 
about Hieronymus except maybe the genres he chose to write in – a composer of genius. 
“O bone Jesu” is a piercing penitential motet, gorgeous, and “O vos omnes” similar in 



mood and quality. “A solis ordine” is a stanzaic hymn, alternatim. The rest are short – 
“Pater noster” awkwardly parsed as alternatim, “Videns Dominum” thrilling. Carwood’s 
Cardinalls Musick is wonderful. (D16) 

JOHANN PRAETORIUS 
Organ works 

I had no idea how many composers went by the name of Praetorius. This is the wrong 
one, since I was hoping to hear music by Michael. So instead of ricercars, toccatas and 
chorale fantasies, Johann (who possibly studied with John Bull in Germany) wrote 
divisions. His organ had only primitive pedals, so the music seems fit for virginals. Not 
what I expected, but OK. (O12) 

MICHAEL PRAETORIUS 
Mass for Christmas Morning 

A Revelation: Praetorius emerges less as a “composer” than as a “church musician,” 
producing music for use, for a particular purpose: the music loses its point outside that 
purpose. Cf McCreesh’s disc of Victoria’s Requiem, which holds up better as abstract 
music but which still gains from its recreated liturgical setting.  (My08) 

Dances from Terpsichore 
Praetorius assembled these dances under his name, and they are presented here by Philip 
Pickett with a variety of realizations, from solo harp to ensemble with krumhorns giving 
the raspberry. The music is enjoyable, but even given the variety of instrumentation, all 
the articulations are exactly the same, so the disc, though highly praised in its day, as a 
whole ends up annoying. Not ideal car music therefore: dinner music for the right 
occasion, possibly. Otherwise, best in smaller doses. (D12) 

Christmas Music 
Eight motets plus two sets of dances from Terpsichore. Liner notes say that Praetorius  
was overshadowed by Schütz because he had not the luxury of an expert group of court 
musicians, but was a practical Lutheran church composer, industrious and scholarly to an 
extreme. These works are mainly based on well-known hymns: Nun komm die heiden 
Heiland, St Ambrose in Luther’s translation, is typical. Verse 2 is a refrain repeated 
several times. The other verses are given to solo tenor or bass, trebles above, instrumental 
support, and decorative trumpet. Pueri nostril concinite is a familiar carol given elaborate 
treatment. The dances, actually French in origin, were arranged by a French dancing 
master. Puer natus – another Latin text – seems to hold off the carol tune until later – with 
a lively refrain. Quem pastores presents the carol directly at the start. Von Himmel hoch 
seems to use Luther’s original text: the tune? Recognizable but altered rhythmically. Es 
ist ein Rös’ is there as we know it, though Hill’s performance strips it of sentiment. Wie 
schön leuchtet der Morgenstern is disguised in equal voice counterpoint. Nun hilft mir 
Gott is unknown to me. (Ap18) Es ist ein Rös; Herre nun lässt du deinen Diener; Ein feste 
Burg ist unser Gott Praetorius’s celebrated carol is simple and gorgeous. Second is the 
German Nunc dimittis, for seven voices. Luther’s hymn is given a lavish 11’ for organ, 
maybe long for a chorale prelude, but very moving. Meunier Martin Luther CD. (O19)    

FRANCESCO PRATELLA 
La Guerra 

Simple diatonic tunes over pounded repeated clusters. Rather simple rhythmically. Tonal. 
Pratella was a superficial avant gardist. (D08) 

NATALIA PRAWOSSUDOWITSCH 



Primitivi, op 17 
A rare female among Schoenberg’s pupils: talented, impoverished, tragic (her father one 
of Stalin’s first victims). The Primitivi are very short character pieces for piano, not quite 
atonal. (N15) 

ANDRÉ PREVIN 
Sallie Chisum Remembers Billy the Kid; Vocalise 

I’ve not been impressed with Previn’s music, but this little scena is very effective; in fact, 
it reminds me strongly of Barber’s Knoxville. I wonder if there’s an orchestration? The 
text is mysterious: it is credited to a work called The Collected Works of Billy the Kid, 
but it’s clearly not Ondaatje’s: I suspect that it’s Previn’s own. There are four sections: a 
casual introduction, a romantic portrait of Billy, a harsher portrait of Pat Garrett, and a 
final reflection on both. Quite moving. The little Vocalise, with cello and piano, is just 
pretty. (Mh20) 

ANDRÉ PRÉVOST 
Cinq Variations sur un theme grégorien 
 The theme is Salve Regina, and the piece is gorgeous: begins soft-grained, modal, almost 

like Duruflé. Variations show off the stops. Big triumphant but more dissonant ending. 
Super. (Jonathan Oldengarm live, FSA Jy14) 

FLORENCE B. PRICE 
Symphony in E minor 

A new one on me, a black female composer of that generation who had some success 
both critically and financially. Both material and key point directly to Dvorak’s New 
World and his praise of native American music: pentatonic themes, mild syncopation, 
modal harmony, plus a kind of Ivesian naive sophistication. Quite wonderful despite 
some stalled spots. Second movement is built on a brass chorale out of Southern 
Harmony: sustains itself less well despite beautiful material and nice use of chimes. Juba 
Dance is a charmer that could stand alone, as could the 6/8 Finale which might pass for 
an Irish jig but for the occasional syncopation. Valuable discovery. (Ap12) 

Piano Concerto in One Movement 
Performed by Price herself in 1934 to great success, a few times thereafter, but the 
orchestra score is lost and has had to be reconstructed from the MS short score. Big 
Romantic gestures in first part: middle has aura of Southern nostalgia, modal, pentatonic: 
final section has syncopated feel of rag, and Flo lets go, to great advantage. A couple of 
dead spots (like Gershwin’s Concerto) but a decent piece. (Ap12) 

Violin Concerto No 2 
Played on CBC, a single-movement piece. Dramatic opening motto: violin material has 
plantation- soul feeling, very beautiful. Dvorak was right! I like the orchestral piano, the 
decorative modernist traceries. A moving piece. (Je18) 

JOHANNES PRIORIS 
Requiem 

One of the earliest known Requiems. Although printed by Attaignant in 1532, Prioris had 
probably died two decades earlier and the style has an archaic sound, each line set to 
long, loopy melismatic extensions. No Dies irae in the Tract, replaced by Gradual on the 
mortis umbrae. Mixed chant and polyphony in Introitus, Offertorium and Communio. 
Agnus Dei much condensed. Performance by rough voices is not bad, better than in the 
Vaet Requiem. (S12) 



Missa super Allez regretz 
Style not as archaic as Ockeghem, but certainly not the smoothness of Josquin. Credo has 
thin textures. Sanctus enters with a blast. Again, long meandering melismas. Is there an 
extra voice in the Agnus Dei? Apparently not. The final Dona nobis is lovely. (S12) 

SERGE PROKOFIEV 
The Love for Three Oranges Suite 

Sounds quite familiar, but extra brilliant in live BBC performance.  (D08) 
Toccata, op 11; Sarcasms, op 17; Visions Fugitives, op 22; early piano music 

Fine collection of early Prokofiev in all the familiar modes: the lyrical, the bad boy, the 
finger twister (the Toccata especially), the grotesque, the soulful. I can’t believe how 
little Prokofiev I’ve heard in the last few years! (Mh09) Second time around: Sarcasms are 
all bad-boy stuff. Visions fugitives are short, wispy, but not really impressionistic B hard 
and dry. Op 4 and Op 10 Pieces are mixed, the final track a real thumper. (Je11) 

Violin Sonata No 1 in F minor, op 80 
One of my all-time favorite pieces in the Sonata repertoire. It will always evoke 
memories of Oistrakh and Frieda Bauer in Massey Hall. Jonathan Crow played 
flawlessly, with a silken tone not unlike Oistrakh’s. The only thing lacking was the 
suicidal abandon of the pianist: Arthur Rowe was too contained, not loud enough. But a 
great experience. (live, My10) Again at Jeffery Concert, Nikki Chooi and Philip Chiu, 
very convincing performance. Chiu was more abandoned than I imagine Arthur was, 
Chooi very good but not a big enough sound for the big stuff. It’s such a thrilling piece 
every time I hear it. (live, My15) The critics have just begun to notice what a towering 
masterpiece this is. Ehnes and Armstrong achieve such incredible dynamic range. God, 
the shivers! (N17) 

Cinderella 
I remember how I couldn’t enjoy this music once: it’s neither SP’s bad-boy sound, nor 
his grandiose cum lyrical voice as in Romeo and Juliet or the Second Violin Concerto. 
But I’m surprised now how much of it sticks in my mind, not having heard it in how 
many years? A reviewer spoke of its “sputtering” inspiration, and the unfamiliar parts do 
seem like filler. But the great parts are really good, and the Waltz remains a favorite. 
Nice to have complete. (Je11) 

Romeo and Juliet 
I’ve never heard the entire score through, but 90% of it is wholly familiar. Perhaps 
Prokofiev’s greatest masterpiece: the scene, death of Tybalt, Juliet’s death, and a hundred 
smaller treasures. I didn’t know there was a mandolin in the pit, but it’s not much lost 
from the Suites. (Je11) 

The Prodigal Son, op 46 
This was Diaghilev’s last production before he died in 1929. In 10 tableaux, brassy, 
lively, but not very dissonant, closer to Romeo than the Scythians. The siren is suitably 
slinky, the drunken riot loutish, but the best is last, the beautiful closing music of 
reconciliation. A fine score which I’ve heard as concert suite, yet it’s not familiar. Is that 
the music’s fault or mine? (Ag11) 

Symphony No 4 
Maybe Prokofiev’s least “approved” Symphony. I listened to the longer revised form, and 
it sounded fine, some familiar from The Prodigal Son, much of it not, all of it reworked 
admirably, as far as I could tell, with a fine climax in the second movement. Is the 



rejection a matter of prejudice – symphonies “should not be composed out of ballet 
music” – or am I missing something? (Ag11) 

Divertimento, op 43  
Movements 1 and 3 arose from earlier ballet music called Trapeze; the other two 
movements were added from leftovers to make Divertimento, a frivolous title for 
ponderous, ominous music, but a terrific little piece that has the savor of Prokofiev’s best 
ballet music: tuneful, inventive, with a squeeze of lemon. (Ag11) 

Cello Concerto in E minor, op 58 
I was surprised to find this piece. I didn’t know of its existence, but now I know why. It is 
an earlier, more chamber-scaled version of the Symphony Concerto, op 125, which 
Prokofiev rewrote with the help of Rostropovich, so this version is rarely played. My 
impression is that it has more immediate appeal: we shall see. The last movement 
contains marvels but it’s scattered and seems to go on.  (Do I hear Ivashkin growling in 
the fast passages?) (Ag11) 

Symphony Concerto for Cello & Orchestra, op 125 
I’ve had problems with this piece, maybe because of the uncertain genre. It’s a Cello 
Concerto, as  its earlier version makes clear, but on the grand scale: about the same 
length as Op 58 but in its huge re-orchestration and its reworked virtuoso passages. Yes, 
it deserves its popularity. (Ag11) 

Sonata for Unaccompanied Cello, op 134 
An act of piety: a single movement finished posthumously from sketches. Mostly an 
aimless melodic line with some giocoso bits, left-hand pizzicato. (Ag11) 

Cello Sonata in C, op 119 
I thought I knew this piece from the old LP, but the long first movement has left me, 
apart from the wild arpeggiated bit at the end. Moderato does linger, the Allegro Finale 
less. Do I miss Rostropovich’s projection? Ivashkin’s instrument sounds like a double 
bass. Or is the piece just less memorable than the Violin Sonatas? (Ag11) On CBC, 
driving to Muskoka, and not good car music, but a reminder of how I loved this piece 
from the old Rostropovich LP. A young Canadian performer on a classic eighteenth- 
century cello nicknamed “The Shark” for its projection in the lowest register. (Jy17) 

Sonata for Two Violins in C, op 56 
Performance on CBC by Jonathan Crow and Timothy Chui (aet 17) B more technical and 
difficult than I remember. (Ja12) Four movements, 15’. I’ve never paid much attention, 
but it comes back vaguely. SP avoids double stopping, throws attention on melody and 
interlocking rhythm. Exciting Allegro. Great performance from Ehnes and Moretti – a 
minor jewel, I guess. (O17) 

Le pas d’acier, op 41 
To me this is one of Prokofiev’s most important scores, showing him in the Iron Foundry 
mode of 1920s Soviet Futurism, although written for Diaghilev in the West. The 
half-hour ballet itself is made of tableaux without narrative. Music brassy, pesante, 
diatonic, dry, rhythmic, massively dissonant: not far from Mosolov or Antheil. Nothing 
of the lyrical Prokofiev. The scene change (beginning of track 2) foreshadows both 
minimalism and phase shifting. The two piccolos are perfect. MHS sound from Melodiya 
was a worry, but it’s sharp and clear. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Ode to the End of the War, op 105 



Fanfare alla marcia, brassy, celebratory but grim, prominent orchestral piano. Quieter 
reflective bit with harp and winds. Wild percussion mimes battle while trumpet sails over 
top. Final brass chorale.  Too thoroughly Russian for general use? (Muskoka, Jy12) 

On Guard for Peace, op 124 
Soviet Cantata looking back on terrors of World War II, written after the Zhdanov 
proscription. The use of recitation makes Western performance awkward. Children’s 
voices very effective, especially in No 6, Dove of Peace. Nice Lullaby. Celebration is a 
litany of Soviet peoples, very interesting politically. Even more, the denunciation of 
war-mongering Washington in No 9, given entirely to spoken recitation. Finale a 
commitment to wage war on war. The piece as a whole falls flat, lacks the stirring effect 
of Shostakovich’s Cantata on the same CD. (S12) 

5 Poems of Anna Akhmatova, op 27 
Songs are not a large part of Prokofiev’s oeuvre. This little cycle is a gem. At first I 
thought Prokofiev was working his children’s vein, but the songs slowly turn into a 
narrative of souring love. They are text driven, but I can follow the Russian phrasing 
even from the English translation. Even in translation Akhmatova feels like a great poet. 
Carol Farley is in excellent voice. (O12) 

3 Romances of Pushkin, op 73 
The first doesn’t click with me. The second, a pastorelle, is wry enough. Third, a wistful 
lover’s leavetaking. I’m struck by the sparseness of Prokofiev’s accompaniments, his 
willingness to foreground text. (O12) 

Two Poems, op 9 
The Balmont lyric is otherworldly, wistful, with emotional outburst at end. The Apakhin 
“Drifting Boat” is even more desolate. (O12) 

5 Poems of Konstantin Balmont, op 36  
Incantation: sheer Russian gothic, scary. Birdsong: further superstitions, lots of room for 
characterization. I’d love to hear Vishnevskaya or Arkhipova. The Butterfly might be 
dreamy but sustains the ironic tone. Remember Me becomes molto agitato. The Pillars: a 
surreal seascape, superstitious fatalism, very dark. A fine set of songs. Who is this 
Balmont? [a major Russian aesthete, symboliste, eccentric] (O12) 

Violin Concerto No 1 in D, op 19 
The lesser of the two great Violin Concerti still deserves its spot in the repertoire. I 
haven’t heard it in many years, but got into it immediately. I do recall the madcap 
Scherzo vividly (and Isaac Stern overshooting the mark on every upward run in 
Minneapolis). Finale is unusually quiet: even Gil Shaham sounds laid back. Nice to 
revisit an old friend. (D12) Andantino is in SP’s most lyrical vein, more familiar than I 
expected – I forgot the pizzicato bit and the accelerando. Return of slow theme is 
magical. Scherzo unforgettable. Finale Moderato (with seven tempo changes) is again 
lyrical. But I most remember the staccato theme, the tuttis – and those scales. I’d love this 
Concerto more if it weren’t so overshadowed. (O17) 

Violin Concerto No 2 in G minor, op 63 
What can I say? I know every note of this piece, and Shaham is perfection itself. (D12) 
Angela Steinbacher on CBC in a superb performance. (F17) 

Sonata in D for Violin Unaccompanied, op 116 
Shaham reveals his greatest artistry by making music of this trifle (which cannot escape 
comparison with the gigantic works of Bach or Bartok). Prokofiev’s technical demands 



are much less, but Shaham shapes phrases and varies his intensity with uncanny grasp of 
purpose, even to the pizzicati and the silly tremolo cadences. It’s real music after all. 
(D12) The title evokes the gigantic ghost of Bach, but this is really a student piece with 
very limited technique. Moderato alla Marcia. Andante and five decorative variations. 
Con brio seems aimless. Meh! (O17) 

Sinfonietta, op 48 
  When Sandra asked me for a recording I was surprised not to have one. It sounds too 

important. But it turns out to be very early, pre Classical Symphony, published originally 
as op 5. Five movements, extremely lightweight. Much of the mature talent is in place, 
but not the lurching key evasions. Attractive but not important. (Ap14) 

Overture on Hebrew Themes 
Live in Parry Sound with James Campbell: Prokofiev’s affectionate and politically 
loaded tribute to klezmer. Nice to hear live. (Parry Sound, Muskoka—Jy14) 

Sarcasms, op 17 
Five piano miniatures in Prokofiev’s percussive avant garde style – virtuoso stuff to 
épater les bourgeois and show off. In the company of Danse sauvage and Allegro 
barbaro. Only the last has unmistakable echoes of Le Sacre. (My15) 

Visions fugitives, op 22 
Slow mysterious opening, the first bits gaining speed – then changing alternate rapidly. 
The piece is quieter than I remembered, but it crowds extreme ranges and dynamics, 
skirts the grotesque but maintains lean texture and laid-back air, especially at the end. 
Striking, original. (My15) 

Semyon Kotko—Symphonic Suite, op 81b 
Written in 1939 after Prokofiev’s repatriation to the Soviet Union in 1936, Kotko is a 
“Soviet opera” full of broad lyricism that deals with the German invasion of Ukraine in 
World War I (at a time when Germans were threatening again). There are 8 scenes, 38’ 
music in total. Introduction is Russian pastoral. No 2 darkens considerably. No 3 The 
Betrothal deals with Kotko’s love, a match opposed by her father. No 4 The Southern 
Night is love music with an ominous undertone. No 5 The Execution depicts the violence 
of the German invaders in rather antiseptic tones. No 6 The Village Is Burning depicts the 
destruction afterward, in more brazen dissonance – impressive. No 7 The Funeral records 
the death of Kotko. No 8 is the obligatory hopeful ending. This is recognizable Prokofiev, 
but a real come-down from his best work. (Muskoka, Jy17) 

The Gambler: Four Portraits & Dénouement, op 49 
Music from Prokofiev’s third opera, in his radical early style. extensively rewritten for 
the concert suite. The story is taken from Dostoevsky’s novel, and each movement is a 
character portrait. I is Alexis, the family tutor and hapless lover of the daughter Pauline. 
II: Grandmother, the rich, domineering, hated woman – they are all waiting for her to die, 
but she shows up unexpectedly and promptly blows all her money at the roulette wheel. 
III: The General, paterfamilias, deeply in debt to a conniving French Marquis (who has 
seduced Pauline). IV: Pauline herself: She looks on as Alexis takes to the roulette wheel 
in a desperate effort to win money and her as well. V: Dénouement: Exciting finish, but I 
keep thinking Prokofiev needs even weirder expressionism in his style to handle this 
subject. (Muskoka, Jy17)   

5 Melodies for Violin and Piano, op 35b 
Unpretentious, delicate, even the brash No 3. Little technical challenge beyond purity of 



line – a few octaves, a passage of harmonics, some double stopping, bowing finesse, 
harmonics to end No 5. Lovely. (O17) 

Violin Sonata No 2 in D, op 94b 
I listened to Dale practice the flute version for nearly two years, so I know this pretty 
well, even though I haven’t heard it in ages. Ehnes takes the Moderato at relaxed tempo 
and makes sense of the little tweets. Scherzo is a terror on either instrument. Andante 
comes back too, though I heard it less often. Finale alla marcia Allegro with all its flute 
tootles and changes of octave seems fearsome on violin. Prokofiev at his finest. (O17) 

Piano Sonata No 4 in C minor, op 29 
Three movements, 17’. After late Scriabin this sounds down to earth. Allegro in 
understated, with an idiomatic waggle, marching off to nowhere. Andante begins with 
ominous low repeated notes – by the end it gets agitated but quickly settles, fades away. 
Finale is forceful, “non leggiero.” Richter tosses it off. (Ap18) 

SERGEI PROTOPOPOV 
Piano Sonata No 2 

One of the least known, least productive of the recently uncovered Soviet avant garde, 
Protopopov was apparently influenced by “Yavorsky’s theory of modal rhythm” (no 
further explanation). The Sonata is 17' in length, one long slow movement with highly 
dissonant clusters and thick aggregates at the bottom end of the keyboard, very pianistic. 
A fascinating curiosity. (Mh13) 

JOHN PSATHOS 
Unbridled, Manos Breathes the Voice of Life into Kartsigar 

New Zealand composer explores Greek heritage with transcription of clarino 
improvisation by one storyteller Manos. Interesting to hear quartet in unison/octave 
passages involving quarter tone and bent pitch inflections. Not over long. (NZ Quartet 
live, N) 

GIACOMO PUCCINI 
Madama Butterfly 

Sally Dibblee superb, Kurt Lehmann OK but underpowered, production pretty good. Best 
of four London operas. (Je08Blive) The Met production is overwhelming. I’ve always 
considered this opera a drag, marking time through the middle act; but Racette’s Butterfly 
is wholly involving, vocally and dramatically, and the Met production is a demonstration 
of opera staging that’s both modern and musically sensitive. (I’m a sucker for puppets.) 
And to think I didn’t even want to see it. (MetHD—Ap08) 

La Rondine 
Blown away by the master of melodrama, not knowing the music or even the story. What 
continuously wonderful music, Puccini dancing as he hardly ever does elsewhere. The 
soprano’s two bits, of course, but the extraordinary second-act ensemble! And the last-act 
leavetaking! Lesser work, perhaps, but masterwork no doubt. Gheorghiu was terrific: 
dusky colors in lower register. Alagna fine, despite scooping habit. Secondary roles 
superb (Lisette Oropesa, Marius Brenciu). I’m sold. (MetHD—Ja09) 

Tosca 
So much for the shabby little shocker: a great opera, powerfully sung (Mattila, Álvarez, 
George Gagnidze), political oppression, sexual abuse of power, erotic religiosity. These 
are big themes. The controversial Luc Bondy production seemed superb to me, well 
conceived and acted. I didn’t like the brick church, but that’s a relatively small point. 



Good show. (MetHD—O09) The Luc Bondy production, this time featuring Racette and 
Alagna with Gagnidze. Alagna is electric as Cavaradossi, and Gagnidze is a great Scarpia 
(only lacking variety of vocal color); Racette I\m sorry to say is having wobble trouble at 
the very top and pitch sagged at the end of “Vissi d’arte.” (MetHD—N13)  

Turandot 
The great Zefirelli extravaganza, with Guleghina, Álvarez, Ramey, and a young 
Poplavskaya the vocal star as Liu, a beautiful baritone Joshua Hopkins as (I think) Ping, 
octogenarian Charles Anthony as the Emperor, very satisfying except for gross 
broadcasting failures from the source. The music is solid, overpowering in its big spots. 
The three Ps stall the show because they do not forward the narrative. Close attention to 
the libretto smooths over the rough spots of the fairy tale: Calaf knows Liu only as a 
servant, not an ignored mistress; she sacrifices herself so that Turandot can learn love; 
Calaf is powerless to help her, etc. It’s still just as little politically correct as most fairy 
tales, but it works on its own terms. Guleghina is not Dimitrova, flatted a bit; Álavarez 
pushed one of his high Cs very sharp. In all, an exciting show. (MetHD—N09) The 
Zefirelli extravaganza once again – I’m glad they’ve kept it so: it can hardly be bettered. 
Nina Stemme is a powerhouse on the scale of Birgit Nilsson, overwhelming. Anita Hartig 
is a tremulous Liu – she took some getting used to but I liked her. Alexander Tsymbalyuk 
actually made a presence of Timur, a true dark Russian profundo – he’s apparently 
young, so I hope to see and hear much more of him. Marco Berti is an Ermmano Mauro 
kind of tenor, big and crude. He must have been terrified to sing Nessun dorma because 
he rushed every entrance so much I didn’t think the conductor could hold it together. He 
couldn’t hang on to his top notes (Stemme could have sat up there for hours). I\m sold on 
Turandot – it’s a powerhouse. Nowhere else does Puccini deploy the chorus to such 
effect. (Ja16) 

Arias (Adrienne Pieczonka) 
Pieczonka sings all the usual suspects plus a few from Le Villi and Edgar, very 
convincingly for the most part. She can’t float her high notes, nor does she have the 
varied colors needed for, say, Mimi or Butterfly. She is able to sing Doretta’s Dream, but 
she should have said no. On the other hand, she would be very credible in most of these 
roles, and possibly ideal as Minnie. (D09) 

La Fanciulla del West 
What a strange piece! The score is gorgeous: Puccini stretching his harmonic muscle, 
fabulous but much too heavy orchestration – but without any big tunes apart from the 
waltz tune. The melodrama is ludicrous, half spaghetti Western, half dated 
turn-of-the-century sentimentality and implausibility.  I have great affection for it, but it 
creaks loudly. Voight had trouble at first but hit her stride, carried the part well. Giordani 
not first rate but OK, Lucio Gallo dry but acceptable. Production “realistic,” but the 
Belasco snowstorm was a letdown. (MetHD—Ja11) Talk about being melted into a 
puddle! I understand the melodrama now as an Italo-Catholic redemption parable, the 
sole female presence in the drama there solely to lead the wayward males to salvation. I 
had forgotten the forgiveness scene at the end. Who could forget Addio California? The 
nice touch at the very end, Jack Rance aiming to shoot the departing Johnson in the back, 
then lowering his gun. Westbroek missed a few of her high notes, but she too was 
forgiven – a magnificent bid at a killer role. Kaufmann reminds me of a younger 



Domingo – I wish him the same longevity. Lukic is a great bad guy. Yes, it is certainly 
my favorite Puccini opera. I want to study the vocal score. (MetHD—O18) 

3 Fugues 
Student work for string quartet, accomplished (I think of the cleverness of the Missa di 
Gloria). The Fugue in A might stand on its own. (Mh14) 

String Quartet in D; Scherzo 
A Quartet by Puccini? Don’t get excited. It exists as a single movement, very juvenile, 
with a rather silly theme. A curiosity. Scherzo tries to be Mendelssohn but lacks the 
touch. (Mh14) 

3 Minuets 
Faux neo-classicism written first before finding an appropriate place in Manon Lescaut. 
I’ve played them and they’re charming. (Mh14) 

Crisantemi 
This gorgeous and popular exotic ended up not in Butterfly as I thought, but again in 
Manon Lescaut. It could wring a tear from the hardest of stones. (Mh14) 

La Boheme 
I wasn’t keen to sit through another Boheme, but I’m glad I did. The performance was 
not great but very good. Vittorio Grigolo sang convincingly, though his voice does not 
live up to the hype – he a pleasing, somewhat thin-voiced lyric tenor, no Pavarotti but 
he’s also Italian. Kristine Opolais stepped in as Mimi at the last minute, having just sung 
Butterfly the evening before. She too was solid, though she didn’t bowl me over vocally 
or dramatically. Susanna Philips stole the show as Musetta (I kept remembering that 
review of Ljuba Welitsch in the role). Boheme is so incredibly concise it can hardly get 
boring, and the tears don’t make me hate myself in the morning. The third act is stunning, 
every time. (Ap14) 

PAUL PUGET 
2 Songs 

Madrid is a Spanish bolero, difficult (Ainsley does well), on a text by Musset. (Ja11) 
JOAN PAU PUJOL 
Missa sexti toni à 8 

After hearing expansive masses from one hundred years earlier by Josquin, Pujol seems 
slight at 18’. This early baroque mass, with double choir and instruments (organ, brass, 
theorbos and baroque guitar) sounds grand enough. Part writing sustains the prima 
practica counterpoint, but without long sustained lines – or is it the curious detached 
phrasing in this performance? There’s lots of chordal antiphony. Rhythms are quite 
irregular, and the group accents heavily. This is a very different performance tradition 
from the English cathedrals. (Mh20)    

3 Villancicos 
These are vernacular Catalan texts set to music of popular origin, but quite sophisticated. 
The anonymous authors have clearly read the Golden Age poets Góngora and Quevedo. 
There’s solo/chorus dialogue. The third requires some scholarly explication. The second 
would be called a Christmas carol. All three are distinctively Spanish Renaissance with 
complex part writing and cross rhythms. Captivating, though it’s unclear how much 
they’ve been touched up for modern performance. (Mh20)    

2 Motets; Magnificat 



All three are eight-part. In Beatus vir, the delivery is more legato, but still complex 
rhythmically and given to tempo changes. Magnificat is also antiphonal and 
through-composed, not alternatim, though there are brass episodes. The brief Regina 
coeli is sung by one choir, the other answering with Alleluias. (Mh20)    

TATE PUMFREY 
Postlude 
 Organ piece by student composer at UWO, short and sweet, uses full organ. (O 
HENRY PURCELL 
Consort Music 

The last consort music to be written and published, probably the best – the transparency 
of Locke’s Suites with the counterpoint of Lawes, minus the quirkiness and errancy. 
Great stuff.  (Ap09) 

Harmonia Sacra: 13 Sacred Songs 
Neither secular songs nor sacred anthems. Some like the familiar “Lord what is man?” 
are in the Cavalli mode of recit rising to arioso. Others – “Lord can I suffer,” “Plung’d in 
the confines of despair” – are vocal quartets like madrigals, recalling the chromatic 
Gesualdo. The Funeral Sentences for Queen Mary take this to an extraordinary extreme. 
“In guilty night” is a miniature operatic scene on Saul at Endor. “Awake ye dead” recalls 
“Sound the trumpets,” except that it is a marvelous duet for coloratura bassos. Perhaps 
intended for private chapels. (Ap09) 

Complete Sacred Music, disc 1 
Have I bitten off more than I can chew? This music is not available in a substantial 
selection, so I bought it in a box of 11 discs. Little point commenting on each, given the 
excellent detailed notes of the tragic maestro King. O Praise God is prime example of 
HP’s idiosyncratic harmony. Let Mine Eyes Run Down on tragic words from Jeremiah is 
a genuine masterpiece, as is My Beloved Spake, the next in line, on Healey Willan’s 
Canticles text. This project will be long, but not taxing. (N10) 

Complete Sacred Music, disc 2 
Blessed Are They seems weak, but Behold Now, one of HP’s earliest, is very fine. I Will 
Give Thanks is a big work calling for 5 soloists, including one of HP’s bass riffs of 
extraordinarily wide range, plus a full Sinfonia repeated midway. My Song Shall Be 
Alway is even bigger, 15' for bass alone, with the briefest of alleluiahs for the choir. Te 
Deum and Jubilate in D is festive, with trumpets, 7 soloists, lots of choir, a moment of 
fervent prayer, and a wonderful doxology – one of HP’s best known. (N10)  

Complete Sacred Music, disc 3 
Blow the Trumpet is extraordinary writing for 10-part double chorus with soloists: 
chromatic, dissonant, echo effects. Begin the Song sets an entire ode by Cowley for solo 
bass: “The Resurrection,” with a charming scientific account of the reassembly of atoms 
into living corpses.  The Word Is a Lantern: marvelous. The Blessed Virgin’s 
Expostulation should ring a bell, but it’s been half a century: Nahum Tate isn’t much of a 
poet, but HP gets real drama from his words, a terrified BVM. Hear My Prayer is a single 
brief choral crescendo – extraordinary. Hosanna to the Highest is HP at his greatest: a 
solo bass in minor key (!) over a ground bass, the tenor entry catching one completely off 
guard. why is this not better known? O God Thou hast Cast Us Out, superb. (N10) 

6 keyboard pieces 



Purcell plus one Ground by Croft provide addendum to Dart’s clavichord rendition of 
Bach’s French Suites. Dart here seems to concentrate on the sustaining ability of the 
instrument. (Ap12) 

Masque for Timon of Athens 
It’s hard to imagine a Masque for Cupid in this sour play, but a masque is called for. 
Unlike the Handelian opera convention, Purcell is free with duets, trios, choruses. The 
opening with two trebles is not great, but the rest is charming, with a pre-pubescent 
Iestyn Davies as Cupis and Michael George in best voice. Duet on the reconciliation of 
Cupid and Bacchus is irresistible. (Ag12) 

Masque for Diocletian 
No plot, pure spectacle: instructions describe palatial machine to be lowered, from which 
emerge Wood Gods, followers of Bacchus, followers of Cupid (Shepherds and 
Shepherdesses), and followers of Pleasure. Each group engages in a solo song and an 
instrumental dance. Again, Purcell is generous with duets, trios, and chorus work. 
Ainsley is standout as Wood God. Bacchus’s followers are two buffo basses. Feelings are 
wholly generic, but the music is lovely. (Ag12) 

Diocletian: Music for Acts I through IV 
Essentially a baroque suite of short pieces, scrappy, generic, instrumental, a few vocal, 
detached from the plot line, whatever that is. The semi-opera was a wholly misconceived 
genre, not to be revived, and performing the lovely music is just a rescue mission. Again 
Ainsley is standout in “Sound, Fame, thy brazen trumpet.” (S12) 

Hail Bright Cecilia 
 Purcell’s great Cecilian Ode, the last of four, to verses by Nicholas Brady, with an 

extensive Symphony and 12 parts. The choir sings in first and last, plus two in the 
middle. The Symphony is sectional, alternating pompous material, fugal and pathetic 
sections. (1) Grand chorus with soloists – fugal on a subject related to the Symphony. (2) 
Alto-Bass duet, sarabande on a ground. The wood of the forest breaks silence in violin 
and flute. (3) Arioso for Alto, called the most remarkable solo number because of its 
extreme melismatic writing. (4) Soul of the World, the central chorus of the piece – 
Music did the scattered atoms bind. (5) Lengthy intro to Soprano Air, repeated by 
Chorus. Described as a Minuet, the tune has a weird chromatic twist. (6) A lovely Trio in 
praise of Cecilia’s organ, elevated above the other instruments. Simon Keenlyside’s entry 
is thrilling. Musica speculativa turns to Musica practica for Cecilia’s instrument. (7) Bass 
Air, “Wondrous Machine” (i.e. the organ!) with a wail of oboes over chugging ground. 
(8) Tenor Air, the airy violin. (9) Tenor-Alto duet, “in vain the am’rous flute and soft 
guitar,” set to passacaglia bass – gorgeous! (10) Sudden drums and trumpets introduce 
“the harmony of war,” which the organ can soothe – a florid Tenor Air. (11) Remarkable 
Duet for two bassos – the instruments compete among themselves, but the organ is a 
consort in itself. (12) Schlusschor, “Hail Cecilia,” returns to pomp, with extraordinary 
harmonies for “infinite felicity.” A Purcellian masterpiece performed to perfection. (D16) 

Who Can from Joy Refrain? 
 Birthday Ode for the Duke of Gloucester, Purcell’s last occasional ode, written in the 

year of his death 1695, features an Overture and six sections, tailored to the taste of the 
six-year-old boy (who died a mere five years later). Overture is extraordinarily rhythmic, 
lively with offbeats and trumpet tootling. Alto air with chorus, all very delicate. Tenor air 
in minor on a ground, gorgeous, even more when strings enter. Bass air on the warlike 



father, Soprano air on the saintly mother – with a phalanx of oboes. Tenor air with 
trumpet again. Final Chaconne brings all the forces together – trumpet, strings, oboes, 
continuo, chorus, with two soprano soli. (D16) 

Ode on Queen Mary’s Birthday: Love’s Goddess Sure was Blind 
 Eight numbers, 22’. Such beautiful music written for a throwaway occasion. Charles 

Sedley’s verses offer little inspiration, but Purcell makes them a string of pearls, notably 
the melting alto-tenor duet with recorders and the two choral bits. I wonder if the last 
should not reprise the opening lines for a brighter ABA finish? (My20)    

Ode for St Cecilia’s Day: Raise, Raise the Voice 
 Four numbers, 13’. Smaller forces for a small ode. Just trio sonata forces for Sinfonia. 

Basso and chorus raise a toast. Soprano, then trio, then chorus summon Apollo. The 
basso begins a perky ground for soprano, rising chromatically, then chorus. Another 
interlude is lauded for its “astonishing originality” (it sounds like Purcell to me), and 
chorus finishes. Lovely. (My20)    

Ode for St Cecilia’s Day: Laudate Ceciliam 
 Four numbers, 11’. Just three solo voices (without soprano), no chorus, Purcell’s only 

Latin ode, and the shortest. King says the alto-tenor duet is the centerpiece, but it is short 
and finished by an upbeat trio. (My20)    

Welcome Song to His Majesty: From Those Serene and Rapturous Joys 
 Eight numbers, 24’. Celebrating Charles II’s return to London amid a period of calm in 

1684. Verses by one Thomas Flatman. Four soloists, chorus in three numbers. King 
singles out “Welcome as soft refreshing showers” for its use of ground. Also a lovely 
tenor bit on Lazarus (oddly enough). The final three minutes are happy dance. (My20)    

RICHARD PYGOTT 
Missa Veni sancte spiritus 

Pygott was Cardinal Wolsey’s personal choirmaster, of the generation before Tallis. The 
Mass is grand in scale, five voices, 41' without Kyrie. The style is difficult, backward 
looking in its ornate, wandering lines B they seem unusually awkward. Darlington’s use 
of a larger choir is in keeping with the practice of Wolsey’s chapel, and his singers had to 
be expert to cope with Pygott’s vocal lines. It’s a real wall of sound. I should compare 
Taverner directly. (Mh13) 

JOHANN QUANTZ 
 
Four Flute Concertos 

Pleasant galant pieces, lively, flute foremost, nothing deep, lots of passagework and 
sequences.  The demand for breath control is impressive. Never as quirky or interesting 
as C.P.E. (Ja09) 

Trio Sonata in G 
Karla Schröter’s group is livelier in the Quantz, a very pleasant listen. The presence of 
the oboe d’amore is noticeable, but would fool me if I didn’t know. (D10) 

ROGER QUILTER 
3 Shakespeare Songs; Mirza Schaffy Songs; et alia 

The Shakespeare songs are not familiar, just OK. Schaffy songs are on German verses of 
uncertain provenance: the 3d is very nice. “Autumn Evening” gorgeous, “June” a period 
piece on an awful poem. Two Mary Coleridge settings have a Delius tinge, though RQ 



left out her best stanza. Shelly settings are super: “Love’s Philosophy,” of course, but 
why haven’t I heard the others? (My10) 

5 Shakespearian Songs, op 23, etc. 
“Fear no more” is perfect: does Finzi really do better? “Lover and his lass” also super. 
The others so-so, but none familiar. “The crimson poodle” is a masterpiece of course, but 
“Go lovely rose” is as exquisite as Waller’s poem (that’s saying a lot) – nearly tragic. The 
Children’s Songs are R.L. Stevenson heart tuggers. (My10) 

7 Elizabethan Lyrics, op 12, etc 
The star of the show is “Fair House of Joy,” but the others are fine and make a nice set. 
“Weep you no more” is outstanding, “Brown is my love” exquisitely ironic. The 
arrangements of “Drink to me” and “Over the mountains” are intimately familiar, but I 
didn’t realize they were Quilter’s. “Barbara Allen” is new to me – a shock to learn the 
full story. The last Shakespeare settings are strong, despite the liner notes: “How should I 
your true love know?” (From Hamlet) is gorgeous. Great disc. (My10) 

HENRI RABAUD 
La Procession nocturne, op 6 
 Tone poem after a romantic scene from Lenau’s Faust. Sweet murmuring, then a more 

plaintive theme (Faust) that turns into a lovely hymn chorale. It trails fortissimo, leaving 
the piece to an overtly passionate conclusion. Nice stuff, not overwhelming. (My14) 

Symphony No 2 in E minor, op 5 
 Forceful brass motto is turned by strings into a foreboding melody – oboe brings pastoral 

respite – development proceeds nervously until pastoral theme, now become passionate, 
rises twice, works its way to passionate scoop – coda returns to brass motto. Andante 
begins with stately chorale in woodwinds, followed by cantabile strings, which dominate 
movements until chorale returns augmented in brass. Vivace Scherzo has lightly 
syncopated jig that develops into fugato. Finale begins pianissimo with steady, ominous 
march – tumultuous development with glimmers of major key – peak of crescendo with 
brass and tam-tam – long decrescendo in quiet epilogue, major key bringing back 
romantic theme from earlier. Beautiful ending. (Je14) 

Eglogue 
 Early short pastoral piece, a “Virgilian poem” for orchestra. Lovely work for oboe and 

horn. (Je14) 
FOLKE RABE 
All the Lonely People – Trombone Concerto 

This composer is unknown to me. When I read that his piece is based on the Beatles’ 
Eleanor Rigby, my heart sank; but it turns out to be a po-mo fragging: glissandi, 
sputtering, sudden silences, special tonguing effects, inevitable multiphonics. Not cheap, 
but not good either. (Muskoka, Jy11)  

SERGE RACHMANINOFF 
Spring, op 20 

Despite title, a dark dramatic work on a poem about jealousy and contemplated wife 
murder and forgiveness. Hard to imagine occasion either for composition or performance. 
Written for (?) Chaliapin. Leiferkus is fine. (Ja09) 

The Bells, op 35 



A Choral Symphony on an “interpretation” of Poe’s poem by Russian symbolist 
Konstantin Balmont. A natural for Rachmaninoff, ever darkening. Moods are palpable. 
Third movement stands out.  Three soloists are terrific. A great CD. (Ja09) 

Three Russian Songs, op 41 
Easy listening, lavishly orchestrated. Nice upbeat ending to set. (Ja09) 

Scherzo in D minor 
Early student work, OK but dispensable. Not up to Borodin or Rimsky. (Je09) 

Prince Rostislav 
Moody piece: OK but SR does better in similar better known works. He should have been 
an impressionist and written an opera on Pelléas. Thank God Debussy did it. (Je09) 

Caprice bohémien, op 12 
I’ve never heard this and was surprised that it is mostly earnest emotionality, persuasive 
at that, despite title – before dancing breaks out, still in minor key, almost demonic. (Je09) 

Isle of the Dead, op 29 
Performance not draggy – too driven, the oars are moving too fast. But the morbid 
intensity is there. Large scale ABA form, passionate B section, big climax. Clearly the 
standout among SR’s tone poems. (Je09) 

Preludes [complete] 
Warm bath in beautiful moody post-romanticism. I can hardly believe none of these are 
familiar apart from the two famous ones B not like the Chopin Preludes, usually played 
as a set. Perfect car music, sharply etched miniatures. Study scores for pianistic writing. 
(Jy09) John Kimura Parker opened his recital with two virtuoso blasts – E minor, op 32/3, 
and B♭, op 23/2 – and and engine cooler in between – G minor, op 32/5. So there! (Wolf 
Hall, live--O13) Most of these on Richter’s BBC disc are from op 32. He begins with n F# 
minor tht recalls someone’s praise of Rachmaninoff’s progressive harmony. Eerie. These 
pieces are so well known to pianists – I have tinges of recognition, but I don’t even 
recognize familiar fingerprints, and surprisingly little flashiness until op 32/1 in C. Op 
32/6 in F minor is another barnstormer, and op 23/2 in B♭ requires at least three hands. 
Finish with the two everyone knows, G minor, op 23/5, and C# minor, op 3/2. (Ap18) 

Études-tableaux, op 33 & op 39 
Echt Rachmaninoff, more Russian, more character than the Preludes, I think. Lots of 
dazzle. (He wrote the Preludes after leaving Russia for the U.S.: is there a causal 
relation?) (Jy09—Muskoka) I don’t know this core repertoire set well. CBC performance 
by Nareh Arghamanyan. (Ja12)  

5 Songs 
After the earlier Russians, Rachmaninoff’s piano parts are heavier, the voice more 
operatic, less folkish but clearly in the tradition. I thought I might recognize “Lilacs,” but 
no. “A Prayer,” after Goethe, is magnificent. (My10) 

Vespers 
Much loved and gorgeous. FSA sings No 6. I’m afraid the BBC Singers’ sound is too 
thin, transparent. It’s odd hearing the Magnificat begun by the deep basses. The 
awe-struck intensity of Thou hast Risen (No 14) is extraordinary. Finale is the only 
rouser. I must get to know this piece better. (Ag11) 

Liturgy of St John Chrysostom 
Bruffy’s choir gives the entire service, not just the hymns, so one gets a closer feeling for 
the Orthodox sanctity. The numbering system is wonky: no track numbers; but otherwise 



beautifully produced CD with (non-Cyrillic) text. I still don’t get the hang of the service. 
Bruffy gets gorgeous choral sound B the Archdeacon sounds like Chaliapin. Cherubic 
Hymn is one of the most sublime bits of choral writing I’ve ever heard: all Tavener 
comes from it. We Hymn Thee (No 12) comes close. Exhausting but rewarding.. (S11)  

Piano Concerto No 1 in F# minor, op 1 
Not unfamiliar but not very familiar either. Melodic genius is present in patches already, 
and the pained chromaticism. I think the high rhetoric and the flashy bits are not absorbed 
into the pattern as well as in the Second and Third. Largo is a remarkable piece of 
romantic introspection – gorgeous.  Finale is fleet-fingered, quirky, showing some of 
Rachmaninoff’s fingerprint motifs already. A second idea in a new tempo and wholly 
unrelated mood places a question mark over the composer’s ability to write a coherent 
movement. (Seattle, Ja12) 

Piano Concerto No 4 in G minor, op 40 
I can understand the let down at the premiere. After the Second and Third, this Concerto 
opens into a less luxurious world. The melodies are there, but somehow restrained, I 
wouldn’t say dry, but not given in to. I know this even less well than the First, but like it 
better because of its greater coherence. Slow movement is beautifully meditative, with a 
gorgeous obsessive sighing motif. Finale is more disjointed – again formal structure is in 
question. (Seattle, Ja12) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in C minor, op 18 
I seem to know the tunes from the cradle. What richness and beauty! To think that 
anyone could sniff at a composer who wrote such gorgeous, indelibly memorable stuff. 
(Muskoka, Jy12) 

Symphonic Dances, op 45 
My favorite Rachmanionoff: the most gorgeous sax solo in the repertoire, one great 
melody after another, constant invention. I seem doomed to listen to this piece only in the 
car. Will I ever hear a real orchestra play it? It’s not arcane! (Muskoka, Jy12) I almost 
skipped listening to the two-piano version, having heard the familiar piece so recently: 
but the pianos isolate the underlying structure. Firmer than I thought, and the third 
movement must be really exciting in performance. (Ag12) 

Russian Rhapsody 
Variations for two pianos written at an immature age 17. Very Mussorgsky-like folktune, 
much too repetitive, fireworks given lopsidedly to the first piano. Recording unusual in 
keeping the two pianos quite separate. (Ag12) 

Variations on a Theme of Corelli, op 42 
The theme is the inevitable La Folia. Ashkenazy’s performance is included as a filler 
with Rachmaninoff’s two-piano works: it’s the familiar solo version. (Ag12) 

Suite No 1 for Two Pianos, op 5 
In four movements: Barcarolle is swoony romance with lots of tinkling at the top of the 
keyboard, intricate coordination required. La nuit, L’amour is full of birdsongs (odd at 
night): climaxes that cry out for orchestra to do them justice. Les larmes is a second slow 
piece full of long suspensions. Pacques is a display of cathedral chimes, a sunken 
cathedral recalling Mussorgski’s Coronation Scene. Entertaining music, but not 
distinguished. (Ag12) 

Suite No 2 for Two Pianos, op 17 



Alla marcia is good stomping with characteristic sentimental interlude. Valse is marked 
Presto, seems more like a Scherzo until the second piano takes over in the slower Trio. 
Romance nice but not memorable. Tarantella approaches the demonic Rachmaninoff B 
great ending. This Suite seems several notches better than the First. (Ag12) 

Piano Concerto No 3 in D minor, op 30 
Hackneyed on the airwaves, perhaps, but I’ve never heard it live, nor have I concentrated 
on it thoroughly from beginning to end. It’s a big, unwieldy piece, of course, and I can’t 
say every move made sense to me. But the big tunes are gorgeous and well prepared, the 
piano writing truly extraordinary, and the lush romantic climax at the end seems fully 
earned. It brought tears. Garrick Ohlsson didn’t exactly toss it off, but he didn’t seem 
unduly taxed either. Even some brittle sparkle at times, and the full-fisted passages 
thundered. We sat in row 7, directly in front of the piano lid.  Wow! (Chicago, CSO live 
B F13) 

4 Pieces from op 3 
Reisenberg plays only four of the five Morceaux de Fantaisie, including the C# minor 
Prelude. Élégie is unfamiliar, gorgeous. Mélodie seems forgettable. Sérénade has nice 
Spanish flavor. (Ja14) 

Polka de V.R.; 3 Morceaux de Salon from op 10 
The Polka is a flashy transcription of a simple tune by the forgotten Franz Behr. 
Reisenberg plays three of the seven Morceaux: Barcarolle is extraordinary water music – 
wow! Valse and Mazurka pleasant. (Ja14) 

Cello Sonata, op 19 
Big four-movement Sonata that I’ve heard a number of times: it’s always impressive, and 
I can never retain it in my head. Live in Parry Sound, husband/wife team of Michel 
Strauss, cello, and Macha Beloousova, piano, both from the Paris Conservatoire. The 
performance seemed very fine, except that the cello was almost obliterated by the piano. 
We were sitting very close, and that evening Roman Borys of the Gryphon Trio was 
perfectly audible in the Tchaikovsky, so I don’t think the fault was entirely 
Rachmaninoff’s. (Parry Sound, Muskoka—Jy14) 

32 Songs 
Sergei Leiferkus has a true resonant dark Slavic resonant dramatic delivery: I elevate him 
to one of the greats. Most of Rachmaninoff’s songs are early, from before the Revolution 
when he was less known as a pianist than as a composer-conductor. The first songs, 
except for the odd comic drinking song, track 5, are typical misery over lost love. 
Russians are never coy about their feelings. All seem strangely resistant to modulation. 
No 4 is a nice Tolstoy poem, 8 is gorgeous, 9 a Pushkin poem about Georgia that sounds 
like Borodin, also gorgeous. No 10 is a masterly song about childhood purity with a 
sinister inflection; 14 is oddly melismatic; 15, well known I think, get all too excited 
about Spring. No 17, “Fate,” is twice as long as any of the others, and brazenly uses the 
Beethoven Fifth motif – no wonder Rachmaninoff loved “The Bells”! It ends in a 
rapturous Liebestod. Wow! No 19 is famous, more lyrical, less Mussorgskian. Later 
songs take on a religious fervor: 20 is heartbreaking, 21 terrifying and glorious, 23 sets 
Checkov`s testament of faith in desperation, 24 envisions the Second Coming and the 
embarrassment it will cause. No 25 dramatizes lovers meeting after years have passed – 
gorgeous. In 25, Rachmaninoff simply sets a congratulatory letter he wrote to Stravinsky 
– no back story, just a tribute. No 29 declares faith in the raising of Lazarus – almost a 



dare; 31 is a victory march through the gates of heaven; 32 a blessing from the Fourth 
Gospel. Rachmaninoff does nothing without high drama, little subtle or back-handed, 
always in chunks of bleeding flesh. The voice line is a free arioso based on verbal 
intonation rather than meter, with piano making coherence. (F17)    

3 piano pieces 
For the record, op 32/5, 39/4, 16/4, all virtuosic, yet serving as engine cooler between 
larger works, or maybe just display pieces for Alexander Tselyakov. Nice, but he 
appeared more emotional than the music was. (live, Parry Sound, Jy17) 

Piano Sonata No 2 in B♭ minor, op 36 
Three movements, 24’. Another major Rachmaninoff that I should know better. The big 
pianistic gestures are gritty in Horowitz’s version, and the romantic second subject 
molded to his will. I can hardly imagine anyone writing down all those notes, much less 
playing them. Beautiful, formally lucid. Lento sounds more loosely improvisatory – B 
section agitato, deep basso bells – return to pianissimo ending. Allegro molto begins with 
a crash – second subject romantic nobilmente, pathetique – lots of sparkly stuff on high – 
big flourish of an ending to the roars of the crowd. Encores attached: a Chopin waltz, 
Rachmaninoff’s absurd little Polka, and Scriabin’s Etude in D# minor, op 8/2 (a key I do 
not recall ever seeing!). My God what playing! (Je18) 

JOACHIM RAFF 
Symphony No 8 in A, op 205 “Frühlingsklänge” 

Exuberant of course, not far removed from Eusebius-Schumann. Raff goes in for lengthy 
build-ups and transitions, needs to cut to the chase. The material is nice, full of character. 
Second movement is rather jolly Walpurgisnacht. Songlike Larghetto. Finale is worst 
offender for redundancy. As EP remarked, there’s no dessicating intellectuality. (N09) 

Symphony No 10 in F minor, op 213 “Zur Herbstzeit” 
Opening movement is purling 9/8 written by Mendelssohn’s ghost. Scherzo a triumph of 
character writing. Nice timps. Ornamental variations? Elegy is lovely, wistful. I’d like to 
hear the movement Raff replaced because his wife thought it “too passionate”: maybe 
that’s his problem. Or is it just the avoidance of anything resembling counterpoint? Or is 
it that everything is smooth, prepared – no surprises? Easy listening. Finale expands on 
major key hunting horn call, with allegro coda. (N09) 

Symphony No 9 in E minor, op 208 “Im Sommer” 
This seems more engaging than 8 or 10, not only because of the imitative bits but because 
of surprise turns and minimized connecting links – great elegance and character. Raff’s 
master is certainly Mendelssohn, not Liszt as I had presumed, especially in the 
Midsummer Night’s Dream allusions of the second movement. Amazing orchestration 
towards end, with 2 solo strings, 2 flutes and other stuff going on. Ekloge sustains tone, 
less tension but too busy for repose. Sprightly, not too rambunctious Finale with nice 
brass chorale bits. A winner. (N09) 

Symphony No 11 in A minor, op 214 “Der Winter” 
Lovely wistful material: Mendelssohn on his way to becoming Tchaikovsky (in his less 
impassioned mode). Allegretto charming character piece, as is the Larghetto. This 
Symphony has more chromaticism than the others. Lively Karneval Finale. Rather more 
straightforward than “Im Sommer,” just as attractive, very effective, not deep.  (N09) 

Octet in C, op 176 



The Chandos notes confirm my thought that Raff’s master was Mendelssohn B this could 
pass as his second Octet, less inspired but just as well made. Not a bad compliment. Until 
the Andante, truly exalted. It lifts the entire piece to another plane. The best Raff I’ve 
heard. (N09) 

Symphony No 4 in G minor 
Where did my notes go? This is a very attractive Symphony B almost deserving the 
adjective “compact.” Raff may be stronger in his middle phase. (F10) 

Symphony No 3 in F, op 153 “Im Walde” 
Raff’s Pastoral, vaguely remembered from the cassette. Superb song of affirmation with 
the warmth of great Schumann through all 4 movements, though the extended Finale is 
problematic. Raff burbles on with great charm, beauty and simplicity. A great success, 
even if the naïf Witches’ Sabbath isn’t a match for Berlioz. Beautiful ending.  (F10) 

Ode an den Frühling, op 76 
A one movement fantasy for piano & orchestra, about the length of a concise Concerto. 
Very dreamy romantic opening, than a quick agitato opens into a song of pure joy, piano 
filagree always to the fore. Utterly charming music, four-square but not too 
simple-minded. Minor masterpiece. (Mh10) 

Piano Concerto in C minor, op 185 
Very Mendelssohnian soundworld without the rhythmic thrust but with lots of tune and a 
few Lisztian embellishments. Andante wanders, but reaches a grand fortissimo passage. 
Alla marcia Finale. Raff is always four-square, a fault more troublesome than his note 
spinning: I am surprised to realize that he’s something of a naïf. (Mh10) 

Piano Quintet in A minor, op 107 
Allegro is surprisingly complex, beautiful movement, almost Brahmsian – beautiful piano 
writing, a couple of string unison bits. Vivace begins fugato, relaxes, then verily lolls in 
an indulgent Trio before the reprise. Andante is a warm espressivo melody: agitato B 
section, return of melody haloed by rippling piano. Finale has peculiar marking “brioso, 
patetico,” a quick two-step in minor, relentlessly military in its force – terrific. Raff at his 
very best throughout. (Je11) 

Sextet in G minor, op 178 
Written together with the fine Octet, this starts like Brahms’ op 36, spasmodic theme over 
doodling B spins out fluently, solo and duo bits, fast running bits, molto appassionato, 
lush sound. Allegro fast like a tarantella in minor; enchanted fairyland passage in major; 
tarantella returns, gradually takes over. Great movement! Larghetto thoughtful, sehr 
innig. Then Variations. Finale has nondescript theme but works it to motor excitement, a 
couple of surprises. Great piece. (Je11) 

Jubelouvertüre, op 103 
Festive occasional piece based on God Save the King (though written for a lesser German 
nobleman). Internal development wanders, with obligatory fugato – finishes with great 
pomp. (My14) 

Symphony No 7 in B♭, op 201 “In den Alpen” 
Raff’s symphonic tribute to his native Switzerland. Wandering in the Heights is a lengthy 
Andante opening, builds to broad hymn theme before picking up tempo and enlarging 
upon motif of rising and falling sixths. As so often with Raff, there’s excess sequential 
figuration. In der Herberge is truly beautiful and original, a little symphonic poem with a 
little ritornello that links festive and nostalgic episodes rondo-style – brilliant. Am See is 



slow, reflective, deeply scored (lower strings multiple divisi?), beautifully murky with 
melody eventually rising – gorgeous. Beim Schwingfest und Abschied begins with lightly 
dancing flutes, lots of rhythm and counterpoint: charming main theme, followed by 
broadly stroked bumptious folktune – wild flurry of counterpoint seems to build toward 
big coda, but instead slips into a very sweet Abschied before fast and loud finish. Some 
flaws, but very appealing and rewarding. (My14) 

The Tempest Prelude 
Raff wrote four Shakespeare Preludes in 1879, all performed but never published. 
Structure seems episodic: storm music, grandeur music, elfin fairy music, conspiracy 
music. (My14) 

Macbeth Prelude 
Begins with witch music (flutes and piccolos), ominous murky music (not losing speed), 
martial brass and royal march motif, snare drums, scrappy fugato, good-rising-out-of-evil 
music, and a majestic ending. Brilliant encapsulization, brilliant orchestration. (My14) 

Romeo and Juliet Prelude 
Stiff competition here from Berlioz, Tchaikovsky, Prokofiev and others. Raff’s eroticism 
seems chill by comparison. (My14) 

Othello Prelude 
Eroticism is oddly more to the foreground here, suitably sweet and decorous with basses 
rumblingunderneath – gorgeous horn solo. Conspiracy music takes over: it sounds like 
Lisztian morph of Desdemona’s music. Is Liszt Raff’s model in these pieces? Music 
takes forceful twist and ends (too) abruptly. (My14) 

Symphony No 2 in C, op 140 
Allegro vaguely resembles Wagner’s Rheingold Prelude in its 6/8 arpeggiated figuration, 
given more variety here but with melodic interest limited and dynamic interest sustained 
– a beautiful and original movement, with great timpani part. Andante presents a lovely 
four-square song and develops through what seem ornamental variations – though liner 
notes also mention ternary form and elements of sonata – a complex structure from 
simple elements. Scherzo is in minor, Trio in major, both rhythmically devious. Finale  
has maestoso intro – Vivace takes over suddenly, bright but earnestly developed, with  
fugato and coda accelerando. Terrific piece. (My14) 

Symphony No 6 in D minor, op 189 
Loosely programmatic Symphony describing the fate of the artist, cast in four movements 
but three parts. (I) “Lived, Strove, Suffered, Struggled” has two movements. Allegro is 
duly Sturm und Drang in a quick 3, much of it in major, the melody broken into motifs – 
presto coda. Vivace takes a comic view of the life struggle: it’s in 2, and works into an 
oom-pah passage, with virtuosic work for strings and winds, and a slower 
counter-melody – and another presto coda. (II) “Death” is a funeral march not too 
solemn, even a bit fey: not quite tin soldier or marionette, but close: fugato section 
elevates the tone a bit. (III) “Recognition” begins with oddly disconnected chords leading 
to a kind of happy jig. Nice. I’d like it better without the program. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Suite No 2 in F, op 189 “Im ungarischere Weise” 
Five movements: Auf der Grenze begins noisily and continues in slam-bang 3, with lyric 
themes by winds in thirds. As Ouverture it would be a fit concert-opener by itself. Auf 
der Puzsta, or Trämerei, is described as a shepherd’s song, colored by oboe but given 
mainly to strings – expansive, lots of squiggles. Bei einem Aufzuge der Henvéd 



(departure of the soldiers) is a Hungarian march, jaunty and optimistic. Volkslied mit 
Variazionen sustains continuity and cumulation nicely – the three- phrase major-minor 
theme having some complexity. Last is a Csárdas in lassu-friss format, with a big ending. 
The Suite seems quite long for its genre, but each number is full of character and 
rewarding. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Quartet No 2 in A, op 90 
Large piece, 41’ long, with 15’ Rasch aber ruhig (?) first movement, suitably full of 
rhythmic motifs and a sweet second idea all in burbling pastoral mode with a faster coda.  
Scherzo in quick 3. Langsam and Finale: Rasch. All movements are quiet toned. I think 
how deeply the genre is adapted to Hausmusik, the intimate chamber. (My17) 

Quartet No 3 in E minor, op 136 
Allegro begins with startling idea in 12/8 with pizzicato, secondary Mendelssohnian 
melody in 4 – extensive development, wonderful quiet ending. Scherzo Hexenmotif stays 
in minor with crashing peasantish major-key contrast – Trio continues in ambiguous 
meters and keys. Andante opens with extended unison, then variations, a bit routine. 
Happy dotted rhythm Finale. Nice. (My17) 

Quartet No 4 in A minor, op 137 
Exposition dominated by plaintive violin tune, lots of fussy accompaniment, no major 
key until very end of exposition, extended development well sustained. Allegretto in 
quick 6/8, both first and second movements keeping constant eighth-note motion. 
Andante is a relief with simple theme – strangely textured climax and wind-down. Finale 
begins with deceptive slow intro in minor recalling earlier themes, before breaking into 
happy major key 12/8 Presto. Superior quartet. (My17) 

Quartet No 8 in C, op 192/3 
In seven movements suggesting a baroque Suite – the word had fallen entirely out of use 
by 1800, returning gradually only after the Bach revival. The whole piece is only 23’. 
Raff casts each movement in canonic texture, another baroque tribute, though the style is 
thoroughly Romantic. March recalls Beethoven opus 8. Sarabande, Gavotte & Musette, 
Menuett, and Gigue – all “im alten Stil.” Capriccio is more like scherzando. Aria, the 
central movement, is a stately double canon. Truly remarkable, memorable work. (My17) 

Piano Trio No 1 in C minor, op 102 
Rasch begins with sustained chords before taking off at speed, ominous piano bass 
turning to extended second subject in major. No repeat – it would help. No formal 
surprises, but many sequences tread water before the cadence. Scherzo (sehr rasch) has a 
flittery theme that would be Mendelssohnian were it faster and lighter. Langsam opens 
with beautiful Schumannesque melody, then soars – B section has agitato chords in violin 
before settling down – it soars again before return of A. Finale begins in minor, agitato: 
second idea has a middle-European folk-dance feel – apparently a sonata-rondo. 
Performance only so-so: timid violinist – cello and piano are fine. This was the most 
frequently played of the four Trios. (My18) 

Piano Trio No 4 in D, op 158 
Allegro begins cantabile in the cello’s lowest register – is it 9/8? It is 12/8 in the 
development. There’s some decorative frippery and excessive sequencing, but a strong 
movement anyway. Scherzo in ambiguous minor: piano dominates until strings assert 
lyric melody, becomes seriously dramatic by the end. Larghetto begins with 6/8 tune in 
cello, like a melancholy barcarolle. Finale again begins in ambiguous minor, again in 



triple meter, like a tarantella. Strong piece, better than No 1 (My18) 
NIKOLAI RAKOV 
Violin Concerto No 1 

Very virtuosic, tuneful, romantic, masterly violin writing: it sounds like the work of a 
Soviet film composer, with ghosts of Prokofiev and Glazunov hovering near. Long 
gruelling movement with some beautiful moments. Andante is pure cantilena building to 
big forte passage, quiet ending.  Finale is presto Galop. Well made music, sustains its 
drive well but has no special hook. Andrew Hardy plays well enough. Recording is 
Russian, a bit boxy but clear. (S10)  

DAVID RAKOWSKI 
24 Etudes, piano, from Book I, IV & V  

Somehow this music sounds exactly as I expected it to: decidedly modern, slightly jazzy 
but really freely arhythmical (reminiscent of Michael Torke), athematic but coherent 
along some pre- established principle, accessible to a degree. Rakowski has a gift for 
clever titles (including a fart joke, “Silent but Deadly”). But somehow it seems too easy. 
But then, as the notes say, these are studies more for composer than for pianist, exercises 
in spontaneity. (S11)  

JEAN-PHILIPPE RAMEAU 
Dominus noster refugium 

Grand motet on the Mighty Fortress Psalm plunges into complex solo and ensemble 
work, mixes solo and chorus more than previous generation. Lots of word painting: the 
joyous stream is a bubbling gigue, warfare a canon between two bassos. The choruses are 
firmly contrapuntal, with a wonderful extended Schluschor. Surprising from Catholic 
Rameau? Or no? (N10) 

Quam dilecta 
How lovely thy tabernacles: a Grand Motet in pastoral mode with pleasing pipes all 
round. Fine chorus on “cor meum,” a wonderful “passer invenit,” wonderful trio. The 
whole piece is a winner. There’s a touch a darker seriousness at the ending. (N10) 

In convertendo Domine 
Grand motet on psalm of praise and thanksgiving for deliverance from captivity, 
expressed alternately in florid celebration and deep-seated awe. The interpolated Laudate 
nomen Dei is very courtly, but a stretch for the soprano (is it Gens? I prefer Desrochers). 
Beautiful piece remarkable for its unconventional, measured joy. (N10) 

Castor et Pollux 
Even after immersing myself in French baroque, I find these operas difficult to enter, 
especially given the explanation of Rameau’s devotion to the feelings of the characters 
rather than the spectacle. The Motets and the keyboard music are far more 
straightforward. Poor Télaïre, made to ping pong between the two loving brothers then 
left behind as they assume their places in the Zodiac. The scenes of spectacle are most 
impressive – Jupiter’s temple, the Underworld, the Heavens – and of course the dancing. 
The Toronto performance is superb: Colin Ainsworth, Merdeith Hall good, Monica 
Whicher superb. (D10) 

Pièces de concert Nos 1, 3 & 5 
Essentially Trio Sonatas, not conceived as treble-line duets (the clavecin can be played 
alone, says Rameau). All are fast-slow-fast with a characteristic name for each movement 



à la Couperin, and tons of character. Sheer delight, especially in the free, spontaneous 
performances. Someone called this a desert island disc, and no wonder. (Ag11) 

L’Impatience  
Charming little Cantata, Sandrine Piau with clavecin and obligato gamba: the lady 
waiting for her lover to arrive, three lovely, light arias with recits. (Ag11) 

Thétis 
Charming Cantata for bass, clavecin et “symphonie” (violin, gamba, with flute doubling 
or replacing violin). The bass tells how Neptune, then Jupiter desire Thétis, but she 
chooses a mortal instead. Beauty must choose its own destiny to be happy. Three arias 
with recits. (Ag11) 

IMANT RAMINSH 
Three Motets 

“In the night we shall go in”: text translated from Neruda. Solo cello & strings 
accompaniment. Lovely text, schmaltzy setting. “Psalm 121": rather nice, more complex 
in feeling: choir & strings. “Smile O voluptuous cool-breath’d earth”: Whitman text, 
choir & piano. So so. (O10) 

Missa brevis; Ubi caritas 
 I have been skeptical about Raminsh, the Latvian-Canadian composer of choral music in 

quasi-French mode. Maybe he’s just hard to place. The Mass uses chamber orchestra and 
a single soprano soloist. The style presents a simple surface, but not minimalist, harmony 
modal but pandiatonically thickened, rhythm fluid and freely, smoothly irregular. Gloria 
and Sanctus both brightened by brass and passages of lively tempo (this is not a 
Requiem) and finish, respectively, with a short happy fugue or Hosanna. Agnus Dei 
reprises the Kyrie music beautifully. Jenny Such manages the soprano solo throughout 
with endearing sweetness. I’m no longer skeptical. Having heard and sung a lot of 
contemporary liturgical choral stuff, I hear the Missa brevis as beautiful, unaffected 
spiritual expression, never condescending or cheap, wholly sincere. The Ubi caritas is an 
a cappella setting, the only setting that I know that’s not shamed by comparison with 
Duruflé. (My14) 

BERNARD RANDS 
. . . where the murmurs die . . .  

Not serial, not tonal, slow, gentle, colorfully orchestrated. Would an anecdote fill in the 
raison d’être? (O08) General transparent pianissimo recalls Rands’ teacher Dallapiccola, 
and there’s an impressionist feel to the wind arabesques: sordino everywhere, even 
whole-tone bits. I don’t know where it goes, It makes a nice sound. (S18) 

TURE RANGSTRÖM 
Symphony No 1 in C# minor “August Strindberg In Memoriam” 

In four titled movements: Time of Turmoil is jagged, brassy, with misterioso bits, soft 
violin glissandi. Legend is an extended cello section recit, beefed up. Magic Rune is 
agitato, fast – slow Trio. Struggle opens with spiced up brass chords, an oddly 
harmonized chorale, a blustery canon. Rangström practices conventional harmony with 
unconventional dissonances, lots of massive blocks, picturesque, some weird 
orchestration (I thought there was ondes martenot), lots of Scandanavian gloom. 
Crudeness exhibited as strength. (F11) 

Vårhymn 



Spring Hymn is a late piece written to commemorate Strindberg’s death: short, 
simultaneously a sweet spring piece, a noble reminiscence, and a funeral march. 
Gorgeous. (F11) 

Intermezzo drammatico 
Suite of “incidental music” for nothing in particular: atmospheric, slow and gloomy, like 
the lesser Sibelius Suites. Lots of reeds. Very minor. (F11) 

Symphony No 2 in D minor, “My Country” 
Rangström’s longest work, but cast in only three movements. Fairy Tale has lots of 
thickly voiced modal stuff à la Sibelius in his Vaughan Williams mood, with some lovely 
melodic writing, using the picturesque as evasion of contrapuntal development. It’s a 
mistake, but he gets away with it. Forest, Wave and Summer Night is a lovely nocturne 
that encloses a little scherzando with winds & pizzicato: it goes on too long, but 
gorgeous. Vision is a nationalist march, struggles between major and minor, reaches 
grandiloquent cadence. (F11) 

Symphony No 3 in D♭ “Song under the Stars” 
In one movement, but laid out in fourfold symphonic plan. Ultra-romantic, woozy, but 
rough, with jagged edges. TR calls it a set of variations, but Lisztian varied repetition is 
another solution to the development issue. The piece dreams along, works through a 
faster bit, builds to peroration of dreamy passion, big ending, then quiet ending. Good 
piece, but can’t decide where to stop. (F11) 

Symphony No 4 “Invocatio” 
Symphony with orchestra augmented by organ and piano, with a trace of neo-baroque 
“olden style”: pompous Prelude, furious Toccata, sotto voce Sicilienne. Lengthy fourth 
movement was omitted when Rangström decided to call the work a “symphony.” It’s an 
improvisatory Recit & Arioso of Brucknerian scope with prominent organ and luscious 
sweet-sour string harmony – glorious. Finale opens with trumpet fanfare ostinato, then 
demonic scherzando, finally a fatalistic maestoso. What a great work! Each Rangström 
Symphony is better than the last. (F11) 

Hafvets Sommer 
 Ten songs on texts by the composer: the sea near Stockholm during a single passing day. 

Swedish Romanticism with a pinch of dissonance and a helping of expressionism. The 
cycle is too long, and it starts with a bang that sets up expectations never answered as it 
drifts into mood pieces. But it’s still impressive, with wild pianism, lots of onomatopoeia, 
grand angular vocal leaps, high tessitura and low register stuff. The last two songs are 
very evocative. A winner, oddly. (S17) 

BEHZAD RANJIBARAN 
Persian Trilogy: Seven Passages 

Shortest segment of the trilogy, three symphonic poems based on Firdusi’s epic poem. 
The composer is Irani, raised in Teheran, educated at Indiana and Juilliard, where he now 
teaches. The narrative is the quest of Rastam, his encounters with a lion, an arid desert, a 
dragon, a sorceress, a warrior, a demon, and the climactic White Demon. The music 
sounds like slightly updated Rimsky-Korsakoff or early Stravinsky. The orchestral detail 
is overwhelming, the melodic material less so – but the LSO performance under Alsop 
has a real Wow factor. (Ja17) 

Persian Trilogy: Seemorgh 



The second work is in three movements, Mountain, Moonlight, Sunrise. The narrative 
involves Rastam’s grandfather Saam abandoning his infant son in fear of a prophecy. The 
son is raised by the magical eagle, the Seemorgh. Saam, remorseful, goes in search of his 
son, reclaims him, and the eagle gives him a magic feather to protect him from the world. 
After a wild opening, much of this piece is slow, introverted, still amazingly colorful: lots 
of brass, gongs, cymbals, celeste, piccolo – almost Hovhaness’s metal orchestra! Sunrise 
repeats wild material from the beginning to complete the arch form. (Ja17) 

Persian Trilogy: The Blood of Seyavash 
Longest segment of the trilogy at 43’ in seven movements, conceived as a narrative 
ballet. Prologue depicts the homecoming of noble Seyavash to King Kavus, mixed with 
portents of the eventual tragedy. (2) Seduction: Seyavash is the object of his stepmother’s 
lust, but he rejects her so she accuses him (Potiphar’s wife). Sexy oboe, English horn, 
solo violin. (3) Trial by Fire: King Kavus, torn and confused, requires both to walk 
through fire. Seyavash agrees to go first, succeeds, then pleads for the Queen`s life. 
Nonetheless, the Queen secretly seeks revenge. (4) Loyalties: Seyavash returns victorious 
from war, having promised safety to King Aftasyab in exchange for peace; but King 
Kavas orders him to slay his hostages. Seyavash, anguished, refuses and flees to King 
Aftasyab. (5) Envy: King Aftasyab welcomes him, but his son Garsifaz feels displaced, 
jealous. The music is lighter but furtive, with a grotesque comic-sinister tone. (6) Idyllic 
Love: Seyavash has fallen in love with the King`s daughter, Princess Faranzis – pure love 
(though there`s sinister tone in the bass). (7) Prophecy Fulfilled: Garsifaz succeeds in 
convincing his father that Seyavash is secretly an agent of King Kavus – he is put to 
death. The notes describe a funeral march, but it`s more like keening. This score is 
nothing if not colorful, well made, but I`m bothered by likenesses to everyone from 
Wagner to Scriabin, and what seems a generic orientalism. (Ja17) 

KARL RATHAUS 
Die letzte Pierrot 

The music is 1920s expressionist, with impressionist touches, a bit of jazz in Act ii, thus 
reminiscent of Krenek. (KR was also a pupil of Schreker.) The Pierrot subject inevitably 
recalls Petrouchka, but he is superimposed on a modern factory. Impressive work by a 
potentially major figure worth exploring further. I like it. (F09) 

Symphony No 1, op 5 
Cast in two lengthy movements: it has the expressionist gestures of Berg, the unrelenting 
Angst, without letting go of tonality. I can’t follow the symphonic development, but I 
love it. This is my sort of thing. (F09) 

Symphony No 2 
This piece was premiered on the same program with excerpts from Berg’s Wozzeck: the 
pairing makes sense. Though tonal, the Symphony is extremely dissonant, darkly 
expressionist, anxiously emotional, and a sequence of scarcely differentiated slow 
movements. Lack of rhythmic interest is a weakness. Finale brings welcome contrast with 
militaristic march, great ending. Poor Rathaus, a Polish Jew, had to flee Germany and 
could not productively settle elsewhere. His valuable work seems to lie in these three 
pieces. I love the sound. (Ja11) 

Symphony No 3 
Written after years of composing film music in Germany, England and the U.S. The 
Third abandons expressionism for a mildly spiced neo-romanticism, with grand gestures, 



cymbal crashes on cue.  Scherzo mixed texture, oddly displaced accents. Andantino 
builds great intensity, but it’s too long.  Finale brassy, dramatic . . . slows down . . . 
picks up. Disappointing.  (Ja11) 

Suite for Orchestra, op 29 
Virtually a four-movement Sinfonietta, though the liner notes compare Bartok’s 
contemporary Dance Suite (1929-30). Driving rhythms of the Allegro show Rathaus 
picking up some neo-classical motor rhythm, but fortunately his expressionism remains 
dominant, especially in the first Andante. Second Andante and Finale both fuse the two 
impulses nicely. Spiky, raucous, powerful piece for large orchestra. I’m glad to notch 
another hit for Rathaus. (Je11) 

Piano Sonata No 1 in C minor, op 2 
Four movements, 29’. Big sonata written under the aegis of Schreker in 1920. Late 
romantic in tone, not yet the full-blown expressionism soon to come. Grave e maestoso 
concentrates on lower keyboard, dark, rhapsodic, stentorian, motifs fattened to thick 
chords, but apparently in classic sonata-allegro form. Not overtly virtuosic but obviously 
a handful, beautifully performed. Lento presents a winding, sinking chromatic line, very 
poignant, a drunken Rachmaninoff. Turbulent in spots, but wonderful ppp ending. 
Scherzo is a dance of malicious trolls – Trio more relaxed. Finale begins Grave, 
reminiscent of beginning, then moves to bombastic, fiery Energico. Piano masterpiece 
possibly, a proud addition to Rachmaninoff-Scriabin repertoire. (Ja19) 

EINOJUHANI RAUTAVAARA 
Cantus Arcticus 

Pommer on Ondine is possibly the best performance – far better than Naxos. Birds are in 
balance with orchestra, the orchestra plays expressively but possibly too square 
rhythmically. Tape coordination? (My09) 

Symphony No 4 “Arabescata” 
Rautavara at constructivist extreme: first and third movements are total serialism, right 
down to rhythm and dynamics. Second movement has graphic notations, Finale some 
aleatoric bits. Does it still sound like Rautavara, or is it my imagination? Even so, 
something of an anomaly. No explanation of subtitle. Mercifully short. (My09) 

Symphony No 5 
Written 25 years after No 4, the single half-hour movement enters a different world. 
More dramatic opening than Zarathustra. Reminders of Messiaen, early Penderecki, Berg, 
all pointing to later symphonies. Widening spirals metaphor in the liner notes seems apt: 
a series of accelerandi, upward motion. Final section twitters, broods mounts again, 
vanishes. Utter masterpiece. (My09) 

A Cappella Choral Music 
Credo largely homophonic, with more active B section. Canticum Mariae Virginis, ultra 
slow. ER says middle voices make “sound field” for solo lines, mainly S & B. Three 
Finnish Scriptures: Lord’s Prayer, Psalm 23 (a standout), Psalm 130 (De Profundis). 
Magnificat is the longest work: five sections, seldom extremely dissonant or chromatic 
but complex in textures, balance, independence of parts, occasional extreme range, ppp 
parlando: Doxology has long crescendo from deep bass to high sopranos. ER calls it 
“challenging.” Nattvarden (Communion), four very brief religious poems, naïf: strict 
settings somewhat like Tavener’s “Lamb,” less striking but beautiful. Ave Maria: male 
voices, serial, widely spaced. Missa Duodecanonica: Kyrie, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, SSA 



settings, brief serial canons. Finnish anthems: these are all very special. “Charity Never 
Faileth” (I Cor 13) for SSA, gorgeous. “Legenda” for TTB, St Peter in Finland, charming 
patriotic quasi-medieval legend with swing rhythms, striking. “Mary’s Christmas Hymn” 
& “Christmas Hymn”: accessible and doable, lovely, the second with nice asymmetrical 
phrases. “Psalm of Invocation” – Wow! It begins chanting, builds to dramatic upward 
glissandi for entire choir, ends on weird dissonances. “Evening Hymn,” quiet, 
homophonic. (Jy09) 

Cello Concerto 
In three movements, standard layout, cello dominating a slimmed down orchestra. Begins 
with cadenza: dramatic, double stopping all sixths, too much sawing away. Slow 
movement sweeter, some bitonality, harmonic glissandi. Finale a kind of tarantella. This 
piece gets performed, but it doesn’t strike me as ER’s most inspired. (O10)  

Symphony No 6 “Vincentiana” 
Reworked from ER’s opera Vincent, on the life of Van Gogh: abandons severe 
abstraction of earlier pieces. Throughout, the normal orchestra is pitted against 
concertante synthesizer. Each of four movements is suggested by a painting: Starry Night 
(I) is long, dreamy, melodic, beautiful, gets agitated, dissonant, mounts to unbearable 
tension. The Crows (II) is quite lunatic at first: solo bassoon restores calm. Saint-Rémy 
(III) begins bright, lively: breaks into other-worldly waltz, cracks up in glissandi, 
dissonant pulsing, distorted pitch, quasi-laughter. Apotheosis (IV) is dreamy, tragic, 
moving. Masterpiece. A great intro to Rautavaara’s world. (O10) 

Violin Concerto 
In two large movements, Tranquillo – Energico. Opening stratospheric line takes us into 
angelic territory, comes down to earth, noodling with harp and chimes, quiet ending – 
gorgeous. Energico begins with rapid figures over percussive outbursts; slow B section 
with cadenza, gradually moves to fast tempo, abrupt ending. Beautiful in spots, but not 
enough brilliance. (F11)  

Angels and Visitations 
Tone poem is first of Rautavaara’s angel series, meditation on Rilke’s “ein jeder Engel ist 
schrecklich.” ER describes the piece as variations, but I don’t hear it as such: a massive 
substantiation of a repressed unconscious. There’s even a human scream. And do I hear 
allusion to le Sacre? Hallowe’en music for sure, and a masterpiece. (F11) 

Isle of Bliss 
Twelve-minute orchestral fantasy on a Finnish poem in which the isle is called House of 
Birds: a paradisal counterpart to ER’s dark angel. Melodies in thirds, soaring violins, 
sweeping harps, a bit reminiscent of Bax. Gorgeous. (F11) One of ER’s best: Arcadian 
tone poem, rather lively but plenty of room for reflection, full of solo winds and Sibelian 
melodies, lots of direct appeal. (Mh12) 

Piano Concerto No 2 
In three movements without break: In Viaggio begins with piano scorrevole over figures 
rising from depths and gathering force: a striking conception. Sognando e libero is quasi 
improvisatory, quasi romantic. Uccelli sulle passioni has touches of ornithological 
Messiaen in piano as orchestra goes berserk: slow reflective section with piano-birds 
fading into distance. Super piece written twenty years after the First Concerto, which I 
recall as dry, spare, academic. (Mh12) 

Piano Concerto No 3 “Gift of Dreams” 



Opening is rapt tranquillo, becomes agitated, then more emphatically (yes) tranquil, lots 
and lots of rippling, brass chorale with chimes. Wow! Adagio again inward, again swept 
off to another plane over rumbling basses and drums: entry of high strings gorgeous. 
Energico offers martial, rhythmic idea, Prokofiev-like, brass and drums: reaches a peak, 
chimes, tamtam, slow fade. Wonderful Concerto written for Ashkenazy. Near 
masterpiece. Perhaps Adagio loses its way in middle? More magic wanted at end? (Mh12) 

6 Etudes, op 42 
Rautavaara deliberately flouted the spare, severe piano writing of the 1960s with these 
extravagant pieces that use the full keyboard. Each is constructed on a different interval, 
like Debussy’s Etudes – thirds, sevenths, etc. Wonderful. They sound like a handful. (F14) 

Icons, op 6 
Six short piano pieces, pandiatonic, almost Mussorgskian like Pictures since ER 
describes a specific icon in each piece. Lots of character, feeling of severe Nordic 
spirituality. (F14) 

7 Preludes, op 7 
Written in resistance to the neo-classicism of Copland, ER’s early teacher (whose 
influence can still be heard). They veer towards atonlity but don’t get there. Piano 
textures are wild, especially in the hammered First. (F14) 

Partita, op 34 
Three tiny movements based on a single motif, less than 4’ long. Yes, the original 
conception for guitar shows clearly. (F14) 

Piano Sonata No 1, op 50 “Christus und die Fischer” 
Three movements, slow-fast-slow. Opening has a solemn wave-like feel that builds to 
grand arpeggiated flourish (followed by major triad sustained by pedal after cutoff). 
Middle is a frantic outburst of notes. Finale is dominated by chorale. Original conception, 
very nice. (F14) 

Piano Sonata No 2, op 64 “Fire Sermon” 
First movement has scores of flickering notes, loud and low, plus a slow chorale melody. 
Andante introduces lovely melody in 2 over 3 – goes wild later on. Finale marked 
Allegro brutale introduces quick fugue subject deep on keyboard. (F14) 

MAURICE RAVEL 
Sonata for Violin & Cello 

Fiendish stuff, Ravel showing that he can be modern too. It seems more radical than the 
Messiaen following on the program. Still all the amazing Ravelian colors, though Ruth 
understandably found the piece difficult, however beautifully played by Jonathan Crow, 
Yegor Dyachkov. (S08Blive) 

Mother Goose Suite 
Yes. Beautifully played and recorded by BBC.  (D08) 

Deux Epigrammes de Clément Marot (1896-99); Noël des jouets; Chant écossaise (Lott) 
Earliest Ravel songs seem fully formed, though they could be middle-period Fauré. 
Perhaps he becomes more brittle later on. EMI gives only French texts, even when the 
languages are other than French. Bah! Chant écossaise is clearly from a later sound 
world. The 1910 Cinq chants populaires are scattered among various singers. (Ja09) 

Schehérézade (1903); 2 songs (Berganza) 
So familiar – wonderful. Berganza sings beautifully, lightens her voice, but has neither 
the sultry timbre nor the characteristic phrasing and drama of my favorites, Crespin and 



Tourel. The two Spanish songs are familiar, Berganza fully idiomatic. (Ja09) Not good 
driving music, coming home from Boston. Gisela Passino on the Les brises d’orient box 
sounds OK, but not in a class with Crespin or Tourel. (O16) Susan Connolly sounds 
convincingly French on BBC disc, but still not up to the benchmarks. (Mh20) 

5 Mélodies populaires grecques (1906-09); Tripatos; 4 songs (Mesplé) 
Tiny folksy epigrams, Greek character not too obvious (except in Trypatos, sung in 
Greek). Very spare accompaniment. Mesplé exquisite. Ballade de la Reine impressive, 
bell effects in piano. (Ja09) 

Histoires naturelles (1906); 2 songs (Bacquier) 
Jules Renard prose poems set in recit, very text dependent. Highly descriptive piano 
writing, sometimes quite dissonant. ”Le Paon” delicious pompousness (why does he call 
his fiancée Léon?). “Le Grillon,” “Le Cygne” legato over watery arpeggios. “Le 
Martin-pêcheur.” kingfisher, yes. “La Pintade” (Cassell gives guinea-fowl) acts like 
rooster keeping control over harem. “Sur l’herbe” is Verlaine dialogue poem, Laforguian 
irony, tour de force. Did Poulenc set it? He might have done better. “Chanson française” 
in weird Limoges dialect (“bone-temps,” sounded p). (Ja09) 

Trois poèmes de Stéphane Mallarmé (1913)  
With ensemble (piccolo, flute, clarinet, bass clarinet, strings & piano). Languor to the nth 
degree, the extreme of something, as are the texts. Lott nails stratospheric notes. No 
translation at hand for “Soupir,” but McIntyre’s versions scarcely help for the others. 
Mood pieces. (Ja09) Upshaw’s performance is truly outstanding, beautifully sung, the 
ensemble accompaniment having Boulez-like clarity, every harmonic and gliss and pizz 
etched into place. This is a precious disc. (O09) Ravel in 1913 was at the cutting edge. 
Forrester is incomparable. Such high notes. (Mh10) 

Deux mélodies hébraïques (1914); Cinq chants populaires (1910) (Van Dam) 
“Kaddish” in Hebrew with minimal piano sounds like Mussorgsky: evokes modal scales 
and cantor melismas – gorgeous! “L’énigme éternelle” jokey but world-weary tra-la-las, 
auf deutsch. Van Dam is perfection. The five popular songs, characteristic, set each in its 
own language. Italian is a brief on tragic love. Hebrew is prayer. The familiar “Mayerke 
mein Kind” a prayer for children, long life, and bread. (Ja09) 

Chansons madécasses (1925); 2 songs 
Shameless Orientalism: flute, cello & piano, near minimalist accompaniment, little 
regular pulse. Had EP heard of it? This idiom is a remarkable invention, Debussy 
conventional by comparison. Ravel seems more modern in the songs than anywhere else. 
“Nahoundave” ‘ erotic/exotic love song (text by Evariste Parny B who’s he?). “Aoua” ‘ 
menacing war song, “Il est doux” ‘ a kind of lullaby (texts by Ravel). Ends with recit, 
“Allez et préparer le repas.” Two songs return to early Fauré manner. (Ja09)  

Don Quichotte à Dulcinée (1933); 4 songs (Van Dam) 
Three poems by Paul Morand, familiar, more conventional popular Spanish pastiche: 
love song, prayer, drinking song. Ronsard setting sounds modern. Mallarmé is “musicien 
du silence.” Régnier goes to dramatic fortissimo. Verlaine nightmare rises from lowest 
register. (Ja09) Huttenlocher supplies filler on the L’heure espagnole CD, aptly enough. 
He does the orchestrated version. (O20)     

Gaspard de la nuite: Ondine 
Watery ripples mastered by 14-year-old Jan Lisiecki. (S09) 

Trois chansons. 



Such memories, the glory days of Pro Musica. (Mh10) 
Violin Sonata in A minor, op posth 

By a very young Ravel 4 years before the Quartet, unmistakably Ravel already. In one 
rhapsodic movement, big piano part of course. This could be mainstream rep. (Ag10) 

String Quartet in F 
So overplayed, but always a joy when attended to. CBC, Banff competition.  (S10) 

Le jet d’eau 
The treat was to watch Winston Choi’s hands crossing and moving so independently. 
Fine performance. (live, Parry Sound, Jy11) 

Violin Sonata in G 
Caught on CBC: they now refer to it as Sonata No. 2. Very good young player named 
Chooi, a Kavafian student at Curtis. (Ag11) Nikki Chooi in recital, Jeffery Concert, with 
Philip Chiu. I’ve been cool to this piece but it is fine, and the Finale is super in live 
concert. (live, Ap15) James Ehnes in recital. Yes, still cool to the piece, but the Finale was 
faster than I’ve ever heard it exciting. (O18) 

La Valse 
On PBS, finale of Tanglewood program. I always say this piece should be X-rated. (Ag12) 

Piano Trio 
Ravel at his most concentrated: a big four-movement Trio with every string effect in the 
book, echt Ravel, yet no pastiche, just outright invention. This must be one of his finest 
works. Gryphon Trio sailed through, no problem. (Jeffery Concert, live--S13)  

Kaddisch 
For cello and orchestra, the song in Ravel’s own arrangement. Very beautiful. 
(Muskoka—Jy14) 

Miroirs 
I was surprised how unfamiliar the opening two movements sound – fluttery things. The 
Suite, which was among Ravel’s early hits, also includes the Barque and Alborada, but 
it’s nice to hear them in their piano versions. Ravel’s title suggests Debussy’s Images, but 
it also suggests his fondness for facsimile. (S14) 

Pavane pour une infante défunte 
In an arrangement for violin, cello and harp. As Jonathan Crow said, score it for four 
double basses and saxophone and it would still be a masterpiece. Near tears. (Jeffrey 
Concerts, Mh16) I’ve never thought of this as a concertante piece for horn, but here it is in 
Zuk’s French recital. (N17) 

Oiseaux tristes 
Movement of Miroirs orchestrated by Colin Matthews turns this 5’ piece into something 
between Stravinsky and Messiaen. Very nice. (N17) 

L’heure espagnole 
 Organizing the bilingual libretto has been such an ordeal that now I’m afraid to listen to 
 it. The French has challenging vocabulary, but I get the gist. Strangely dark opening, 
 clocks ticking, chiming, bird calls, celeste, glockenspiel. Much of the humor is in the 
 vivid orchestration -- as in Ramiro’s passing bullfight reference, and his heavy lifting, 
 and the comic contra. It is very text driven, as I expected, but Ravel has sense to allow 
 time for some opera as well. Gonsalve the self-regarding poet is a funny parody of a 
 French lyric tenor. Monologues are allowed to develop before getting cut off. Ramiro’s 
 first, and the second when he finally takes an interest in Conception; Gonsalve’s from 



 inside the clock; Don Inigo’s Cuckoo scene; Conception’s frustrated rant; the final 
 Quintet. Yes, it’s a little gem. (O20)    
JOHN RAVENSROFT 
Sonata da chiesa No 3 in B minor 

Included on CD of Caldara’s sacred music because it was published mistakenly as 
Caldara’s in the early twentieth century. Both composers followed in the fashions set by 
Corelli. (Jy18) 

ALAN RAWSTHORNE 
Violin Sonata 

Well-made piece, very strenuous, needs to relax – even last movement is too-too 
“atmospheric.”  Harmonically neither sharply dissonant nor sweetly concordant, thus 
rather gray. (Jy08—Muskoka) 

Theme and Variations for Two Violins 
Curious way to launch a career, with a pure, perfect piece in a very minor genre. The 
design is ingenious: Theme plus Variations 1 to 3 make up one movement; 4 and 5 are 
slow, long; 6, 7 and 8 are short scherzandi; final Fantasia returns to original theme as 
Finale. Writing is lean and linear, not trying to sound like more than two instruments. A 
model for a composer setting himself a problem and nailing it. (Jy11) 

Quartet No 1 
A single movement just 10' long, again Theme & Variations. Design is arch form: 
fast-slow-scherzo- slow-fast. (Jy11) 

Quartet No 2 
In four movements: fast, fast but rubato, less fast, slow. Textures clean, transparent, in 
driving 7-beat bars. Rubato movement more reflective, emotive. Allegretto sneaks in 
quietly. Slow Finale is Theme and Variations, mostly sotto voce. The entire Quartet is a 
long decrescendo. Nice. (Jy11)  

Quartet No 3 
The soundworld is decidedly a more dissonant, abstract feeling than the Second Quartet 
ten years earlier, though still with the virtue of transparency. The movement unfolds with 
palpable organicism B there’s a descending chromatic motif throughout. Ciacona is 
another version of AR’s beloved variation form with built-in seamlessness. Vivace Finale 
spiccato in 3, reminder of slow movement before brisk ending. Writing for the 
connoisseur increases my estimation of Rawsthorne. (Jy11) 

Piano Concerto No 1 
I remember hearing this and its companions on the Naxos disc, and my impression was of 
a genteel pandiatonicism, Bartok with peasant elements excised. This Malcolm Binns 
performance may be edgier, and I now hear a tinge of Prokofieff, especially at the 
opening. But there’s still the gentility in the scalar bits and some predictabilities. 
Chaconne too has the wry Prokofiev smile (without perpetual modulation). The 
piano/xylophonic effect is quite original; the persistent tempo becomes expressively 
wearied without being wearisome, grinds to a halt. Great movement. Tarantella Finale is 
again more polite than carnivalesque, but gets rough by disrupting the triplet tempo. 
Accelerando coda is a feint. Sudden surprise ending. Very fine piece. (F16) 

Concerto for String Orchestra 
In three movements, 22’. Someone was raving about this piece as equal to the great 
English string orchestra works by Elgar, Vaughan Williams, Britten, and Tippett. The 



Allegro has more earnestness than charm. Lento, marked mesto, reaches a tight climax 
with another stormy section following. This is a wartime piece, I guess, from 1949, and 
quite beautiful. Allegro Finale is cheerier, but there’s no springiness in the bows to let in 
air – eventually there’s a fugato bit. Decent piece, but not on the exalted level of the 
masters. (Ja17) 

Concertante Pastorale, horn, flute & strings 
Ten-minute concert piece, the solo instruments alternating rather than joining, until the 
beautiful ending, with a solo violin added to the mix. (Ja17) 

Light Music for Strings 
In BritLite tradition, though typically Rawsthorne gives the piece an abstract, generic 
title. It’s really a medley of Catalan folktunes, though with little of the Spanich 
stereotypes. Pleasant. (Ja17) 

Elegiac Rhapsody for String Orchestra 
No light music here, nor elegance nor grace: a tragic opening, high violins, weeping 
cello, becoming angry, the two ideas alternating as in a rondo. A strong 10’ piece, 
Rawsthorne in top form, written I.M. Louis MacNeice. (Ja17) 

Divertimento for Chamber Orchestra 
Three movements – Rondo, Lullaby, Jig – totaling 12’, for seven winds and strings. 
Rondo is airy neo-classicism, light but not BritLite. Lullaby has flute and oboe 
arabesques over gently pulsing strings. Jig is more stomped off fortissimo than danced, a 
disrupted 6/8, maybe drunk and disorderly. Wild and short. (Ja17) 

Suite for Recorder and String Orchestra 
Four miniature movements totaling a bare 7’. Rawsthorne probably disliked the recorder 
as much as I do. Originally for piano, here arranged by John McCabe. Last movement 
nice. (Ja17) 

JEAN-FÉRY REBEL 
Les Éléments 

A Suite, from a masque or ballet (?) representing chaos and the four elements. The 
opening is startling dissonance: I thought the CD messed up. But the music is pure Louis 
Quatorze. (N10) 

Les Caractères de la danse 
Fourteen movements, each only seconds long, illustrating the dance rhythms. (N10) 

Le Tombeau de M. Lully 
A sustained homage for smaller ensemble. This is all “minor” music, an appendage to the 
greater works of Lully and the court composers but very enjoyable. (N10)      

JOÃO LOURENÇO REBELO 
Vesper Psalms 
 Rebelo was isolated in Portugal and though supported by royal patronage, he studied 

music on paper and not in performance. His vocal writing and overall style both betray 
eccentricities. He imitated both Palestrina and the Venetian polychoral tradition, and 
wrote independent parts for winds. It sounds unlike anything else: talk about mannerism 
(however unintended)! “Beatus vir” is a cappella,” but parts interweave. “Laudate pueri” 
pits a vocal line (from chant?) against complex brass polyphony, punctuated by bits of 
choral chant. “Credidi propter” (not normally a Vesper psalm) is set for double choir a 
cappella, at a quick tempo. “Laudate Dominum” set for double choir and brass. (Ag14) 

Lamentationes Jeremiae Prophetae 



 For Maundy Thursday – a cappella double choir. The opening is extraordinarily 
chromatic, almost to the extreme of Gesualdo. Rebelo lets himself loose on the Hebrew 
letters, and even more on the final word “amaritudine.” The bass line lies very low. Word 
painting extraordinary. Wow! (Ag14) A second performance from my CDs within a week. 
The Dutch choir is very polished, with wider palette of colors. (S14) 

HENRI REBER 
Trio, piano & strings, No 4 in D, op 25 “Sérénade”  
 Info is from on-line sources. Contemporary of Berlioz and Mendelssohn, a French oddity, 

a composer primarily of chamber music. The soundworld is early Romantic, piano in 
constant motion behind the two strings. Allegretto in simple, truly lovely: the liner notes 
mention Fauré, even more applicable to the fleet scherzo. Finale begins with beautiful 
extended Andante before the Allegro, a gentle 6/8. This is a real composer. (Ap16) 

Trio, piano & strings, No 6 in E, op 34  
 Allegro in major opens with bare syncopation stated together: the main themes are 

square, but the syncop keeps threatening. Larghetto begins as duet over repeated chords. 
Scherzo in minor in fleet duple time – Trio in major. Finale has flashy piano riffs and a 
stormy finish. (May16) 

Trio, piano & strings, No 7  
 No hint of key or opus: it’s in minor, almost tumultuoso, the coda powerful to the 

cadence. Adagio starts with a bang, sings with a quick stride, keeps going and going, 
passionate and beautiful. Scherzo Beethovenish, impulsive – Trio tongue in cheek. Finale 
opens with commanding gestures and military march rhythms, but second idea has 
Schubertian gentleness.Big drive to finish. Performances are superb. These Trios are not 
on a level with Schubert or Mendelssohn, but they are as good as Schumann’s Second 
and Third. (May16) 

MAX REGER 
Quartet, strings, No 1 in G minor, op 54/1  

Major effort, seems turgid, thick. Last movement has sharper lines. Try again. 
(Jy08—Muskoka) 

Quartet, strings, No 2 in A, op 54/2 
Light, spirited, good Reger. Two scherzando movements, lovely arioso in middle. 
Virtuoso stuff.  The whole relatively short. A winner. (Jy08—Muskoka)  

Quartet, strings, No 3 in D minor, op 74 
A Reger behemoth at 50' but fairly lucid in outline. Neither turgid like No 1 nor 
lightweight like No 2. Expansive first movement. Fairly serious extended scherzo. Superb 
variations. Colorful finale with great review-of-movements coda. Impressive for its 
length if nothing else. First three Quartets are all very distinct from each other. 
(Jy08—Muskoka) 

Quartet, strings, No 4 in E♭, op 109 
A piece that enacts an argument, or tries, through its movements: a collision between 
stable lyricism and hectic questioning, culminating in glorious slow movement. Finale a 
notorious Reger fugue with extended subject merging into reminiscences of earlier 
movements, ending with triumphant folklike tune. Super piece. (Jy08—Muskoka) 

Quartet, strings, No 5 in F# minor, op 121  



Ambitious piece, stretches boundaries harmonically and especially formally. Constant 
shifts, discontinuities. Effect is turgid, hectic, unsatisfying. Given the prime opus number, 
try again. (Jy08—Muskoka) 

Piano Quartet in D minor, op 113 
Masterpiece. Passionate, complex, but wholly convincing through 50 minutes, Reger at 
his very greatest. Coda of first movement is gripping. Aperto group plays beautifully. 
(S08) 

String Trio in A minor, op 77b 
Attempt to be light, transparent and Mozartian, but works into itself into a lather. Just 
OK. (S08) 

Piano Quartet in A minor, op 133 
Reger at his most Brahmsian and lyrical, clearly building from four-note motive, an 
unusual success with critics at first performance. Fleet light-fingered Scherzo. Beautiful 
reflective Adagio. Broadly stroked Finale. Top flight. (N08) 

String Trio in D minor, op 141b 
First written for flute & strings, hard to imagine in first movement. Liner notes talk of 
Mozart, but this is real Reger, if smaller scale, thinner texture. Charged with anxious 
intensity. Super semplice Variations. Brief, springy Finale. Great. Far more convincing 
than Trio No 1.  (N08) 

Ein Ballettsuite, op 130 
Six short movements: Pierrot, Harlequin, Columbine. Reger, who knew he was being 
perverse writing dance music, delighted in the success of his Waltz. It works and could 
be no one else.  (D08) 

Concerto in the Olden Style, op 123 
Three long movements evoke baroque concerto grosso but laid out fast-slow-fast. Reger 
in archaic mode, recalls Weinberger’s Polka & Fugue. Beautiful slow movement. (D08) 

Hiller Variations, op 100 
True masterpiece of the orchestral repertoire, MR’s first successful orchestral piece. I’m 
surprised to read of its success in MR’s lifetime. It has disappeared outside Germany. 
Final fugue is gargantuan, but not a note too long. Gewandhaus plays lovingly. (D08) 

Four Tone Poems after Arnold Böcklin, op 128 
Works as Suite at 28". Truly sublime. I with solo violin highly modal, could be Vaughan 
Williams.  III “Isle of the Dead” (cf Rachmaninoff) tragic, with funereal drumbeats, 
enraptured major key conclusion. IV exhilarating but not frivolous. (D08) 

Variations and Fugue on Mozart, op 132 
The most popular Reger, rightly so. Gorgeous. (D08) 

An die Hoffnung, op 124; Hymnus der Liebe, op 136 
Two 12' orchestral songs, very similar. Slow tempo post-coital Tristan sound, songs for 
Brangäne. Burmeister expressive but hangs below pitch. (D08) 

Sinfonietta, op 90 
Much too long at 50' B opens strangely unlike Reger B seems undecided between light 
Serenade, portentous Symphony, turgid Reger. Scherzo is gallumphing dance B lengthy 
Trio loses contact.  Rather nice Larghetto. MR overwhelmed by the anxieties of the 
Symphony.  (D08) 

Piano Concerto in F minor, op 114 



Masterpiece so strangely neglected. Good to have in modern sound, but Serkin finds 
more poetry in the music. Webersinke plays for excitement. (Ja09) 

Violin Concerto in A, op 101 
Absurd behemoth, just short of an hour, first movement 28' longer than many concertos. 
Constant figuration, chords, octaves, tenths, cadenza, moments of beauty in second 
subject, tutti sections. But mainly redundance. Largo potentially attractive but disperses 
itself. Finale begins folksy (recalls Nielsen). Like Sinfonietta, suffers from Brahmsian 
anxieties. Scherzer no improvement over Lautenbacher’s wobblies. (Ja09) I’ve tried to 
like this piece before. Lautenbacher was not up to it technically; Scherzer much better. 
Bender-Becker has been acclaimed, and despite rough spots (who can blame her?) she 
shows great sensitivity to the phrasing that’s so crucial to Reger, and Zagrosek works 
miracles with the orchestra. Reger knew the piece was a monster and refused to sanction 
cuts or lighten the scoring. The 28' Allegro is filled with scary double-stopping and 
octaves, but nothing speedy. Cadenza (reminiscent of Chausson’s) and coda are very 
intense. Largo weaves a beautiful cantilena, then some note spinning in the middle, but 
beautiful. Finale begins dramatically in minor but violin enters with pert theme in major, 
staccato double stops, runs; beautiful second subject; return of the rondo idea keeps 
structure clear; nice pastoral episode near end, plus presto coda. Yes, a behemoth, getting 
to be domesticated but not really lovable. (N12) 

Symphonic Prologue for a Tragedy, op 108 
Huge single 26' movement like opening of Symphony: very dramatic orchestra unisons 
fortissimo. Soundworld less chromatically twisted than normal for Reger, very intense, 
magnificent organ-like chorale to finish. MR at his heights. How could I have missed 
this?  (Ja09) 

Eine Romantische Suite, op 125 
Three sizable movements, slow-fast-slow: Reger called it program music after 
Eichendorff. Debussy atmosphere yields to lush romantic love music, drop-dead 
gorgeous. Lilting elfin music, swaying 3/4. Brief revisit to Debussy, return to steamy 
romanticism reaches exaltation. How could such music not catch on? Glorious. (Ja09) 

Fantasia and Fugue on the Name B-A-C-H, op 46 
Massive improvisatory homage, Bach theme not too overt. Huge organ, impressive 
cathedral echo. Fugue is winding, chromatic, one long sustained crescendo, never loses 
intensity. (F09) 

Organ Pieces, op 59 
First six of set of twelve. Best are the quieter pieces, Pastorale, Kanon. Toccata and 
Fugue in D minor are relatively contained, not overly complex. (F09) 

Fantasia and Fugue in D minor, op 135b 
Ambitious piece dedicated to Strauss: improvisatory figurations, motif like inversion of 
B-A-C-H, which helps shape fugue subject. Fugue gathers intensity, speeds up in triplets, 
subject returns augmented in pedal. Yes, Reger hits his stride in the final opus numbers. 
Great stuff. (F09) 

Clarinet Sonata No 3 in B♭, op 107 
Mature Reger in Brahms-inspired mode, alternately autumnal and thunderous without 
becoming turgid or losing direction. Scherzo is 2/4 Vivace, with Adagio B section as 
drastic contrast. Third is long-breathed, beautiful Adagio melody. Finale is grazioso with 



return of the sustained melody to lovely quiet ending. Hausmann plays with straight tone, 
sometimes questionable intonation, but great dynamic control.  (F09) 

Clarinet Sonata No 1 in A♭, op 49/1 
Shortish 4-movement piece, earlier than most Reger I’ve heard but not noticeably 
different: just fleeting, relatively unextended Reger-like ideas. Nice fast Finale. (F09) 

Clarinet Sonata No 2 in F# minor, op 49/2 
Dolente is extended movement, wandering legato cantabile, brief agitato before recap. 
Effective short Vivace with slow B section. Songlike Larghetto. Finale a lovely grazioso 
that ends beautifully with slow reflective coda. Nice, but none of these pieces is 
absolutely top drawer. (F09) 

Three short pieces for clarinet & piano 
Albumblatt is songlike, nice. Romanza in G, originally for violin, is lovely slow-motion 
sicilienne. Tarantella is not the expected mad prestissimo but slower, weightier. (F09) 

Violin Sonata No 8 in E minor, op 122 
Where are my notes for this? This piece is a candidate to compete with my beloved C 
minor Sonata. Reflective, quite beautiful in four movements, but a bit too much, and too 
much of one thing. Ulf Wallin’s playing is hard to top. (F09) 

Suite in A minor for Violin & Piano, op 103a 
I bought the disc for the Sonata but will return for this great Suite. Did I list Reger with 
my nineteenth-century composers “in olden style”? The “Air” is extraordinarily moving, 
and the imposing Praeludium, but all of it is gorgeous, Reger at his most accessible. 
Wonderful!  (F09) 

Chorale Fantasies on “Ein feste Burg,” op 27, and “Freu’ dich sehr,” op 30 
I’ve not heard much Reger this early. Certainly could not be mistaken for Liszt or 
Rheinberger: ornately filagreed but without extreme chromaticism or side-stepping 
modulations: perhaps kept in check by the chorale tunes, which are never lost. “Freu’ 
dich” begins with a mammoth toccata starting with pedals: how many hands and feet 
does this guy have? Return of chorale at the end is stupendous. Magnificent organ 
beautifully recorded. (My10) 

Chorale Fantasies on “Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern” & “Straf’ mich nicht in deinem 
Zorn,” op 40 

The first keeps the familiar tune buried for a while: it emerges gradually, then gets pitted 
against an amazing fugue, then blazes full force. Great stuff. The second is minor key, 
chromatic, the chorale tune less familiar, treated more freely. Nice reed solo in the 
middle. (My10) “Straf mich” is a prayer, Punish me not, a work of extreme agitation in 
contrast to the serene chorale itself. Chromatic torrents and great thumping chords build 
to a raucous crescendo. Marvelous! (Ag14) 

Three Chorale Fantasies, op 52 
“Alle Menschen müssen sterben” is disappointing because it smothers my favorite 
chorale and treats its noble acquiescence darkly. “Wachet auf” begins in sinister mood: 
the development is upward, of course, relatively transparent, and features a fugue on one 
of Reger’s notoriously long subjects, finally reaching an exalted conclusion. “Hallelujah” 
follows a similar pattern to a big finish. (My10) 

Introduction, Passacaglia and Fugue, op 127 
This is one of the Reger pieces regarded as almost unplayable: a massive, complex 29 
minutes. Fortunately, the three major sections are clearly audible, and so is the principal 



motif, a chromatic descending line. Intro is a dramatic recit. Passacaglia is lengthy, 
incredibly intricate with some virtuoso riffs in pattern of decrescendo/crescendo. Fugue 
occupies final eight minutes, elaborate eight-bar subject: towards the end the descending 
figure begins to rise toward the big cadence. Magnificent piece. (My11) 

10 Chorale Preludes, op 135a 
Ten from a set of 30 simple harmonizations for liturgical use, the harmonies not too far 
removed from Bach. Some 5-part. Ein feste Burg in pedals. Aus tiefer Not. (My11)  

9 Organ Piece s, op 129 
Nine works in the late style, bigger pieces at beginning and end. Toccata & Fugue has the 
most extremely chromatic fugue subject I’ve ever heard, though firmly tonal. Wow! 
Kanon too is learnedly impressive, with added pedal bass. Capriccio a real finger twister. 
Basso Ostinato rather sinister, wonderful. Intermezzo has pure Reger short-breathed 
phrases that cadence unpredictably. Final Prelude & Fugue has flashy Toccata and 
another chromatic fugue. The entire set is Reger at his greatest. (My11  

Cello Sonata No 1 in F minor, op 5 
Said to be Reger’s earliest fully characteristic work, it blusters like overwrought Brahms; 
second subject calmer but not much. It’s clearly trying too hard, and almost convinces. 
Adagio searching, improvisatory; turbulent, sinister B section with low tremolos in cello; 
return of A more connected, lyrical – a brave design that works. Finale has gestures of 
ambulatory Brahms with scherzando figures, but not the harmony. Not choice Reger, but 
fascinating for early phase. (D11) 

Suite for Solo Cello No 1 in G, op 131c/1 
Late Reger is concise for once, three movements in ten minutes. Praeludium begins like 
arpeggiated Bach, works into some chromatic double stopping. Adagio a recitativo 
fantasia. Fugue has simple four-bar subject and doesn’t strain the capacity of the cello. 
Not nearly as scary as expected. (D11) 

Cello Sonata No 2 in G minor, op 28 
Again patently Brahmsian, tempestuous, piano thundering, tremolandi. Scherzo is 
fleeting, gruff, pomposo – cantabile Trio. Intermezzo seems to unfold logically but 
unconventionally: extremes of agitato, tranquillo – beautiful. Finale marked con grazia, 
but it struggles with tempestuous feelings.  This would be a very impressive piece by a 
lesser Brahmsian, but Reger went on to develop his own idiom. (D11) 

Suite for Solo Cello No 2 in D minor, op 131c/2 
In five movements: Praeludium high on Romantic chanterelle. Largo too ascends high 
but also reaches into lower depths, where it dies away. Gavotte and Gigue by contrast are 
neo-baroque, quite chipper. (D11) 

Cello Sonata No 3 in F, op 78 
Somewhere between op 28 and op 78, Reger became Reger: unmistakable from the first 
hectic bars and unsettled tonality. At times the cello seems just to thicken the keyboard 
texture. Allegro finally finds peace in the turmoil. Vivacissimo has piano dancing over 
ominous cello pizzicato. Andante spins variations from an angular lyrical theme, the cello 
in lowest register at first, finishing high with recollection of theme. Finale a wild-eyed 
gigue, heavy thumping, cross rhythms. Major work. (D11) 

Suite for Solo Cello No 3 in A minor, op 131c/3 
 



Largest of the three, in three movements: Praeludium, Scherzo, Variations. Impassioned 
melody with sonorous double-stopping that rises high. Scherzo bouncy but very earnest, 
keeping to minor: lots of bravura stuff. Variations evolve in archaic divisions on a theme 
until Maggiore, then virtuoso riff with pizzicato. Quiet ending. Great work. What’s not to 
like? (D11) 

Cello Sonata No 4 in A minor, op 110 
Allegro opens with chromatic motif in solo cello that forms basis of tortuous first subject; 
piano calms things down, cello pushes ahead with dotted rhythms. Development turgid, 
passionate, ends in acquiescence. Scherzo playfully syncopated, teasing pizzicato – Trio 
calmer, though cello continues the tease. Largo a pure cantilena, still extremely – 
gorgeous. Grazioso Finale. Brahms’ ghost is still present, but Reger’s turgid manner is 
firmly channeled. Not an easy piece, but a masterpiece for sure. No doubt, Reger’s great 
period is from about op 90 onward. (Ja12) 

Prelude and Fugue in E minor, op 99 
Expansive, solemn, inward turning piano piece. (Ja12) 

Piano Sonatine in A minor, op 89/4 
Reger tries to keep the piece light and transparent: it’s transparent enough, but the 
substance is highly developed, with elaborate contrasting theme in a slower tempo. 
Andante works typical Reger melody in short breathless phrases. Tripping Finale. (Ja12) 

5 Humoresques, op 20 
Fine unpretentious character pieces for piano, catching melodies. I wonder how Tsanev’s 
performance compares with Hamelin’s? It’s very well defined. (Ja12) 

Episoden, op 115 
Modestly titled cycle of eight piano pieces from Reger’s great period ranks as his 
masterpiece for the piano – along with the two great sets of Variations recorded by 
Hamelin. The piano reduces Reger to the bare bones medium of expression. Oddly 
shaped, the group begins with five rhapsodies in moderate tempos followed by three 
marked Vivace. Over-ripe Brahmsian Romanticism teeters at the edge of Berg, Schreker, 
early Hindemith. I don’t know where Dimitar Tsanev ranks in the ultimate scale of 
pianistic value, but he certainly understands this music perfectly. Great CD. (Ja12) 

Aus meinem Tagebuch: 7 kleine Stücke, op 82/4 
The disc contains only half of op 82 B just under an hour of music: piano pieces in a 
consciously simplified style for the Hausmusik market, but with no compromise of 
quality. The Fuga is spare but no less chromatic than Reger’s norm. Intermezzo 
passionately Brahmsian. Silhouette even more autumnal. Mélodie gorgeous. (Jy12)  

Aus meinem Tagebuch, Band II, op 82/4 
Ten short pieces, abstract, having tempo indications for titles: rich late Brahms in feeling, 
but the modulations could only be Reger. Perfect companion to the incomparable Op 117. 
Is the rest of this available? Scherzando shows Reger’s impish humor, but most are 
sublimely autumnal. (Jy12) 

Aus meinem Tagebuch, Band III, op 82/3  
Six pieces: two Andantes, an up-tempo piece, Gavotte and Humoresque show the impish 
Reger, and the last sounds fiendish. Romanze is a standout. (Ag12) 

Aus meinem Tagebuch, Band I, op 82/1 
Twelve short character pieces, none given descriptive titles, just tempo markings (one is 
called Gavotte). Since Reger’s gravest failing is overworking his material, these 



consciously unpretentious pieces keep him in check. Every number in this opening set 
sounds like a winner. The final Larghetto is glorious. [NB: timings on some of these are 
way off.] (Ag12) 

Romance No 1 in G, op 50/1; Romance No 2 in D, op 50/2 
Obviously modeled on Beethoven’s Romances and scored for violin and chamber 
orchestra, just luscious sentimental melody, with a touch of Max Bruch nobilmente in the 
B section. The Second is similar in mood and tempo, the violin line more ornate with 
cross-string harmonization and runs: a touch more technical but not virtuosic. The muted 
bit is transcendent. Pure beauty. (D12) 

Kyrie & Gloria, op 59, nos 7 & 8 
Not random pieces but an apt coupling from Reger’s great op 59 organ collection. Kyrie 
is penitential, even stricken, the Gloria alternately prayerful and jubilant. (F13) 

Violin Sonata No 3 in A, op 41 
Expansive Allegro has Brahmsian fingerprints all over it, violin legato over rolling piano; 
but the melodic chromaticism is all Reger. Passion mounts repeatedly higher – 
wonderful. Brief 2’ Intermezzo, elfin. Largo “con grande espressione” a sweeping solemn 
melody sul G – becomes agitated, rises on the E. Allegro all placid resignation, agitato 
bits. Beautiful. (F13) 

Violin Sonata No 2 in D, op 3 
I expected a Brahms feel and wasn’t disappointed, but I did not expect the deliciously 
irregular phrase lengths, each with its own little pause for breath – utterly gorgeous. 
Gnomish Scherzo. Largo opens with stentorian piano: violin enters with soothing 
melody, moves into even more plangent pianissimo. Wow! Finale open with grazioso 
tune in square phrases that quickly break down. Unfortunately, development goes awry in 
unmotivated outbursts. I never expected a masterpiece so early in Reger’s work, but this 
would qualify but for the flawed Finale. (Ap13) 

Albumblatt in B♭, op 87/1 
Short attractive violin & piano piece with technical challenges in pizzicato and double 
stops. (Ap13) 

Romanze in E minor, op 87/2 
This is a different piece from the two Romanzen op 50 included with the Violin 
Concerto. An odd bedfellow for the Albumblatt in op 87. Piano given big solo passages – 
violin veers from lyric wandering to stratospheric soaring to sul G outpouring. It’s one of 
those Reger melodies very difficult to shape, but very beautiful in pieces. (Ap13) 

Variations and Fugue on Heil unsern König, Heil 
The chorale happens to be God Save the King. Reger’s occasion is not explained. The 
fugue has a wild ending. (Ag14) 

12 Organ Pieces, op 65, numbers 1 – 6 
The last 6 are on another CD. First is an extended Rhapsodie in C# minor, a wild 8’ 
chromatic, virtuoso wheeze. Capriccio is just as extreme, chromatic to the verge of 
tonality while alternating forte / piano keyboards – fiendish. Pastorale is gentle relief in 3, 
but still very chromatic. Consolation is an organ cantabile winding chromatically, with 
accelerando B section. Improvisation begins on pedals, crazily. Fugue in A minor seems 
built on a semitone motif. Op 65 is major Reger, about an hour of music in his most 
extreme style. Was it a watershed? (Ag14) 

6 Chorale Preludes 



Brief harmonizations of mostly familiar chorales, senza opus. O Traurigkeit and Komm 
süsser Tod are longer and quite radical – weird! (Ag14) 

Serenade in G, flute, violin & viola, op 141 
Small piece in three movements, bright and cheerful: the medium and the genre both 
hedge against Reger’s faults of thick textures and hyper-seriousness. Larghetto begins 
simply enough, pauses, modulates, questions: the performers know how to shape their 
phrases. Finale is an easy-going, chirpy 6/8. A delight. (Ja16) 

Serenade in D, flute, violin & viola, op 77 
Methinks Reger in this earlier Serenade is trying to busy and thicken the texture with 
grace notes: it certainly is busy, and very cheery. Again, it`s a smallish piece in three 
movements, less concentrated than op 141. Andante movement brings variations on a 
childlike tune. Presto Finale in 3 is a jolly rondo. Big surprise ending. Lovely. (Ja16) 

Der Einsidler, op 144a 
Three-stanza lyric by Eichendorff, “The Hermit,” which seems to have celebrity among 
German readers. For choir of at least six parts and piano, solo baritone half-way through. 
World-weary withdrawal. A gorgeous masterpiece. (Je16) 

Requiem, op 144b 
Not to be confused with Latin liturgy, a lyric by Christian Hebbel for choir, piano, and 
soprano solo. An All-Souls’ requiem, rather spooky, and much of it even more lugubrious 
than its mate – but it reaches a true forte with momentary fast, loud outbursts. Tonality 
very shaky. Gorgeous. (Je16) 

Drei sechsstimmige Chőre, op 39 
A cappella settings of minor poets Falke and Plinke, plus Lenau. “Schweigen” moves 
virtually in block chords, soft and slow. “Abendlied” has more inner movement. Both 
have high tessitura sopranos. “Frülingsblick” keeps the same slow tempo until a bird 
sings “ein süsse Hoffen” – a metaphor for the lady’s glance. The early style is already 
very chromatic. (Je16)    

Drei Chőre, op 6 
Very early Brahmsian choral songs with piano. “Trost” is a self-pitying thing by Müller. 
“Zur Nacht” by one Carl Engel is treated imagistically. Phrases close eyes, and melodies 
weave. “Abendlied” is the most interesting. (Je16) 

Drei Gesänge, op 111b 
Three choral songs for women a cappella. First is most interesting, a 12th-century vision 
of heaven set marvelously in diatonic modality. The other two are more conventional. 
Mőrike’s often-set “Er ists” releases an energetic leaping beautiful setting. (Je16) 

Psalmsontagmorgen 
Five-voice choral song without opus from 1902 – a secular poem with religious imagery 
ending in a melismatic contrapuntal Hosanna. Very beautiful. (Je16) 

Toccata & Fugue in A minor (from op 80) 
The Toccata thunders from the beginning with lots of fingerwork. The Fugue has a long 
doodling subject that ties itself into fancy knots. Good stuff on Noehren’s CD. (Ag16) 

30 Lieder 
Reger’s songs seem incidental to his major work, and they rarely appear on recital 
programs – even I daresay in Germany. There are no large cycles, and no obvious big 
hits, and he set contemporary poets only, not wanting to compete with settings of the 
classics by his predecessors. His rivals were Wolf and Strauss, both of whom he knew 



and admired – and he wrote some 300 songs, nearly as many as Wolf. Reger’s setting of 
“Morgen,” done so definitively by Strauss, really betrays the weakness of his gifts for 
melody and drama. But there are some beautiful successes. Frauke May takes some 
getting used to – an intelligent mezzo well past her prime. Standouts: Track (2) Der gute 
Rat, a feather-light Schmetterling song, surprising; (6) Die Glocke des Glücks, an eerie 
evocation of bells in the piano; (7) Gebet, early, simple, lovely; (9) Die Nixe, almost 
expressionist; (13) Sehnsucht; (15) Kindergeschichte; (17) Flieder; (20) Am Dorfsee; 
(21) Mein Traum – true romantic passion, gorgeous! (22) Lied ein Mädchen, pure 
simplicity; (23) Schmied Schmerz – extreme, nearlyatonal, piano all over the place; (24) 
Mutter, tote Mutter, lovely sentimentality; (25) Friede (27) Glückes genug; (29) 
Wiegenlied. I didn`t think there was much duplication between this and the Hyperion 
CD, but 8 of my 16 choices are repeated. (S16) 

33 Lieder 
Mein Traum, the high spot of May’s CD establishes the arch-romantic tone of Reger’s 
best Lieder – though he is far more successful than Wolf in the cute vein (compare 
Mausfangen, track 31, with that insufferable Mausfallen). Three of Bevan’s first five 
duplicate May. Volklieder (4) is a simple, fine addition. Sophie Bevan, alas, is a young 
light soprano who has a bothersome wobble (not vibrato) in sustained singing, and a 
shriek at the top in forte (Zwischen zwei Nächten). The child songs work better – 
Wiegenlied, Sag’ es nicht. Am Dorfen is still gorgeous. Zwei Gänse appears to be a racist 
parable! Viola d’amour has a lovely quasi-string obligato in the piano. Waldseligkeit is 
very beautiful, and Bevan sounds OK in Morgen and Kindergeschichte. The Knaben 
Wunderhorn song (19) is cute. Waldeinsamket (21) is a winner in folk vein. In einem 
Rosengärtelein (24) has a wonderful archaic sound. Des Liebes Gebet is a lovely child 
song. Das Wölklein (27) is for very high soprano, lovely. Maria Wiegenlied is Reger’s 
hit, if such can be, and it is very beautiful (30) – that high phrase! The last song is a larger 
Christmas piece, Ehre sei Gott (WoO), which could be very effective given a singer with 
sizable voice and plenty of color. A valuable CD but slightly disappointing. (S16) 

Piano Trio No 1 in B minor, op 2 
Three movements, 26’. Even the key invites comparison with Brahms’s op 8. Reger has 
the soundworld but not the lyric simplicity: it’s more turbulent, appassionato, with a 
four-note B-A-C-H motif, irregular phrases, unpredictable modulations. There’s a 
grazioso grace-note ideal that carries over to the Scherzo, which has a peculiar drone Trio 
that threatens to return but does not. Final Variations occupy more than half the piece. 
The theme is shared by violin and cello in the first variation in Reger’s inner 
introspection. The mood rises to a cantabile in major – Allegro returns to minor and 
seems to conclude, but the final variation is a Largo consolation in major strongly 
reminiscent of late Beethoven. What a surprise early masterpiece! Reger has poured heart 
and soul into this almost over-the-top but beautifully proportioned work. (F19)   

Piano Trio No 2 in E minor, op 102  
Four movements, 41’. A rare case where I liked the early piece better than the later. 
Reger seems to want to outdo the big early work so that this piece bulges at the seams. 
Lead motif is three semitones up, then down. Second idea is a rising phrase, then falling, 
almost disappearing. Turgid agitato overworks this idea, violin threatened with double 
stopping, octaves. Scherzo in 2 is light, staccato, ominous – Trio a brief cantabile canon. 
Largo opens with solemn piano and searching lines on strings, moments of agitato, and 



recall of chromatic leitmotif. Final Allegro is given staccato, relatively diatonic, minor, 
scherzando – easier to follow than the first movement; stubborn in its minor key, return to 
chromatic motif in coda. Tough piece, maybe not the best Reger. (Mh19) 

JOHANNES REGIS 
Celsitonantis; Missa Ecce ancilla Domine 

Regis, though he has not previously been recorded, seems to be an important link 
between Ockeghem and Dufay. The harmony sounds to me closer to the later period. But 
long melismas, few repeated motifs, frequent 2-part texture. Fine performance. 
(Muskoka, Jy11) 

3 Motets 
The large 5-part Ave Maria beautifully sets higher voices against lower. Regis seems to 
have been the first to extend writing to five parts – praised by Tinctoris. Brief 3-part Ave 
nice contrast. Lux solemnis is a long Pentecostal motet on an odd wordy text (“Pneuma” 
for Spirit). No word painting for “hinc clangor resonet,” but solemn tones for “Deus est 
noster.” (Muskoka, Jy11) 

7 Motets & Chansons 
Lauda Sion: deep bass immediately noticeable: grand sound. O admirabile: singled out in 
notes as liveliest, most virtuosic, with changing meters. Clangat plebs: longest, most 
popular of Regis’s motets, praised by Tinctoris. Puisque ma donne & S’il vous plaist: 
secular chansons, but indistinguishable stylistically from the motets. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Missa L’homme armé 
Earlist of all L’homme armé masses. Archaic sound though no hocketing, no word 
painting. Sung at low pitch with feeling, but no self-conscious beauty of sound. 
(Muskoka, Jy11) 

JACOB REGNART 
Quod mitis sapiens; Missa super Oeniades 

The first is a florid “state motet”: Regnart was a fixture in the Hapsburg court. The Mass 
is described in liner notes as similar to those by JR’s friend and contemporary Lassus, but 
less text driven. It is lovely, of course, but lacking in variety relative to others I’ve heard.  
(Ap09) 

7 Motets 
“Quare tristis” stands out in this company for its melancholy mood, but even it exhorts 
hope.  “Stetit Jesus” is an extraordinary tour de force of twisty counterpoint expressing 
wonder at Christ’s resurrection. “Stella quam viderunt Magi” is set for four (not three!) 
closely equal voices – an unusual feat. More interesting stuff than the Mass.  (Ap09)  

VACLAV REHAK 
Sonnet III, bass clarinet & piano 

Third of a set of Four Sonnets, by a Moravian composer, written 1964. The piece is tonal 
but fragmentary. Not very consequential. (Je18) 

STEVE REICH 
Music for 18 Musicians 

Nearly 50 minutes of relentless 3/4 iterations of pentachord (lacking fa & ti?) in sixteenth 
notes. No cross rhythms or other rhythmic variation, just narrow band of instrumental 
color. Attractive near sine-wave colors only, mostly higher pitched. Apparently all 
acoustic. No electronic manipulation? The final fadeout?  (Au08) 

Tehillim 



I remember liking this when I heard it (them?) the first time, and I still like the sound 
world very much. Reich and Adams seem to me the most interesting and varied of the 
minimalists, with Philip Glass trailing at a poor third. (S12) 

Three Movements for Orchestra 
Someone on Amazon calls this piece unimportant, and maybe it is within Reich’s oeuvre, 
but it’s a rare piece for the symphonic repertoire, it doesn’t overstay its welcome, and it 
does Reich’s cross-rhythm slippage thing lucidly. (S12) 

ANTONÍN REICHA 
Wind Quintets in B♭, op 88/5, and in C, op 91/1 

The beginning of this CD has the makings of a party record: the slow intro with horn 
cadenza culminating in sustained trill (originally valveless, of course), perfectly turned 
into the next phrase without a breath. The Quintet holds few surprises apart from its 
length and well distributed virtuosity. The second begins with jaunty C major that 
alternates unexpectedly with a minor key area. Valuable disc of well-made, enjoyable 
music, though I don’t intend to stock my shelves with more. (Mh10) 

Oboe Quintet in F, op 107 
Lovely, more ambitious than the Crusell and Kreutzer pieces on this disc, Reicha 
knowing all the moves: rising intensity, turn to minor, figures tossed back and forth. The 
material is conventional, however, and the texture, supposedly “true chamber music,” is 
concertante oboe and violin with accompaniment. Lots of oboe display. The music seems 
incomplete without food, as EP once said in a different context.  (N10)  

Overture in D 
Astonishing piece in 5/8 meter, contemporary with Beethoven’s great period, though he 
has nothing to match it. The piece varies the groupings of 5/8, the second subject a 
hemiola 5/4, and also ventures some daring modulations and tricky fiddling. Yet it all 
falls within a classical mold. Mozart would have adored it. A weird little gem that 
deserves the name of masterpiece. Who would have suspected? Reicha becomes a 
composer of interest. (Ap11) 

Sinfonia concertante in G for Flute, Violin and Orchestra 
Outwardly conventional, but the notes outline a number of formal peculiarities (think 
Mozart’s Clarinet Concerto). The liking for remote modulation appears, plus a tendency 
to treat the soloists as a duo, dropping accompaniment. Not highly virtuosic, but the 
charm and faux naïf air conceal great sophistication. (Ap11) 

Symphony in E♭, op 41 
Four movements, 23’. Was Reicha the first single symphony composer? The notes say 
this was well received on its publication in 1806, but do not explain why no others 
followed. Elaborate slow intro leads into 3/4 movement rather pastoral in tone, but with 
stormy development and second subject returning oddly in minor. Andante achieves 
complex texture. Menuetto unexceptional. Finale opens gently but works into another 
minor key developmental lather. Strong piece. (Ap11) Elaborate slow intro, the Allegro 
begins in 3. Mozart’s E♭ Symphony is apparently the model, and there’s a classical feel 
darkened by Sturm und Drang elements in development (timpani, minor key). Andante is 
relaxed at first, then given mild complication. Allegro (not called Minuetto) is in 3, with 
what seems to be a Trio for solo bassoon. Vivo begins sotto voce, surprise forte passage 
and serious workout – return to the trivial rondo theme – then serious motifs push to coda 
and full ending. Super piece. (Je19)  



JOSEF REICHA 
Cello Concerto in A, op 4/1 

Josef, uncle to Antonin Reicha, was a fine cellist who played chamber music with the 
Mozarts. Cello Concerti are rare in the period between Boccherini and Schumann. This 
one is pleasant but quite generic until the Rondo, where Reicha hits on a lovely, genial 
6/8 tune. A good stand-alone movement. (Ap16) 

ARIBERT REIMANN 
Zyklus 

Cycle of 6 songs on Paul Celan, obscure quasi-surrealist verses with music pushing 
German expressionism to an extreme. Wild sounds, curiosity of a duet between bass and 
alto flutes (beginning of No 2). Madness! (Jy09 --Muskoka) 

Kumi Ori 
Written 28 years after Zyklus but similar in manner, bilingual German-Hebrew mixing 
Celan with fragments of Psalms. Windmüller has practically no voice, but delivers this 
material effectively enough. (Jy09–Muskoka) 

Die Pole sind in uns 
Setting with piano played inside and out sounds eerily electronic, though it’s not. 
Prepared, strummed, plucked, what else? How strange to be listening to Celan settings at 
the same time as Van Nevel’s Lamentations for Jerusalem. (Jy09 – Muskoka) 

ALEXANDER REINAGLE 
Miscellaneous Overture in D 

I’ve long been curious about this character, yet another Scotch expatriate and the most 
prominent musician in the colonies. Poor AR, only these three pieces survive, and they 
are in need of restorative surgery at that. I hope there are performing editions. These 
pieces combine two genres, the old Overture-Sinfonia, archaic by half a century 
everywhere but in the colonies by 1801, and the “medley overture,” cobbled together 
from tunes, just like the pieces by Hewitt and Carr on this CD. This lively 9’ work would 
make a great curiosity on an all-American concert. (Jy17) 

Occasional Overture in D 
Similar to the previous piece except in three movements. I like the divagations into 
minor. It’s just possible to separate the Irish, English, and Scottish strands of material. 
Yankee Doodle is distinct from the plaintive Scotch minor-key tune of the Adagio, with 
its drop into the key of the flatted leading tone, and the Irish Washerwoman. (Jy17) 

Overture in G 
 More of the same, just two movements. (Jy17) 
CARL REINECKE   
Piano Quartet No 1 in E♭, op 34 

Wonderful piece, solid throughout (not overly long as per liner notes). Homage to 
Schumann, yet not imitative sound-alike – great melodic invention, some exalted 
moments. (N08) 

Piano Quartet No 2 in D, op 272 
Reinecke in top form, and everything Reinecke is not supposed to be: intense, 
concentrated, inspired. Later movements lighten up. Lovely Finale. Style not altered 
since earlier Quartet, 238 opus numbers before. Great repertoire for beginning ensemble 
players. (N08) 

Piano Quintet in A, op 87 



Masterpiece. Weird slow intro, like Mozart Dissonant, followed by major stuff. Reinecke 
may not have written in an advanced manner, or with the intellectuality of a Brahms, but 
the works on this CD mark him as a consummate master. Should be standard rep. (N08) 

Flute Sonata in D, op 167 “Undine” 
The Romantics could have written more flute music, of course Undine is a cool watery 
character. This is melodious music, perfectly characteristic. Extended and complex first 
and final movements, charming second and third. No apologies needed: Reinecke is a 
great composer. Witek plays with beautiful tone – Germanic, but beautiful. (N08) 

Trio in A minor, oboe, horn & piano, op 188 
Gracious Hausmusik: lovely melodic Allegro. Scherzo soulful (but not too). Andante, 
pleasant Finale. This is Reinecke as he is reputed to be. The oboe grates in this context, or 
perhaps it’s the baroque honk where a Romantic sound is required.  (F09) 

Trio in A for clarinet, viola & piano, op 264 
Same combo as Mozart’s Kegelstatt, open with the autumnal feel of late Brahms, moves 
into gentle, gorgeous Moderato. Lovely second Moderato with quasi-Tyrolean B section. 
Légende is moderate 3/4, elegiac, deep, the brief turn to major at the end fully earned. 
Finale. This piece is a gem. (F09)  

Trio in B♭ for clarinet, horn & piano, op 274 
In four movements: Allegro bold, fully worked out. Ein Märchen is a simple song (I 
wonder if Reinecke wrote anything to challenge Schumann’s piano music?). Scherzo 
dark, minor key. Finale grazioso. This piece is distinctly less successful than the 
previous: Is it my prejudice to want a string sound to soften the winds? Is Reinecke at 
fault for treating the horn as a melodic instrument like the clarinet? Is it too much 
working out for unmemorable material? Am I tired? All of the above?  (F09) 

Symphony No 2 in C minor, op 134 “Hakon Jarl” 
The title character is a mortal hero in Norse myth, but the Symphony remains classically 
organized, non-pictorial. Beautiful, gently propulsive 6/8 melody, modulation to second 
subject. Andante is a Romanza, more pretty than passionate, nobler on reprise. 
Intermezzo is more distinctive, giving horn lead into world of saga. Finale turns to C 
major, though the mood is less triumphal than benign: lovely roulades, nice ending. The 
shadow of Mendelssohn lingers, but is it my imagination that I hear echoes of 
Meistersinger? (Jy10—Muskoka) 

Symphony No 3 in G minor, op 227 
Since No 2, Reinecke has acquired some density, passion, dynamic range and rhythmic 
freedom, presumably from Brahms –marvelous buildup. Andante transforms rather 
nondescript tune brilliantly Super horn writing. Charming Scherzo. Finale: Maestoso 
fanfare is absorbed into Allegro, develops every which way, pressing forward, maestoso 
statement, more development, animato to presto. End weighted Symphony, near 
masterpiece, but always seems fearful of getting too big. Unperformed in over 100 years. 
(Jy10—Muskoka) 

Violin Concerto in G minor, op 141         
Reminiscent of Bruch but without the strong profile of Bruch’s best material. Some 
impressively difficult passagework involving tenths, cadenza at end. Lento a 12/8 
Romanza, somewhat pastoral. Moderato Finale has lots of double stopping. Nice to hear, 
but the competition is immense. Ingolf Turban performs beautifully. (N11) 

Symphony No 1 in A, op 79 



Schumann sound, warm toned, with classical neatness and clear outline. Slow intro  
before Allegro. Andante a resonant espressivo, very beautiful. Scherzo has tonally  
ambiguous theme, the boldest stroke in the piece – and a nearly oriental Trio. Finale  
opens with gentle spiccato motif, develops with surging lyrical theme. Outer movements  
fine, inner movements superb. (N11) 

Violin Romances in A minor, op 155 & E minor, op 93 
Op 155 presents a very beautiful melody reminiscent of Grieg with modal accacciature – 
fast and technical middle section. Op 99 was originally Prelude to Act III of King Mark, 
also beautiful though material is less distinctive. (N11) 

Quartet No 1 in E♭, op 16 
Four movements, 26’. Allegro begins with expansive dotted figure followed by 
sixteenth-note runs and a graceful second subject. Reinecke has a precious melodic gift. 
Lively pizzicato passage based on second subject. Adagio is an attractive melody 
developed with modulation and an ensemble cadenza. Scherzo begins with fleet, 
metrically ambiguous jiggling before arriving at a firm statement. Vivo Finale begins 
with a motive that seems relaxed but gets worked very hard. The presiding genius is 
Schumann in his Florestan mood in the heroic key of E♭. Fine, attractive quartet, perhaps 
overly conscious of motivic working out. (Mh20)    

Quartet No 2 in F, op 30 
Four movements, 21’. Begins with another leaping Florestan motif, followed by lyrical 
subject, then a lot of workout until recap. Piu mosso coda. Adagio may be the movement 
that made me cry out – I hear echoes of the glorious Adagio of Schumann’s Second. 
Gorgeous. Scherzo is Vivace (moderato), with odd dotted pick-up – Trio wholly different 
in tempo and character. Molto Vivace drives a theme in racing sixteenths. (Mh20)    

Quartet No 4 in D, op 211 
Four movements, 21’. Slow intro in minor, lamentoso: Allegro moves into a consolatory 
major which is hard to sustain, the final tranquility hard won. Adagio opens with melody 
in sixths and finds its way to a foreign key area as a kind of wishful happiness. Gorgeous. 
Scherzo is pizzicato/arco, a subdued joy, still with minor inflections in the harmony. 
Finale at last is marked giocoso, though detours into minor still threaten. (Mh20)    

Quartet No 3 in C, op 132 
Four movements, 27’. Allegro opens with an uncertain chromatic motif that turns into a 
grazioso theme with running notes, and a second idea even more insouciant. Texture is 
relatively chromatic throughout, the whole seemingly based on an upward semitone. 
Clear recap – great movement. Lento also has uncertain opening before melody takes 
over: it seems like a sustained 7’ song with evolving modulation. Moderato acts as an 
Intermezzo in minor; a gently running figure makes the B section, still in minor, all very 
Brahmsian. Finale con brio reasserts C major with confident dotted rhythms and running 
sixteenths, mostly diatonic. More chromatic second subject recalls the first movement 
opening, but joyous confidence wins out. (Mh20)    

Quartet No 5 in G minor, op 287 
Four movements, 29’. Allegro begins with fortissimo unison statement in deeply tragic 
mode, relieved at last by second idea – but only slightly. Development is hectic, dense, 
with recap fully harmonizing the unison theme. Violin wails on high until consolatory 
coda. Adagio assigns theme to the cello – B section based on triplet rhythm – return to A 
is somewhat embellished. Allegretto in 2 begins darkly but takes on a hint of stoical 



acceptance, even cheer. Finale begins in portentous minor, then turns to Allegro in 
(mostly) major, becomes fugato in development, then piu mosso. Recap goes back to 
slow intro but quickly returns to piu mosso and ends in major. (Mh20)    

FRANZ REIZENSTEIN 
Piano Sonata No 2 in A♭, op 40 

I know Reizenstein only from the very funny Concerto Popolare of the Hoffnung 
Festival. This piece is wholly serious, easier to follow, i.e. more conventional, than either 
the Bridges or the Lambert Sonatas, but it has a distinctive sound. Slow movement is an 
elegiac In Memoriam. Finale pits a moto perpetuo against an aspiring motif. Highly 
ambitious, impressive, but not wholly engaging. (Je10) 

OTTORINO RESPIGHI 
Ancient Airs and Dances, Suites 1, 2 & 3 

So nice to revisit these pieces I’ve known since childhood (that old Litschauer LP got lost 
somehow, but I still know every note). The Telarc sound is bright, immediate. (Mh09)  

Trittico Botticelliano 
In many ways the most ingratiating of Respighi’s original Suites, nice combination of 
impressionist shimmer with Gregorian material. The small orchestra makes for intimacy.  
(Mh09) Respighi at his finest. I have to remind myself that it’s all original, nothing stolen. 
The paintings are all in the Uffizzi – La Primavera, L’Adorazione dei Magi, La Nascità di 
Venere. Wonderful music – the end not as familiar as the beginning. (O17) 

Piano Concerto in modo misolidio 
Written four years after the Concerto Gregoriano, similar in concept, though within 
Respighi’s own keyboard technique. Big first movement builds to grand cadenza, finishes 
quietly with plainsong fragments. Lento is romantic fantasy with nice brass chorales. 
Passacaglia Finale is energetic, some piano glitter: meanders and pauses a lot. I like the 
Violin Concerto better, but maybe it’s just more familiar. (F11)   

Concerto à cinque 
A really weird one: Concerto for oboe, trumpet, violin, double bass and piano, with 
strings, with a neo-baroque feel. Three movements in varying tempi. I don’t think I’d 
ever guess Respighi. Long appassionato slow movement. Finale works strong dotted 
rhythm. Alas, the performance is no better than just adequate. (F11)   

Belkis, Queen of Sheba: Ballet Suite 
Suite from ballet extravaganza in four movements: a study in Middle Eastern Orientalism 
calling for huge orchestra with expanded percussion. A sound test. There are authentic 
touches, but the music recalls Scheherezade or Saint-Saens’ Bacchanale, which achieve 
their effects more economically. The brass at the end outdo the Pines of Rome. What a 
blast! (Mh11) 

Metamorphoseon 
An incredible orchestra showpiece written for Koussevitzky’s Boston SO, grandiose and 
showy, with full organ and notes flying in all directions. Again, I’d have trouble placing 
it as Respighi, despite the modal theme and the orchestration. It’s not Enigma, but there’s 
a lot going for it. (Mh11) 

Feste Romane 
Yes, this sticks in the head: the most adventurous of the trilogy, perfect fodder for the 
English Youth Symphony on BBC. (O11) 

Il Tramonto 



I’ve heard this several times, struck by its beauty and frustrated by the text. Shelley’s 
poem is a Liebestod and a living death, the poem’s words, the Italian, both difficult – but 
the beauty, yes, there are great moments. (Mh14) I’ve heard this often but it’s so text- 
driven. It needs close listening. Linda Finnie sings beautifully, and I prefer the lush string 
orchestra to the quartet version. The real music comes with that motif at the end. (O17) 

Quartetto Dorico 
I don’t remember ever hearing this piece, yet the dramatic opening immediately sounds 
familiar. It is a single movement, and marks Respighi’s new interest in the modes, which 
led to both the Piano Concerto and the great Concerto Gregoriano. This is not modal like 
Vaughan Williams’ nostalgia, but forceful and vigorous. The Quartet is original in 
conception, not quite variations but an aggregation of novel textures. Malipiero? 
Beautiful orchestration for the quartet. Great piece. (Mh14) 

Quartet in D minor 
Early piece in standard four movements: Allegro develops a ripply theme with a touch of 
chromaticism, and a second idea that also ripples. Lentamente in in a slow, swaying 3 
with yet more rippling: B section sets up rhythmic vamp behind an aggressive, 
broad-bowed tune. Presto ripples in torrents of 6/8 with some cross rhythms, colors (a bit 
of ponticelli, pizzicato, harmonics), with a kind of peasant dance in the middle. Allegro 
Finale seems to be 12/8 with a lot of splashing around – presto coda. Coherent and 
effective music. (Mh14) 

Lauda per Natività del Signore 
Respighi`s modest Christmas oratorio, the only sacred work he produced. It calls for 
soprano, mezzo, and tenor soloists (Angel, Maria, and Shepherd), with SATB choir (I had 
thought it was women only) and a chamber orchestra of flutes, oboes, bassoons, piano 4 
hands, and strings. The text is odd (is it Respighi`s own?), or oddly handled: the choir 
sings through some of the solos, the words are hard to follow. It`s probably better to 
listen to it as abstract music. It`s a mature work, from 1930. The tone is not dramatic or 
operatic in any way, but pastoral. (D16) 

Deità Silvana 
Five songs on poems by Antonio Rubino about pagan deities, first written with piano, 
then orchestrated for small ensemble with harp, celeste, and bright instruments. The 
poems seem Parnassian, the music light and bright but with a touch of languor until the 
final dramatic song. Very beautiful! Canadian soprano Ingrid Attrot sings well with a 
small pure voice, but I`d love to hear a seductive Crespin try them. (S17) 

La Sensitiva 
Shelley’s “Sensitive Plant” in Italian translation, for mezzo and orchestra – a big sing, 
three continuous parts at 32’. It sounds like a scene from a revived verismo opera, with 
that intensity of feeling, word setting, orchestration – magical. The funeral scene in II and 
the winter of III stand out, but the whole is a spectrum of extreme romantic expression. 
Respighi really knew his Italianate Shelley. (S17)   

Aretusa 
A Shelley poem I don’t know, but Respighi sure did – the pursuit of Arethusa by 
Alphaeus, rescued by Ocean, in rushing verse. Harp, glock, shimmering winds and 
strings. The near rape is dramatic, then the music is watery again – then transcendent, 
then neutral. Masterly, very beautiful. Linda Finnie is superb with text. “Nebbie,” 



Respighi’s greatest vocal hit, is an orphaned add-on, a G# minor scale up and down. Nice 
to hear it again. Great CD. (S17) 

Andante con variazioni, cello & orchestra 
Another unknown gem, originally with piano accompaniment. Theme like a Romantic 
hymn tune – then modulation, arpeggios, wanderings that lose track of theme (thank 
God) – nice tutti transition to recap of theme by cello on high, with harp. A winner! (O17) 

Gli Uccelli 
A fourth set of ancient airs, a five-movement suite, 20’. Preludio, Dove, Hen, 
Nightingale, Cuckoo are based on pieces by Pasquini, the lutenist Gallot, Rameau, 
Anonymous English, and again Pasquini. As familiar, fresh, charming as ever. (O17) 

Belfagor Overture 
Overture to one of Respighi’s rarely done operas – though the opera has no Overture. A 
12’ concert overture written after the fact. The opera is a comedy about the Devil tricked 
by villagers. The music combines taunting with more sinister tones. Prominent xylophone 
– Respighi’s orchestration is always inventive. But the piece is more medley than fully 
formed work. (Mh19)    

Toccata for Piano and Orchestra 
One movement in D minor, three distinct sections, 25’. This is one of Respighi’s pieces 
in modo antico, a tribute to Italian composers of the seventeenth century, a de facto 
full-length Concerto. Grave is pomposo, improvisatory, gradually moving into more 
regular patterns that sound like a chaconne. Long but gorgeous. Piano suddenly takes off 
in Allegro – a transfiguration of Scarlatti? – with cadenza and coda building intensity. 
This is a marvelously innovative piece: it is neglected probably because of all the slow 
music, the difficulties genuine but beneath the surface. (Mh19)    

Tre Corali 
Three transcriptions from Bach, the most famous being the third, The Sheep May Safely 
Graze, violins with contrabassoon on the bass line, instruments joining to build intensity, 
gorgeous. The other two are much less recognizable (to me). The second features muted 
trumpet con vibrato. (Mh19)  

Fantasia slava, piano & orchestra 
Single 11’ movement in five sections. Opening is slow, atmospheric, with piano cadenza. 
A piano flourish starts Presto like a Dvorak Slavic dance. Tempo primo offers piano 
doodles, leading to Pomposo section and an all-too-brief Allegro. The piece cries out for 
more up-tempo: if only that Presto were five or ten times longer! (Mh19)    

JULIUS REUBKE 
Psalm 94: Organ Sonata in C minor 

Reubke was pupil of Liszt and sounds it: four movements without pause working the 
changes on descending stepwise motif. Agitated climax in second movement. Monster 
fugue as Finale points to Reger’s crazy fugue subjects. Impressive. (D08) The grand 
Lisztian Sonata in a different version: new CPO’s sound seems fantastic (am I supposed 
to hear the mechanical action?). Psalm 94 is a prayer for vengeance, justification: He will 
bring back on them their iniquity; The Lord our God will wipe them out. Reverb at the 
end is endless. (D09) 

Adagio in E minor; Trio in E♭ 
The remainder of JR’s complete Orgelwerk. Adagio highly chromatic, troubled 
reflection. Trio is more objective. He does love those deep pedals. (D09) 



Piano Sonata in B♭ minor 
Single movement over half an hour long, in three large sections. Opening motive sounds 
like a citation from the Liszt Sonata: the second, breathtakingly lyrical, even semplice 
(though it breaks into fireworks), dominates the piece. JR was capable of a wide range of 
emotional tensions, textures.  Gorgeous middle section develops the lyrical idea. Grand 
maestoso ending (not the whirlwind coda I was expecting). Masterpiece without a doubt. 
Magnificent. (D09) 

Scherzo in D minor; Mazurka in E 
Both hark back to Chopin rather than Liszt B very convincingly. (D09) 

ERNEST REYER 
Le Sélam – Scènes d’Orient 

By genre a “symphonie descriptive en cinq tableaux,” i.e. a Berliozian hybrid on verses 
by Théophile Gautier. The movements are tableaux, with no connecting narrative. 
Félicien David’s Le Désert appeared in 1844, Reyer’s Le Sélam in 1850. (1) Le Goum: 
Sérénade. There’s a slow intro depicting the vastness of desert, with Mid-Eastern oboe 
prominent (as it remains throughout).Tenor sings three strophes of a vaguely oriental love 
song, love doomed by military action. Reyer is nearly as conservative harmonically as 
David, perhaps more colorful. (2a) Razzia is mainly a double male choir, pitting guerriers 
against nomadic shepherds, soldiers challenging, shepherds refusing to submit. These do 
not seem to be the same soldiers as in the first movement – they’re described as brigands. 
(2b) Pastorale: Solo baritone (wobbly) is a shepherd removing with his flock. (3) 
Conjuration des djinns: Exorcism of evil spirits performed by a chorus of sorceresses 
with dramatic soprano solo. The oboe shares the light with clarinet. (4) Chant du soir: 
Solo tenor (very fine Bruno Lazaretti) sings a serene hymn to the night – Dieu seul est 
Dieu! He briefly assumes the voice of a muezzin, then returns to his hymn. (5) La 
Dhossa, i.e. a feast for pilgrims returning from the Hadj. The muezzin takes a more 
ominous, pleading tone, picked up by the pilgrims’ chorus – a huge crescendo, a solemn 
rhythmic chorus, solo tenor joining, all reaching an ending (overly protracted) on tierce 
de Picardy. This music is operatic – not symphonic in the least. I suspect it has more 
vitality than David’s Le Désert. Apart from the generic condescension of Orientalism, I 
sense no disrespect in either text or music. (D16) 

ROGER REYNOLDS 
From behind the Unreasoning Mask 

For trombone, 2 percussionists, pre-recorded tape B live performers responding to tape 
cues with notated riffs plus improv. Trombone uses variety of extended techniques. 
Scary. Probably more effective in live performance. (Ap11) 

VERNE REYNOLDS 
Violin Sonata 
 Composer I don’t know – was horn player and composer with variety of academic 

appointments. Dialogue fast and scrubby – note spinning is serial but doesn’t sound it. 
Malinconia is bleak, begins violin alone, goes to extreme registers. Finale is called 
Variations, and indeed has greater variety of gesture, some double stopping, gliss, return 
of the scrubbing. Blah. (My13) 

EMIL NIKOLAUS von REZNICEK 
Kol Nidrey Variations 



A bit disappointing for initial exploration B variations rather cautious, do not exploit 
tragic nature of theme. Touches of klezmer (à la Mahler) nice.  (Au08) 

Chamisso Variations 
More satisfying, but no Enigma, seems less Straussian than reputed to be. (Au08) 

Schlemihl 
Possible Masterpiece. Big Straussian tone poem, evocative, various, unpredictable B 
fascinating.  Liner notes (confusing) call it Kein Heldenleben. Touches of Til 
Eulenspiegel. From noble or solemn (organ) to quirky or vulgar (“Ach du lieber 
Augustin”). Brief tenor solo, big rhetorical climax, diminuendo. I wish I knew the story 
line. (O08) 

Raskolnikov 
Surprisingly introspective and transparent: the murder gets left out. Dwelling on Sonya 
motif suggests Tchaikovsky’s Romeo & Juliet, with some Russian sounding modal 
touches. Sonatina form plus Coda at organ entry, ends with Beethoven Pastoral plus 
Parsifal. Interesting piece but needs more action. (O08) 

Symphony No 1 in D minor “Tragic” 
Massive Bruckner-like Symphony (with no trace of sanctimony): a great deal of solo 
instrument, moody, building to moment of ironic bumptiousness. Complex, changeable, 
mysterious, big moments never let loose, sustained through to the end. Demonic Scherzo. 
Slow movement begins with chromatic subject of the first movement, long slow arch, 
never complete consummation. Finale too dithers, refuses the climax even to the 
unconventional ending. Strange, daring, impressive without giving anything away. Is ER 
an ironic Romantic? Too fearful of cliché?  (Ja09) 

Vier Buss- und Betgesänge 
CPO is wonderful, but the booklet notes are ghastly and there are no texts. Four short 
songs are on Biblical passages that have some recognizability. Stylistic affinities suggest 
Brahms, Strauss, Mahler . . . “O Tod wie bitter” is gorgeous. (Ja09) 

Donna Diana Overture 
The perpetual favorite. I still think Tintner’s tempo rather cautious, probably out of 
necessity. I must compare the composer’s own. (Mh09) 

Der Sieger 
Enormous Straussian tone-poem in three parts, presented by notes as a monstrous parody 
of Strauss, particularly Heldenleben and Sinfonia Domestica, Tod und Verklärung in Part 
3. But simple parody is too reductive for a huge 49' piece with vast orchestra. Strauss 
himself was an ironist, a Romantic ironist, and Reznicek here forebodes the post-war 
expressionist grotesque. Middle movement is a dance round the golden calf (think 
Schoenberg) that super-inflates the Viennese waltz with hints of Dies irae. Der Tod is 
atmospheric: Death is revealed brassily; off-kilter cortege; solo violin tries to cheer up; 
Mahlerian heavens open, alto and choir appear out of nowhere to sing a nihilistic prayer.  
Puzzling, Detailed, intellectually complex, entertaining masterpiece. (Ja11)   

Symphony No 5 “Dance Symphony” 
A Symphony of four dance movements: Polonaise, Csardas, Ländler, Tarantella. 
Otherwise conceived as a dramatic symphonic poem titled Marionetten des Toden, a 
Jugendstil Totentanz.  Thus the dances proceed through an implied narrative of feeling 
more like symphonic movements than simple dances. Csardas has solo violin recit, the 
devil’s fiddle, with exaggerated tempo changes. Ländler begins orientale, sounds more 



like Bartok’s Mandarin than Mahler’s grotesquerie.  Tarantella begins with a pained 
screech B the poison sting? Delicious. After a slow section, the last few minutes are 
frantic, carnivalesque. This is no light ballet. Masterpiece. (My11) 

Symphony No 2 in B♭ “Ironic” 
On a modest scale, a mere 26 minutes, and the opening three-note motif sounds 
conventional. But from there on, there’s a series of disjunctions, cliché figures torn 
asunder, ending with a raspberry from the trumpet. Second movement less disjointed, but 
teases likewise with clichés. Slow movement strikes the annotater as homage to Mahler, 
plausibly enough. Finale opens with quasi-Eulenspiegel motif. The entire Symphony has 
an air of prank. (My11) 

Goldperol – Idyllic Overture 
Less idyllic than comedic and playful, from the composer of a rare successful comic 
opera. The comedy is broad but hints at the sardonic satire of later work. The CD collects 
five pieces tracing Reznicek’s development from this 12’ overture to the last. (Ja19) 

Wie Til Eulenspiegel lebte 
Another 12’ overture, actually intended as an extended symphonic entr’acte for a comic 
opera on Eulenspiegel. Mottl, however, omitted it from the opera and it left out of the 
published score. Though Mottl later conducted it, the piece was forgotten. It projects a 
light romanticism alternating with prankish comedy, including outright beer-hall music. 
Great fun. (Ja19) 

Konzertstück in E, violin & orchestra 
Three movements, 23’. De facto Concerto later turned into a full-fledged Concerto 
preserving only the central Tranquillo. Carl Flesch rejected the Concerto, thinking it 
old-fashioned, a deliberate return to the pre-Brahmsian virtuoso piece. The Konzertstück 
is freer in form but no less virtuosic. The Finale takes a quasi-Scottish tune. Nice but not 
memorable. (Ja19) 

Prelude and Fugue in C minor 
Reznicek’s tribute to Bach, the second of two that he wrote for full orchestra and then 
arranged for organ. The Prelude sounds like Mendelssohn’s sea music. The Fugue, 
however, takes a misterioso subject on whole tones spanning an augmented fourth. A 
minor work at 11’, but a daring one. (Ja19) 

Nachtstück, violin, 4 horns, harp, & strings 
Small 9’ piece, but not the salon piece described in the notes: the simple lyricism is 
deflected from inside by the spectral horns. Beautiful original sound – gorgeous. (Ja19) 

SILVESTRE REVUELTAS 
La Coronela 

Major 34' ballet score, a noisy, festive blend of Mexican popular idioms with Stravinsky, 
particularly Le Sacre and Petruchka. Great trumpet work, nice sax solo. Revueltas’ last 
work, completed and restored by other hands, and well worth the effort. (Mh11) 

Itinerarios 
Shorter work for orchestra in the Revueltas manner. Great rep.  (Mh11) 

Colorines 
Short early piece for chamber orchestra, with some more reflective passages. Sounds 
more Copland than Stravinsky, more grit than El Salon Mexico. (Mh11) 

Homenaje a Federico Garcia Lorca 



Three movements, 11', for wind band. Baile opens with mournful muted trumpet, but 
suddenly turns to the children's dance of the title in delicious polytonality; muted trumpet 
returns. In Duelo the trumpet freturns for a longer sorrow song, joined then by other 
instruments. Son, the final movement, brings back lively folk stuff. Orchestration is 
powerful and looney: Give the bass tuba a bow! (Ap19)   

JOSEF RHEINBERGER 
Organ Concerto No 1 in F, op 137 

Unlike some of JR’s other music which has struck me as wholly academic, this piece 
seems truly inspired. Perhaps it’s his home instrument. The Maestoso is more exalted 
lyric. Slow movement too. Finale jauntier rising to Maestoso for Cadenza, no flashy 
virtuosity. Beautiful piece. (D08)  

Organ Concerto No 2 in G minor, op 177 
Cut in the same mold, though minor key brings out more earnestness, a bit falsely. Still, 
lovely stuff. Some Elgarian sequences, moments of passion. Amadeus Orchestra sounds 
good. (D08) 

4 Organ Sonatas 
C minor: Grave, foreboding Prelude: pastoral Andante: fugal Finale. This sets the pattern 
for these pieces, lovely but rather generic, easily mistaken for Mendelssohn. No 2 in A♭ 
has more elaborate Grave: more chromatic Allegro, with reprise of the Andante before a 
fugal coda. No 3 in G throws all its energy into the large fugue. No 4 in A minor is the 
biggest, imposing first movement, elaborate chromatic fugue with big chorale ending.  
Nothing startling here, just fine craftsmanship.  (Ja09) 

Mass in E♭ for Double Choir, op 109 
Melting beauty from the opening phrase. What a gorgeous American choir (recording for 
Chandos!) under Bruffy (who looks like a used car salesman). Sensitive handling of the 
text, especially in Credo and Sanctus. Nothing flashy, not even the resurrexit and osanna 
passages. Masterpiece without question. (Ap10) 

Oster-Hymne, op 134; Four 6-voice Motets, op 133; 
JR’s church music is all comfort, just as Haydn’s is all happy. Tempo is nearly uniform 
moderato. He reminds me of Stanford, basically a conservative, academic composer but 
capable of writing especially gorgeous music for à cappella choir.  (Ap10) 

Three Sacred Songs, op 69 
German texts, similar in style, perhaps more square and diatonic.  (Ap10) 

Overture to Taming of the Shrew, op 18 
Slow intro, fast bit (fugal), romantic theme, upbeat ending. Comic overture formula very 
nicely filled. Good piece. (Mh11) 

Das Tal des Espingo 
Setting of a ballad by Heyse for male choir and orchestra. The ballad tells of soldiers who 
struggle through the Pyrennes, come into an Edenic valley, are overwhelmed by its 
beauty and, caught off guard, get slaughtered by their foes. Choral writing is simple, 
homophonic, but the setting is highly effective. (Mh11) 

Fantasy for Orchestra, op 79 
Concert piece in three movements – Prelude, Intermezzo, Fugue – like an orchestrated 
organ piece, running 17'. The style is gentle, Schumannesque, the Fugue a touch 
pompous but not overly serious. I’d be happy to hear this one more often. (Mh11) 

Wallenstein, op 10 



I recall thinking Rheinberger’s big Symphony in F much too stuffy and academic. This is 
another big Symphony, de facto, in four movements, running to 56' in length. It is 
likewise rather behind the times, written in 1866 and recalling Schumann or even Weber. 
But it is attractive in its material and its development, with big nobilmente passage at the 
end of the first movement, a sweet love scene touched with apprehension, and best of all, 
Wallenstein’s Lager, a Scherzo that develops into a full-fledged piece (programmed on 
its own with Rheinberger’s blessing). No masterpiece, but nice to hear. (Mh11) 

Vorspiel to Die sieben Raben, op 20 
Die sieben Raben was a pre-Humperdinck fairytale opera about seven boys turned to 
ravens, written in a style with the slightest touch of Wagnerian chromaticism (unlike 
Wallenstein). Nice. (Mh11) 

Overture to Schiller’s Demetrius, op 110 
One of the strongest pieces in this valuable collection, based (apparently) on a Russian 
folksong, developed with point, and the orchestration seems like a section concerto for 
horns at times. Well worth programming. (Mh11) 

Hymnus an die Tonkunst, op 179 
Setting of verses written by a friend for men’s chorus and, originally, military band: here 
done with orchestra. Negligible. (Mh11)  

Academic Overture, op 195 
A six-voice fugue for orchestra. Rheinberger was too serious for a Brahmsian joke. Nice, 
could be right for the proper occasion. (Mh11) 

Piano Trio in A, op 112 
Nice themes neatly in place, but an excess of connective tissue between statements. 
Andantino is distinguished by peculiar recurrent motto, in Lydian mode with Scotch 
snap. Digressions into Romantic luxuriouness. Great movement. Minuetto has Tyrolean 
feel. Finale of Schumannesque optimism, noble affirmation. Good piece, outstanding 
Andantino. (Je11) 

Overture, violin & organ, op 150/6 
Violin chords make intro sound like baroque unaccompanied, but for the organ. Middle 
section begins like 5-part fugue, which disappears and returns. Nice. Rheinberger’s string 
writing is always legato – never detached or off the string.  (Je11) 

Suite in C for violin, cello & organ, op 149 
Rheinberger might have called this a Trio, a rare concert piece with organ instead of 
piano,but the organ seems too unwieldy for “chamber music.” There’s apparently a 
version with string orchestra as well, though this is hardly in concerto mode either. Con 
moto is very laid back. So are the Variations – but very unusual in being continuous and 
not greatly contrasted, so one is scarcely conscious of the partitions. Not even Brahms 
achieved this. Sarabande an elegant Romantic melody in tribute to the baroque, beautiful. 
Finale is agitato. Interesting piece, with outstanding inner movements.  (Je11) 

Nonet in E♭, op 139 
One of JR’s most successful pieces, with same scoring as Spohr’s Nonet, but laid out in 
four movements rather than as a Divertimento, thus making grander claims than Spohr’s 
fun piece.  Allegro has momentum in a pulsing 3/4, a nice sequential bit, a hornsignal. 
Themes and figures make continuity while instruments vary the colors. Minuetto a 
throwback to Divertimento feeling, with some wandering chromatics, unexpectedly 
slinky Trio. Adagio sets reflective tone: second group reaches nice climax. Finale a 



playful Rondo, another reminder of Beethoven and Spohr precursors B nice slow bit 
before coda. Great piece. (Je11) 

Sextet in F for piano & winds, op 191b 
A rare combo (compare Poulenc’s Sextet) arranged from Piano Trio, op 191a. Allegro is 
beautiful, though given unequal treatment of winds (flute, oboe slighted) it might work 
better in Trio format. Andante sad, reflective (interesting liner notes on self quotation). 
Chirpy Minuet. Finale begins in minor but quickly turns affirmative. Nice piece, good rep 
for winds. (Je11) 

Mass in C minor, op 159 
 I was hoping for another like the Mass in E♭, but no such luck. This one was written with 
organ accompaniment (an orchestration came later), and the writing is mainly 
homophonic, kept deliberately simple. The very opening is startlingly chromatic, almost 
impressionistic, but quickly settles back into Rheinberger’s stolid harmonic world. The 
Sanctus with canonic Benedictus and sweetly sentimental Hosannas is a standout. 
Unambitious music, lovely for its purpose. (Je14) 

4 German à cappella choral songs 
Morgen and Abendlied are a nice pair from op 69, the first folkish, the second cast as a 
prayer – both gorgeous. Texts in German only. Warum toben die Heiden and Es spricht 
der Tor are both supplicatory psalms from op 46. The second ends with a nice joyful 
fugal bit. (N15) 

5 Latin motets 
Adoramus te and Ave vivens are both 3-part treble with organ, originally for women. 
Salve Regina (à cappella) is extraordinarily sensitive – the hit of the disc – Bruckner 
without his angular austerity. Dextera Domini and Eripe me, both with organ, are 
supplicatory, plainer, but nice. (N15) 

Missa Sanctae Trinitatis, op 117 
 A rare Romantic à cappella Mass – who wrote one besides Spohr and Liszt? Harmony  

is conservative, of course – even less chromatic than Mendelssohn. The manner is 
expressive – a choral parlando arioso, sensitive, not highly dramatic, very lightly 
contrapuntal. Modest, beautiful. (N15) 

Waldblumen, op 124 
Eight four-part choral songs. The notes do not identify the poet (!), but the lyrics all seem 
to deal with conventional nature scenes. The music is strophic, not wholly folkish but 
close, with more contrapuntal imitation than in the Mass, greater vocal range. (N15) 

RHENÉ-BATON 
Piano Trio, op 31 

Romantic treatment of folkish material, a few surprising dissonances, cross rhythms. 
(Rhené-Baton conducted for Diaghilev.) Allegro giocoso has touch of “barbaro.” Like 
most such works, development is problematic. Quiet ending is nice. (Ap09) 

JEAN RICHAFORT 
Requiem; motets 

Gorgeous disc: Van Nevel gets his usual sound, more colorful and human than English 
cathedral choirs. Music is glorious, full of dissonance and cross relation from Van 
Nevel’s reading of “mixed modes”(?). Presumably scholarly, though I’ve not heard it 
taken so far. (My08) 

Cuidez vous que Dieu nous faille 



Sacred chanson on vernacular text: basis of Manchicourt’s Mass. (S10) 
FRANZ XAVER RICHTER 
Six Grandes Symphonies [1744] 

All for strings, all between 10 and 14 minutes, only one in 4 movements 
(slow-fuga-slow-Minuet).  Trio Sonata texture dominates, with trebles, i.e. violins, 
noticeably spatialized in recording. A habit of antiphonal answering, lots and lots of 
sequences, one chord per bar bobbing up and down. Some movements are contrapuntal in 
baroque mode: the Alla breve of II and the complex Fuga of IV.  Andante of IV has 
more daring harmony. Very pleasant music, never wholly simplistic or merely formulaic.  
(Jy10—Muskoka) 

WALLINGFORD RIEGGER 
Symphony No 4 

I swear I knew this piece once from the original LP: definitely American in its rhythms, 
spare open textures, more Sessions than Copland, yet less dissonant than I expected. 
Procedures unfold with great clarity. Middle movement dominated by pizzicati, more 
menacing than scherzando. Finale maintains austere tone. Extended sostenuto moves to 
faster section (marked Presto but more Moderato). Dig that contra! Naysayers would call 
it dry and academic. It’s a strong piece that does little to court an audience. Boxy 
Louisville sound, alas. (Ag09) 

Variations for Piano and Orchestra 
Riegger as serialist, but like Starvinsky and Copland preserves his own voice: very unlike 
Schoenberg, more attitude than Angst. Procedures are very lucid. I dislike the breaks 
between variations, but they are unapologetic. Wonderful jazzy bit. Concluding fugue, 
but no big ending. (Gould should have tried it: did he play any American music?) (Ag09) 

Variations for Violin and Orchestra 
Later companion to Piano Variations, likewise clearly laid out, though without the 
obtrusive pauses. Texture is sparser, more Webern in it – either because of the violin solo 
or the date (1960). Serialism is free: there are scales, octaves, a cadenza. Sidney Harth 
plays with good technique, understanding. (Ag09) 

Concerto for Piano & Wind Quintet, op 53 
Freely handled serialism. Notes call it jazzy but it seems surprisingly square. Attractive 
nevertheless, clear in texture. Andante opens with spare woodwind duo, picks up 
spasmodic rhythmic energy, ends with slower bit. Finale opens with nervous repeated 
figures, sustains propulsion, returns to slow tempo opening theme. Great piece. (Ja12) 

4 Tone Pictures 
Piano pieces in quasi-serial manner. The last, entitled Grotesque, may be key to WR’s 
Southern imagination. (Ja12) 

The New and the Old 
Twelve short piano sketches with pedagogical impulse, each containing a specific 
interval or feature (Major Second, Chromaticisms). The pieces are charming, the whole 
set viable repertoire. (Ja12) 

Duos for Three Woodwinds, op 35 
The three instruments are paired in the three possible duo combinations, each duo given a 
three-movement piece. Undemonstrative serial pieces. (Ja12) 

The New and the Old 



Twelve short piano pieces with pedagogical designs, each centering on an interval or 
feature (Major Second, Chromatics). The pieces are charming. Viable repertoire. (Ja12) 

Three Canons for Woodwinds, op 9 
Anything but dry, despite the title and the wind sound and the non-serial atonality. 
Compositions, not exercizes, quite ingratiating, full of good humor. (Fe12) 

Wind Quintet, op 51; Piano Etude 
The ripply Etude makes a buffer between the Wind pieces. The Quintet is late, less 
whimsical in tone, full of nervous rhythms, interval fragments that cohere toward the end 
of the 7' movement. (Fe12) When did I last hear Riegger? So forgotten! This short piece 
sounds atonal but not serial (?), and described as peppery, full of canonic devices, but I 
hear a dose of good humor too. (Je17) 

FERDINAND RIES 
Piano Sonata in F minor, op 11/2; in E♭, op 11/1; Sonatina in A minor, op 45 

Sound world of early Beethoven – minor key not emphasized. Finale is tarantella but not 
manic like Schubert. Nice but no distinctive voice detectable. The E♭ Sonata seems more 
elaborately developed in development and recap; Variations on rustic theme blended, not 
sectionalized. Sonatina brief two movements, wistful then semplice. Susan Kagan plays 
Steinway but brittle touch makes it sound like fortepiano. (N08) 

Swedish National Airs with Variations 
Brilliant piano showpiece with orchestra. The multiple themes break the mechanic feel of 
Variation form, and two of the themes are minor key, giving extra piquancy. Much more 
imaginative than just an example of a type. (O09) 

Piano Concerto in C# minor 
I’m finally convinced of Ries’s genius: This Concerto is a perfect marriage of 
Beethoven’s strength with Chopin’s sweetness: the tremolo passage with simple piano 
line in the first movement was the turning point, breathtaking. The entire piece sustains 
interest while allowing for expansiveness, not Beethoven’s obsessive concentration. 
Masterpiece. (O09) 

Introduction and Polonaise 
Nice piece, not as piquant as Chopin’s Andante spianato, but similar and rewarding. (O09) 

Symphony No 5 in D minor, op 112 
The resemblance to early Beethoven is uncanny. Allegro begins with brusque chords, 
develops a motif like the Fifth Symphony motto, maintains rhythmic drive throughout, 
treats solo winds in similar ways. Ries makes many of the turns one expects from 
Beethoven; the difference may be in the relatively short-winded follow up. Larghetto 
somewhat lightweight: no deep inward searching. Scherzo on the other hand develops 
elaborately – Trio in surprise duple time. No joking but lots of brilliance. Finale more 
conventional. Remarkable vivace coda. This Symphony calls for trombones, but it’s 
neither brassy nor bottom-heavy. A worthy mirror to Beethoven. (F11) 

Symphony No 3 in E♭, op 90 
Actually written later than No 5. The notes indicate how tightly and unusually structured 
the entire Symphony is: for all that, the thematic material is undistinguished. The Allegro 
turns on its surprises, and the ritornello from the slow intro. Andante so-so. Menuetto 
driven by upbeat sforzandi – Ländler-like Trio. Tripping Finale punctuated by odd 
modulation into episodes, wind cadenzas. I prefer No 5, but both are rewarding. (F11) 

Quintet in B minor, piano & strings, op 74 



Not likely to displace Schubert’s Trout, which was written four years later with the same 
instruments. Ries’s work is essentially a piano showpiece with strings. Slow intro{ 
Allegro in piano, not fast but full of curlicues, tripping or pounding double octaves. 
Simple Larghetto melody is given to cello, then decorated by piano almost like Chopin. 
Piano announces Rondo theme: remarkable minor key pizz episode, some gorgeous 
passagework. The imbalance of instruments is a problem, but some very attractive music 
nevertheless. (Fe12) 

Sextet in C for Piano & Strings 
Again the piano takes center stage. Allegro experiments with unconventional key 
relations, audible as rapid unexpected modulations, some Schubertian third relationships. 
The long first movement must be capacious enough to contain the trickery with a firm C 
major. Another clue to Schubert’s formal sense (though Ries is deficient in the magic). 
Andante features an “air irlandais,” namely The Last Rose of Summer (before Flotow got 
to it). Intro to Finale begins off tonic. Interesting piece. (Fe12) 

Sextet in G minor, piano, harp, clarinet, bassoon, horn & double bass, op 142 
Unusual instrumentation (which met publisher’s resistance) gives the piece a unique  
sound, especially the harp, which obliges the piano to take a secondary role and also  
limits modulation. Adagio interrupted by cadenza passages forms an extended  
introduction to the Finale. A rare treat, not likely to be encountered in live concert. (Fe12) 

GIOVANNI RIGATTI 
Nisi Dominus 

Psalm 126, part of Tirami Su program performed instrumentally. Unusual as a motet 
written over a simple descending ground. (O17)    

HENRI-JOSEPH RIGEL 
La sortie d’Égypte 

My first surprise was to hear a sacred oratorio open in the style of Le Nozze di Figaro; 
but Rigel has an immediate musical and dramatic presence. Superb bass aria for Moïse 
(Frappez, frappez), superbly sung by one Alain Buet, with subsequent transition to 
grieving Egyptian mothers, a solemn parting of the Red Sea, a big double chorus for 
Israelites and pursuing Egyptians, all in less than 20'. I think I’ve found another forgotten 
master. Wonderful! (S12) 

La Destruction de Jericho 
Trumpets and collapsing walls make for a dramatic opening. There’s more stagecraft and 
music here than in Gluck, I think, though Rigel’s celebration of the slaughter of the 
citizens by le dieu de vengeance is hard to take. The final air of Coryphaeus with choir is 
wonderful. (S12) 

Jepthé 
The longest of the three hiérodrammes opens with a super florid aria for Jephtha’s 
Daughter. Rigel, being French, supplies her a tenor lover and a love duet in minor. 
Jephtha’s remorse aria (track 14) is gorgeous; ditto the vast chorus for mercy. Rigel 
supplies a happy ending not sanctioned by the book of Judges. But what music! (S12) 

Symphony No 8 in G minor 
 Imaginative programming by Labadie and Les Violons du Roi – caught on CBC while 

coming back from Muskoka. Lots of business, touches of chromaticism, minimum 
number of formulas, and a fairly substantial work. Nice to hear. (Jy13) 

6 Quatuors dialogues, op 10 



  
There’s nothing here of Rigel’s exceptional qualities noted above, but the liner notes 
offer judicious comments on the French Quatuor dialogue or concertante before 1789: 
the terms are interchangeable and point to efforts to move interest from part to part (later 
displaced by the Quatuor brillante, all lead violin. Rigel’s set is unusual only in the 
prevalence of minor keys – three of six. Performances are periodized – no vibrato, no  
spiccato. (Ap14) 

WOLFGANG RIHM 
Klangbeschreibung III 

Third part of a vast orchestral triptych. The notes say little of explanatory value except 
that Rihm conceives his “sound writing” as “sculptural” and “enigmatic” in the service of 
traditional expressiveness. I hear lots of drums and idiophones, brass, piano notes, 
occasionally strings or winds. Forty minutes of loud, raucous, disjunctive noises'. I don’t 
get it. (Ja13) 

Morphonie 
Scored for full orchestra with solo string quartet. I can understand the notes describing 
youthful energy, alternate activity / tranquility, and even sculptural contours and masses. 
But I do not hear “organic development” or Romantic Sehnsucht. Rather, I hear quiet 
activity and sustained tones punctuated by brutal gestures, one bit that sounds like an 
ascending arpeggio, much mayhem, moments of silence, and at one point the piano 
playing Lloyd-Weber’s Phantom motif (unintentional allusion). I hate it. (Ja13) 

Klangbeschreibung I 
Purgatory. A point of honor. Liner notes say that this is similar to Part III, which I heard 
out of order, but I’d swear that’s a contrabass clarinet down there. It seems to have 
clearer textures, more organization, though I haven’t a clue why. (Ja13) 

Klangbeschreibung I 
Middle part of the trilogy features four female voices sounding single words plucked 
from a text by Nietzsche (it could be anybody). With five brass, six percussion. I’ll not 
pursue Rihm farther. (Ja13) 

Antlitz 
Single movement for violin and piano, 12’. I’ve not cottoned to Rihm. This piece, one of 
only two for violin and piano, is sparse in both parts, savoring individual notes – senza or 
molto vibrato, pitch bending, sudden fortissimos, staccato, piano strings let vibrate, 
knocks on wood. Like Morton Feldman in time lapse. It doesn’t hold my interest. (My18) 

Phantom und Eskapade, violin & piano 
Fantasy pieces, or rather piece, written for Anne-Sophie Mutter. There’s neither formal 
division nor apparent organization of ideas. There’s 3’ of reflective, thin textured music, 
a bit agitato, return to slow reflection with 2’ repeated chords on piano – I lose track, but 
no surprises until 8’ when tempo picks up. I wonder if this piece is a shadow of, say, 
Schubert’s C-major Fantasy. There are bits that simulate violin-piano repertoire. I could 
come to like this piece. (My18) 

Nachtstudie 
Single movement piano piece, 30’. More silence than notes – dynamics range from 
inaudible to painful. I don’t know if there’s any system at work. I certainly can’t hear 
one. I suspect the music has something to do with producing resonances, but I haven’t the 
patience. Life is too short. (Je18) 



KNUDÅGE RIISAGER 
Phantom und Eskapade, violin & piano 

Fantasy pieces, or rather piece, written for Anne-Sophie Mutter. There’s neither formal 
division nor apparent organization of ideas. There’s 3’ of reflective, thin textured music, 
a bit agitato, return to slow reflection with 2’ repeated chords on piano – I lose track, but 
no surprises until 8’ when tempo picks up. I wonder if this piece is a shadow of, say, 
Schubert’s C-major Fantasy. There are bits that simulate violin-piano repertoire. I could 
come to like this piece. (My18) 

Nachtstudie 
Single movement piano piece, 30’. More silence than notes – dynamics range from 
inaudible to painful. I don’t know if there’s any system at work, I certainly can’t hear 
one. I suspect the music has something to do with producing resonances, but I haven’t the 
patience. Life is too short. (Je18) 

To Apollo, God of Light 
Highly dissonant tone poem, yet tonal, brilliant metallic scoring, ply over ply: a nude in 
stainless steel. A fanfarelike color piece, incredible sounds. Good opener.  (S09) 

Benzin 
All staccato, sarcastic, transparent, cute, monotonous. This needs much more contrast, 
more subtlety. I get the point already. I haven’t yet listened to Virgil Thomson’s Filling 
Station, but I’ll bet it’s infinitely better. [Yes] A big disappointment. (S09)  

Archæopteryx 
Slow mood piece evocative of large, ugly fossil bird-reptile. Lots of gestures but no 
cumulative effect. KR mistrusts his own static tempo. The shorter works on this disk are 
superior to Benzin, but still not wholly convincing. (S09) 

Symphony No 1, op 8 
In three movements, fast-slow-fast, written in 1925 neo-classicism, crisp, clean edged, 
transparent, “dry” in both positive and negative senses. Andante has breath of plangency, 
becomes quite dissonant. Finale opens with dissonant rhythmic figure in upper strings, 
brass squaring off underneath. Riisager seems rhythmically square – odd for a ballet 
composer – and resistant not only to counterpoint but to any kind of simultaneity. Shall I 
just write him off as dull? (O12) 

Overture for Erasmus Montanus, op 1  
Concert Overture after comedy by Holberg B pastoral beginning followed by hijinks B 
violins behind the bridge and off the end of the fingerboard, trombone glissandi, antique 
minuet, etc.  First of Four Danish Pictures B not possible as a concert group because all 
too similar. (O12) 

Klods Hans, op 18 
Fantasy after Hans Christian Andersen character who rides a billy goat and overturns 
upper class pretenses. Like all these pieces, haunted by the ghost of Eulenspiegel, though 
Riisager’s orchestra has been placed on starvation diet. Dissonant, formally chaotic. (O12) 

Comoedie, op 21 
Concert opener, fourth of the Danish Pictures: a fragging of comic opera formulae, 
boom-chks, scales (tons of them!), galloping rhythms, puffing bassoons. Ugly. (O12) 

Fastelayn, op 20 
Carnival, third of the Danish Pictures, keeps starting and stopping, building to something 
that never happens. Scales and corny raspberries. Bah! (O12) 



Summer Rhapsody (on Danish Folk Melodies) 
Tone is light, even nose-thumbing in the manner of Les Six. He wrote it in 1943? A 
raucous medley of folktunes. (Ap16) 

Symphony No 4, op 38 “Sinfonia Gaia” 
Only one performance in KR’s lifetime in 1940, with a note describing it as “optimistic.” 
He suggested that the three movements be called Defiance, Gracefulness, and Courage. 
He seems to have understood his role as one of maintaining morale. (Ap16) 

Sinfonia Concertante per instrumenti ad arco, op 34 
String orchestra with no extended solos, five short movements – an exercise in 
Stravinskyan neo-classic or neo-baroque manner (though the liner notes refer to Bartok 
and Hindemith – I hear neither). A lot of empty note spinning. KR seems altogether 
lacking in emotion, lacking Stravinsky’s power of dance. Compare Britten’s Simple 
Symphony for simple themes worked into something positive. (Ap16) 

Symphony No 5, op 52 “Sinfonia Serena” 
Strings & timpani. Allegro ardito opens vigorously, not serenely. There’s no comment on 
the eccentric Italian Vivace ilare or Allegro spregiudicato. Vivace seems the same tempo 
as Allegro, and no more serene. Lots of very fast pizzicato. Lamentoso is the closest the 
CD comes to emotional expression – the timps help. Finale is back in KR’s comic mode. 
At least there’s a motif. (Ap16)  

TERRY RILEY 
A Rainbow in Curved Air 

Minimalist rippling on electric organ, played, not generated, but recorded over by TR 
himself; a good deal more activity than I wiuld guess in In C. I thought the telephone was 
ringing. Jazz riffs. (S10) 

Poppy Nogood and the Phantom Band 
Electric organ with much electronic manipulation, fade in etc. Entry of soprano sax 
sounds like bagpipe, distorted feedback. The dog went upstairs. Reference to TR’s “all 
night concerts” makes me wonder if these pieces are complete in themselves or just 
samples of longer improvisatory performances. There are no explanatory notes, just a 
verse for the in crowd.  (S10) 

The Walrus In Memoriam 
 Piano piece based on “I Am the Walrus” by the Beatles, a kind of fragmented rag that 

drifts into a quiet tribute to John Lennon. (N13) 
The Heavenly Ladder, Book 7 
 Riley’s first fully written out piano music since early years – five somewhat 

interconnected character pieces. Mischa’s Bear Dance uses irregular meters. Venus in ’94 
is a Chopinesque waltz. Ragtempus Fugatis (shades of Bolcom!) combines rag with 
serious counterpoint – fine grandioso ending. Fandango on the Heavenly Ladder has 
erotic overtone. Nice set. (N13) 

In C 
 Riley’s legendary piece from 1964. Timing is irrelevant, but it’s 80’ on this CD. I had 

thought of the piece as aleatoric, but instructions are quite specific. There are 53 melodic 
patterns printed on one sheet, all based on diatonic C major, the tonic triad dominating. (I 
heard one leading tone to V.) They must be performed in sequence. Each performer is 
allowed to repeat each pattern his own number of times. There may be any instruments 
(including voice) in any number. But the composer’s many preferences are set out in 



detail for each parameter, including number of instruments, number of repetitions, 
desirable synchronicities, coordinated dynamics, octave displacements – the list goes on. 
Apart from hypnotic monotony, the desired outcome seems to be maximum audible 
polyrhythm. I suspect it’s also a tool for ingesting weed. The idea of a single performer 
doing it all on similar keyboard instruments using overlaid tape is of course recent. Good 
Hallowe’en music. I could only bear so much at a time. I had to flee. (Jy20)    

NIKOLAI RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF 
The Snow Maiden: Suite & extracts 

Nice melodic opera music, progenitor of MGM scores, but written with flair and 
invention. (D08) 

Sextet in B♭ for Piano & Winds 
Rimsky in full sonata development mode, not sophisticated but he knows all the tricks 
and the piece sails by. First movement is surprisingly familiar CBC filler, and its tunes 
have the elusive sticking quality. Gorgeous horn solo in Andante. Finale a skipping 6/8. 
Nothing sounds Rimsky or Russian, but very appealing piece.  (S09) 

Song: “Captivated by the Rose” 
Rimskian Orientalism. Spectacular melismatic cadenza, top to bottom of range. (My10) 

Scheherezade 
It’s good to revisit the seductive Orientalist siren complete on CBC. (Jy10) Driving music 
on I-90 returning from Boston. Berlin Radio Symphony in Les brises d’orient box sounds 
OK. (O16) 

Symphony No 1 in E minor, op 1 
Rimsky’s revision of this youthful work included hoisting the key from E♭ minor. 
Academic motivic themes plus a nice Russian second subject. Andante has lovely modal 
edge, big bold brass passage.  Scherzo a romp, conventional but nice – Trio plays duple 
and triple rhythms. Cheerful major key Finale, lots of contrapuntal workout. A bit 
perfunctory, no striving for big emotion, just pleasant listening. (S10)  

Symphony No 3 in C, op 32 
More ambitious than No 1, more conventional than Antar. Lengthy first movement, 
Russian flavor, contrasted marcato and sentimental subjects, lots of tempo change. Coda 
agitato, minor key, ends quietly, mournfully. Scherzo is shifty 5/4 – nice. Andante shows 
Rimsky the delicate melodist, then becomes repetitve. Perky Finale also too repetitive. 
Had this followed the fine first-movement coda with dramatic logic (and more Russian 
spice), this might have been a great piece.  (S10)  

Fantasia on Serbian Themes, op 4  
Super curtain raiser on lassù-friss model. Rimsky at his best with folk material. (S10)  

Trombone Concerto 
I’ve long been curious about this piece, and here it is, all 10' of it, arranged (alas!) for 
orchestra from its concert band original. Allegro is based on lively fanfare figure B 
Andante is truly cantabile, the trombone in a bel canto cavatine, complete with cadenza. 
Finale a jaunty strutting march. Good tunes, high spirits, no pretense. (Muskoka, Jy11)   

Christmas Eve: Overture & Suite 
Suite extracted from an early fairy-tale opera, stripped of voices. It sounds like light, 
pleasant ballet music of no consequence. Even the Devil’s dance is decorous.  (N11)  

Night on Mount Triglav 



Act III of Mlada, stripped of voices and so performed by Rimsky himself. The music is 
more variable than Christmas Eve, not so much a collection of bright trifles. It’s 
described as Rimsky’s Night on Bald Mountain, and there’s a Fantastic Dance and an 
Infernal Dance, the latter appropriated by Stravinsky and dressed up in greater glory for 
Katshchei in Firebird. Interesting concert piece. (N11) 

The Tsar’s Bride: Overture & Intermezzo 
The Overture is a nice Slavic Fantasy which Rimsky even allows to broaden out with a 
smidgen of romantic passion, quite viable independently. The Intermezzo is an almost 
bare melancholy melody, of no use outside the opera. (N11) 

On the Tomb, op 61; Greeting 
Occasional pieces of little interest, one for Belaiev’s death, the other for a Glazunov 
tribute. (N11) 

Quartet in F, op 12 
In standard four movements: Rimsky was confessedly not at home in chamber music. 
Here he struggles with Slavic themes and Germanic requirements, but the phrases keep 
ending in the same spot, and the fugato enters like a required element. Andante begins 
with a lovely Slavic melody in fugato over cell pizz – Rimsky was a true melodist. 
Scherzo is Mendelssohnian spiccato in minor. Allegro Finale is on a happy, skipping 
dotted theme with a rather perfunctory ending. (Mh14) 

Fugue: In the Monastery 
Intended Finale to a Quartet on Russian Themes: the first three movements became the 
Sinfonietta. Mechanical fugue. Slow homophonic ending nice. (Mh14) 

Chorale and Variations 
 Simple exercise for students, pleasant but negligible. (Mh14) 
Quartet on a Theme “B-la-f” 

Honorific and composite work written for the crucial friend and music publisher Belaieff, 
the four movements successively by Rimsky, Liadov, Borodin, and Glazunov. I 
remember playing it and Bobby Jo King setting it aside as “uninspired.” Well, the 
development is obvious and it sticks closely to the keynote, but otherwise it is colorful, 
fittingly happy, and it has nice bits – more than op 12. Liadov’s Scherzo is a fast3/8, 
spiccato, and a slower Trio on a modal Slavic tune, warm and expressive. Borodin’s brief 
Serenata alla spagnola is just Spanish enough. Glazunov’s Finale, the most thoroughly 
worked out movement, is a romp alla Marcia. Enjoyable. (Mh14) 

Mlada Suite 
Mlada is apparently a ballet score, not very successful, and the Suite uses five numbers. 
Intro is mere arpeggiated noodling, but the three national dances have great appeal and 
they are unhackneyed. Procession of the Nobles is the big number, very familiar. Those 
trumpet trills! (Ap14) 

Overture on Russian Themes, op 28 
Substantial concert overture opens with the grand Slava hymn from Boris, then another 
equally familiar. Entertaining, though a bit too much padding. (Ap14) 

Sinfonietta on Russian Themes, op 38 
Modest three-movement piece for (I think) smallish orchestra. The first-movement 
themes are not familiar to me but characteristic, only fitfully developed. Beautiful high 
horn solo, Adagio uses the same tune Stravinsky incorporated into Fire Bird, then fugues 
a variant. Finale is a bouncy romp with pauses (too many) for reflection. (Ap14) 



From Homer 
 [No Text: Connected with an unrealized project of an opera after Homer's Odyssey.] 
Sadko 

The opera on DVD, not to be confused with the earlier tone poem. A purely fairy-tale 
opera in seven tableaux, with zero dramatic tension, a Russian national opera. Sadko is a 
poet / gusla player / dream merchant who lives in a fairy-tale dreamworld of the sea. He 
is, oddly enough, a pure bourgeois merchant hero. Any tension is between his real wife, 
whom he abandons, and the Ocean Princess, who allures him and rewards him. This is 
established in the first scene, Novgorod, the visit to the Sea Kingdom, and the scene at 
home. Tableau 4 shows Sadko prosperous, with his visiting guests from Varangia (Viking 
Sweden), India, and Venice – the three famous bits sung in succession by minor 
characters. Sadko, prosperous, finds he must make sacrifice to the Sea King and is 
lowered into the depths, where the King espouses him to his daughter – they make merry 
to Sadko’s gusla, causing storms and shipwrecks. Sadko is thrown ashore, where the Sea 
Princess bids farewell in a beautiful lullaby to go become Novgorod’s river. Sadko is 
reunited with his long-deserted wife, and the opera ends happily. The best music, apart 
from the three arias, belongs to the Ocean Princess and to his real wife (beautiful aria in 
Tableau 3). Sadko is a long tenor role. The whole is in Slavic folk spirit, with little 
acknowledgement of Italian or German opera. (F16) On CD: Only the Sea music of 
Dream transformation suggests Wagner. Joseph Kerman was so hard on Rimsky`s 
operas, which were certainly no threat to take over the stage from his favored òpera as 
drama. Theoretically, they stand at the opposite end of the scale, opera as music, as 
secular oratorio. Drama is reduced to that lost nineteenth-century form of tableau vivant, 
not mute but with singing. In its way, Sadko represents a lost dramatic art – tableau, 
pageant, spectacle. ballet, mime. The fairy tale has great power: the interchange of the 
two women is psychologically true, the relation of dream, art, and ambition, the 
connectivity of human and natural powers, the Supreme Almighty bringing Nature to 
human service. Sadko is a masterpiece in an alien art form. (F16) 

Le Coq d’Or Suite 
Yet another Pushkin tale, and a daring opera about an incompetent Czar completed in 
1907 when the Russians were losing the Russo-Japanese War. The step from this score to 
Stravinsky’s Firebird is a tiny one. The 11’ first movement is a suite of motifs and array 
of orchestral magnificence. The Battle pits ominous against satirical. The third section 
introduces Shemakah, a romantic waltz that becomes a Russian dance (alas there’s no 
trace of her great exotic aria). Tle Lamentable Death of Tsar Dodon returns to ominous 
and grotesque – those trumpet fanfares, with further ceremonial touches. Amazing low 
brass riff sounds very modern, and an impressive ending – it’s even off tonic. R-K’s 
defining masterpiece. (N17) 

The Maid of Pskov Suite 
Rimsky`s first attempt at opera, from incidental music for a play – rarely performed. The 
Suite includes the Overture, two Intermezzi, and an 8` Royal Hunt scene. The material is 
Slavic, folksy, attractive enough, but nowhere near as complex as Coq d’Òr. The notes 
suggest that the Hunt could stand alone, but it not really that involving. (N17) 

Pan Voyevoda Suite 
Five movements, 25`, from Rimsky’s more mature period but from his least performed 
opera, written to a weak libretto on a Polish subject. Introduction sounds like a waking 



aubade. Krakowiak, the first of three Polish dances, has a fine rustic feel, a Slavic 
hoe-down. Nocturne, or Claire de Lune, has nice harp. Mazurka is rousing and again 
rustic. Polonaise is more elegant. The Suite is viable, but none of the movements has the 
melodic genius of Tchaikovsky. (N17) 

AUGUST RITTER 
Sinfonia Concertante in F, 2 bassoons & orchestra 

Composer unknown to Grove’s or history. The date on the music is 1806. Effective 
showpiece with funny cadenza full of trills. Andante a predictable melody mainly in 
thirds. Finale a jolly 6/8. Good fun, but there’s better music in the Vanhal Double. (Mh12) 

AUGUST GOTTFRIED RITTER 
Organ Sonata No 3 in A minor 

Just as unknown as the above, but they are differentiated by the dates, 1811-1885 – 
possibly the son? His piece is almost Lisztian, a single multi-sectional movement nearly 
20’ long, highly virtuosic, chromatic: a section of recit, a stealthy march with Choral, 
triumphant ending. I want to hear more. (Jonathan Oldengarm live, FSA Jy14) This is the 
piece that blew me away at Oldengarm’s recital. Written for Reubke and dedicated to 
Liszt, it is the largest and most complex of the four Sonatas. A quick roiling section 
followed by extended recitativo, then a march-like passage with dotted rhythms, followed 
by more fantasia recits and a return of the roiling music and the dotted march – much 
play with contrasting stops. A masterpiece of tightly knit fantasy. (O14) 

Organ Sonata No 1 in D minor, op 11 
Ritter, born in the same year as Liszt, is not as obscure as I had thought, remembered for 
his teaching works and history, but less as a composer. The four Sonatas are more 
ambitious than Mendelssohn’s, and they are all conceived cyclically – in advance of 
Liszt’s Piano Sonata. The First is cast in five continuous sections – chromatic, intricate, 
looking forward rather than backward. (O14) 

Organ Sonata No 2 in E minor, op 19 
Chordal motto, then restless activity and some quasi-recitative – middle section a richly 
harmonized tune in moderate 3 followed by more recit before an earnest final section that 
incorporates the chordal motto and finishes with it fortissimo. Amen. These pieces are 
marvels of formal invention and concentration. (O14) 

Organ Sonata No 4 in A, op 31 
The only one of the four Sonatas not cast in a single movement, the Fourth begins with a 
shorter, moderately paced, rather saccharine movement, followed by a larger set of 
Chorale Variations. TheChorale erupts in a sudden aura of diatonic purity, builds to a 
volcanic ending. (N14) 

Variations on “Heil di rim Siegerkranz,” op 1 
The tune is better known as “God Save the Queen” or “America,” so Ritter joins a 
distinguished line of composers: Beethoven, Liszt, Reger, Ives. The piece, alas, sounds 
laborious and dutiful and ends with a fugue. (N14)  

3 Preludes on Chorale Melodies, op 8 
“Aus tiefer Noth” indeed plumbs the deepest notes of the organ, but it ends triumphant – 
Wow! “Vater unser,” also with basso profundo, is given ornate treatment. “Heut 
triumphieret Gottes Sohn” is much brighter. But all of it is gorgeous. (N14) 

3 Large Chorale Preludes, op 9 
 These are longer than the op 8 by a minute or so each. “Hilf mir” is just vaguely familiar. 



“Jesu meine Freunde” is given stern treatment, bass pedals booming (too much for my 
little player). “Gib dich zufrieden” is lighter – it would have to be – but I don’t know the 
chorale tune. (N14) 

12 organ pieces 
Toccata, just published in 1997, is worthy archaeology, a fantasia-like Toccata with 
Fugue. Adagio is sweet and solemn wallpaper music, the Nachspiel more grandiose. 
Remaining are six little Choral Preludes, not very gripping, and three Fugues. The Fugue 
“after Handel” is not recognizably Handelian. The C minor Fugue is considered best by 
the performer, and it seems quite free, grand, with a thunderous ending. (N14) 

JEAN RIVIER 
Concerto for Alto Saxophone, Trumpet & Strings 

Energetic opening, relentless driving rhythm; contrasting section with more relaxed 
quasi-waltz – exciting. Adagio sustained, reflective: sax melody is beautiful, muted 
trumpet countermelody gorgeous. Vivacissimo Finale again finds slower contrasting 
motif: muted trumpet bit in comic grotesque mode. Good piece. I wonder why Rivier is 
so under-recorded? (Ap12) 

FRANÇOIS ROBERDAY 
4 fugues 
 Organs of Provence. A French composer new to me, noted for his Fugues et caprices in 
 1660. When were fugues first called fugues. Sweelinck or Frescobaldi? No 2 has a 
 chromatic subject. No 12 works the same subject at three progressively faster tempi. No 
 5, played on a different organ, has a rising chromatic subject. No 10 begins as a stately 
 ricercar on a rising fifth. High quality. (S20) 
PIERRE ROBERT 
De Profundis 

Grand motet in two movements, the psalmlike Requiem aeternam with choir and soloists 
– beautiful and beautifully recorded at Versailles, where Robert had shared duties with 
DuMont. He is certainly the equal of any I’ve heard in the genre. The concluding 
Requiem is especially solemn. (O13) 

Quare tremarant gentes 
Grand motet in two movements with four soloists led by tenor. Schneebeli’s performance 
is polished, full of life, full of ornamentation. (O13) 

Te decet hymnus 
The grandest of the four grand motets, in three movements. The text is the least dramatic, 
but Robert does beautiful things nonetheless. (O13) 

Nisi Dominus  
 Last and shortest of the grand motets. Are there choral trills all through this CD? (O13) 
LEROY ROBERTSON 
Punch and Judy Overture 

I’ve never heard of Robertson, a Utah-based composer. His curtain raiser is very 
conventional. (Je11) 

GEORGE ROCHBERG 
Symphony No 1 

Enormous 65-minute piece, much better than I expected. The sound is new, not 
twelve-tone nor the later neo-romantic, but brassy, percussive, frenetic, unforgiving. 
Perhaps the best analogue is Sessions. Movements well balanced until Variations, which 



fragment the sound masses, followed by Parlando introduction to V (with violin 
cadenza): seems to lose its way until final Allegro. Diamond No 1 has similar fault. A 
piece this massive has to be more than impressive, however: it must stimulate affection to 
return to it, relief from the astringency. (Cx Hans Rott, below.) (Je08) 

Symphony No 5 
Big, craggy one-movement piece, GR’s “hard romanticism” is mostly unforgiving. Plan 
is fast/episode/fast/episode/fast/episode/fast. Slow episodes take over. Impressive. (O08) 

Black Sounds 
Fifteen minutes of pure Varèse. Winds, piano & percussion, dissonant cries. But Varèse 
would not have written the final brass chorale with steady timp beats. (O08) 

Transcendental Variations 
GR in tonal mode, yea diatonic, expanded from movement of watershed Third Quartet. 
Sound world of Mahler Adagietto, sans harp: widely spaced chords, subito pp’s, huge 
swells, silences. (O08) 

Songs in Praise of Krishna 
I thought this must be pre-conversion Rochberg, so dissonant it is, but no, a lengthy cycle 
of 14 songs in translation from Bengali by Levertov, alternating between Radha (Flesh) 
and Krishna (Spirit), mostly Radha. The songs are all declamatory, with jagged vocal 
lines, extreme expressionist leaps. It's hard to tell when one ends and the next begins. 
Tedious, alas. (O10) 

Oboe Concerto 
 This sounds most like 1920s German expressionism, a style that I love. All in one 

movement – I didn’t follow closely enough, but it sounded very attractive. 
Viola Sonata 
 Which Rochberg is it? Texture is that of big Romantic Sonata in three movements, with 

off-kilter notes – Prokofiev maybe? Allegro has slow intro, then marcato theme – 
difficult stuff, passionate gestures and lots of double stopping mixed with pained, 
consolatory phrases. Adagio is a kind of Kaddish with impressionist looping (Bloch 
maybe?). Short Fantasia Epilogue returns to first movement material, ends quietly in 
major. (My14) 

Trio, violin, cello & piano 
 In one movement, 19’. Here’s the serialist Rochberg, violin alone with multi-octave 

leaping about, deliberate tempo – piano enters, cello takes over. Moments of agitation, 
but a lot of atmospheric sustained notes. I have no idea of the rhythmic notation. 
Beautifully performed, but I make no sense of it. (Ja16) 

To the Dark Wood 
Fantasy for wind quintet, 15’. There is no program, but what seems like a children’s song 
suggests innocence in a sinister place. Otherwise the wind gestures all, all of them, sound 
like thefts from The Rite of Spring. Style is consistent pandiatonic dissonance. It might 
seem stronger with an actual program. (S18)    

PIERRE RODE 
Violin Concerto No 7 in A minor, op 9  

After listening to Paganini, this Concerto sounds lyrical, classical, playable, on the order 
of Viotti, Rode’s teacher. The contrast really sets off Paganini’s ostentatious 
pyrotechnics. (F09) 

Violin Concerto No 10 in B minor, op 19 



Showier piece than No 7, varied demands, nice alla polacca Finale. Eichhorn plays 
French with limpid bow, not Accardo’s icy steel. Sounds like he’s having fun. (F09) 

Violin Concerto No 13 in F# minor/A, op posth 
More of same, happy music (despite minor key), a romp. (F09) 

RICHARD RODGERS 
15 Songs with Lorenz Hart  

Rodgers’ style is so familiar that these songs all sound familiar even when they’re not. 
RR does sound fresher in these earlier pieces than in the hackneyed and more saccharine 
musicals. But I miss “My Funny Valentine.” Upshaw as usual is superb. (S09) 

Slaughter on Tenth Avenue 
Less jazzy, more popsy than I expected: afterbeats, vamps, very mild syncops, 3+3+2 
rhythms, all a bit generic. Raucous variations on Three Blind Mice followed by flagrant 
pesante in the middle ear-catching. Set tune idea repeated. OK piece of its sort, but a 
disappointment: blotted out by Bernstein’s West Side Story dances. (S10) 

Carousel 
Wow! Semi-staged with NY Philharmonic, Nathan Gunn, Stephanie Blythe, and a 
first-rate cast of singers and dancers – sentimental fantasy that makes wife beating seem 
pure – Nathan Gunn just grows and grows, stepping ably into Thomas Hampson’s shoes. 
The rest of the cast: Kelli O’Hara (Julie Jordan), Jason Danieley (Enoch Snow), Jessie 
Mueller (Carrie Pipperidge). It enters my list of the finest dramatic musicals. (Ap13) 

The Sound of Music 
I didn’t want to go, but we took Ayla and Benjamin – then discovered that Ruth had 
bought tickets for the evening show. Once I sorted that out, I enjoyed it more than I 
expected. Standards at Grand Bend have improved since I played in the pit, and the 
paper-maché Nazis were less offensive than I expected – i.e. better worked into the story. 
Little Clare Fright did very well for herself as Brigitta. “My Favorite Things” and “Climb 
Every Mountain” are truly great songs. (live -- Je13 ) 

12 Songs with Lorenz Hart 
Different from Upshaw’s`recital, a compilation of period singers – including Jo Stafford, 
Judy Garland, Dick Haymes, Hildegard, each represented by only one track, alas – 
singing ballads (whatever that means in pop parlance), notably “Dancing on the Ceiling,” 
“Ten Cents a Dance,” “You Are Too Beautiful,” “There’s a Small Hotel.” Brilliant lyrics 
by Hart, a lyric master. (N16) 

Selections 
 For New Year’s Eve in NYC, Joyce DiDonato and Paolo Szot. No surprises. (D16) 
JOAQUIN RODRIGO 
Cuatro madrigales amatorios 

Short songs on anonymous folk texts. The tunes sound traditional, with most delicate 
elaboration. The third is a fine taunting song, the last very familiar. Beautiful. (Ag11) 

Triptych of Monsignor Cinto 
Three songs of naive religiosity. Settings are charming, sophisticated: I’m reminded, 
rather wildly, of Mahler’s Fourth. Very special. (Ag11) 

Danzas de España 
Three short piano pieces, a terrific group. The Debussy-Ravel affiliation is clear. The 
middle piece is exquisite. (My12) 

Suite for Piano 



Rodrigo is not known as a piano composer, but this chronological collection fills two 
CDs. Some of the pieces were written first for guitar, a few were later orchestrated This 
five-movement suite from 1923 follows the baroque dance format, with harmony having 
just enough tang – sevenths, cross-relations, bitonalism – to be of this century. (Je17) 

5 piano pieces 
Cancion y Danza: Slow, lean, folksy, improvisatory. Preludio al Gallo Manuauero: I’m 
pretty sure the “gallo” is a chicken – very nimble, virtuosic toccata. Pastorale: Perfect 
example of a few notes counting for more – lovely neo-baroquism. Zarabanda lejana: 
This is known in its orchestrated version – another neo-baroque dance. Bagatella: Folksy 
in quick 3. (Je17) 

Deux Berceuses; Air de Ballet; Serenata espagnol 
The lullabies were later orchestrated, the first almost minimalist, the second (written six 
years earlier) more dissonant, erratic. The “jeune fille” of the Air de Ballet later married 
the composer. Interesting play of tonalities. The Serenata is a characteristic dance with 
virtuoso flourishes, written for Jose Iturbi. (Je17) 

Serenada de adios 
Homage and elegy for one of Rodrigo’s teachers, Paul Dukas. Persistent left-hand figure 
underneath mournful melody that becomes acidic with dissonance. (Je17) 

Four Pieces for Piano 
A set of characteristic Spanish dances. The first is a tribute to zarazuela composer 
Federico Chueca. There’s a brief fandango and a Valenciano. No 3 is a Plegaria de la 
Infanta de Castilla – I’m not sure what that means, but it’s very beautiful. Fine set. (Je17) 

Five Pieces from the Sixteenth Century 
Simple transcriptions: Differentias by Cabezon, 3 Pavannes (Luis de Milan and 
Valderrabano), and a Fantasia by Mudarra. Glorious simple music. (Je17) 

3 Spanish Dances; El Álbum de Cecilia 
Two sets of character miniatures from the 1940s. Cecilia was Rodrigo’s daughter, and the 
six pieces are for children’s hands. (Jy17)   

À l’ombre de Torre Bermeja 
Posthumous tribute to pianist Ricardo Viňes, who championed Spanish and French 
composers. This very Spanish piece mixes Rodrigo’s usual delicacy with some big-boned 
virtuosity. “Torre Bermeja” alludes to a serenade by Albeniz. (Jy17) 

Sonatas de Castilla con Toccata a modo de Precon 
The most ambitious of Rodrigo’s piano works, according to the notes. The Toccata 
prepares the tone of virtuosity in a whirlwind. The five Sonatas, about 5’ each, are 
modelled after Domenico Scarlatti. Not all are brilliant: No 2 is funereal, with polymodal 
harmony at Rodrigo’s extreme, and No 4 “come un tiento” evokes early organ music. 
Otherwise scintillating sempre staccato in the manner of harpsichord (not a familiar 
sound in 1951). Magnificent! (Jy17) 

4 Estampas Andaluzas 
Scenic pieces: Seller of Chanquetes establishes Spanish impressionism, virtuoso 
figuration. Dawn on the Guadalquivir – gorgeous. Seguidillas de Diablo is thin textured, 
full of ornamentation. It sounds difficult. Slow B section is grim. Barquitos [little boats?] 
of Cadiz begins slowly, moves into wave-like arpeggios. Music full of atmosphere. (Jy17) 

Danza de la amapola 
 Tiny addendum to Cecilia’s album, written for her daughter. (Jy17) 



3 Evocaciones 
Substantial pieces, 13’ total without a break, written for the centenary of Turina. Tarde en 
el parque – impressionist with great sprays of Ravelian notes. Noche en al Guadalquivir – 
big hollow chords in right hand over low doodling in left. Maňado Triana – carnival 
music, full bodied, full of minor key joy. Wonderful flashy piece. (Jy17) 

Preludio de Aňoranza 
 Rodrigo’s last piano piece, just 4’, written to honor Arthur Rubinstein. (Jy17) 
Sonata giocosa, guitar 

Three movements, 13’. Allegro begins with harsh chord and continues in an easy canter 
with simple scale ideas. Andante plays on minor/major, more engaging but still not 
complex. Allegro Finale has more Spanish feel and a livelier theme. (F20) 

JEAN ROGER-DUCASSE 
Pastorale 

Modest title for big French carillon-style piece (middle section), flanked by 6/8 pipings. 
Nice. (O08) The composer’s sole organ work has become a fixture, not a rarity: a 
substantial 15' exploration of the Concerto di natali. (S12) 

Prélude d’un ballet 
Three-minute piece sounds like a scrap from Daphnis et Chloë: Roger-Ducasse’s ballet 
was never written. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Au jardin de Marguerite: Interlude 
Instrumental excerpt from a large symphonic poem with chorus on the Faust theme. The 
effect is of a love scene pas de deux. Faust und Gretchen might be Daphnis et Chloë. 
Derivative but beautiful. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Suite française 
Four movements in “olden style,” orchestrated with more floridity and charming, but less 
piquant than, say, Grieg, or Fauré, or Saint-Saens, or Milhaud. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Epithalame 
Symphonic poem written for the wedding of one Marguerite Damrosch, presumably the 
conductor’s daughter. Opens with brief impressionistic Adagio, turns into a series of 
teasing impressionistic dances, Cakewalk, Foxtrot, Tango, all combined in a Danse 
finale, ending back with the somnolent Adagio. Exciting piece in the tradition of 
Chabrier-Debussy-Ravel. Super. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

BERNARD ROGERS 
The Musicians of Bremen 

Very disappointing. Musical cues don’t have pointed characterization, too long, too slow. 
I want to hear broad comedy, really raucous music from the musicians. Nyahhh!  
(Jy09B—Muskoka) 

PHILIPPE ROGIER 
Missa Domine Deus noster 

Festive Mass for royal wedding presented with Proper, chants, motets, and major 
instrumental presence. Little à cappella singing, several motets given by instruments 
alone (the 3-choir Verbum caro is impressive). The Mass is sung with lighter 
accompaniment, but the performance is sharply rhythmic, syncopated, unlike the 
ubiquitous Renaissance legato. I don’t think there’s continuo (Rogier died in 1596), but 
the presentation gives a strong early baroque feel. (Ag10) 

Videntes stellam; Cantantibus organis; Caligaverunt oculi mei 



Massive 12-part antiphonal motet for Epiphany. Trendell’s English choir draws from the 
same scholarship as Tubéry’s, but what a difference! There are lots of instruments: the 
liner notes refer to “harp continuo,” and something of the dramatic intensity, syncopation, 
even written silences, but all smoothed over into English cathedral style. I like it, but I’m 
glad to hear the continental alternative. Cantantibus is a joyous St Cecilia motet sung à 
cappella. Caligaverunt is a penitential motet that begins with under the shadow of 
Gesualdo. Ravishing!  (Ag10)  

Missa Ego sum ego 
Elaborate 6-voice Mass, highly contrapuntal, written with a nod to Gombert, sung à 
cappella. Amazingly adventurous harmony, not in dissonance or cross-relation but in 
chromatic quasi-modulatory phrases. Et incarnatus is truly mysterious B Agnus Dei has 
wrenching cross relations, big sequential ending.Wow! Rogier, whose name I did not 
know, was a major forward-looking master. (Ag10) 

Laetatus sum in lingua mea; Laboratur in gemitu meo; Verbum caro 
The first two are extraordinary penitential motets, the first a 10' sustained, plaintive wail 
that runs from the middle to the end without cadence – an astonishing feat. The last is a 
big piece for two 6-voice choirs, alternating awe and joy at the Incarnation. Trendell uses 
instruments, but with less relish than Tubéry. (Ag10) 

JOHAN HELMICH ROMAN 
Harpsichord Suites in E♭, D and G 

Plain music, unadorned, uninspired. (Jy10—Muskoka) 
ANDREAS ROMBERG 
Quartet in B minor, op 30/1 

Andreas was a virtuoso prodigy who rubbed shoulders with the elder Haydn and the 
youthful Beethoven. His Quartet extends the Haydn legacy in a gentle way B beautiful 
material, no nonsense filler, expert phrase extensions, recap in major, surprise return to 
minor. Minor key Minuet molto misterioso. Adagio lovely, but no heart tugging or high 
dramatics. Finale likewise gentle. Superbly crafted music. Romberg must have set the bar 
Beethoven had to leap. (My11) 

Quartet in G minor, op 16/2 
Allegro has remarkable double turns in melody. Menuetto a slinky chromatic legato, 
contrasting rum-tum Trio with pizzicati. Grazioso a little set of charming variations. 
Rondo Finale back to minor key seriousness. (My11) 

Quartet in A minor, op 2/2 
After hearing Spohr, Romberg sounds very classical: it’s the melodic shape and 
contained phrases.  Standard format, nice, especially the Allegro Finale. (My11) 

Flute Quintet No 1 in E minor, op 41/1 
 I was expecting light, brilliant music showing off the flute, but these are all substantial 

chamber works in four movements lasting about 25 minutes each. No genteel opening but 
forte chromaticism in minor key, the flute full integrated into the ensemble (with two 
violas). Nice extended development, a few brilliant licks, everything right. Stately 
homophonic Minuetto with twisty chromatic Trio plus gentler second Trio in canon. 
Larghetto promises an ornamental canzonetta, but then surprises by breaking into God 
Save the King. Final builds on a cheeky minor key Rondo idea. Super piece, beautifully 
composed. (My14) 

Flute Quintet No 2 in D, op 42/2 



 It’s amazing how the textbook classical form took decades to perfect, to about 1780-90, 
and then became available to everyone. Andreas has it mastered, here complicated by 
sustained dialog between flute and violin, as well as the other instruments. A sunny D 
major, few complications, a few well timed remote modulations, fine detailing 
everywhere. Flute takes lead in Minuet and Trio. Romanza alternates lower voices and 
upper. Rondo Finale in jolly 6/8. (Je14) 

Flute Quintet No 3 in F, op 42/3 
 Again a model Allegro, but development modulations are quite wild. Andante begins 

with sustained melody, then moves into an Andante in 3 led by viola, a subtle contrast 
with no recap. Minuetto begins conventionally but generates counterpoint as it goes. 
Vivace Finale bright and brief. (Je14) 

BERNARD ROMBERG 
Cello Concerto No 1 in B♭, op 2 
 Romberg was a cello virtuoso who left ten concerti, plus a flood of quartets and three 

known symphonies. Purely classical, dating from the mid 1790s – the nearest might be 
Viotti. The passagework is similar, and the technical demands, but I don’t find the 
melodic invention. Lots of double stopping, some octaves, a big cadenza. Andante 
grazioso is a wee set of variations on a simple theme. Rondo is in a loping 3, an ambling 
tune with fancy technical decoration: a nice bit in minor, a remote modulation, the best 
movement. But I thought Bernard was a stronger composer. (Ap17) 

Cello Concerto No 5 in F# minor, op 30 
 The favorite of critics and composer alike. The odd minor key endows a certain 

seriousness, and BR has lessened his reliance on empty passagework, developing motifs 
and working cross-string stuff more inventively. Andante is a gentle 6/8 in major. (Ap17) 

MATHEO ROMERO 
Magnificat à 8; In devotione 

Antiphonal (the alternatim tradition has died), fully dramatic rendition of text. The 
Renaissance ictus has wholly given way to the bar line. Without the bar line, syncopation 
is impossible. The motet is also antiphonal, à 8. (Ag10)  

Missa Bonae voluntatis 
Tubéry presents Romero’s Mass full, like Rogier’s, with Proper, chants, motets and 
trimmings. The Mass itself is exceptionally elaborate, for three choirs, each with its 
distinct continuo, the first “choir” entrusted to solo voice with instruments. This becomes 
very dramatic in the Credo: Et incarnatus, Resurrexit. Firmly early baroque. (Ag10) 

Missa pro defunctis 
 Billed as Requiem for Cervantes. Romero, who was Flemish, a pupil of Rogier, may not 

be the greatest composer of his day, but this recording is one of the most beautifully 
performed and recorded ever. Much of the music is double choir and alternatim, and the 
plainchant singing is some of the most beautiful I’ve heard. The alternatim is as magical 
as it ought to be, never mechanical. There are some through-composed motets, music by 
one Ruimonte, plus the final upbeat and wonderful “Tota pulchra es” by one López de 
Velasco. Return to this one. (N13) 

JULIUS RÖNTGEN 
Symphony No 10 “Walzersymphonie” 

Scarcely a symphony, one movement at less than ten minutes, but good humored waltz 
potpourri.  Perhaps not the best intro to this composer.  (S08) 



Suite “Oud Nederland” 
What fun! Tuneful Suite in four movements like little folk symphony: interesting 
rhythmic juxtapositions, brilliantly orchestrated. Perfect for amateur orchestra, or special 
occasion. What’s in a name? Had he called it a “Symphony,” would I have been so 
cheerful? (S08) 

Symphonietta humoristica 
Lots of good humored frippery. Better than Minkus, but not as good as Giselle (except 
for clever third movement).  (O08) 

Three Preludes and Fugues 
Opens with impressionism parody via augmented chords, celeste – cf Dukas. Fugues are 
light fun with “impossible” fugue subjects. Shades of Reger. Not programmable. (O08) 

Symphony No 3 in C minor 
Here is the serious Röntgen, an ambitious Symphony full of novel turns, very impressive. 
An appassionato freely derived from Schumann/Brahms hemiola (e.g. Rhenish), 
colorfully orchestrated, folksy Dutch subordinate themes. Slow movement touches 
greatness, odd, richly imagined.  Boisterous Scherzo à la Brahms Fourth. Largamente 
reviews earlier movements, then fast rippling 6/8s. Big Largamente ending. (N08)  

Suite Aus Jutenheim 
Tribute to his friend Grieg, one of JR’s successes, comparable to Peterson-Berger’s 
character Suites, lovely stuff. Apparently worked up from Norwegian folktunes. Ends, 
unexpectedly but gorgeously, with solemn Lento. (N08) 

Symphony No 15 in F# minor 
While exploring Dutch composers, I had to revisit Röntgen. Tovey praised him, and he 
befriended Brahms and Grieg. Allegro develops a most angular theme very stiffly. 
Allegretto a fresh-air pastoral, flute staccato against rhythmic string figure. Lento, also 
thinly scored, features a series of solo instruments in a winding chromatic line. Finale 
opens with recollections of earlier motifs before Allegro tries to break in with brass and 
another angular theme but keeps getting put off. Admirers might praise economy and 
severity. To me it’s an unfiunished sketch of a Symphony, tuttis not filled, no detailing, 
ideas left raw. No, this seems bare and underachieved. Or do I miss something? (N12) 

Variations on a Norwegian Folksong 
A tribute to Grieg: there’s a good five minutes of doodling before the tune gets started. 
The Variations themselves are super. The true test, though, lies in the sequence, 
juxtaposition, increasing freedom and ultimate recovery of the theme. Röntgen knows 
this: I’m not sure how well he succeeds, but this is one of his best pieces. (N12) 

Serenade in A, op 14, flute, oboe, clarinet, 2 horns, 2 bassoons, double bass 
From the early period, not the devil-may-care retirement. Allegro tranquillo opens with 
tranquil short phrases in 3, folklike but not folk material. Slightest tension in 
development and coda, quickly resolved. Scherzo in dotted 3 – Trio appears twice – it 
really dances! Andante also moves along – B section a Ländler-like Allegretto – return to 
A with embellishments. Vivace Finale has Mendelssohnian darting with thumps in the 
bass. Utterly charming piece. Horns and bassoons mainly sustain harmonic matrix, a little 
tubby sounding, leaving soprano instruments for melody and decoration, bassoons 
participating. I might have slimmed down the ensemble, given more solo shine to horn 
and maybe bass. Super piece. (Ag20) 

JOSEPH-GUY ROPARTZ 



Symphony No 2 in F minor 
Most striking feature is transparency. Very belated (1900) French classicism, à la 
Gounod/Bizet. Though in minor key, neither over-wrought nor histrionic. Delightful 
Finale alla marcia. Wholly unlike Ropartz Third. Expressively reserved classicism – 
lovely. (D08) 

Symphony No 5 in G 
Pure joy, especially the 5/4 Finale: all movements festive at war’s end, 1945. Subtle 
rhythms in Scherzo. Restrained but genuine feeling throughout. Masterly. Seems 
incongruous with premiere of Honegger Third on same program.  (D08) 

Prélude, Marine and Chansons, flute, harp & strings 
Yes, there is some recollection from the old LP. This performance seems stronger, more 
demonstrative. Lovely stuff. Folktune in Finale.  (F09) 

Violin Sonata No 3 in A 
Sounds more impressionist than other Ropartz, mild added note chords, rhapsodic 
sounding but formally shaped. Moody Lento. Lively, surprisingly jazzy syncopated 
Allegro. Very nice. (Mh09) 

Violin Sonata No 2 in E 
Warm, bright, expansive opening. Catchy Scherzo. Longish slow movement is sectional: 
I lost track. Finale rushes by. Lots of whole tone stuff. Great piece to get lost in. (Mh09)   

Violin Sonata No 1 in D 
More conventional, Franck sounding, than the later two. Maybe I’d be more impressed 
had I not heard them first. Attractive enough, however. (Mh09) 

Musique au jardin 
Six piano pieces with morning/evening titles, making set. Surprised by closeness to 
Debussy: parallel sevenths, whole tone touches. Lots of character. Set needs bigger 
ending, but lovely. (Ap09) 

Three Nocturnes; Scherzo 
First Nocturne a virtual sonata-fantasy, complex, shifting textures. I expected something 
closer to Fauré’s homogeneity. Second is closer to Fauré, but with flurries of notes in B 
section. Third shorter, more homogenous, in 7/8. Scherzo a quickstep in 5.  (Ap09) 

Jeunes filles 
Another surprise from the serious, poetic Ropartz: a set of lightish female portraits. Liner 
notes hint at Couperin, but I hear traces of Poulenc cheekiness, parody.  (Ap09) 

Piano Trio in A minor 
Thoroughly Romantic Trio with Debussyan gestures almost fully integrated. Gorgeous, 
could be middle-period Fauré. Vif is Scherzo in a compound time I can’t figure out. Lent 
beautiful but elusive. Animé surprises with rustic motifs, still contained within Fauré 
style, extended, complex. Yes, this is Ropartz’s true masterpiece. Thrilling.  (Ap09) 

Missa Te Deum laudamus 
Romantic organ mass for unusual STB choir, very transparent independent melodic lines. 
A real discovery for fans of Fauré and Duruflé. (D09)  

Missa brevis; Ave verum; Ave Maria 
For 3-part Women’s Choir, not much more brevis than the previous, gloriously beautiful 
in texture and harmony. Lovely motets are for different choirs. (D09)    

Salve Regina; Missa in honorem St Odile 



SATB works in the gorgeous French manner à la Fauré. Let the doubter listen to the 
Agnus Dei. (Mh10) 

Quartet No 4 in E 
My first taste of Ropartz as a Quartet composer. I’m unconvinced. Much canonic writing, 
densely interwoven sound like a contrapuntalist Ravel, but no contrast. Scherzo is a 
delight: offbeats, pizzicati, good humor – slow section, folkish dance with divisions. It’s 
a potpourri. Quasi Lent seems to ramble. Finale works out rhythmic motto figure. (Je11) 

Quartet No 5 in D “Quasi una fantasia” 
Shortish in one movement but five sections, fast-slow-fast-slow-fast, i.e. a scherzando 
interrupts a central slow movement. Formal outline is also smudged by rubato figures in 
the outer movements.  Changes of mood are abrupt and convey a sense of dramatic 
questioning. A theme from the beginning returns near the end. Impressive piece. (Je11) 

Quartet No 6 in F 
One of Ropartz’ last works in his octogenarian years. The notes observe greater 
conciseness, but I hear more than a trace of Fauré’s final work: legato lines, dense 
interweaving, chromatic sequencing, a sense of propulsion. Animato glitters like Fauré’s 
scherzandi, briefly, then pauses for slower B section. Lento finds an interior space with 
subtlest of chromatic inflections – gorgeous serenity. Finale is Giocoso, bright pizzicati 
with reminders of folk roots. Outstanding Quartet. (Je11) 

Symphony No 1 in A minor “Sur un choral breton” 
Firmly in the Franckian tradition, in three sizable movements. The Breton hymn is not 
heard straight until the very end, but it shapes each movement, including the slow intro. 
Animé is dark, passionate, oceanic. Lent is brooding, breaks into scherzando bits twice, 
return to slow tempo more affecting each time. Finale has less mist, with folksy bounce; 
tempos change frequently: the chorale is grand (I don’t recognize it). This Symphony is 
derivative in style but gorgeous, not a bit immature. (Ag11)  

Symphony No 4 in C 
Still in Franckian mold: three movements, English horn in Adagio played without a 
break. But the voice is Ropartz, rhapsodic, exalted, undercurrents of anxiety. Passages 
sound like d’Indy’s travelogues, others like Fauré’s Pénélope. Tristan hovers in the 
background. Adagio seems fragmented, dark, interrupted twice by folksy scherzando; 
final bars glorious in acceptance. Finale intrudes without warning, agitated, then 
triumphant, finally serene, with gorgeous subdued ending.  Dare I call it a masterpiece? 
I don’t know, but it speaks to me. (Ag11) 

CIPRIANO de RORE 
Passio Domini nostri Jesu Christi secundum Joannem 

Full-length narration of John’s version in Vulgate Latin (no vernacular). Much choral 
recitative like brief Passions of Herold & Demantius, but different textures, 
instrumentation, more elaborate B words of Christ, dialogue, interludes. Far removed 
from familiar Renaissance polyphony. (My09)  

Missa Praeter rerum seriem 
For 7 voices, after Josquin’s Hercules Dux Ferrarae, with superimposed high soprano: 
intricate, mystical, shaded, begins dark. As notes say, much of the effect is due to 
Josquin. (N09)  

Concordes adhibete animos 
Exequy for Willaert, recorded with the Missa Mens tota. (N10) 



Missa Doulce mémoire 
Rore’s fame rests primarily on his madrigals, so recordings of his sacred music are 
scarce. This Mass is built, alas, on a homophonic chanson well known at the time, and the 
Mass too is virtually homophonic. It’s not what I want from a Renaissance Mass, though 
it must have been striking in its time. The chanson might have helped. (Ja14) 

3 motets 
Liner notes are excellent. O Altitudo addresses the mystery of God in rich, slow, 
contemplative counterpoint. Fratres scitote is a unique setting of words normally spoken 
at mass by the priest – but whatever Rore’s reasons for the musical setting, it is one of the 
most beautiful of all motets. Illexit nunc is a Christmas motet on the Nativity. (Ja14) 

Missa A note negre 
The madrigalist shines through, not only in the title but in the moving imitative 
counterpoint of this setting, every movement. The Mass is lively – Sanctus by contrast 
stately and magnificent. Wonderful, and so different from the other. (Ja14) 

Fulgebant justi 
 On words from Wisdom about deeds of the righteous. Madrigalists at Prayer. (D16) 
NED ROREM 
Symphony No 1 

Overly modest 20-minute symphony, neo-romantic easy listening, both in scope but in 
emotional reach – a grave fault. The elder Rorem says it could be a “Suite.” (O08) 

Symphony No 2 
Much stronger: big first movement has periods of flight, sustains its length (mostly). 
Beautiful tranquillo song. Brief, bumptious Finale, with piano & drums.  (O08) 

Symphony No 3 
A fully achieved Symphony. Rorem has gained not so much technique as confidence. 
Dramatic Passacaglia, Bernsteinian fast movement, two beautiful songs, quick extended 
Finale. A fine, valuable piece.  (O08) 

32 Songs 
Rorem’s songs have always been problematic for me. I think their thralldom to text, and I 
love his selection of texts: but the accompaniment often seems underdone (and he’s a 
pianist), while the melodies lose their periodicity. “Visits to St Elizabeths” is a 
masterpiece (and Sarfaty does it well).  Some nice ones: Herrick’s Willow, the 3 
Psalms, Roethke’s ARoot Cellar” (dissonant), Goodman’s Sally, Hopkins’ “Spring and 
Fall” (where the verbal nuance works), the operatic “What if some little pain.” Some near 
misses are instructive: “Rain in Spring” and “My Papa’s Waltz,” with their false endings, 
Stevenson’s “Requiem.” Gramm takes top honors among the singers. Gianna d’Angelo’s 
high soprano is squeaky, and text disappears in those altitudes. I’m glad to have this 
recording back, but mainly as a study. (Je10) 

Pilgrims 
 Short 8’ piece for strings from 1958, modal, reflective, in slow free rhythm. (S15) 
Flute Concerto 

Late work written when Rorem was 80 and cast in six short, loosely connected 
movements. Tonal but decidedly more modernist than other Rorem, with sudden 
dissonant sforzati, prominent piano and percussion. Second piece more romantic, a 
nocturne. Sirius, more in the same vein, with Gallic ripples and harp building to greater 
intensity. Hymn is for reduced ensemble, like second movement moves in short, 



equal-note phrases. False Waltz is more lively, even parodically vulgar. Finale, Resumé 
and Prayer is quirky mix of cadenza and themes reprised. Concerto closes quietly with 
modal equal-note theme. Pleasant but I want something bolder – the big orchestra needs 
more smash. (S15) 

Violin Concerto 
Rorem says all his non-vocal music is conceived as song. The Concerto could be called 
Variations, since the six movements are related, or Suite (there is an implied nocturnal 
narrative). Twilight begins brusquely on G string, gets quiet. Toccata is in lively 3, with 
timps and chattering. Romance is semplice in 3. Midnight is the longest movement, eerie, 
bitonal, peaceful. Toccata is comic scherzo with timps, woodwinds, pizzicato. Dawn 
returns to opening G-string strokes, goes for soaring tune. Easy listening, too little 
virtuoso flash. (S15) 

HILDING ROSENBERG 
Symphony No 3 

This grabs me from the start. Serious, mildly modernist harmony, linear, orchestrated in 
full color but not for color: it unfolds unpredictably but convincingly. Yes, Sibelius is the 
dominant presence. Andante similar in sound but with pastoral feel B sinister trombones 
intrude; troubled return to pastoral. Scherzo a heavy-footed trolls’ dance. Finale a short 
Andante, wandering chantlike lines with winds doing birdcalls: builds to big abrupt 
ending. What a wonderful Symphony!  (S10)  

Symphony No 6 “Sinfonia semplice” 
Poco adagio, brooding, builds to dramatic center, settles into angry fugato, ends 
ominously. March with relentless dotted rhythms hints at Shostakovich: melts into 
nebulous center: march beat returns. Recitativo is erratic, angry. Finale (called Inno, 
Hymn) tries to reconcile: sinister, angry feelings break out: attempted triumphant 
reconciliation gives way to questioning. The “semplice” designation is misleading if 
taken to refer to emotional expression. Less direct than No 3 but courageous. (S10) 

Piano Concerto No 1 
Lost, unplayed, until the 1990s, and unfinished. The Allegro unfolds with energy: triplet 
pattern in piano, martial stuff in brass &| percussion, hymnic chordal passage in strings. 
Adagio semplice, beautiful rich string writing. Piano lacks variety. A pity Rosenberg 
never finished or revised. (Ag11) 

Piano Concerto No 2 
Allegro seems to try to reproduce the First Concerto from memory, but it becomes more 
complex and interesting: High energy opening winds down to beautiful lyric theme, picks 
up with staccato stuff; three ideas mix and develop with clarity; recap interchanges piano 
and orchestra material.  Andantino is Variations on a Bartokian quartal theme, very nice. 
Finale nice, could lighten up a bit.  A fine tonal Concerto, mildly spiced, but no big tune 
or indelible idea. (Ag11) 

Symphony for Winds and Percussion 
 Late work in six connected movements, adapted from a ballet score. Tempo markings are 

all middling, from Andante to Allegretto. There are touches of exoticism and reminders 
of the prologue to Le Sacre, but not much to hold onto. Disappointing. (Ja17)  

Symphony No 4 “The Revelation of St. John” 
 Large-scale Symphony-Oratorio for baritone (originally a speaker), chorus and orchestra, 

in eight continuous parts lasting about 80’. Rosenberg wrote another large choral 



symphony, No 5, and two operas, but this seems to be his chef d’oeuvre. The three forces 
alternate with some regularity, but the chorus takes the spotlight. 

    Part I: Choir intones the coming vision, with brass and tubular chimes. Baritone follows 
with recit. 

    Part II is choral, beginning with a rather pastoral instrumental interlude that builds to an 
intense “Holy holy holy” (memories of Vaughan Williams!). Then the first à cappella 
chorale, witness to flames, bombers (!), the earth burning, all in hushed, sweet harmony. 

    Part III: Orchestra enters abruptly, fortissimo. John sees the Woman Clothed with the 
Sun, the Red Dragon, the Child caught up to his throne, the struggle. The choir 
comments, then the women in the second à cappella chorale. (Chorale texts are by poet 
Hjalmar Gullberg.) John sees the Beast with Seven Heads rise from the sea, marked with 
the number 666. 

    Part IV begins with a somewhat wild orchestral interlude. Choir in third chorale repeats 
the vision of the Beast.  

    Part V: A moment of serenity led by unaccompanied English horn: very beautiful 
threefold invocation by baritone followed by fourth chorale. It closes with baritone`s 
darker vision of One with a Sickle gathering the vine of the earth and casting it into the 
press of God`s wrath. 

    Part VI: Another turbulent interlude. The choir sings fortissimo, `Fear the Lord and give 
Him glory,`` followed by another chorale. Let the sickle sweep over king and thrall – 
beautifully elaborated. Baritone sees the Man on a White Horse, who slays the Beast and 
the kings of the earth. 

    Part VII: Orchestral interlude in rather gauzy manner. Another chorale about white horses 
is prayerful. The orchestra then strikes a martial march of salvation (it`s 1942), 
Halleluiah!, but it`s all in minor with chromatic twists. The baritone sees a new heaven 
and a new earth to the peal of chimes, and New Jerusalem descending from the sky. 

   Part VIII: The final section is choral, beginning with the most elaborate à cappella 
writing, stolid and serene until the orchestra enters for the Schlusschor, a powerful Amen 
of thanksgiving. It`s a powerful work, with particularly beautiful choral writing. But it`s 
rather conventional in its approach, and like any setting of Apocalypse, it has trouble 
reaching a suitable resolution. I have a hard time feeling it as a whole. I like it but I`m not 
blown away as I ought to be. (Ja17) 

JOHANN ROSENMÜLLER 
Venezianische Abendmusik 

As the notes say, JR absorbed the Italian opera style from Cavalli into his liturgical 
music, written for Venice, but much more intimate, even the double choir pieces, than St 
Mark’s choral grandeur. These are Psalms for Compline and thus have texts suitable for 
bedtime. Much solo singing, moderately florid, with concertato instruments including 
trumpet. The singers are not top flight, but convincing.  The two instrumental Sonatas 
sound fuller. I like the ensemble bits best, like the magnificent Nunc dimittis. A gorgeous 
disc.  (O10)  

Trio Sonata in E minor 
Is this the same that was on the Bernhard Greenhouse LP? It is the first on this survey of 
Trio Sonatas in Germany that sounds like a fully formed instance of the genre. The notes 
say it is influenced by Legrenzi. (D10)  

ANTONIO ROSETTI 



Symphonies in G, E♭, B♭, and E♭ 
Among the stronger period Symphonies, motivic not melodic, always inventive and 
forward moving. Each has four movements, two viola parts, flute, oboe, bassoon and two 
horns. The G minor comes close to Mozrt’s Little G Minor. But was there ever a period 
when the distance between the second tier composers and the masters was greater? 
(Muskoka, Jy11) 

THOMAS ROSEINGRAVE 
Organ Fugue XIII in E minor 
 Roseingrave was an 18th-century Anglo-Irishman who studied in Italy, where he acquired 

an antiquarian taste combined with contemporary chromaticism. Admired as an 
improviser. (N14) 

NIKOLAI ROSLAVETS 
Quartets Nos 1 & 3 

At first a Schoenbergian sound world: then it appears a complex of shifting motivic but 
tonal fragments. The two quartets are similar, but differ in texture. Interesting stuff, far 
more than the disappointing Violin Sonatas. (S08)  

3 Compositions; 3 Etudes; Piano Sonata No 1 
Hamelin’s disc is meticulously set out and annotated in chronology, these pieces all from 
1914. If they are tonal, I can’t detect it: prophetic like Kandinsky’s abstracts and probably 
of the same aesthetic. The notes point to Scriabin, who shared Kandinsky’s occultism, but 
no reference to Roslavets. The Sonata sounds a bit like late Scriabin, but I can’t hear any 
formal direction in it. Intriguing. (Je11) 

Prelude; 2 Compositions; Piano Sonata No 2 
By 1915 Roslavets was emerging as the most radical innovator of the Russian Futurists 
[with Mosolov perhaps?]. The Prelude is a somber In Memorian for a revered teacher. 
The Second Sonata is also mysterious formally: Roslavets habitually smudges both bar 
line and tempo, though there are repeated gestures, chords that sound almost 
conventional. It’s a distinctive soundworld. (I’ll have to check out those Violin Sonatas 
again.) (Je11) 

2 Poems; 5 Preludes; Piano Sonata No 5 
These works from 1920-23 leave a gap for Sonatas Nos 3 and 4, which are lost. If’s 
there’s a change of sound, it’s in the direction of tonality and rhythmic periodicity. The 
Sonata has recognizable sections. (Je11) 

Chamber Symphony 
Most important work of important composer, scored for 12 instruments: inspired by 
Schoenberg’s First Kammersymphonie, and sounds it, though problematic because of the 
enforced harmonic conventionalism, and much less virtuosic. Poor Roslavets had just 
returned from punitive exile to Uzbekhistan and was obliged to pioneer backward. A 50' 
Symphony in conventional four movements. Adagio 20' long, probably too long. Scherzo 
starts with a bang, unfolds like Scriabin, or Liadov, or even Borodin. Lots of phrasal 
doubling. Finale begins with slow intro, lots of intricate interplay, builds to grand 
peroration. (Jy11) 

In the Hours of the New Moon 
According to liner notes, an ecstatic if ultimately rather sinister nocturne: a 12' tone 
poem, very exciting if derivative of Scriabin, early Stravinsky (I detected harmonic 
glissandi). Abrupt ending. Masterful. (Jy11) 



Piano Trio No 2 
In one longish movement, romantic impressionist in feeling, though based on an 
eight-note “row.” Could easily be mistaken for Scriabin. (D11) 

Piano Trio No 3 
One 14' movement marked Moderato, though there’s quicker tempo and more agitated 
feel after the first few minutes. Sound world is Scriabin, even early Berg. Recognizable 
phrasal patterns, Debussy duplets in fact, that give a familiar grounding. Superb mood 
piece, great quiet ending. Roslavets in top form.  (D11) 

Piano Trio No 4 
Surprise: After two atmospheric single-movement Trios comes this 38' Trio laid out 
conventionally in four movements. Allegro has conventional textures: the strings move 
and intertwine even in a Brahmsian way, though sometimes the texture is more 
impressionistically fragmented. Scherzo has some Russian grotesque. Lento proves to be 
soporific. Finale opens canonically, with wild fast passages. Was Roslavets taking his 
style to a new level of ambitiousness? (Ja12) 

Cinq Préludes 
Does Hamelin include these? Yes. Five short piano pieces in post-Scriabin style, less 
radical than Lourié but decidedly avant gardish. Also beautiful to listen to. (Mh13) 

Violin Concerto No 1 
Three movements, 39’. The opening has memories of Russian grotesque, Scriabin, and 
Stravinsky of Firebird with Petruchka’s piano. There’s a persistent four-note motif. I was 
wary of this piece, but it seems a successor to Szymanowski’s great First Concerto. 
Virtuoso cadenza leads into Adagio, with a different five-note motif, while the soloist 
spins delirium over top. Allegro risoluto Finale begins after long diminuendo transition – 
a marcato ritmico in 3. The massive orchestra takes up relentless dotted rhythms. This 
complex piece is too much to grasp as a whole on one hearing, and the solo part is 
outlandishly difficult, but it’s probably a masterpiece. (Mh19)    

Violin Concerto No 2  
Three movements, 19’. Written in 1936, much more modest than the First, and just half 
the length. It was written after Roslavets’ return from exile in Uzbekhistan in a bid to 
rejoin the ranks of Soviet composers, but Shostakovich and Prokofiev had just been 
denounced in the press, and Roslavets set aside the MS, never to be performed until this 
CD. (Mh19)    

ARNOLD ROSNER 
Symphony No 5 “Missa sine cantoribus super Salve Regina” 

An American composer not known to me, a neo-romantic Jew who, like Bernstein, writes 
Masses: here, a five-movement Symphony set out, like Flagello’s, as the Mass Proper. 
Style modal, stark like Ives rather than lush like Vaughan Williams, but it seems innocent 
of counterpoint. Gloria, after trumpet intonation, breaks into quick minor key 6/8 B 
relentless block chords, powerful big bits. Credo too has beautiful big ending. Sanctus is 
scherzando for winds B silence plus big allargando ending. Agnus Dei lets loose with 
tam-tam. Steve Schwartz likes it. It’s better than the Flagello, I think, but shares the same 
faults. I’m not going to hunt for more Rosner. (N12) 

MICHAELANGELO ROSSI 
Toccati e Correnti 



 Music for keyboard, here organ and cembalo alternating the toccatas and courants. Rossi 
is a kind of link between Frescobaldi and Froberger, though he is not known to have had 
contact with either. There is also some Gesualdo influence, accounting for wild 
chromaticism and dissonance at times. Rossi was better known in life as a violinist, and 
he wrote very early operas in the 1630s. These keyboard pieces were published in 1624. 
It`s a unique sound, I think, also affected by meantone temperament. Toccata Settima 
(track 12) is the perfect party piece – irrational progressions, and those wild chromatic 
waves and crazy dissonance at the end. OMG! (D16) 

SALOMONE ROSSI 
Madrigals & other works 
 The Sinfonias and several Madrigals are performed as chamber works with lute or 

chittarone. Madrigals are late Renaissance, but without Mannerism or secunda practica. 
One is in Hebrew with Alleluias, but alas, Glossa provides only the original languages. 
Liner notes offer a fine overview of Rossi, but say nothing about individual works. The 
music shows no recognizable Jewish imprint, though the tone is largely melancholy, as 
are the Wilbye and Cazzati pieces added on. (Ap13) 

Les Cantiques de Salomon 
Music of the Jewish baroque. Rossi`s sequence features four vocal pieces separated by 
Iinstrumental pieces, with an opening Sinfonia. This music is at least half a century 
earlier than Saladin and Grossi on the same CD, so it should like late Renaissance with 
continuo. (Continuo is lacking in the Glossa disc above – I wonder if that`s an editorial 
decision.) The choral writing has more movement in the parts than Saladin`s, 
homophonic but not block harmony. Sonata à 6 and Sonata in dialogo both set two 
instrumental groups antiphonally, perhaps a Venetian influence. The texts emphasize 
praise, reverence, blessing – no misereres or petitions. Nice to hear. (D16) 

GIAOCCHINO ROSSINI 
La Cenerentola 

Wonderful performance of wonderful opera B yes, Rossini singing has come back: Elina 
Garança smashing, ensemble singing super, even the slight mismatches a reminder of the 
live performance.  Camera work for once showed full stage from time to time, and the 
production was servant to the music, as it should be. Opera would be improved with a 
massed scene. Rossini must have been counting pennies or he would have shown the ball, 
with chorus, dancers, etc. (MetHD—My09). This is becoming a favorite opera. John was 
in super form, with that brilliant top and wonderful florid singing. Julie Boulianne from 
Quebec also first-rate, and Eduardo Chabas a very funny Don Magnifico. We exchanged 
compliments with him backstage. Super production set in Depression era B wonderful. 
(Ag09—Glimmerglass) 

Armida 
A reductio ad absurdum of opera seria, and that long history of Renaissance morality 
plays: everything is over the top. The two lead roles, Armida and Rinaldo (Fleming & 
Brownlee), sing high/low, fast/slow, everything all the time. The cast includes 4, 5 or 6 
tenors (depending on who’s counting), including a 3-tenor trio, a half dozen florid arias 
for soprano and about as many duets, plus a huge ballet (in an Italian opera). I don’t 
remember an opera of this period with more virtuoso solo writing for the orchestra: all 
the winds, plus harp, solo cello, solo violin . What a big show!  Fleming’s Rossini is not 
her strongest suit, and she was nowhere near a high note at the end, but the performance 



as a whole was very good, and Brownlee fabulous. Barry Banks as well, and basso Keith 
Miller. (My10—Met.HDlive)  

Le Comte Ory 
Exactly what I expected, a romp, a wonderful farce – but mainly I sat jaw-dropped at the 
virtuosity of the singing: Florez, Damrau, DiDonato, three of the greatest florid singers 
alive on the same stage. I can’t remember a single tune, just the sense of continuous 
astonishment, not to mention fine, and finely choreographed, acting, and a superb 
production. The medieval action of the story line was placed on an early 19th-century 
stage with all the machinery and stagehands visible. It doesn’t get better than this. 
(Ap11—MetHDlive) We saw this one twice, and it was just as enjoyable the second time. 
Florez arrived at performance a half hour after helping his wife deliver their baby. The 
extended a cappella passage was one of the jaw droppers: intonation perfect. (Je11) 

7 Songs 
Rossini’s songs are more elaborate than Meyerbeer’s on the same Hampson CD: longer, 
fuller piano, more like operatic scenas, and on the whole less interesting: Two 
sentimental deathbeds, a monotone Ave Maria. The best are “La Lazzarone” (a Rossini 
self portrait?) and “La chanson du bébé,” just over the top. Hampson wonderful, of 
course. (D12) 

La Donna del Lago 
DiDonato in her most demanding role, brilliant, and Florez as one of her three lovers, just 
as brilliant. Remember when I thought Rossini singing was dead in the 1960s. Well, it’s 
come back. The pants role was also very well sung, though Daniela Barcellona is not up 
to Marilyn Horne’s standard. John Osborn was the rival tenor, very good indeed. The 
production was much admired, but I thought it should have more magic – Elena was just 
another pretty girl, but to me she seems quasi-supernatural. The opera is another 
throwback to old-fashioned opera seria on the order of Mozart’s Clemenza. The first act 
is all expository and static, but the second takes off. Wonderful to see. (MetHD Mh15) 

Messa di Gloria 
Kyrie and Gloria only. The piece has survived only as a set of performing parts. Kyrie is 
purely choral, with a shocking dissonant opening, but the Christe is an extraordinary duet 
for two tenors, delicate and ornamented. (There are some very odd sustained trills in the 
orchestra.) Gloria is far more elaborate and theatrical. The text is broken into seven 
movements, only the final Cum Sancto choral and without solo voice. It begins with a 
quasi-military motif – it makes me think of that Suppe Requiem. Laudamus is given to 
soprano in a full-scale virtuoso aria – Sumi Jo sounds rather puny. Gratias Agimus Tibi is 
for tenor with an exceptionally high tessitura, with an obligato by what sounds to me like 
a florid English horn [Yes]. Raul Gimenez is marvelous. Domine Deus begins with 
mezzo (called contralto), then soprano, then duet, then a glorious coloratura trio with 
basso. The dark and lengthy Qui tollis begins with Chorus, then solo tenor takes over 
(Araiza this time), exercizing his extended range in both directions—fabulous ending. 
Quoniam tu solus sanctus is for basso with obligato clarinet. Apparently the concluding 
fugal Cum Sancto was supplied by Rossini’s counterpoint mentor Raimondi. I don’t 
know why this is less well known than the Stabat Mater. (F16)  

NINO ROTA 
Violin Sonata 



Allegretto wistful, folkish, quasi-improvisatory. Something reminds me of Canteloube. 
Largo seems to continue, just slightly slower. Haunting misterioso quasi-recit section, 
then attacca to Allegro, quick but keeping the same tone: builds to heavy artillery, ending 
both big and subito p. Beautiful, formally imaginative piece. (S10) 

Trombone Concerto 
Conventional fast-slow-fast layout. Nice vehicle, the Largo especially, since it gives the 
trombone opportunity to display its grandeur. Good rep. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Legend of the Glass Mountain 
Music for an Alpine operatic film sequence that was filmed on location at La Scala. Do I 
hears traces of La Wally? (Jy16) 

Piano Concerto in E minor 
Major 40’ work. Rota apparently wrote operas, ballets, symphonies, four other concertos. 
The Allegro tranquillo is lovely, with ripples and verismo opera lyricism; little virtuoso 
display but for some passagework mid-way. A bit soupy like Dream of Olwen. There’s a 
florid cadenza followed by coda alla Marcia. Andante sostenuto takes up the four-note 
motif and turns pathetique, with an intimate B section in major, plunging back into 
sadness. Allegro Finale is not overly fast, a happy oom-pah romp, that slows for another 
romantic head of steam. Grandiose, the four-note motif ever present, but the tone is just 
as soupy as ever. Bah! (O16) 

HANS ROTT 
Symphony in E 

Near masterpiece. A grand symphony, thrilling, the missing link between Bruckner (his 
organ teacher) and Mahler (his classmate). Ivesian quotation of Wagner at beginning is 
less disconcerting than thinly disguised theft from Brahms’ First in Finale, and there are 
echoes of both throughout, forgivable in a composer of 22 who wrote nothing else. 
Surprising Mahlerian moves throughout, nothing predictable. Scherzo is extended, almost 
seems climactic. Grand chorale at end, repeated from Adagio, and quiet coda. 
Magnificent. And tragic! (Je08) 

CLAUDE ROUGET de LISLE 
La Marseillaise 

In Berlioz’ souped up version for double chorus, tenor (in verse 5), and orchestra. Verse 6 
is for men a cappella. (Jy17) 

CHRISTOPHER ROUSE 
Anhran from Flute Concerto 

Hauntingly beautiful, highlight of Adagio disc, the melting moments of silence. The only 
other Rouse I’ve heard is highly modernist and memorable Concerto for Yo-Yo Ma. 
Worth investigating. Rouse was a student of George Crumb. [See below] (O08) 

Iscariot 
Sections alternate between strings, winds with celesta. CR says it is non-directional, but 
based on Bach chorale Es ist genug, which emerges at in end its whole tone phrase. Berg 
used it better, but this is impressive, even scary music. (Mh09)  

Clarinet Concerto 
The composer’s comments seem insufferably arrogant, yet the music is as promised 
unpredictable, spiky, zany, virtuosic, truly impressive. I like the thumping brass chords, 
the solo riffs echoed in the orchestra, the moments of tonality. Good piece, but will not 
supplant Copland. Ends with a police whistle. (Mh09) 



Symphony No 1 
Masterpiece? This is as impressive a new Symphony as I’ve heard in a long time, one 
seamless long movement, inexorable forward thrust, massive orchestral gestures without 
seeming pretentious or pointless, modern yet based in tonality. One to revisit. (Mh09) 

Symphony No 2 
Two shorter Allegros flanking a longer Adagio (I.M. Stephen Albert), played without 
pause. Allegro is motoric staccato, a bit like Piston, maybe Shostakovich. Adagio uses 
same material, big build up, quiet ending with bass clarinet. Finale repeats first 
movement, except strepitoso, angry, loud, dissonant, brasses & drums. Lucid outline. 
Very impressive. (Ag10) 

Phaeton 
The chariot ride is an 8' Allegro. The brass go wild, loud, out of control. Wow! (Ag10) 

Flute Concerto 
Possible masterpiece, a 5-movement piece in arch form. Ànhran (song in Celtic,see 
above): the brief outer movements are serene song. The long central movement is an 
elegy that includes a formal chorale à la Vaughan Williams, in strings, then brass with 
big crescendo to a dissonant non- resolution, while the flute meditates. Intensely moving 
stuff.  Movements 2 and 4 are short inter-related scherzandos. For a Flute Concerto the 
virtuosic elements seems slighted, but a terrific piece, an affirmation of innocence. Carol 
Wincencs has a perfect flute sound. (Ag10) 

Der gerettete Alberich 
Alberich saved? Percussion Concerto for Evelyn Glennie, written by a percussionist, 
placing the soloist in the position of an Alberich who has survived the collapse of the 
gods. Rouse begins with the final bars of Götterdämmerung and uses leitmotifs 
throughout to give his piece a kind of narrative. In I, Alberich is both superior and sullen. 
In II, he is surprisingly introspective (the soloist using pitched percussion including steel 
drums). In III, he rampages in a wild fit of pop music. I love it, even the outburst of pops, 
since it fits so well (and it’s neither overlong nor offered as “what we all really wanted to 
hear”). Highly praised by Alex Ross. (Ag11) 

Rapture 
Effort to compose a piece with no darkness, no sustained dissonance. It opens with 
solemn, richly voiced chords, various wind solos overtop. Loud brass chord marks tempo 
change, which keeps increasing to the end, with crescendo. Percussion goes crazy, really 
crazy. Super. Would be interesting to compare one of Rautavaara’s angel pieces. (Ag11)  

Violin Concerto 
In two movements: Barcarolla begins in slow rocking 6/8, firmly in minor: faster bit 
takes off, then slower, the effect is like variations. Toccata takes off faster yet, 
rhythmically tricky, suitably frenzied. I like Cho Liang Lin better here than in standard 
rep – superb performance. There are many impressive passages in themselves, but the 
piece as a whole starts and stops without motivation. Give it another try. (Ag11) 

SAMUEL ROUSSEAU 
3 Organ works 

I know nothing of this composer but that he was a pupil of Franck and therefore member 
of an elite club. The E♭ Prelude sustains a lovely melody, modulating usually by thirds. 
Prière could easily be by Franck, chromatic, very beautiful. Echo is a charming canon. 
Well-crafted music with clarity of line and palpable character. (F13) 



Double Thème varié in C minor 
One of the most important large scale French organ compositions of the late nineteenth 
century,” proclaim the liner notes. An 11' concert piece that maintains clarity of line and 
texture, building to an impressive maestoso. Rousseau is a composer worth knowing but 
little recorded. (F13) 

ALBERT ROUSSEL 
Piano Trio in E♭, op 2  

Nice but uncharacteristic. Decent student work. (My08) 
Résurrection, op 4 

OK. Moody opening, unclear development. Pierre Lalo in notes is right on. (My08) 
Divertissement, wind quintet & piano, op 6  

Slight. Curious anticipation of Poulenc. (My08) 
Symphony No. 1 “Le poeme de la foret,” op 7  

Beautiful romantic impressionism, contemporary with d’Indy’s forest trilogy and 
Debussy’s La Mer (even a bit of Bax). Relaxed descriptive music, barely symphonic, but 
very worthwhile. (My08) 

Sonata No. 1 in D minor, violin & piano, op 11  
Long, episodic, overly earnest. (My08) 

Le marchand de sable qui passe, chamber orchestra, op 13  
Generic atmosphere music for drama no longer extant by Jean Aubry. (My08) 

Suite in F# minor, piano, op 14  
Magnificent Debussy-like neo-baroque suite, slightly acidic (My08) Major work, despite 
the humble generic title: brooding, dark-hued ostinato builds to complex texture and 
feeling. Sicilienne, Bourée and Ronde place the Suite in the French baroque line, while 
the style places Roussel as a post-impressionist to Ravel, just as Cézanne stands in 
relation to Renoir, all the softness and sentimentality given an edge. (Ag12) 

Evocations, op 15 
Beautiful big work, primarily orchestral, impressionistic d’Indy/Ravel. Compare First 
Symphony but more ballet-like, colorful: voices in large 3d movement, wordless choir, 
then Indian religious ritual.  Study in the problems of mixed genre, cf Berlioz’ Roméo et 
Juliette, Franck’s Psyché . . . . Are there German examples? (Secular “cantatas” like 
Schumann’s Paradise und Peri?)  (My08) 

Sonatine, piano, op 16 
Subtle, no showiness, formally unpredictable in a good sense. (My08) In two movements 
only. Obsessive accompaniment figure, relentless melody with scherzando touches in 
middle. Très lent a slow march in 5. Builds to fast coda. Unshowy, superb. (Ag12) 

Le Festin de l'araignée, op 17 [1912] 
Masterpiece: colorful, descriptive, rhythmic, nuanced. Note: my recording ‘ complete 
ballet, but Weldon score ‘ the more often played “Fragments Symphoniques.” (My08) The 
complete score on Naxos too: I’m surprised that it sounds so familiar. Roussel’s 
charming melange of nursery fable and Darwinian natura naturans. Denève captures the 
onomatopoeic effects splendidly, and Roussel’s hard-edged neoclassic manner peeking 
through the impressionism. Dance and death of the Mayfly is pure parody. Yes, a major 
French masterpiece. (D12) 

Impromptu, harp, op 21  
Merely pleasant. (My08) 



Symphony No. 2 in B♭, op 23 [1919-20]  
Post-War: serious, strong, difficult, earnest, impressive. Mainly somber, passionate 
climaxes, wayward formally, too much material to control. (My08) 

Fanfare pour un sacre païen, brass, drums [1921]  
Fanfare made original. Acid bitonality (My08) 

Deux poemes de Ronsard, soprano & flute, op 26  
Intriguing sonority (try at FSA?), beautiful acoustically. (My08) 

Jouers de flute, flute & piano, op 27  
Pleasant suite, still impressionist/descriptive. Clearly a suite, not sonata  (My08) 

Sonata No. 2, violin & piano, op 28   
Superb, spiky, passionate, novel textures. Vastly better than the first sonata – excellent 
but neglected repertoire (My08) 

Segovia, guitar or piano, op 29  
Pleasant, inconsequential. (My08) 

Duo, bassoon & double bass [1925]  
Odd, inconsequential, homage to Koussevitsky. (My08) 

Serenade, flute, string trio, harp, op 30  
Masterpiece – less showy than Ravel parallel. (My08) 

Le bardit des francs, male chorus, brass & percussion [1926]  
Strong, bitonal. Very odd warlike subject – patriotic appeal to Frankish origin myth? 
Comment on softness of modern civilization (Chateaubriand text)? Raison d’être hard to 
grasp. Suspect? (My) 

Suite en F, op 33 [1926] 
Masterpiece, despite off-putting generic title. Neo-baroque suite, but muscular.  (My08) 

Concerto pour piano & orchestra, op 36   
Concertante concerto, not showy: Dissonant, muscular first movement, cf Bartok or 
Prokofiev. Second is lyrical (cf Ravel), third lighter. Super piece. (My08) 

Psalm 80, tenor, chorus & orchestra, op 37  
Big, portentous, a bit disappointing. Try again.  (My08) 

Trio, flute, viola & cello, op 40  
Superb, transparent texture alleviates free dissonance, but with Ravel-like colors, 
harmonics, arpeggios.  (My08) 

Symphony No. 3 in G minor, op 42 [1930]  
Masterpiece, muscular, familiar. (My08) 

Bacchus et Ariane, op 43 
Masterpiece: notable lighter tone than symphony, regular rhythms, more Ravel-like 
colors but less sensuous, more muscular rhythm, acidy harmonies. Suite I is Act I, Suite 
II is Act II. (My08) 

String Quartet in D, op 45 [1932]  
Dense, hectic, toughly intellectual, hectic – nice scherzo, Reger-like fugal finale. 
Tougher, more unforgiving piece than I’d recalled. (My08) I’ve listened to this several 
times at widely spaced intervals and I’ve always liked it: a rugged motto that should stay 
with me better. Adagio thick and textural, even as the violin soars stratospherically. 
Bright, happy Finale. marvelous bit with mutes – all very thick and active. (My13) 

Trois pieces, piano, op 49  



Brief, relatively inconsequential despite late date (My08) Roussel’s last piano work. 
Reminiscent of Poulenc: the wink of the boulevardier, a sly waltz, a touch of off-kilter 
jazziness. Very fine. (Ag12) 

Pipe, flageolet (or piccolo) & piano  
Nice tune. (My08) 

Symphony No. 4 in A, op 53  
Masterpiece, big slow movement, driving finale. As great as No 3. (My08) 

Aeneas, orchestra & chorus, op 54 [1935] 
Masterpiece, wholly unknown. Balletic texture, but serious, “classical” starkness (unlike 
Bacchus) relieved by chorus, present throughout. Spoken, shouted passages gripping. 
Interesting contrast to Berlioz’ Enée. (My08)  

String Trio, op 58 
Lovely, transparent textures, big middle movement. (My08)  

Elpenor, flute & string quartet, op 59    
Pleasant atmospheric suite.  (My08) 

Sinfonietta, op 52 
Solid ten-minute string repertoire, somewhat familiar, especially the last movement. 
Excellent Roussel lite. (Ag10) 

Rustiques, op 5 
Early piano piece, has apparently won frequent hearings. Debussyan but with an edge 
given by the fourths in the left hand figures. Meditative Promenade. Retour de fête has 
more quartal harmony.  Good stuff.  (Ag12) 

Des heures passent, op 1 
Piano Suite. Roussel matured quickly, but the earliest handful of opus numbers are 
decidedly juvenilia: Debussy, Chopin, Fauré, follow in quick succession. Nor does 
Tragiques rise above the rest, as the notes claim. (Ag12) 

L’accueil des Muses 
Short homage to Debussy, a deliciously dissonant take on impressionism. (Ag12) 

Prélude et Fughetta, op 41 
Roussel’s only mature organ piece, dedicated to Nadia Boulanger and very French, but 
with Roussel’s edginess. (Ag12) 

Padmâvati Ballet Suites Nos 1 & 2 
Act I ballet begins with misterioso slow intro, breaks into a rhythmic war dance. Little 
sign of Orientalism, more an acidulated impressionism: hard edges, irregular rhythms in 
5. Dance of the Slave Girls gets more Asian: harp and low (alto?) flute. Act II ballet: 
misterioso beginning rises to fortissimo with cymbals and drums. Dance full of 
Orientalist scales, big climax.  (Ja13) 

GIOVANNI ROVETTA 
Vespro solenne pour la naissance de Louis XIV 
 Rovetta was Monteverdi’s assistant maestro di cappella at St Mark’s. He was assigned 

the task of preparing the celebrations for the birth of the new dauphin. The CD does not 
reconstruct such a service, and in fact the one-to-a-part choir gives the performance an 
intimate, chamber feel, despite the brass. It is beautifully polished but closely miked, with 
little ambience. Instrumental pieces are by one Buonamente. Lauda Jerusalem stands out 
– beginning with solo voices, gradually answering, combining, rarely letting all join in. 



The opening solo melody becomes a ritornello, with a ravishing two-voice doxology at 
the end. Full five voices saved for the Magnificat. (N14) 

ALEC ROWLEY 
Concerto in D for Piano, Strings and Percussion, op 49 

Shortish Concerto in three movements in a somewhat romanticized neo-classicism – or is 
it an objectified romanticism? Spiky piano, Romantic phrasing, big gestures at beginning 
of Finale.  Percussion not prominent. Unpretentious, OK. Is this the hymnologist? [No, 
that’s Eric Rowley. Google finds no evidence of relationship.]  (Mh11) 

JOSEPH-NICOLAS-PANCRACE ROYER 
Harpsichord works 

How much French Baroque harpsichord music does one need? Royer was one of the last 
in the tradition, and a very fine specimen – character pieces as in Couperin: La Sensible, 
Le Vertigo, etc. The individual pieces seem longer than Couperin's. Super disc. (O10)  

Premiere Livre de Pièces pour Clavecin 
Royer’s first and only collection dates from 1746 and continues the tradition of Couperin 
with gusto. His character pieces are tangy, his tender Rondeaux leisurely. Two items, 
Deux Tambourins and Le Vertigo (The Capricious) are way over the top, Le Vertigo said 
to be the densest harpsichord writing in the entire tradition, a study in enlightenment and 
insanity. The last two items are fantastic virtuoso pieces with a sense of humor. 
Superlative disc. (N19)    

MIKLÓS ROZSA 
Quartet No 2, op 38 

Not surprisingly the sound is Bartok, not as rugged harmonically or rhythmically, but cut 
from the same cloth: folkloric, energetic, quasi-pentatonic at times, contrapuntal, tempos 
elastic, nothing pretty. He knows Janacek as well. Great ending. Strong piece. (Ja14) 

Quartet No 1, op 23 
Not rugged, this Quartet begins with twining legato lines in imitation, picks up tempo, 
rhythmicality, frequent changes of tempo and mood. Scherzo “in modo ungarese” is 
really in the mode of Bartok: the solo viola makes sure of that. Lento weaves several 
melodies in altered folk scales, some quite romantic moments – beautiful movement. 
Finale is “feroce,” but it too has slower reflective bits between outbursts. Strong piece, 
more attractive than the Second. (Ja14) 

String Trio, op 1 
Youthful but not juvenile, a tangle of linear motifs – second subject romantic, but with 
folk edge – the two ideas seem to span different worlds. Giocoso is whimsical, spiccato, 
irregular. Largo con dolore develops a swooping, descending romantic theme. Allegretto 
vivo (!) takes a four-square but harmonically twisted theme through its paces. (Ja14)  

Spellbound Concerto 
Enlarged from Rosza’s score for Hitchcock, the one with theremin and luminescent milk. 
Nice celesta, nice thereminesque chromatic motif. But alas, no theremin! (Jy16) 

EDMUND RUBBRA 
Symphony No 2 in D 

Revisit prompted by Bob Hughes: first two movements highly structuralist, then long 
tranquillo movement seeming unrelated. Stronger than I recall: brassy, fond of rumbling 
bass registers, pounding tympani. Still undecided. Rubbra resists me, though I’m usually 
attracted by an undemonstrative composer of this sort. (Jy08—Muskoka) 



Symphony No 7 in C 
Cf Vaughan Williams at his most constructivist (e.g. Symphony No 4), minus 
impressionistic color and folklore, harmony still modal but more wayward. Slow 
movement Finale has nobility, but overall gray. (Jy08—Muskoka) 

Symphony No 6, op 80 
This piece grabs me immediately: Sibelius nobility, touches of Nielsen – magnificent first 
movement (I had thought ER gray and bleak). Brooding Adagio. Vivace pure Nielsen (at 
his best), colorful with celeste and harp. Finale begins Andante, emerges into Allegro and 
triumphant finish. Possible masterpiece.  (Jy09) 

Symphony No 8, op 132 “Hommage à Teilhard de Chardin” 
More difficult to place than No 6, not thematic but built from interval and rhythm cells. 
Still sounds traditionally symphonic but moving towards textural music. Nobilmente – 
dancelike middle (Martinu?). Finale broad, serence, fateful drumbeats. I’m a sucker for 
celeste at end. Beautiful but hard to grasp.  (Jy09) 

Soliloquy, cello & orchestra, op 57 
Lyrical but somber mini-concerto in one movement. Big build-up, faster section 
crescendo, nice ending.  (Jy09)  

Missa in honorem Sancti Dominici 
Shortish à cappella Mass, mainly homophonic, thickly voiced, playing for the unexpected 
progression, some mild added note harmony. Not great.  (Ag10) 

Missa centauriensis; 2 Christmas motets 
Both the early “Dormi Jesu” and the later English carol are simple and beautiful. The 
Mass, unlike the other, is in English, with much more to it: double choir, section & 
individual solos, antiphonal bits. It is à cappella except for the Credo – to underline the 
communal nature of belief, Rubbra says. The Gloria, without explanation, is moved to the 
end. I wonder why he didn’t bring back the organ for that? ER always leaves me 
questioning. (Ag10) 

Symphony No 4, op 53 
In three movements: Opening is tonal, sumptuous, but focuses on an austere line, as it 
does throughout. Variations on the dominant seventh. Single-minded in the extreme, 
Sibelius sound, breaks into major key for nobilmente conclusion. (Ja11)   

Symphony No 10, op 145 “Sinfonia da camera” 
For chamber orchestra in three connected movements, slow-fast-slow. First develops a 
simple scale into intense web of sound. Scherzando has Sibelius woodwind ring, but little 
lightness, certainly no jokiness. Finale very beautiful, but the whole is very serious, 
intellectually worked out. A short Symphony at 15'.  (Ja11)   

Symphony No 11, op 153 
Rubbra’s last, a short Symphony like the Tenth, in one movement, Andante – Adagio. 
Quite subtle evolution of themes, no big climax but reaches a break, then a calm ending. 
Livelier than tempo markings suggest. Beautiful.  (Ja11) 

Quartet No 1 in F minor, op 35 
In three movements, written just before the First Symphony. Allegro marked by rhythmic 
figure, more aggressive than I’d expect. Lento highly elegiac – possibly a memorial for 
Holst, dignified, beautiful. Finale picks up last motif of slow movement in lively but 
minor key development. (Finale is a rewriting suggested by Vaughan Williams.) (Je11) 

Quartet No 3, op 112            



In three continuous movements, the first with a long pained slow intro, gives way to a 
jaunty Allegretto that conceals a sustained motif continued from the intro. Interesting 
cross rhythms.  Adagio enters near stasis. Motor rhythms in Finale churn away to quiet 
ending. Strong piece. (Je11) 

Quartet No 4, op 150 
In three movements, slow-fast-slow, with a break before the final Adagio. Andante 
dominated by a theme that eventually breaks free in Scherzando, with pizzicati, bright 
sound, then multiple cross rhythms. Adagio Finale sustained, not static but paced like a 
solemn cortege, closing beautifully in serene major. (Je11) 

Symphony No 9, op 140 “Sinfonia Sacra” 
Large choral Symphony, an Easter oratorio with soloists representing Jesus, Magdalene, 
and a Narrator. Four sections without a break, each ending with a Latin hymn and a 
Lutheran chorale tune for chorus: I glimpses the crucifixion, ends with Crux fidelis. II 
sets Easter morning, ends with Resurrexit. III dramatizes a post-resurrection appearance, 
ending Regina caeli laetare. IV tells the story of Emmaus, ending with a triumphant Viri 
Galilei. The macrorhythm thus recalls Bach’s Passions, but Rubbra’s style is as elusive as 
ever. This is neither St Matthew nor Gerontius. I suppose it has its moments. (My12) 

The Morning Watch, op 55 
Setting of Henry Vaughan’s poem for chorus and orchestra. The solemn prelude is 
gorgeous. But trouble sets in with the choral entry: Vaughan’s text is too intricate to be 
grasped: there’s no redundancy, and Rubbra’s chorus is kept in the uppermost tessitura 
where words disappear. No, it doesn’t work. (My12) 

Fantasy on a Theme of Machaut, op 88 
 From both the composer and the title I expected something more austere, but this is pure 

luscious English pastoralism, rather belated, given an odd edge by the flute and the 
anachronistic harpsichord added to string quartet. Dedicated to Carl Dolmetsch, it calls 
for either flute or recorder, but flute it seems to be on the CD. (My13) 

Cantata Pastorale 
 Short sequence of five songs for tenor, flute anf harpsichord, setting (in English 

translation) passages from Plato and medieval Latin lyrics. It has an Orientalist tinge out 
of character for Rubbra. (My13) 

Quartet No 2 in E♭, op 73 
 Four movements. Allegro begins quietly with stepwise theme that eventually takes on 

dance-like rhythms; the theme becomes more aggressive before settling – quite a journey 
of transformations. Scherzo is an exercise in polyrhythms – cohesive, short, tough. 
Cavatina begins almost inaudibly, remains pianissimo, stepwise motifs contrasted with 
sequences of fifths. I can’t grasp where it’s going. Finale Allegro is more a Moderato, but 
picks up tempo, always with three-note upbeat – another journey of transformations that 
ends quietly. Rubbra at his most involving. (May16) 

Ave Maria Gratia Plena 
 Two songs to the BVM, an anonymous medieval text, and Villon translated by Rossetti. 

Nearly white-note songs, the second is quite nice. Charles Daniels OK. (May16) 
Piano Trio No 1, op 68 
 I’ve heard this before but cannot remember it. One movement in three sections, 

slow-fast-slow, the middle scherzando very short. The three instruments seem to ramble 
independently, even when they seem to be in unison – any kind of display is strictly 



avoided. Final section becomes very attenuated before a final bell-like crescendo. 
Appealing. (May16) 

Amoretti 
 I resisted this because I thought Spenser unsettable and sonnets are rarely suitable for 

song; but these songs are little masterpieces of musical prosody. Britten hovers, of 
course, and Rubbra treats the quartet like a viol consort with a touch of Elizabethan 
pastiche. I have one or two quibbles of scansion, and two rather than three slow songs 
would better balance the set. But this is brilliant work, and the selections of Spenser show 
him off well. (Je16) 

Violin Sonata No 1, op 11 
Three movements, 17’. Rubbra’a first extended piece, six years before the First 
Symphony. This is a rapt, romantic piece. Allegro freely develops a gentle dotted motif. 
Rubbra’s early mentors were Cyril Scott and Gustav Holst: here Scott prevails. Romance 
also develops a persistent rhythmic motif in 3. Fugal Rondo works a subject with a 
Handelian repeated three-note pick-up. Rubbra has not yet become austere or elusive: this 
is a fresh, uncomplicated piece of English cowpat romanticism. (Je18) 

Four Pieces for Violin and Piano, op 29 
 Elementary teaching pieces, all the action in the piano. (Je18) 
Violin Sonata No 2 

Three movements, 18’. Allegretto in 6/8 sounds midway between Delius and Howells. It 
works up a lather, then the tempo takes off at Allegro for coda. Lament (generic, not 
particular) features allusions to Asian scale patterns. Finale Vivo feroce begins with 
galloping one-note motif on violin – liner notes evoke Bartok but the harmonic language 
has not changed, and the galloping cossack takes time to pause. Lively Finale. Albert 
Sammons championed this piece, recorded it and helped establish Rubbra’s name. (Je18) 

Variations on a Phrygian Theme, op 105 
Solo violin piece, 6’. Rubbra’s theme falls into two parts, on D and A strings. The 
variations use pizzicato, sordino, hrmonics, and progress more or less convincingly. (Je18) 

Violin Sonata No 3, op 133 
Three movements, 12’. That word “enigmatic” crops up in the liner notes for this late 
work. Allegro is insistently diatonic, the violin line strongly rhythmic with a couple of 
scary leaps skyward, formally free-wheeling but never harsh. Andante, marked “mesto,” 
is chromatic by contrast, very free. Finale Variations work with a happy skipping theme – 
the variations keep contact with the theme, just barely. Strange final variation over deep 
piano chords. Strong piece. These Sonatas may help me grasp the Symphonies. (Je18) 

JUSTIN RUBIN 
5 kleine Choralbearbeitungen 

Five organ chorales on Lutheran hymns, part of program at FSA by two young 
organist-composers. All are short, harmonized in free dissonance, and end on implausible 
triads. (O) 

ANTON RUBINSTEIN 
Symphony No 4 in D minor “Dramatic” 

Immensely long at 65', but more Raff than Bruckner about it: the Symphony as series of 
operatic scenes without singing. After despising the “Ocean” Symphony (No 2), I 
expected little, but maybe for that reason enjoyed more. Slow intro returns for 
development: triumphal passage à la Meyerbeer (on good behavior). A nicely loopy 



Scherzo, quite original in tone and structure – crazy solo string village band – 
imaginative orchestration, unexpected structural moves – major key blast for finish. 
Much too long for its own good, but not negligible. This is Tchaikovski’s model. (S09) 

Symphony No 1 in F, op 40 
Rubinstein was a Russian pioneer, his First Symphony written as early as 1850, so it’s 
best heard not as precursor to Tchaikovsky but successor to Mendelssohn. It begins as an 
exuberant, happy piece with fine melodies and unexpected modulations in a large but 
well managed Allegro. Nice Scherzo, okay Moderato, workaday Finale. Everything 
betrays AR’s habit of going on too long. (F11) 

Ivan the Terrible, op 79 
Lisztian programmatic tone poem that might have been written by an immature 
Tchaikovsky. Less prolix than the Symphonies, but the ideas are square and developed 
through obvious repetition. (F11) 

Piano Sonata No 1 in E minor, op 12 
This Sonata could have been written by Mendelssohn, but Mendelssohn on a pretty good 
day: stronger ideas, more concentrated development than the Symphonies. In standard 
four-movement layout: turbulent Allegro, songful Andante, pokey staccato Scherzo, con 
fuoco Finale with lovely second subject, fugato, digits flying, the works. A piece I’ll 
return to happily. (Mh11) 

Piano Sonata No 2 in C minor, op 20 
In three movements: Well worked Allegro, nice Variations, fireworks saved for Vivace 
Finale with breakneck coda. (Mh11) 

Piano Sonata No 3 in F, op 31 
The Sonata Rubinstein performed most frequently himself, a big full-blooded piece with 
fanfare motif, sweet second subject, development a bit rum-tum. Allegretto in minor, 
staccato, misterioso, very Mendelssohn. Andante a spun out Romantic melody with 
agitato B section. Finale a breakneck tarantella in the minor (like Mendelssohn’s Italian), 
but with dramatic interruptions and triumphant coda in major. (Ap11) 

Piano Sonata No 4 in A minor, op 100 
Written about a quarter of a century after the Third, a grand, grand Sonata longer by ten 
minutes.  No apparent change in style except perhaps thicker texture, flashier virtuosity. 
More expansive, but still lucid formally. Demonic Scherzo with trollish dissonances, 
“wrong” notes – calm Trio.  Expansive Andante, melodious. Moto perpetuo Finale. 
AR’s Sonatas are firmly made, very attractive, but they lack the sticking power of a 
Chopin. (Ap11) 

Cello Sonata No 1 in D, op 18 
Early Rubinstein is Mendelssohnian, and here the best idea is stolen from the Violin 
Concerto – a little cadenza before the recap ending in arpeggios with main theme 
returning over top. Sadly, the theme itself is undistinguished. Nice Sicilienne movement. 
Finale develops expressively, but again the material is colorless. (Ap13) 

Violin Sonata No 3 in B minor, op 98 
 NB: The two Sonatas are reversed on the CD track listing. Slow intro followed by 

passionate melody: recap in major is nice. Moderato is not a Scherzo nor a dance: a 
gentle Intermezzo with a breathless, hesitating theme – B section slightly upbeat. Adagio 
has hymn-like melody that rises to nobilmente – elaborations becoming increasingly 



ornate. Finale loud, abrupt with a touch of ungarese. Pierre Franck’s performance has 
technical issues but its musical. Strong piece. (Ap15) 

Viola Sonata in F minor, op 49 
 Massive piece in four movements, 45’ long – the Moderato alone in 17’. Moderato 

thoroughly worked out, nice second idea in major, but underwhelming. Andante builds 
on simple melody with harp-like arpeggios – very nice. Moderato Scherzo is gentle with 
pizzicato, not flashy – liquid B section is entrancing. Allegro Finale is fiery. Good but not 
great. (Ap15) 

POUL RUDERS 
Symphony No 2 “Symphony and Transformation” 

In one movement just short of half an hour – my first hearing of Ruders. Liner notes say 
little except that the orchestra is modest and that Ruders makes no concessions. Violins 
chase each other in upper register with slow brass motion below, all irregular rhythms. 
Texture continues, intensifies, final scary gestures with trombones and timps. (Muskoka, 
Jy12) 

Piano Concerto 
Conventional three-movement layout. Grazioso is all legato lines in dissonant 
counterpoint, not rhythmically marked – agitato bit, then solo cadenza. Larghetto has 
piano and orchestra very sparse, steady slow pulse. Prestissimo is not super fast but 
bright, more conventional sounding with multi-octave scales, parallel triads, big glissandi 
in violins. Evaporates. Bah! I don’t get Ruders. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Symphony No 4 “Organ Symphony” 
Very slow Prologue plays with orchestra winds matching organ stops eerily. Cortège has 
ear-splitting fortissimo – I don’t hear the march rhythm, but there’s a sort of pops parody 
that moves in and out, nursery rhyme ditties, some distant carpet bombing – stops 
suddenly and a short prestissimo Etude begins, scrubs for a few minutes. Finale, a 
chaconne, sets up a steady beat, frightening, and rises to grotesque nobilmente. Episodes 
go wild. I don’t know how good the piece is, but it’s a test for the speakers. (My15) 

Trio Transcendentale 
Short organ work, fairly conservative, polytonal, lots of keyboard action, written as 
competition pièce imposé. (My15)  

Signs and Rhapsodies 
Concertante chamber piece for accordion and wind quintet (with auxiliary winds) in 
twelve short movements, mainly a study in textures and timbres, the accordion a wind 
instrument like the others. Four movements are called Rhapsody but I don’t differentiate 
them. Still, there’s lots of character, strong gesture. A strong piece – my opinion of 
Ruders rises. (My15) 

DANE RUDHYAR 
Third Pentagram – Release 

Five short piano pieces that sound aimlessly improvisatory – at least I don’t detect a 
form. They don’t sound too difficult technically, but the fifth has some Scriabin trills. 
(NYCBAp09)  

Archduke RUDOLF of Austria 
Septet in E minor, clarinet, horn, bassoon, violin, viola, cello & bass 

4 movements, 28’. Big work, warm sound with strings, same ensemble as Beethoven’s 
Septet. Very accomplished facture. Attractive, lively themes. Needs more surprises. 



Adagio nice, not profound – B section in minor – A returns with embellishments. 
Variations open with slow Intro, theme in gentle 3, cello variation gorgeous. Short 
Vivace well proportioned, with obligatory fugato. The Archduke was a very talented 
pupil. (Ag20) 

CARL RUGGLES 
Evocations 

CR wrote 9 pieces by count, fewer than Duruflé. These 4 short piano pieces constitute 
one of them – slow, they seem like feeling one’s way arbitrarily over the keyboard. I 
don’t get them. (Je10) Two versions recorded, the piano version and the orchestration. 
Tilson Thomas’s tempi are slower than Kirkpatrick’s by nearly 2’. The piano version 
sounds cooler, not anguished, though the final Adagio seems all passion spent on a falling 
fifth. The more aggressive medium of the orchestra has those cymbals, timps and brass. 
It’s not just a different approach: the music is changed. Either version sounds more 
elusive (maybe less effective?) than Sun-Treader or Men and Mountains, but it does have 
cumulative force. (N18)    

Men and Mountains 
Ruggles’ most significant work after Sun-Treader. Foss gives a performance that sounds 
suspiciously cleaned up, less messy than I’d expect. In three parts: Men dominated by 
dissonant brass, Lilacs for strings only, Mountains Marching returning to full orchestra. 
Rare and precious. I don’t understand why Tilson Thomas’s complete set has not been 
reissued. (Jy11) Suite of three movements, just over 10’. Men is (I think) unrelated to 
short independent piece but similar in tone. Ruggles’ cymbals have a charming naivety. 
Lilacs is only strings, all (or just some?) muted. Marching Mountains has pounding 
timps. None of these pieces has a stable meter. There’s barely enough Ruggles to form a 
distinctive personal style, but I hear a common tone, a weeping stoicism, repeated 
melodic fragments. Does this end on a tonic 6/4? (N18)    

Sun Treader 
The only piece by Ruggles that I know well, from the fine Tilson Thomas recording. That 
opening is as unmistakable as Zarathustra. Miller has his young orchestra make a great go 
of it. What a scary piece! (Ag18) Shaking an angry fist at God! The phrase comes to mind 
as I listen now, in the context of Ruggles’ other music. Ruggles seems to have been an 
angry old white man from the age of about 20 – but his music can be memorable. (N18)    

Toys 
What d’ya know, Tilson Thomas’s set has appeared! This little song is early and already 
atonal. No text but Blegen’s diction is good. Balloons in the text motivate the high note. 
(N18)    

Vox Clamans in Deserto 
Three songs with ensemble, 6’. Beverly Morgan’s English is more mumbled than 
Blegen’s. These pieces are deeply emotional. I suddenly realize that Ruggles was an 
Angst-ridden Romantic, more Byronic than Shelleyan, more like Berg than the 
mischievous Ives. (N18)    

Men 
 Orchestra piece not quite 2’30” minutes long. Violent gestures, anguished oboe. (N18)    
Angels 

Two versions. The all-trumpet version is slow, stately, sharply dissonant, about 3’ of 
music. The version with trombones sounds more earthbound but more majestic. (N18)   



Portals 
String orchestra piece, 7’. Unlike the relative serenity of Lilacs, this is turbulent, defiant. 
I thought it was over, but there’s a pause, then a reflective afterthought. (N18)   

Organum 
Piece for orchestra just under 7’. It begins with bass instruments in unison, then in two 
parts, then splotches of dissonant chording. There’s pared down part writing and some 
parallel fifths going on. Big mounting finish. (N18)     

Exaltation 
Piece for organ, brass, and choir, 8’, the only time Ruggles incorporates tonal vernacular 
and thus his closest approach to Ives. The organ starts with a hymn (I don’t recognize it), 
complete with “wrong” notes. Then the brass, then choir (mostly in unison). Text is “Our 
God our help in ages past,” but the tune is not St Anne. (N18)    

WALTER RUMMEL 
25 Bach Transcriptions 

I bought this double CD to honor Rummel, not expecting to enjoy it a tenth as much as I 
did. As Timbrell explains in his superb notes, Rummel tended to transcribe vocal pieces, 
rather than the easier keyboard works favored by Busoni and others, so the demands are 
often greater. Ach wie nichtig (track 2) explodes with virtuosity: Bach is almost lost. 
Others, like the great duet from Cantata 78 (track 8) is a marvel of reduction to two 
hands. Mein gläubiges Herze (track 10) turns out to be that mysterious Bach piece in 
Sandra’s gig book. Some, like the final Von Himmel hoch, are subdued, sempre 
pianissimo. A wonderful insight into a great forgotten virtuoso. (Mh12) 

LUIGI RUSSOLO 
[musical traces] 

Russolo took pride and claimed liberty in being musical amateur. True noise music: 
unpitched, more or less, more continuous than standard idiophones. Mechanical, 
non-manual production foregrounded. Samples from reconstruction at 1977 Venice 
Biennale. Antonio’s pieces superimpose tonal gramophone recording, making them more 
conventional but preserving a faint trace of the intonarumori from 1924. (D08) 

JOHN RUTTER 
Gloria 

This piece outraged me from the beginning as a shameless ripoff of Belshazzar’s Feast, 
much watered down. It still does. Unworthy. (Jy10) I guess I’ve made my peace with it: 
I’ve sung it so often and know it by heart. The rhythms and counterpoint are clever. The 
middle movement is still a Britten ripoff and a drag. (Ap11)  

10 Anthems 
All more or less familiar and very beautiful except “O clap your hands,” which like the 
Gloria betrays Rutter’s difficulty being brassy. (Jy10) Ditto. Sacred candies. (Ap11)  

Te Deum, et alia 
I don’t want to call this disc a collection of Rutter’s flops, but FSA has only done a few 
of these, and not often – the Te Deum once only, I think. “Be Thou my vision” is no 
improvement on the original tune. Rutter’s verses for “I believe in springtime” are sappy. 
“Lord, make me an instrument” isn’t a patch on Barrie Cabena’s setting. The quieter 
pieces are more successful than the pompous: “As the bridegroom,” “The Lord is my 
light,” “Go forth.” (Ap11)  

Feel the Spirit 



It’s nice to hear these settings so familiar after having sung them, and so beautifully 
crafted, even the gawdawful marching saints at the end. “Deep River,” “Motherless 
Child” – sublime. (Ap13) 

Birthday Madrigals 
Five familiar poems set in a cycle: Rutter writing more for himself than for the market. 
“Come Live with Me” is a wonderful choral dialogue, conflating Marlowe’s shepherd 
and Ralegh’s nymph: the music is equally witty. And Sidney’s intricate sonnet “My true 
love hath my heart” gets an equally intricate setting. Good to have. (Ap13) 

The heavenly aeroplane; Lord of the Dance; Skylark 
I actually bought this disc to have some version of Hoagy Carmichael’s “Skylark,” one of 
the most beautiful of pop song standards. I’m not crazy about Rutter’s soloist, but the 
arrangement is nice.  My beloved “Lord of the Dance” is stunning. The lyrics to 
“Heavenly Aeroplane” are amazing (Auden’s find), and Rutter’s take on rock & roll is 
even tolerable. (Ap13) 

Suite for Strings 
A little folksong Suite based on tunes also arranged for choir. Very good rep – I was 
interested to see how Rutter did not choose the easy way, but reconceived the tunes in 
instrumental terms: “I have a bonnet,” “Waly Waly,” “Smoothing Iron,” etc. Slick and 
pleasing. (live, FSA strings Ap13)  

Requiem 
 Rutter’s best extended work – throw all the rocks you like, it’s a gorgeous piece, even a 

masterpiece. We sang it for Good Friday Service – very moving. (Ap18) 
JOSEPH RYELANDT 
Idylle mystique, op 30 
 Three songs for soprano and orchestra on texts in French from the Song of Songs. The 

composer is new to me, a Belgian of deep Catholic faith. The songs are dedicated to his 
wife. Style is post- Wagnerian, post-Franckian, with hints of Fauré. Alas, no texts are 
printed. For all Ryelandt`s reputed modesty, he does not shy from the fortissimo or the 
big high note. Nice. (Ap16) 

Symphony No 4 in B minor, op 55 
 Largo opens with dramatic brass declaiming Credo motif and tragic tutti chords – Allegro 

is agitated, impassioned, with no relief. Andante spins a simple lyric line in winds, then 
violins. Moderato returns to opening agitato, more restrained, then a sudden fugato, molto 
marcato – themes developed, all seeming related to the Credo. It disappears, pianissimo, 
and the Finale begins in a remote key, crescendo nobilmente for the choir entry. I’m 
tempted to call it just Mendelssohnian in harmony and choral sound, but there are 
surprises – changes of direction, modal surprises – that Felix would never do; but 
Ryelandt is almost untouched, not only by Wagner but by Franck. The music almost 
vanishes before Resurrexit emerges in merry dance. Much repetition of the word 
“catholicam,” the sopranos as high as they can reach. (May16) 

Piano Quintet in A minor 
 Three movements. Moderato could be early Fauré, with some harmonic subtlety but 

rather short breathed. Instruments well individualized, fine recap given to piano instead 
of strings. Adagio is (of course) “religioso,” and it’s glorious. The imitation is 
wonderfully subtle and transparent. Allegro Finale begins briskly, pauses to recall the 



religioso, then takes off. There’s another return of religioso before a triumphant coda. 
Terrific piece, beautifully played, exceptional recorded sound. (Ag16) 

Adagio in F# minor for String Quartet 
 Movement preserved from early student work, passionate, very beautiful. Con sordino 

coda. (Ag16) 
Andante and Variations on “Ach Tjanne,” piano sextet 

Sextet with double bass. Ryelandt’s contribution to a collaborative piece – only three of 
the movements seem to have been completed. The folktune is very plaintive. Ryelandt’s 
style by this late phase has become ever so slightly looser in its treatment of dissonance 
and tonality. One variation goes gipsy. (Ag16) 

Quartet No 2 in F minor  
Four concise movements. Allegro is uncharacteristically rough – tension, passion – very 
curt. Andante begins like a conventional cavatina but merges into a darker misterioso, 
muted viola scurrying in the depths; the cavatina returns, aspect altered, and soars 
beautifully on the E string. Con fuoco returns to the roughness (Beethovenish say the 
notes) with recall of the misterioso bit. Is it a Trio, the semplice theme? Wonderful bridge 
to the Finale with chromatic agitato sequence. Allegretto is another semplice – the 
squiggling tag recalls the first movement. Playful, positive feeling, quiet sign off. (Ag16) 

Missa 6 vocibus 
Add this to the very short list of Romantic a cappella masses. Restrained but expressive, 
subtle counterpoint that never interferes with the well projected text. It’s probably more 
complex than it sounds, and the first performers found the chromaticism difficult, though 
now it seems unproblematic. (F19)  

FREDERIC RZEWSKI 
4 North American Ballads 

Winnsboro Cotton Mills Blues: I didn’t know quite what to expect, but this is ostinato 
music, first on the order of 1920s cluster dissonance, then softening to more transparency. 
I would not guess the “blues” element or the populist impulse from listening to the first 5 
minutes: I guess the ostinati are the Cotton Mills. Then the Blues unexpectedly emerges. 
Most interesting stuff so far on Naxos sampler. (F09) Hamelin selects only two of the 
four: Down by the Riverside treats the familiar tune with polytonality and clusters. 
Winnsboro begins with uncanny factory noises at bottom of keyboard, varied but 
relentless, with polytonal blues over top. Resembles Milhaud with protest anger rather 
than French wit. (Jy12) Dreadful Memories, the shortest of the four, is a lovely and 
unfamiliar spiritual given rugged polytonal treatment after initial statement. Which Side 
Are You On? Gives less sense of the original tune, but treatment is gentler – still Ivesian. 
The improv bit, I guess, is the repetitive minimalist passage mid-way. There’s a whistle 
and a shout. Down by the Riverside – delicious polytonal treatment – Schlosser 
interpolates We Shall Overcome. Winnsboro Cotton Mills I remember well – minimalist 
rumbling takes on great significance. Great music. I hope it becomes standard rep. (Ap13) 

The People Will Never Be Defeated! 
I didn’t know what to expect, but eclecticist Rzewski uses variation procedure to include 
a bit of everything. Formally, the 36 variations relate through keys, move through 
groupings of 6, weave in two other protest songs, and offer room for an improvised 
cadenza (Hamelin goes wild).  Generically, the piece stands in line with Goldberg, 
Diabelli, and the mighty compendia of Reger and Hindemith. Stylistically, they careen 



from the Chilean marching song through every variety of contemporary style, popsy to 
atonal, though they seem to remain tonal. I swear I heard whistling.  The pianistics are 
demanding enough to challenge Hamelin. Thrilling ending. A major masterpiece by a 
composer who suddenly looms in my mind as a presence in the contemporary landscape. 
Rzewski has worked with the entire pantheon, from Cage and Boulez to Piston, Sessions 
and Babbitt, Dallapiccola and Cardew. The hour flew by. (Jy12) 

De Profundis 
Melodrama based on Oscar Wilde prison letters – the pianist responsible for reading and 
vocalizing as he plays. Performance aspect is lost on CD, but even so, the music, being 
incidental, just seems clever – unlike the grand effect made by Hamelin’s Variations. 
(And yes, Hamelin must have been whistling!) Wilde’s prose, filled with pathos as it is, 
seems pretentious. Best parts are the extended piano passages. The whistling is OK, and 
maybe the shout, but the toy horn is too much. (Ap13) 


